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EDITOR INTRODUCTION
The 2017 Law Journal for Social Justice Symposium, “Criminal Justice
System Reform,” focused on mandatory minimums, mass incarceration, and issues
in policing in two panels moderated by Professor Charles Calleros and former
Phoenix Mayor and former Attorney General of Arizona Terry Goddard. Panelists
included Maricopa County Attorney Bill Montgomery, State Senator Martin
Quezada, Federal Public Defender Jon Sands, 2016 Pima County Attorney
Democratic candidate Joel Feinman, Will Gaona, Maricopa County Deputy Sheriff
Ben Henry, Phoenix Police Department Commander Kevin Robinson, and civil
rights attorney Steve Benedetto. Special thanks to our Symposium Editor, Jane
Ahern, for her hard work on this wonderful event.
This academic year, the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law relocated to its
new home at the Beus Center for Law and Society in downtown Phoenix, a
‘monument to inclusion and accessibility’ where the public may learn about the
law. Similarly, it is the mission of this journal to publish accessible legal literature
for the public to engage with. Special thanks to our staff for their hard work and
dedication in bringing these important legal issues into the public domain.
This issue begins with a discussion on the opportunity cost between diversity
and electoral competitiveness in Competing Liberal Values: The Effects of VRA
Sec. 2 Litigation on Electoral Competitiveness, written by Dr. Mathew Manweller,
Dr. George Hawley, and Kristen Evans Hawley, JD. Next, Raneta Lawson Mack,
J.D., reflects on the trials and tribulations of one of the most important cases in our
constitutional history in Miranda V. Arizona in From the Sublime to the Ridiculous
and Everything In-Between: Fifty Things You May or May Not Know About
Miranda V. Arizona. Zachary Williams, J.D. weaves stories from actual victims of
racial discrimination into the War on Drugs narrative in Race and the War on
Drugs: It’s Story Time. Katherine Spindler then reflects on her experience
managing a misdemeanor caseload as a Public Defender intern in Bethel, Alaska,
an off-road bush community with a predominantly Yup’ik Native Alaskan
population in Ask Me First: Why Making Plea Offers to Unrepresented Yup’ik
Defendants in Bethel, Alaska Before Securing Counsel Perpetuates Racial Harm
and Violates the Law and Professional Ethics. Next, in Black Death, Shannon
Prince provides a literary tour through aspects of prejudice that African American
writers have observed, while complementing black authors’ artistic depictions of
the criminal justice system with legal scholarship. This issue ends with two of
LJSJ’s own. Elisabeth Friedman argues for the explicit protection of transgender
students’ rights under Title IX in Informal Rulemaking and “Sex”: How the
Federal Government Defined Gender Identity as “Sex Discrimination” While
Relying on the Unstable Auer Deference. Finally, Catherine Fu explains How
Federal and State Law Enforcement Agencies Can Effectively Use Social Media
in Their Cooperative Efforts to Combat Human Trafficking.
Chrisanne M. Gultz
2016-2017 Editor-in-Chief
Law Journal for Social Justice

COMPETING LIBERAL VALUES: THE EFFECTS OF VRA SEC. 2
LITIGATION ON ELECTORAL COMPETIVENESS
Dr. Mathew Manweller*
Dr. George Hawley**
Kristen Evans Hawley, J.D.***
INTRODUCTION
The United States recently celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965. This legislation was one of the most important
victories of the Civil Rights Movement, and has been rightly credited as an
important milestone on the path to racial equality in the American political
system. That said, certain elements of the Voting Rights Act, notably
Section 2, may clash with other values we hold in high esteem: specifically,
political competition. Although the Court has not traditionally held political
competition to be a paramount concern, it is nonetheless important. In this
paper we consider whether the break-up of multimember municipal voting
districts in the interest of avoiding vote dilution for underrepresented
minorities had the unanticipated consequence of reducing political
competition.
I. THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT
Fifty years after its enactment, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (“VRA”)
is widely heralded as landmark legislation that symbolizes a watershed
moment in the nation’s history. 1 Assuring African Americans the right to
* Mathew Manweller, PhD, University of Oregon; MA, University of Montana; BS,
Whitman College. Currently a Professor of political science at Central Washington
University and a Member of the Washington State House of Representatives.
**George Hawley, PhD, University of Houston; MA, University of Houston; BA,
Central Washington University. Currently an assistant professor of political science at the
University of Alabama.
***Kristen Hawley, JD, University of Houston; BA, University of
Virginia. Formerly an associate at Weil, Gotshal & Manges. Currently practicing
corporate bankruptcy law at Bradley Arant Boult Cummings.
1
See Nathaniel Persily, The Promise and Pitfalls of the New Voting Rights Act, 117
YALE L.J. 174, 176 (2007). Richard H. Pildes, Why the Center Does Not Hold: The
Causes of Hyperpolarized Democracy in America, 99 CAL. L. REV. 273, 287-94 (2011);
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was enacted on August 6, 1965 and is codified at 52
U.S.C. § 10301 (2007). See Pub. L. 89-110, tit. 1, § 2, Aug. 6, 1965; History of Federal
Voting Rights Laws: The Voting Rights Act of 1965, U.S. DEPT. OF JUSTICE,
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vote, the VRA also set into motion a process of political sorting whereby
political parties undertook a policy realignment, offering voters a choice
between parties with sharply differentiated rhetoric at the same time that
many voters came to have relatively fixed partisan preferences.2 A
consequence of the VRA, and the civil rights movement more generally,
was a fundamental realignment in American politics; Southern whites, once
some of the most reliably Democratic voters in the nation, began moving
toward the Republican Party. Furthermore, although African Americans
were predominantly Democratic in their voting behavior prior to the VRA,
since that time this demographic category has voted overwhelmingly for
Democrats, especially in presidential elections. Scholars point to the VRA’s
enactment as a major cause of today’s hyperpolarized partisan politics.3
One of the most important enforcement provisions of the VRA is its
ability to protect against the unique injury of “vote dilution.” 4 “In most
states, politically self-interested state legislatures draw election district
boundaries after each census.”5 Vote dilution occurs when states take
advantage of racially polarized political preferences to undermine the
ability of minorities to meaningfully participate in the political process,
usually by submerging them within districts where they are technically
allowed to vote but consistently outvoted by a white majority. 6 Questions
of vote dilution have heavily focused on single-member districts,
particularly those for state legislatures and the U.S. Congress. However,
vote dilution doctrine also developed as a reaction to states’ use of at-large
elections in county and municipal elections, where multiple representatives
are elected from a single district, because these systems allow even sizeable
minority groups to be consistently outvoted, where voting is racially
polarized.7 The Court’s eventual solution was to invalidate at-large districts
as “diluting” the minority vote share, replacing them with single-member
districts that give minority voters a majority in one or more districts.8
Section 2 of the VRA creates a private right of action to protect plaintiffs
from “vote dilution” by requiring states to draw voting district lines in ways

http://www.justice.gov/crt/history-federal-voting-rights-laws (Aug. 8, 2015).
2
Pildes, supra note 1, at 287-88.
3
Id.
4
Heather Gerken, Understanding the Right to an Undiluted Vote, 114 HARV. L. REV.
1663, 1666 (2001).
5
Pildes, supra note 1, at 311.
6
Gerken, supra note 4, at 1672; Dale Ho, Minority Vote Dilution in the Age of
Obama, 47 U. RICH. L. REV. 1041, 1046 (2013).
7
Gerken, supra note 4, at 1672-73.
8
Id. at 1671-73 (noting that vote dilution doctrine has “largely been developed by the
courts over time”).
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that offer racial minorities the ability to elect their preferred candidates. 9 To
establish a vote dilution claim, a plaintiff must prove that (1) the state could
have drawn an additional, compact majority-minority district but failed to
do so; (2) the minority group is politically “cohesive,” or votes in a similar
fashion; and (3) the majority group – the white electorate – votes as a bloc,
enabling them to consistently outvote minority candidates.10 Importantly, a
plaintiff alleging vote dilution need not prove discriminatory intent under
Section 2; however, the Supreme Court considers factors bearing a strong
resemblance to those required to prove unconstitutional discriminatory
intent.11 Dilution cases often hinge on expert testimony, as population and
election data are usually required.12
The typical remedy for vote dilution claims is the creation of a singlemember district in which minorities constitute a majority of the electorate,
known as majority-minority districts, allowing them to elect their preferred
candidate.13 The rise of single-member voting districts has created
substantial diversification among elected officials in the South.14
In the case of single-member districting schemes, it is still possible to
undermine minority voting strength by fracturing the minority vote, placing
a few minority voters in each district, or packing the minority vote, placing
all minority voters in a single district.15 In the 1994 case Johnson v. De
Grandy, the Supreme Court clarified that proportional representation within
a voting district is not a complete defense to a vote dilution suit, but
proportionality receives “extraordinarily heavy weight in evaluating such
claims and has become the preeminent measure of fairness in
redistricting.”16

9
Section 2 provides that “[n]o voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or
standard, practice, or procedure shall be imposed or applied by any State or any political
subdivision in a manner which results in a denial or abridgement of the right of any
citizen of the United States to vote on account of race or color . . .” 52 U.S.C. § 10301.
See Gerken, supra note 4, at 1666 (2001); John M. Powers, Statistical Evidence of
Racially Polarized Voting in the Obama Elections, and Implications for Section 2 of the
Voting Rights Act, 102 GEO. L. J. 881, 885 (2014); Daniel P. Tokaji, Public Rights and
Private Rights of Action: The Enforcement of Federal Election Laws, 44 IND. L. REV.
113, 138 (2010).
10
Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986); see Gerken, supra note 4, at 1674.
11
Ho, supra note 6, at 1047, 1059-60; see Gingles, 478 U.S. at36-37 (citing S. REP.
NO. 97-417, AT 28-29 (1982), reprinted in 1982 U.S.C.C.A.N. 177, 206-07).
12
Gerken, supra note 4, at 1674.
13
Ho, supra note 6, at 47.
14
Id. at 1058.
15
Gerken, supra note 4, 114 Harv. L. Rev. at 1672-75.
16
512 U.S. 997, 1018-19, 1023-24 (1994); Gerken, supra note 4, at 1675-76; see also
Barnett v. City of Chicago, 141 F.3d 699, 705 (7th Cir. 1998).
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Vote dilution is part of the “second generation” of voting rights claims,
as its central premise is broader than the mere ability to cast one’s vote,
claims which make up the “first generation” of voting rights cases. 17 Vote
dilution doctrine encompasses the notion that like-minded voters must be
given the chance to aggregate their votes to achieve a representative
democracy.18 It is an individual injury proved by reference to the aggregate
treatment of a larger group, and as such, undercurrents of fairness and the
nature of democratic representation animate policy choices in this area –
what it means to have one’s vote “count” for purposes of participating in
the political process.19
Redistricting is meant to facilitate vote aggregation by grouping
individuals on the basis of shared interests, thereby making elected
representatives more responsive to the group’s interests.20 Redistricting
practices are also intended to ensure that groups cannot gain electoral power
that far exceeds their share of the population by manipulating voting district
lines.21 But, as the nation’s demography continues to evolve, some scholars
have questioned whether this emphasis on diversity remains necessary. 22
As the country grows more diverse, and minority voters participate in
the electoral process in ever-increasing numbers, 23 it may no longer be
necessary to draw majority minority voting districts, either because
minorities form a plurality of the voters in a multiracial district or because
white voters may cross over to support minority-preferred candidates.24
Moreover, an unintended consequence of vote dilution doctrine may be that
its emphasis on racial identification contributes to political and racial
polarization.25 Additionally, Section 2 claims may also make minoritypreferred candidates the token representative within a broader
representative institution; that is, because majority minority districts tend to
be more liberal than the average Democrat district, concentrating these
voters into a single district amplifies their political power within that district
but deprives surrounding districts of their influence.26 Justice Thomas once
declared, “[i]n construing the [VRA] to cover claims of vote dilution, we
17

Gerken, supra note 4, at 1671, 1677. First generation voting rights claims focused
on direct, formal limitations on the ability to register and vote (e.g. poll taxes, literacy
tests, identification requirements).
18
Id. at 1677.
19
Gerken, supra note 4, at 1666-67, 1675-77; see Ho, supra note 6, at 1049.
20
Gerken, supra note 4, at 1679.
21
Id.at 1680.
22
See Ho, supra note 6, at 1043-44, 1050-51.
23
Id. at 1042-44.
24
Id. at 1050-51.
25
Id.; Pildes, supra, at 288.
26
Ho, supra. at 1051.
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have converted the Act into a device for regulating, rationing, and
apportioning political power among racial and ethnic groups.” 27
Preliminary evidence from the 2008 and 2012 elections suggests that
the electorate is moving towards greater political polarization, particularly
based upon racial characteristics.28 Scholars have concluded that despite
substantial progress in softening racial attitudes since the VRA’s enactment,
white and minority voters still differ in their political preferences, and these
differences are stark in certain parts of the country. 29 In these districts, the
use of majority-minority districts may still be a welcome safeguard for
minorities’ meaningful political participation.30
A less examined element of vote dilution claims and subsequent
redistricting is how redistricting impacts electoral competition. Political
competition theoretically results in greater accountability, responsiveness,
and participation.31 Electoral-institutional design necessarily involves
tradeoffs, and the benefits of creating majority-minority districts are
powerful.32 But it is also important to note that the VRA, and vote dilution
doctrine in particular, may have contributed to the decline of competitive
elections and the increasingly polarized electorate.33
It stands to reason that, in our current hyperpolarized political milieu,
current redistricting practices have created “safe” electoral districts, which
elect officials who themselves are more polarized than members elected
from competitive election districts.34 To create more competitive election
districts would mean electing more centrist officials, resulting in less
polarized institutions.35 But, current evidence shows that there is not a
strong linkage between competitive elections and centrist policy platforms;
rather the evidence indicates that candidates count on voters’ increasing
partisan loyalty, regardless of whether they were elected in a landslide or
competitive district.36

27

Holder v. Hall, 512 U.S. 874, 893 (1994) (Thomas, J., concurring).
Ho, supra, at 1066-69; see generally Pildes, supra, at 276-81, 310 (noting that
“[T]he 2002 and 2004 elections were the least competitive in post-war history.”).
29
Ho, supra, at 1069.
30
Id. at 1069-70.
31
Nathaniel Persily, The Place of Competition in American Election Law, in THE
MARKETPLACE OF DEMOCRACY: ELECTORAL COMPETITION AND AMERICAN POLITICS
(Michael McDonald & John Curtis Samples, eds. 2006).
32
Pildes, supra, at 318.
33
Id.
34
Id. at 308.
35
Id.
36
Persily, supra note ???? at 313-14 (showing that Members of Congress who were
elected from competitive districts vote in “only slightly less polarized patterns than
members from safe seats.”).
28
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Running alongside this polarization narrative is empirical evidence
suggesting that elections have become less competitive as a result of voters’
geographic self-sorting into communities of like-minded individuals.37
Over the last generation, there has been a dramatic increase in the
percentage of geographic units that are dominated overwhelmingly by
voters who support one party’s candidate in election after election, making
these elections non-competitive.38 Majority-minority election districts tend
to be some of the least competitive districts in the country. 39 And vote
dilution doctrine exacerbates the phenomenon of non-competitive elections
by concentrating a portion of the state’s Democratic voters into majorityminority districts, which can make it more difficult to create competitive
districts in the rest of the state.40
Our quantitative analysis aims to resolve the question of whether the
increasing number of majority-minority single-member districts has
affected electoral competition in local elections. If elections in majorityminority districts are more or as competitive as they would be in the absence
of vote dilution claims, then the VRA has not only ensured meaningful
minority participation in the political process, but a slate of well-qualified
candidates responsive to their community’s needs. If, however, Section 2’s
impact has decreased competition in single-member district elections, those
communities may themselves become home to the very type of entrenched
political power they were founded to avoid. The ramifications of this
analysis and decisions about whether to privilege electoral competition over
representational guarantees, viewed in light of the nation’s changing
demography, could illuminate the future of our democratic system.41
II. THE ISSUE OF COMPETITIVENESS
Descriptive representation for historically underrepresented minorities
was a key justification for legislation such as the VRA. After generations of
disenfranchisement, it was especially important to ensure that African
Americans would not only have the right to vote, but also have a reasonable
37

Id. at 311-13.
Id. at 309; 312-13.
39
Id. at 316-17.
40
Id.; see Michael S. Kang, Race and Democratic Contestation, 117 YALE L.J. 734,
736 (2008) (stating that safe majority-minority districts reduce electoral competition and
run counter to the VRA’s intended purpose).
41
See Kang, supra, at 736, 738 (“Electoral competition has become popular as the
structural priority for election law, in place of representational guarantees like the
VRA.”); Samuel Issacharoff & Richard H. Pildes, Politics as Markets: Partisan Lockups
of the Democratic Process, 50 STAN. L. REV. 643, 712-16 (1998) (discussing the absence
of Constitutional provisions informing our electoral process and narrating the history of
political thought surrounding democratic institutional design).
38
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chance to elect a candidate who would serve their interests. Descriptive
representation requires more than an elected official who shares the
minority group’s preferred party, but this group’s physical characteristics,
as well.42 Descriptive representation is justified on the argument that
African American legislators are best equipped to effectively fight for the
interests of African American constituents.43 However, the right to vote and
descriptive representation are not the only hallmarks of effective
democracy. Electoral competition, which theoretically ensures democratic
accountability, is also an important concern.
Compared to questions of voter disenfranchisement and vote dilution,
questions of electoral competition have received less attention from lawyers
and judges, but this question has long been considered by political
scientists. This is understandable, as the Constitution is silent on the
question of electoral competition per se, whereas the Equal Protection
Clause clearly demands the right of all demographic groups to be treated
equally when it comes to casting a ballot. A constitutional right to
competitive elections can only be inferred indirectly from Article 4, section
4 of the Constitution, which states that every state is guaranteed a
“Republican form of Government.” If we can plausibly claim that
completely uncompetitive elections are at odds with republican principles,
we can similarly argue that there is a constitutional guarantee of political
competition.44 That said, this has not been the argument traditionally
advanced by the Supreme Court.45
However, Professor Pildes has argued that a more explicit right to
competitive elections can be inferred from the Constitution.46 The
Constitution’s Elections Clause grants state legislatures the power to
establish the “Times, Places, and Manner” of congressional elections. 47
However, Pildes argued that “Just as Article 1’s grant of enumerated powers
to the reasons for which granted, the specific and limited delegation of
power in the Elections Clause does not license state legislatures to
eviscerate competitive congressional elections and undermine electoral
accountability.” 48 Similarly, the Constitution also guarantees that “the

42
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People” are to choose their members of congress – not self-interested state
legislators.49
There is a strong theoretical argument for the value of electoral
competition. It is generally accepted that reelection is the paramount
concern of all elected officials, and all other goals are subordinate to that
ambition.50 The fear of electoral defeat presumably keeps legislators honest
and encourages them to support legislation aligned with the electorate’s
wishes and provide valuable constituent services. In the absence of a
credible electoral threat, elected officials may engage in self-serving
behaviors or otherwise neglect the needs of their constituents. The absence
of a credible challenge from the opposing party may further lead to more
ideologically extreme elected officials; a Republican (Democrat) in an
overwhelmingly Republican (Democratic) district has little reason to
moderate his more conservative (liberal) positions in order to maintain
electability. In fact, the greater threat may be a primary challenge that forces
the representative to move further to the right (left). Although theoretically
the case against uncompetitive districts is strong, the empirical evidence
that uncompetitive elections leads to greater levels of extremism and
ideological polarization is rather weak, at least when the U.S. Congress is
the unit of analysis. Professors McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal failed to
uncover evidence that uncompetitive elections were a primary cause of
polarization;51 Carson et al. found some evidence that gerrymandering leads
to more polarization in the House, but the effects were modest.52 Professor
Brunell showed that members of congress who win by wide margins are not
generally more ideologically extreme than members from competitive
districts.53
There are other reasons to value electoral competition, even if the
evidence that competitiveness leads to improved behavior by
representatives is mixed. It is well known that the United States has a low
voter turnout rate compared to other economically advanced nations. There
is evidence suggesting that uncompetitive races are one source of low
turnout.54 Voting is a crucial element of responsible democratic citizenship,
49
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and for this reason alone we may wish to pursue policies that boost turnout
rates. Low-turnout also has practical implications, as lower levels of turnout
tend to reduce the level of representation for minority groups, especially in
municipal elections.55
The median voter theorem argues that, in a majority rule situation, the
outcome of the election will be congruent with the wishes of the median
voter – that voter who is the very center of the one-dimensional ideological
spectrum.56 However, even if this is true, the median voter may not be a
good representative of the public’s wishes, if voters are systematically
different in important ways from non-voters. In a low-turnout environment,
the odds that voters will differ from non-voters increase. Low-turnout
elections are particularly likely to have an electorate that is whiter, older,
and wealthier than high turnout elections.57
Further, there may be a non-recursive relationship between voter turnout
and electoral competition.58 That is, lower levels of electoral competition
may decrease voter turnout, but lower turnout may also decrease the level
of political competition. Low-probability voters, those who are especially
unlikely to vote in a low-turnout scenario, tend to have weaker attachments
to established candidates.59 Scholars have shown, for example, that higher
turnout tends to decrease the share earned by incumbent parties and
candidates in presidential elections.60
In the United States, there is a troubling dearth of genuinely competitive
elections. The overwhelming majority of all members of congress are
reelected every cycle. This is even true in so-called wave elections, in which
one party performs extraordinarily well, often shifting the balance of power
in congress. In 2006, for example, when Democrats regained control of the
House of Representatives, the overall incumbency reelection rate was 94
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percent; in 2010, when Republicans took the House back, the incumbency
rate was slightly lower, but still very high, at 85 percent.61
Gerrymandering, a subject that will be discussed in greater detail in the
next section, is often treated as a primary explanation for uncompetitive
elections. However, gerrymandering is not the only reason for low levels of
political competition. If redistricting was the primary cause of
uncompetitive political contests, we should compare legislative districts
with electoral units that are not affected by redistricting. In the case of U.S.
Senate elections, presidential elections, and state executive branch
elections, states themselves are the geographic boundaries, and these
boundaries are fixed. When we examine these elections, we see that they
are similarly uncompetitive. Although U.S. Senate elections are
traditionally slightly more competitive than House elections, incumbency
rates are nonetheless remarkably high, and have dropped below 80 percent
only three times in the past 30 years. In 2012, the incumbent reelection rate
for the U.S. Senate was actually higher than the reelection rate for
incumbents in the House (91 percent versus 90 percent). We see a similar
trend in presidential elections. In the run-up to the 2012 presidential
election, only eight states were considered even remotely in play (Colorado,
Florida, Iowa, Nevada, New Hampshire, Ohio, Virginia and Wisconsin).
Following the election, it turned out that even in these states the end result
was not particularly close; the margin of victory was five percentage points
or less in only four states.62
Some scholars and journalists have speculated that the current
increasing lack of political competition can be blamed on an ongoing
partisan sorting of the American electorate.63 That is, those drawing the
lines of legislative districts do not have to rely on a complex
gerrymandering scheme. Partisan voters are increasingly clustering together
geographically. This issue was largely brought to public attention by Bill
Bishop in his book The Big Sort. This book noted that the number of
counties won by a “landslide” margin – defined as a margin of victory of
greater than 20 percent – had increased dramatically in presidential
elections since the 1970s.64 The use of counties as the unit of analysis is
important, given that counties, unlike congressional districts, have fixed
boundaries and are therefore not changed after redistricting. In a scenario in
which large communities vote overwhelmingly and consistently for one
61
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party, drawing district boundaries that favor one of the two parties does not
require any special effort on the part of map makers. Bishop’s theory was
that people are deliberately making decisions about where to live based on
the partisan makeup of a neighborhood or community.
Bishop’s thesis was not immediately and universally accepted by
political scientists, however. Abrams and Fiorina wrote one of the first
major rejoinders to Bishop. They argued that Bishop overstated his case,
and in any event, even if geographic sorting does occur, it is not particularly
problematic, given that neighborhoods are no longer particularly relevant
when it comes to things like political participation or even discussion. 65
Other scholars have expressed similar skepticism.66 That said, other
political scientists have considered the issue of geographic sorting, and
concluded that Bishop’s thesis is largely correct.67
Incumbents also possess additional benefits that may be leading to less
competitive elections. Incumbents benefit from higher levels of name
recognition, incumbents enjoy the franking privilege, and incumbents with
a long history in the legislature enjoy a seniority status that may benefit the
incumbent’s district, which would be lost if the incumbent is defeated.
Political competition can also be hindered by certain electoral rules that tend
to drive down turnout, which tends to also boost incumbency rates. 68 Early
voter registration requirements, the failure to mail polling locations to
voters, and holding local elections non-concurrently with higher levels of
government tends to decrease voter turnout and boost the incumbency
advantage.69
We mention all of these sources of politically uncompetitive elections
as a way to note that, while we do value competitive elections, there is a
limit to what the courts can accomplish when it comes to boosting electoral
competition. That said, there are certain laws and institutional arrangements
that can affect electoral competition, and in these instances courts can and
do play an important role.
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III. POLITICAL COMPETITION AND THE LAW
Many of the complaints about political competition in the United States
focus less on the monopoly of one party in a particular district than the
duopoly that exists nationwide. Compared to most developed democracies,
the United States is unusual in that, in the overwhelming majority of
political units with partisan elections, voters are presented with only two
viable parties: the Republicans and the Democrats. This is primarily a result
of our electoral systems, rather than any deliberate collusion designed to
lock out other potential political rivals. Unlike systems that rely on
proportional representation, in which parties are awarded seats in a
legislature based on their total number of votes, the United States and the
state legislatures rely on single-member, plurality rules system for awarding
seats. In such a system, any situation in which there are more than two major
parties will be unstable and eventually break down. To take an example, if
you have a district or state in which one right-wing party faces off against
two-left wing parties, and the right-wing party wins the election by winning
40 percent of the vote and both left-wing parties win 30 percent of the vote,
in the subsequent election, the two left-wing parties will likely merge in
order to ensure a left-wing victory in the subsequent election. Even if the
two parties fail to merge, one of the two left-wing parties will likely be
eliminated from the electoral competition by the left-wing voters
themselves, who ultimately coalesce around one of the two options.70 Our
election system therefore makes a proliferation of successful third parties
very unlikely, even in the absence of any additional efforts from the other
parties to hamstring their efforts.
Beyond the inherent challenges faced by new parties in the American
electoral system, states have often placed additional hurdles in front of new
parties, and in these cases the courts have intervened – though the Supreme
Court has not consistently held that states have an obligation to remove
barriers to new parties and other candidates outside the two-party system.71
Intuitively, from a the standpoint of democratic theory, there is a strong case
to be made that voters should have the option to choose between a wide
multitude of options, and any laws that restrict ballot access are a hindrance
to the democratic process. Restrictions on ballot access may additionally
raise First Amendment issues; as Professor Persily argued, “Restrictions on
ballot access endanger First Amendment freedoms of speech and
association when they curtail a voter’s ability to express his preferences on
the ballot and associate with the candidate of his choosing.” 72 Laws that
70
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restrict certain parties from gaining access to the ballot have also raised
questions of equal protection.73 The issue is somewhat more complicated
than that, however.
There have been cases where the Supreme Court struck down certain
barriers to ballot access using this logic. In the case of William v. Rhodes,
the Court considered the constitutionality of an Ohio law that required new
parties to gain enough signatures to equal fifteen percent of the vote cast in
the most recent gubernatorial election. This hurdle effectively barred both
the American Independence Party and the Socialist Labor Party from the
ballot in 1968. The Court ultimately determined that Ohio had failed to
show a compelling state interest to justify this particular signature
requirement, and that it instead served only to provide the two leading
parties with a monopoly over the electoral process.
There are other examples of ballot access requirements being deemed
unconstitutional. In Bullock v. Carter, the Court struck down a Texas statute
that required filing fees as high as $8,900.74 The Court reached a similar
conclusion in the case of Lubin v. Panish, even though the filing fee in the
latter case was much more modest.75 The Court later struck down another
Ohio law in Anderson v. Celebrezze.76 In this case, the Court considered the
issue of an early filing deadline that would have kept John Anderson, an
independent presidential candidate in 1980, off of the ballot. The Court
found that was also unconstitutional, as the unreasonably early “filing
deadline not only burdens the associational rights of independent voters and
candidates, it also places a significant state-imposed restriction on a
nationwide electoral process.”77
That said, it is not the Court’s position that anyone can gain easy access
to any ballot. There is sound justification for placing reasonable restrictions
on ballot access. States may place reasonable burdens on new parties and
independent candidates in the interest of avoiding a proliferation of
frivolous candidates, and they may do so even if these regulations tend to
favor the existing two major parties. The Court recognizes that states also
have an interest in well-regulated elections.78 As the Court noted in Storer
v. Brown: “[A]s a practical matter, there must be a substantial regulation of
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elections if they are to be fair and honest and if some sort of order, rather
than chaos, is to accompany the democratic process.”79
In Anderson, the Court developed a three-part test to determine the
degree to which these competing interests were properly balanced. The
Court must first determine the degree to which the law injures a plaintiff’s
First and Fourteenth Amendment Rights; it must then identify the interests
the state claims are protected by the law in question; finally, the Court must
consider both of those interests, and determine whether the state’s interests
are sufficiently important to “burden the plaintiff’s rights.” 80
In Timmons v. Twin Cities Area New Party, the Court considered the
issue of fusion candidacies.81 A law in Minnesota banned candidates from
appearing on the ballot as the nominee for more than one political party.
This law barred the Twin Cities Area New Party from nominating a
candidate who was already on the ballot as a candidate for a different party.
The Court determined that the anti-fusion requirement did not represent an
unconstitutional violation of the plaintiff’s rights to association, as
Minnesota’s interest in this case outweighed the plaintiff’s interest.
The Court has furthermore not struck down all legislation requiring that
minor parties and candidates demonstrate some minimal demonstration of
support before appearing on a general election ballot. In Munro v. Socialist
Workers, the Court considered a Washington State statute that required a
minor party to receive a minimum of one percent of all the votes cast in the
state’s primary election for that office, otherwise the party will not appear
on the general election ballot.82 The nominee for the Socialist Workers Party
candidate for U.S. Senate failed to reach that benchmark, and thus did not
appear on the ballot for the general election. In his majority opinion, Justice
White noted, “While there is no ‘litmus-paper test’ for deciding a case like
this, it is now clear that States may condition access to the general election
ballot by a minor-party or independent candidate upon a showing of a
modicum of support among the potential voters for the office.” 83 To avoid
a confusing and overcrowded ballot, states have the right to require that
candidates and parties have at least some minimal level of support among
potential voters.84
We may take it for granted that the electoral system in the United States
all-but guarantees a two-party system, and Courts can do little to change
79
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this. However, there are other important determinants of electoral
competition, and in these other areas Courts can clearly play a role. The
drawing of district lines is another important determinant of electoral
competition. Aside from U.S. Senate elections, which are based on states’
boundaries, all U.S. Congress and state legislative districts are required to
be redrawn following each decennial Census to ensure equal representation.
District boundaries are required to be drawn in such a way to ensure that
all districts have roughly equal population, ensuring the principle of “one
man, one vote.” This has been the standard since the Baker v. Carr decision
in 1962, which both declared that issues surrounding redistricting are
justiciable and that congressional districts must be periodically redrawn
according to population shifts. 85 This principle was extended to state
legislative districts in Reynolds v. Sims.86 Prior to these decisions, many
legislative boundaries in multiple states had been fixed for several decades,
in spite of massive population shifts and different rates of natural growth,
leading to many cases in which there were massive disparities in terms of
the total population within legislative districts. Karcher v. Daggett later
affirmed that even slight population disparities can be unconstitutional. In
this case, although there was only a very small difference in the total
population of each district, the lines had clearly been drawn to benefit the
Democratic Party, thus the Court found that the redistricting plan was in
violation of Article 1, Section 2 of the Constitution.87
Although these decisions ensured that legislative districts would contain
an equal number of people, those entrusted with drawing these boundaries
nonetheless continued to possess considerable freedom to use redistricting
for political ends. The practice of gerrymandering, the manipulation of
district boundaries to serve the interest of a particular person, party, or other
group, has a long history in the United States. It has both partisan and nonpartisan manifestations.
A partisan gerrymander is designed to favor the interests of the party
drawing the district boundaries. There are two primary ways this can be
carried out. A political party’s electoral fortunes can be improved if district
lines disperse the opposing party’s supporters across multiple districts,
where they are a sizable minority in many districts, but a majority nowhere.
Cleverly drawn lines can ensure that a political party elects zero
representatives to the congress or state legislature, even if, in the state
overall, that party enjoys sizable support. Parties can also redraw lines in
such a manner that their opponents are packed tightly into a small number
of districts, in which the opposing party can be assured to win by an
85
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overwhelming margin, but leaving the neighboring districts safely in the
hands of the party that drew the boundaries.
Non-partisan gerrymandering is also a common occurrence in the
redistricting process. In this case, the new district lines do not necessarily
benefit one party over the other, and the ultimate distribution of seats may
fairly reflect the overall partisan balance in the state. In the case of a nonpartisan gerrymander, the primary beneficiaries are incumbents of both
parties. In this scenario, most districts are considered “safe” for the
incumbent party. Although the two parties may enjoy fairly equal levels of
support at the state level, within each individual district, one party or the
other enjoys an overwhelming numerical superiority.
The Supreme Court has considered both kinds of gerrymanders, finding
that non-partisan gerrymanders are not problematic from a constitutional
standpoint. Gaffney v. Cummings set an important precedent in this regard.88
In Gaffney, the Court considered a redistricting plan in the state of
Connecticut that very deliberately took the partisan balance of each
potential district into account. In this case, the lines were drawn in such a
way that partisan makeup of the legislature was similar to the overall
partisan distribution of voters across the state, although it did lead to minor
disparities when it comes to the total population of each district.89 The Court
ultimately found that these minor disparities could be discounted, given that
the maps were fair to both major parties: But neither we nor the district
courts have a constitutional warrant to invalidate a state plan, otherwise
within tolerable population limits, because it undertakes not to minimize or
eliminate the political strength of any group or party, but to recognize it and,
through districting, provide a rough sort of proportional representation in
the legislative halls of the State.”90 In other words, if a gerrymander has
broad bipartisan support, “judicial interest should be at its lowest ebb.”91
The Court was even more explicit in its deference to bipartisan
gerrymandering that protects incumbents in Bush v. Vera.92 The primary
issue was the racial gerrymandering. The Court considered three new
congressional districts in Texas that were minority-minority. The Court
noted that the nature of this racial gerrymander required strict scrutiny, and
declared these new lines unconstitutional as the “districts' shapes [were]
bizarre, and their utter disregard of city limits, local election precincts, and
voter tabulation district lines has caused a severe disruption of traditional
forms of political activity and created administrative headaches for local
88
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election officials.”93 That said, although the Court forced Texas to redraw
the lines, it also explicitly stated that it “recognized incumbency protection,
at least in the limited form of "avoiding contests between incumbent[s]," as
a legitimate state goal.”94 The Court’s willingness to accept politically
motivated gerrymanders as constitutional was further reiterated in Easley v.
Cromartie.95
On the issue of explicitly partisan gerrymanders that directly
disadvantage one of the two major parties, the Court has been similarly
unwilling to declare district lines unconstitutional. Although those arguing
that partisan gerrymanders violate the Equal Protection Clause may appear
on firmer ground when it comes to district lines that clearly disadvantage
the minority party, it is not necessarily easy to distinguish partisan from bipartisan gerrymanders. As Professor Persily noted: “Some partisan
gerrymanders do not look characteristically different from bipartisan
gerrymanders, since shoring up the partisan balance of the status quo may
be the most efficient strategy for insulating the dominant party from
challenge.”96
Three important cases demonstrate the legally ambiguous nature of
partisan gerrymanders. Davis v. Bendemer set an important precedent for
the Court.97 A clearly partisan gerrymander was considered in this case. In
the state of Indiana in 1982, Democrats actually won a majority of all votes
cast for the state House of Representatives (51.9 percent); yet because of
district lines that benefitted the Republican Party, Democrats only won 43
percent of the seats.98 The Court concluded that cases of this kind were
justiciable, but ultimately concluded that the plaintiff’s had failed to
demonstrate an unconstitutional violation of equal protection. Justice White
argued in his majority opinion: “The mere fact that an apportionment
scheme makes it more difficult for a particular group in a particular district
to elect representatives of its choice does not render that scheme
unconstitutional. A group's electoral power is not unconstitutionally
diminished by the fact that an apportionment scheme makes winning
elections more difficult, and a failure of proportional representation alone
does not constitute impermissible discrimination under the Equal Protection
Clause.”99 A key problem with this decision, however, was that although
the Court clearly determined that such cases were justiciable, it did not
93
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provide a clear test for determining when a partisan gerrymander violated
the Equal Protection Clause. Justice White declared that “unconstitutional
discrimination occurs only when the electoral system is arranged in a
manner that will consistently degrade a voter's or a group of voters'
influence on the political process as a whole.” However, he did not explain
how this could be proven.
There was hope that two more recent decisions might further clarify this
issue. In Vieth v. Jubelirer100 and LULAC v. Perry,101 the Court again
considered questions of partisan gerrymanders. In Vieth, the Court once
again declared that the partisan gerrymander was not a violation of rights,
but did not overturn Bandemer; it concluded that such claims remained
justiciable, even if it did not yet have a standard for determining when rights
had been violated.102 The Court again failed to create a standard for
resolving claims of partisan gerrymanders in LULAC.103 We thus remain in
a situation where the Court acknowledges that a partisan gerrymander could
represent an unconstitutional violation of equal protection, but we do not
know what exactly such a violation would look like.
Campaign spending is another issue that speaks to the issue of political
competition, albeit indirectly, and this controversial subject has received
considerable attention from the courts. However, traditionally the courts
have approached the issue of campaign funding as an issue of free speech,
rather than an issue of electoral competition. 104 The connection between
campaign finance law and political competition is somewhat tenuous, but
real. A priori, it may not be entirely obvious whether campaign funding and
spending limitations benefit incumbents or challengers. On the one hand,
incumbents typically possess an advantage in fundraising, thus limits on
raising and spending money should weaken the incumbency advantage. On
the other hand, incumbents already possess a large number of advantages
not shared by challengers (such as name recognition and easier access to the
media).105
Some political science literature suggested that campaign contribution
limits do have a salutary effect on competition, leading to narrower margins
of victory and less of an advantage for incumbents.106 However, other work
suggests precisely the opposite, suggesting that strict limits on campaign
100
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spending actually leads to fewer candidates and less competition. 107
Although measuring the precise effect of campaign expenditure limits has
many methodological difficulties, the general consensus is that these effects
on competition are probably quite small.108
In sum, when we examine how the Court has considered issues of
political competition, the Court has rarely held that political competition
per se is a constitutional guarantee. States may place reasonable limits on
ballot access, bipartisan gerrymanders are considered acceptable, and many
limitations on campaign spending are viewed as unconstitutional even if
large sums of money in politics disproportionately benefit certain voices in
the political process. But even if concerns about political competition
traditionally take a back seat to other concerns, such as the principle of one
person one vote, electoral competition has not been disregarded as a
concern. Furthermore, some legal scholars have argued that questions about
political competition deserve greater attention than they have received.
Some scholars have argued that the issue of political competition can
and should be approached from the same perspective as economic
competition, particularly anti-trust law. Although there is a qualitative
difference between the economic and the political marketplace, there are
strong reasons to value competition in both. As Nathaniel Persily noted:
The analogy to antitrust is straightforward: just as a firm can
strategize to become an economic monopolist or a set of
firms can behave like a cartel, so can one or two parties
behave in ways to diminish political competition. Whereas
in the economic sphere competition keeps firms honest by
forcing them to strive toward lower prices and better quality
in order to win over consumers, in the political realm
competition could force parties and officeholders to be
honest – that is, not to stray too far from the median voter or
not to deliver a low-quality “product” (for example,
unresponsive legislators or poor constituent service).
Political monopolies or duopolies, under this view, lead to
unrepresentative government as reflected in politicians who
are “out of touch” and legislatures that ignore shifts in voter
preferences.”109
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Professors Issacharoff and Pildes wrote an important article making the
case for treating the political arena as a market.110 They argued that it is time
to deemphasize questions of individual rights and pay greater attention to
“the preservation of the robustly competitive partisan market.”111 Drawing
on public choice theory, which speculates about the behavior of rational
actors given different institutional constraints, they argued that protecting
competition in the political marketplace will also protect the interests of
minority groups. When the Democratic Party possessed a political
monopoly in the South, white Democrats could freely disenfranchise blacks
with little fear of electoral loss. However, with the rise of political
competition in the South, the Democrats were forced to treat black voters
as just another element within their political coalition.112 Although the
Republican Party in the South now has an incentive to pack black voters
into a small number of districts, “competitive pressures in a wellfunctioning political market would, if partisan motivations dominate, force
Republicans to treat black Democratic voters not differently than the other
predictable Democratic voters whose aggregate power Republicans were
seeking to minimize.”113
IV. VRA, SECTION 2 AND POLITICAL COMPETITION
We can reasonably anticipate that the transition from multi-member
districts to single-member districts as a result of Section 2 of the VRA will
ultimately lead to fewer competitive elections, at least in general elections.
A county or municipality that relies on multimember districts will likely
benefit a particular racial group and that group’s preferred candidates.
However, if the minority group is sufficiently large, and the majority group
fails to vote as a unified bloc, it remains possible (if not necessarily likely)
for the minority group to elect its preferred candidates. The possibility of
electing candidates representing various interests encourages the presence
of multiple candidates with a realistic chance of winning for each position.
When these multimember districts are invalidated and replaced by
single-member districts drawn around racial boundaries, minority
communities are assured of their ability to elect their preferred candidates
and parties. However, when most minority communities are packed into
homogenous districts, we can similarly anticipate that electoral competition
will be reduced for both the minority and the majority districts. We can
110
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reasonably fear that this lack of competition will discourage otherwise
qualified candidates from entering the political arena, as politicians elected
in the first round of elections following the district changes will have safe
seats for life. This will be especially true in partisan elections, given the
extraordinary loyalty of African Americans and (to a somewhat lesser
extent) other minorities to the Democratic Party. In places where nonHispanic whites are overwhelmingly loyal to the Republican Party
(especially in the Deep South), we can expect a similar lack of competition
in majority-majority districts.
There is evidence from state and federal elections that the creation of
majority minority districts leads to very low levels of competition in those
districts in general elections. Edward Blum wrote on the case of Arizona,
which sought to create a new redistricting process that would increase
electoral competition.114 In 2000, voters in that state passed Proposition
106, which removed the redistricting process from the legislature and gave
it to a bipartisan commission. Prior to this, the Republican controlled
legislature had created districts that gave the party an overwhelming
advantage in congressional elections.115 The commission presented a
proposal that would have established a greater number of competitive seats.
However, as Latinos are a crucial voting bloc for the Democratic Party in
Arizona, creating these more competitive districts necessarily meant
dispersing Latino communities over a greater number of districts; prior to
this, the Republican redistricting plan “packed” as many Latinos as possible
into particular districts, which kept the surrounding districts more nonHispanic white and thus more reliably Republican.116
The creation of these new, more competitive districts created a new
problem: by “cracking” these Latino communities, and dispersing them into
multiple districts, there were fewer districts in which Latinos formed a
comfortable majority of voters. This decreased the probability that Latinos
would be able to elect the candidate of their choice. As a result of the
dilution of Latino electoral strength in these districts, the Justice
Department denied preclearance to the commission’s plan.117 A new district
map needed to be created, maintaining Latino-dominated districts. To quote
Blum: “And so, after spending $6 million of the taxpayer’s money to create
a legislative and congressional redistricting plan that would bring real
competition to the election process, nothing much had changed from the old
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days when legislators huddled together in the capitol basement to swap
precincts with one another in order to protect their jobs.”118
As indicated by the Justice Department’s response to Arizona’s
redistricting plan, assuring political competition is a lower priority in
American election law than assuring the creation and maintenance of
majority-minority districts in which protected groups have a chance to elect
their most preferred candidate. Paradoxically, this may ultimately result in
public policy outcomes that most minorities oppose. In a racially polarized
political environment, a state that packs its minority voters into a small
number of legislative districts will also lead to establishment of more
reliably Republican districts. As minorities have, on average, more
progressive policy preferences than non-Hispanic whites,119 and provide a
much greater amount of support to the Democratic Party, a state
congressional delegation or state legislature that is dominated by
Republicans will be less likely to support the policies that minorities prefer.
In other words, an unintended consequence of the VRA may often be the
implementation of public policies that are less progressive.
Although the hypothesis that the transition from multimember to
single-member districts will lead to lower levels of competition is plausible,
we cannot discount the possibility that the opposite will be the case. If the
multimember districts place minority communities at such a disadvantage
that they can never realistically expect to elect their preferred candidate, that
may also discourage candidates from diverse communities from entering
the political arena. Following the change from multimember to singlemember districts may lead to a surge in political interest from people who
may have previously remained on the sidelines. If that is the case, then
redistricting as a result of Section 2 of the VRA may have an additional
salutary benefit beyond guaranteeing protected groups the ability to elect
their preferred candidate: it may also increase political competition as
measured by the number of candidates. If this is case, then there is not
actually a trade-off
Scholars have long studied the impact of redistricting efforts resulting
from the VRA for congressional and state legislative elections. To our
knowledge, there has been no systematic examination of this question for
smaller units of government, such as county and municipal elections. The
results of this study will indicate whether there really is a trade-off between
political competition and protecting the ability of minority voters to elect
their preferred candidates, at least in local elections.
V. DATA
118
119
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Our goal is to measure the effect of moving local election systems (city
councils and county commissions) from an at-large system to a by-district
system. We hypothesize that such a move will limit that number of people
who run because geographic restrictions to ballot access will decrease
opportunities to run for office. Therefore, we are arguing that the VRA, as
applied to local elections, creates on opportunity cost where an increase in
minority representation leads to a decrease in electoral competition, as
measured by the number of candidates for a position.
To identify a “universal set” we looked to the Katz Database out of the
University of Michigan.120 In 2005, Prof. Katz worked on a project to
examine whether or not the VRA was still needed. She examined every
VRA case initiated between 1982 (Gingles was in 1986) and 2005.
There were 331 VRA cases litigated in that timeframe. From that dataset
we limited our research focus to only those cases that forced a city or county
to move its electoral system from an at-large system to a by-district system.
There were 53 cases that met our initial criteria. Unfortunately, not all 53
cases were usable.
In many cities and counties, the municipality used an “at-large system
with district filing” system. This means that the municipality carves the city
or county into several districts, requires a candidate to live in and run for a
specific geographic seat, but then allowed everyone in the city or county to
vote. These elections do not test our hypothesis. We are examining the
effect of limiting ballot access for candidates to smaller geographic regions.
These types of elections, although at-large in nature, already do that. The
remedy offered by the courts in almost every case was to simply require the
voting to be limited to the districts already drawn. After removing these
cases from the dataset, we were left with 32 usable cases.
Our dataset was further limited by the inability to access all the data.
Unfortunately, in the United States, accessing historical election data for
county and municipal elections is an enormous challenge. There is no
central data base where these results are stored. Many states do not have a
robust public records act and simply refused to release the data. Others
noted that the data was so old that it was no longer held or had been lost.
After removing these cases from the dataset, we were left with 22 cases in
our study.
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As previously noted, we measure competition on the number of
candidates pursuing each available seat. However, we needed to think
carefully about how to generate this variable. We could not just look at the
total number of candidates running in a particular county or municipality,
as the transition from at-large to single-member districts sometimes leads
to a change in the total number of seats. For example, in many cases, a
county would have three at-large seats. After litigation, the court would
order the county to have seven by-district seats. Thus, simply counting the
number of candidates is not an accurate measurement of electoral
competitiveness. If six candidates ran for the three at-large seats prior to
litigation and eight candidates ran for the seven seats post litigation, the pre
litigation environment is more competitive but has fewer candidates.
Therefore, we used “candidates per seat” to measure electoral
competitiveness. In my example above the pre-litigation score would be
6/3=2 and the post-litigation score would be 8/7=1.14.
All of the cities and counties which met our criteria and had accessible
data can be found in Table 1.
TABLE 1: CITIES AND COUNTIES
County/Municipality
Year
Kershaw County
1993
Watsonville City Council 1988
Metro Dade County
1993
Bulloch Co
1992
City of Pittsburg
1988
City of Norfolk
1989
City of Texarkana
1992
Escambia County
1984
Washington County
1988
Beaufort County
2004
City of Gretna
1987
City of Sarasota
1985
City of Springfield
1987
City of Chicago Heights
1997
Worcester County
1994
Chattanooga
1989
City of Jackson
1988
Jefferson Parish I
1991
City of Thomasville
2005
Lubbock
1984
Westwego
1991
City of Dallas
1990

State
SC
CA
FL
GA
NA
VA
AR
FL
FL
NC
LA
FL
IL
IL
MD
TN
TN
LA
NC
TX
LA
TX

Circuit
4th
9th
11th
SD GA
3rd
4th
W.D. AK
11th Cir.
N.D. FL
4th
5th
MD Fl
CD III
N.D. Ill.
4th
E.D. Tenn.
W.D. Tenn.
5th
M.D.N.C.
5th
5th
N.D. TX

Government Type
County
City
County
County
City
City
City
County
County
County
City
City
City
City
County
County
City
City
City
City
Alderman
City
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In Table 1 we see that there was great diversity in both this data set. It
includes both large cities (such as Dallas, TX) as well as smaller cities (such
as Gretna, LA). We also see a mix of both municipal and county
governments.
In order to measure the impact of VRA litigation on competition, we
generated our competition measure using elections both before and after the
change. Specifically, where possible, we created our competition measure
using the two elections preceding the change, and three elections following
the change.
VI. RESULTS
Our results show that there is an interesting relationship between the
transition to at-large to single-member districts. Before the transition, each
available seat averaged a little more than 2.8 competitors. This was true
whether we were examining the election that immediately preceded the
change, or the election before that. However, following the change, there is
typically an immediate spike in the number of contestants for each seat – a
mean number of candidates above 3.1. From this finding alone, we might
infer that district changes in local elections due to VRA litigation actually
leads to an increase in political competition. Such a finding is particularly
welcome, as it indicates that, at least in these types of cases, there is not
actually a trade-off between assuring minorities an opportunity to elect their
preferred candidate and political competition. We see the trend in the
number of candidates by election cycle in Figure 1.

It is not immediately clear why we would see such a significant surge
and decline in the number of candidates, but we can make some reasonable
hypotheses. Immediately following the creation of these new districts, we
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can expect a surge in interest among potential candidates, especially among
those that previously faced an inhospitable electoral climate. With new
district boundaries that open avenues for new candidates with little chance
of success before, it is not surprising that we see a surge in the average
number of candidates. So from this perspective, it appears that VRA
litigation at the local level is a boon to both minority representation and
competition, suggesting that this is a salutary example of a policy that does
not involve any significant trade-offs.
Given our relatively small sample size, we are precluded from engaging
in highly sophisticated statistical models, controlling for various district
attributes.121 However, we can use a simple two-sample t-test to test whether
the mean number of candidates during one period is significantly higher
than the mean number of candidates during another period. Our first such
test was whether or not there was a statistically-significant difference
between the election that occurred two cycles before the change and the
election that occurred three cycles after the change – as we can plausibly
expect that elections during both periods would represent the norm under
both electoral systems (that is, that any short-term interest and enthusiasm
that either immediately precedes or follows a major change should not be
present in either cycle). Our results showed that the difference between
these two means was just outside the standard bounds of statistical
significance. Our t-test showed that the two-tailed p-value was 0.08. In the
social sciences, the standard p-value that allows an analyst to confidently
reject the null hypothesis (in this case, that there is not a statisticallysignificant difference between the two values) is 0.05. In this case, however,
since a simple evaluation of the data indicates that there is a real and
important difference, we can plausibly conclude that our major problem was
the small sample size, not the lack of a real-world relationship. A p-value
of 0.08 would furthermore allow us to reject the null hypothesis if we used
a less demanding rule for rejecting the null hypothesis, such a p<0.1.
Incidentally, we did find a statistically-significant difference between the
period immediately following the change, and those that followed (p=0.02),
121
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which further indicates that there is a real difference between the period
immediately following the change (when we see the surge in candidate
interest) and the periods that follow.
We must add a caveat to the conclusion that this surge in support is the
result of the transition to single-member districts per se. It is well known
that incumbents have an advantage of non-incumbents, even in local
elections.122 However, immediately after the transition from at-large to
single-member districts, the normal rules of incumbency may no longer
apply. Some incumbents may not seek reelection if they live in a district
that is not favorable to them. Even if they do stand for election, it may not
be immediately clear whether they will be successful in the new district
boundaries.
Furthermore, the subsequent elections suggest that this short burst in
interest among potential candidates does not last. Beginning with the second
election following the transition, the districts, on average, reached a new
equilibrium that was somewhat below the norm before the change. In both
the second and third elections that followed the change, the mean number
of candidates was below 2.4. That is, under the new system, there was a
smaller average number of candidates after the transition than before.
That being said, we should not overstate the deleterious effects that the
change from at-large to by-district elections has on competition. Even at the
second and third election, each seat continued to average at least two
competitors, indicating that challengers did not believe that the new system
led to an environment in which competitors were locked out. Given the
importance of assuring protected groups the ability to elect their most
preferred candidates, this slightly lower level of electoral competition may
be a small price to pay.
However, although the lower amount of competition (as measured by
the number of candidates) is not sufficiently concerning to warrant a
reconsideration of VRA Section 2 when it comes to local elections, it does
not mean that arrangements cannot be made to better facilitate both minority
electoral representation and political competition. To consider this issue, we
should examine some of these municipal electoral changes in greater detail.
VII. INDIVIDUAL CASES AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Avoiding the opportunity cost between diversity and electoral
competitiveness might be possible if municipalities and counties consider
less traditional methods of elections and districting. The most common type
of election in the United States is a “single-member, simple majority”
122
Jessica Trounstine, Evidence of a Local Incumbency Advantage, 36 LEG. STUDIES
QUARTERLY 255, 255-280 (2011).
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(SMSP) district.123 Under this system, citizens elect a single member to
represent a geographic region and the candidate with the plurality of votes
wins. All congressional and legislative elections in the US are conducted
under this method.
In municipal and county elections, it is more common to find nontradition election systems such as ranked-choice voting, at-large/by-district
hybrids, single non-transferable vote and multiple-member districts.124 In
fact, judges in VRA cases have discretion to accept remedies that offer nontraditional election systems as means to comply with orders to revamp
electoral systems. 125 We offer a few case studies to highlight how nontraditional election systems might provide an escape from the diversity
versus electoral competitiveness dilemma that VRA litigation creates.
A. A Hybrid System—The City of Norfolk, Virginia
The City of Norfolk, Virginia was sued by the Norfolk Branch of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People for violating
the Voting Rights Act in 1988. The NAACP argued that Norfolk’s at-large
system for city council elections diluted the votes of African-Americans.126
The District Court ruled in their favor and a new election system was
adopted in 1993. Under the new system, the City of Norfolk was divided
into seven Wards. In each Ward, candidates had to live within the district
boundaries, each citizen cast one vote, and the winner was the candidate
with the most votes. Such a remedy is typical in VRA cases—one simply
moves from an at-large system to a by-district system. In the case of Norfolk
however, the municipality created five Wards and two Superwards. The five
Wards were compact districts that ensured the creation of majority-minority
districts and the election of African-Americans to the city council.
Concurrently, the city created two Superwards that cut the city in half. This
move essentially created two, smaller at-large districts. Finally, the system
staggered the elections of Wards and Superwards between even numbered
years. For example, in 1994, the city elected members to the five Wards. In
1996, the city elected members to the two Superwards.
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The results are interesting. In the three elections prior to the VRA
litigation (1986, 1988, and 1990) in which the city used an at-large election
system, there were 2.5, 3 and 3.5 candidates per seat per election. That
averages out to 3 candidates per seat, per election over a six-year period.
This is slightly higher than the average of 2.8 candidates per seat, per
election found in our overall results. Upon adoption of the new Ward
system, the competitiveness in the Wards falls as our hypothesis predicted
and our data supports. In the three elections after 1990, there were only 2.5,
3.2 and 2.2 candidates per seat respectively, for an overall average of 2.6
candidates per seat, per election. This is noticeable drop—about one-half
fewer candidates per seat. When we look at the Superwards, however, the
results are noticeably in the opposite direction. In the three elections postVRA litigation, the Superwards attracted 4.5, 4.5 and 3 candidates per seat,
respectively for an overall average of 4 candidates per seat, per election.
This is an additional one and a half candidates per seat higher than the new
Ward system and more than the invalidated at-large system.
The Norfolk system suggests a possible compromise that does not
eliminate the opportunity cost between diversity and electoral
competitiveness, but mitigates it. Under such a system, voters get diversity
in one election and competitiveness in the next. The Ward elections ensure
the presence of minorities on the Council and the Superward elections
provide multicandidate competitive elections. This solution is somewhat
analogous to the Great Compromise at the Constitutional Convention. In
1787, there was simply no way to craft a compromise that created a
proportional system of representation that also gave each state an equal
vote. Eventually rather than crafting one representative body, the Framers
simply created two—a House for proportional representation and a Senate
for equal representation. The City of Norfolk has traveled a similar path.
B. Single Non-Transferable Vote--Beaufort County, North
Carolina
Beaufort County’s adoption of a single non-transferable vote system
may offer a more effective method for escaping the diversity and
competitiveness dilemma. In 1991, faced with an ongoing VRA lawsuit
filed on behalf of African-American voters, Beaufort County stipulated to
an agreed upon Order changing its election system to a single nontransferable vote.127
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Under its old system, Beaufort County elected five, concurrently
serving Commissioners in an at-large system. Each citizen was allowed to
cast one vote in each of the five separate elections. Under this system, the
same white majority could prevail in all five races. Despite making up 32
percent of the population, there were no African-Americans serving on the
County Commission. In 1992, the County adopted a system that expanded
the Commission to seven members, lengthened the terms to four years and
staggered the elections so that not all seven members were elected in the
same year. They also adopted a single non-transferable vote mechanism that
was described in the Order as:
Each voter in the primary and general election shall be
entitled to cast one vote only (our emphasis) on each ballot.
In each party’s primary, the four candidates on the ballot
who receive the most votes shall be nominated without a
runoff. In the general election the four candidates on the
ballot who receive the most votes shall be elected for terms
of four years each.128
In this system, African-Americans can concentrate their vote on an AfricanAmerican candidate and ensure that they will at least come in the top four,
and thus be elected. Single non-transferable vote allows populations with far
less than 50% of the populace to still win if they coordinate their vote on a
single candidate.129 As the data on polarized voting shows, race and ethnicity
already serve as that coordinating force. Equally important, the election of
minority candidates does not require the creation of geographically limited
majority-minority districts that are responsible for the drop in electoral
competitiveness.
Beaufort County devised a system that allowed them to “have their
cake and eat it too.” They increased the diversity on their Board of
Commissioners and increased electoral competitiveness. In the two elections
prior to 1992, the commissioner races averaged 1.6 and 1.4 candidates per
seat for an overall average of 1.5 candidates per seat, per election. This is far
below the average of 2.8 candidates per seat in our overall dataset. In the
three elections after 1992, Beaufort County averaged 2.25, 2.0 and 1.33
candidates per seat respectively. Their post-VRA litigation average was 1.9
candidates per seat, per election—higher than before the litigation.
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FROM THE SUBLIME TO THE RIDICULOUS AND EVERYTHING INBETWEEN: FIFTY THINGS YOU MAY OR MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT
MIRANDA V. ARIZONA
Raneta Lawson Mack*
INTRODUCTION
On June 13, 1966, Chief Justice Earl Warren delivered the opinion in
Miranda v. Arizona,1 a case that had been argued before the Court for three
successive days earlier that year.2 Given that timeline, by all mathematical
accounts, Miranda celebrated its 50th birthday in 2016.3 According to the
AARP website, upon entering the 50s, while “the fine lines and wrinkles”
will become “more dramatic,” there is nevertheless “[a] more positive
outlook” during this decade.4 As will be discussed throughout this
retrospective, Miranda’s fine lines and wrinkles are well earned and, in fact,
its survival to age fifty might well be considered a miracle.
The purpose of this article is to give Miranda a proper celebration with
a 50-point reflection highlighting some of Miranda’s ups, downs, and inbetweens. The goal is not to pore over the analytical details of each point
because most of the topics either already have or certainly could lend
themselves to separate lengthy discussions or articles. Instead, the aim is to
thoughtfully (and briefly) reflect on the various trials and tribulations of one
of the most important cases in our constitutional history. Although the
sections follow a rough timeline of the case, the parts within each section
are in no particular order. The hope is that by bringing these disparate
concepts together in one piece, they will do Miranda justice, for as Chief
Justice Rehnquist declared, “the warnings have become part of our national
*
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culture.”5
I. THE BACKGROUND
Ernesto Arturo Miranda
The 50-year retrospective should, of course, start at the beginning. Who
was Ernesto Miranda and how did he find his place in criminal procedure
and national history? Ernesto Arturo Miranda was born on March 9, 1941,
in Mesa, Arizona. He was raised in modest circumstances by his father and
stepmother. His “school records indicated frequent absences, discipline
problems, and academic struggles. He dropped out when he was halfway
through ninth grade.”6 At the time of his arrest, he had been in and out of
jail for a variety of crimes including attempted rape, armed robbery, and
being a ‘Peeping Tom.’7 Subsequent psychiatric diagnoses prior to trial
described Miranda as “immature and lacking impulse control,” and possibly
suffering from “an emotional illness, specifically a chronic, undifferentiated
schizophrenic reaction.”8
The crimes that would eventually propel Miranda’s case onto the
national stage involved an assault on one victim (whom he robbed) and the
rape of another victim. In both instances, he used a knife to threaten his
victims, which would later cause police to believe the crimes were
committed by the same perpetrator. Miranda became a strong suspect in
these cases because, one week after the rape, he drove slowly near the rape
victim’s home, which allowed the victim’s cousin to identify Miranda’s car
and obtain a partial license plate number before the vehicle sped away. 9
After identifying Miranda as a possible suspect through vehicle
registration records, the police went to his home. Upon encountering the
police:
[Miranda’s] dark eyes and heavy brows were furrowed with
suspicion but quickly gave way to a quiet smile. Yes, he was
Ernesto Arthur Miranda, he told them. He did not seem
overly concerned that they were police officers. When
[Detective] Young informed him that he did not have to talk
5

Dickerson v. United States, 530 U.S. 428, 443 (2000).
Melvin I. Urofsky, 100 AMERICANS MAKING CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY: A
BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY 140 (C.Q. Press 2004).
7
Id.
8
Id.
9
Gary L. Stuart, MIRANDA: THE STORY OF AMERICA’S RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT 5
(The University of Arizona Press 2004) [hereinafter Stuart, MIRANDA].
6
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to the officers if he did not want to, Miranda told them he
did not mind talking. Would he accompany them down to
the police station? Sure, he responded.10
And so, it began.
Detective Carroll Cooley
Detective Carroll Cooley, known for being patient and methodical,
extracted a confession from Miranda.11 After confronting Miranda with
facts about the rape and robbery of the two victims (which Miranda denied),
Cooley placed him in a lineup. When the victims hesitated to identify
Miranda as the culprit, Cooley decided to resort to trickery. 12 Cooley told
Miranda that the witnesses had positively identified him, whereupon
Miranda stated, “Well, I guess I’d better tell you about it.” 13 And so it was
that the first step in a case that would revolutionize the interrogation process
was borne of subtle police trickery rather than obvious police brutality.
Recalling the case many years later, Cooley stated that the interrogation
“wasn’t a hostile situation. [Miranda] was mannerly and I was friendly and
that’s just the way it was. It wasn’t a bad situation and we didn’t have bright
lights or rubber hoses or anything like that.”14
Miranda’s Confession
Miranda’s written confession to the crime of rape was short and to the
point:
Seen a girl walking up street stopped a little ahead of her got
out of car walked towards her grabbed her by the arm and
asked to get in car. Got in car without force tied hands and
ankles. Drove away for a few mile. Stopped asked to take
clothes off. Did not, asked me to take her back home. I
started to take clothes off her without any force and with
10

Stuart, MIRANDA, supra note 9.
Id. at 4.
12
Id. at 6 (“Cooley later freely admitted to misleading Miranda about his knowledge
of the crimes under investigation but noted that the cordial, sympathetic approach he used
in talking to Miranda helped establish a rapport with the suspect. Besides, it was common
for officers to engage in a certain amount of deception. Good detectives, for instance,
usually implied that they knew more about a case than they actually did”).
13
Id.
14
Interview of Carroll Cooley, Police History: The Miranda Arrest, YOUTUBE
(March 20, 2013), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy9olwjRL5o.
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cooperation. Asked her to lay down and she did. Could not
get penis into vagina got about 1/ 2 (half) inch in. Told her
to get clothes back on. Drove her home. I couldn't say I was
sorry for what I had done but asked her to pray for me.15
Miranda also orally confessed to robbery and attempted robbery of two
other victims.16 He eventually stood trial for two of the three crimes, rape
and robbery.
The Insanity Defense
One day prior to the start of his robbery trial, Miranda’s defense
attorney, Alvin Moore, filed a “notice of intention to prove insanity, which
notice included both the claim of insanity at the time of the commission of
the offense and insanity at the time of the trial.”17 Miranda was examined
by two experts who determined that he was able to understand the nature of
the proceedings against him and assist in his defense.18 Therefore, the cases
would proceed to trial. During the robbery trial, the issue of Miranda’s
sanity at the time of the robbery was raised and countered by testimony from
the victim as to her opinion regarding his sanity. Miranda later challenged
the ability of a lay witness to give testimony on his sanity, and the appellate
court concluded that the opinion of a lay witness is admissible on the issue
of sanity.19
Miranda’s Robbery and Rape Trials
At his robbery trial, Miranda was represented by Alvin Moore, “a
seventy-three-year-old lawyer in a one-man firm, who had volunteered to
accept the judicial assignment of indigent-criminal cases despite the fact
that he possessed little experience in criminal law, having spent most of his
career in civil court.”20 Nearly everyone involved anticipated that the case
would proceed quickly due to Miranda’s confession. Notably, Miranda took
Stuart, MIRANDA, supra note 9, at 7 (Although Miranda’s confession clearly
implicated him in potential criminal conduct, his words also suggested a “consent”
defense, which was later raised at trial).
16
Id. (Detective Cooley did not want to jeopardize Miranda’s impending rape
prosecution by having him write out confessions to other unrelated crimes).
17
State v. Miranda, 401 P.2d 716, 718 (Ariz. 1965) (This late motion caused the trial
court to delay the robbery trial and instead hear Miranda’s insanity claim on the morning
set for trial).
18
Id.
19
Id.
20
Stuart, MIRANDA, supra note 9, at 8.
15
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the stand in his own defense, an unusual move in most criminal cases.
Miranda explained that rather than a robbery, the victim voluntarily gave
him $8, although he did acknowledge that he put his hand on the victim’s
thigh and she bit him.21
Moore’s closing argument focused primarily on the failure of the police
to warn Miranda about his rights. Moore argued: “When two officers will
take a Mexican boy in a room and interrogate him and not tell him whether
he has any rights at all, you think that is fair?” 22 The jury returned quickly
with a guilty verdict, and Miranda faced a rape trial the next day.
During the rape trial, Miranda’s attorney’s ineptitude in such serious
criminal matters was once again on display.
[H]e came across as the inept lawyer he was, and as if to
emphasize this, at one point, he called the rape “an
unfortunate occurrence.” Whether intentional or not, such a
woeful understatement, coming at this point in the trial,
could only have worked against him and his client. He fared
no better in closing and, in fact, compounded the mistake.
“You are a young girl,” he said. “Do you know the difference
between rape and seduction?”23
The jury returned a guilty verdict within minutes, no doubt aided by
Miranda’s confession. The court had delayed sentencing on the robbery
conviction until the conclusion of the rape trial. Ernesto Miranda was
“sentenced to twenty to thirty years on each count (kidnapping and rape)
with the terms to be served concurrently. [He was] also sentenced…to spend
twenty to twenty-five years in the Arizona State Penitentiary on the eightdollar robbery charge. The sentence on the robbery case was to run
concurrently with the sentence on the rape case.”24
Miranda’s Appellate Lawyers
The previous section discusses Miranda’s trial attorney, Alvin Moore,
who was clearly out of his depth in a criminal courtroom. Moore continued
representing Miranda as the case progressed to the Arizona Supreme Court.
Although Moore’s arguments were similarly unsuccessful before Arizona
appellate courts, the procedural issues raised during both trials regarding a
possible constitutional right to counsel in the interrogation room helped set
21

Stuart, MIRANDA, supra note 9, at 13.
Id. at 14.
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the stage for Miranda’s U.S. Supreme Court appeal.
The job of appealing Miranda’s case to the U.S. Supreme Court would
not be left to Moore. Instead, the task fell to Robert Corcoran, who, at the
time, was working in the Phoenix office of the American Civil Liberties
Union. When asked why he got involved with the ACLU and subsequently
took on the Miranda appeal, Corcoran explained that “he took the ACLU
position because many people were not represented in criminal cases in
Arizona at the time. ‘Some of them had substantial constitutional and legal
claims for redress. My main interest was to secure attorneys for as many
people as I could. This is how I got involved in the Miranda case.’”25
Corcoran was assisted by “John P. Frank, John J. Flynn, and James
Moeller— the three men who would eventually form the ‘Miranda
Team.’”26
Miranda Opinion Speculation
Once the Miranda case found its way onto the U.S. Supreme Court’s
docket, speculation, analysis and perhaps dread about which approach the
Court might take dominated public discourse. This pre-opinion
commentary, which started with the Court’s holding in Escobedo v. Illinois,
did not escape the Court’s attention. Indeed, in the Miranda opinion, the
Court observed:
[The Escobedo] case has been the subject of judicial
interpretation and spirited legal debate since it was decided
two years ago. Both state and federal courts, in assessing its
implications, have arrived at varying conclusions. A wealth
of scholarly material has been written tracing its
ramifications and underpinnings. Police and prosecutor have
speculated on its range and desirability. We granted
certiorari in [Miranda] in order further to explore some
facets of the problems thus exposed of applying the privilege
against self-incrimination to in-custody interrogation, and to
give concrete constitutional guidelines for law enforcement
agencies and courts to follow. 27
Some of the speculation bordered on hysteria. For example, the Los
Angeles Police Chief declared:

25

Stuart, MIRANDA, supra note 9, at 181 n. 63.
Id. at 42.
27
Miranda, supra note 1, at 440-42.
26
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If the police are required . . . to . . . establish that the
defendant was apprised of his constitutional guarantees of
silence and legal counsel prior to the uttering of any
admission or confession, and that he intelligently waived
these guarantees . . . a whole Pandora's box is opened as to
under what circumstances . . . can a defendant intelligently
waive these rights. . . Allegations that modern criminal
investigation can compensate for the lack of a confession or
admission in every criminal case is totally absurd! 28
By contrast, Los Angeles District Attorney Evelle Younger was a bit
more sanguine: “[I]t begins to appear that many of these seemingly
restrictive decisions are going to contribute directly to a more effective,
efficient and professional level of law enforcement.”29
The Miranda Arguments
Although Miranda forever revolutionized the interpretation and
application of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, the case began as a
Sixth Amendment case and was briefed to the U.S. Supreme Court as such.
Because the Court at the time appeared to be using the Sixth Amendment
as a vehicle to expand defendants’ rights during trial (Gideon v.
Wainright30) and during interrogation (Escobedo v. Illinois31), the brief in
Miranda “argued [that] Miranda's reversal was entirely predicated on…the
‘full meaning of the Sixth Amendment.’”32 Accordingly, the questions
presented to the Court were as follows:
Whether an arrested suspect's lack of the assistance of
counsel at the time he makes a pre-arraignment statement
renders the statement constitutionally inadmissible at trial.
Whether rules presently or hereafter established within the
ambit of the first question should be retroactively applied. 33
The shift away from established Sixth Amendment precedent and onto
a novel Fifth Amendment approach may have been prompted when Justice
Stewart asked if suspects who are the focus of a police investigation have a

28

Miranda, supra note 1, at 441 n. 3.
Id.
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Gideon v. Wainright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963).
31
See, Escobedo, infra note 41 and accompanying text.
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Id. at 47.
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right to counsel.34 John Flynn, arguing on behalf of Miranda stated, “if he's
rich enough, and if he's educated enough to assert his Fifth Amendment
Right, and if he recognizes that he has a Fifth Amendment Right to request
counsel.”35
And there it was: a bold assertion that the Fifth Amendment,
not the Sixth, made Miranda different from its
predecessors— Powell, Gideon, and Escobedo. Historically,
the right to counsel was addressed, granted, or withheld
under the umbrella of the Sixth Amendment, which was
exactly what the written briefs in Miranda espoused. Flynn's
bold assertion to Justice Stewart may have been the spark
that generated the firestorm.36
Massiah v. United States
As mentioned above, several Sixth Amendment cases paved the way for
the Miranda decision. While struggling with how best to protect individuals
in the interrogation context, the Sixth Amendment and its right to counsel
clause provided the Court with a theoretical launching point. However,
before implementing this protective measure, the Court had to first bring
the Sixth Amendment out of the courtroom (where it historically protected
defendants) and give it authority to protect individuals as they went about
their business outside of a courtroom setting.
In Massiah v. United States,37 the petitioner was arrested, arraigned and
indicted for possession of cocaine aboard a Navy ship. When one of
Massiah’s alleged co-conspirators, Colson, turned state’s evidence, the
government seized the opportunity to have Colson obtain incriminating
evidence from Massiah. Accordingly:
On the evening of November 19, 1959, Colson and
[Massiah] held a lengthy conversation while sitting in
Colson's automobile, parked on a New York street. By
prearrangement with Colson, and totally unbeknown to
[Massiah], the agent Murphy sat in a car parked out of sight
down the street and listened over the radio to the entire
conversation. [Massiah] made several incriminating

34

Stuart, MIRANDA, supra note 9, at 55.
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Id. at 55-56.
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statements during the course of this conversation.38
After securing incriminating statements from Massiah in this manner,
the government sought to utilize them by introducing the testimony of the
agent who overheard the conversation. Upon reviewing the facts, the Court,
relying upon Spano v. New York, determined “that a Constitution which
guarantees a defendant the aid of counsel at such a trial could surely
vouchsafe no less to an indicted defendant under interrogation by the police
in a completely extrajudicial proceeding. Anything less, it was said, might
deny a defendant ‘effective representation by counsel at the only stage when
legal aid and advice would help him.’”39 The Court went on to hold that
Massiah had been denied the basic protections of the Sixth Amendment
when officers deliberately elicited incriminating statements from him
through the use of an undercover agent in the absence of counsel to which
he was entitled.40
Escobedo v. Illinois
While Massiah made strides in bringing the Sixth Amendment out of
the courtroom, Escobedo v. Illinois41 brought the Court a bit closer to using
the Sixth Amendment to protect individuals in the interrogation context.
Escobedo was at once bold, but also very limited in its reach. In Escobedo,
the petitioner was arrested and taken to police headquarters on suspicion of
fatally shooting his brother-in-law. En route to the station, in response to
police statements about his guilt, Escobedo stated that he wanted the advice
of counsel before making any statements to the police. Despite requests
from both Escobedo and his lawyer, they were not allowed to confer.
Instead, Escobedo was subjected to an interrogation during which he made
incriminating statements.42
Factually, Escobedo differed from Massiah in that Escobedo had not yet
been indicted. The Court noted, however, that “in the context of this case,
that fact should make no difference.”43 Thus, the Court, relying upon the
38

Massiah, surpa note 37, at 203.
Id. at 204 (quoting Spano v. New York, 360 U.S. 315, 360 (1959)).
40
Massiah, supra note 37, at 206 (The Court further opined that "if such a rule is to
have any efficacy, it must apply to indirect and surreptitious interrogations as well as
those conducted in the jailhouse. In this case, Massiah was more seriously imposed upon
. . . because he did not even know that he was under interrogation by a government
agent").
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protections of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, determined that:
[W]here, as here, the investigation is no longer a general
inquiry into an unsolved crime, but has begun to focus on a
particular suspect, the suspect has been taken into police
custody, the police carry out a process of interrogations that
lends itself to eliciting incriminating statements, the suspect
has requested and been denied an opportunity to consult with
his lawyer, and the police have not effectively warned him
of his absolute constitutional right to remain silent, the
accused has been denied "the Assistance of Counsel" in
violation of the Sixth Amendment to the Constitution as
‘made obligatory upon the States by the Fourteenth
Amendment," …and that no statement elicited by the police
during the interrogation may be used against him at a
criminal trial.44
With this very specific resolution, the Court affirmatively brought the
Sixth Amendment out of the courtroom and into the interrogation room, a
revolutionary approach to Sixth Amendment jurisprudence that certainly
did not escape criticism. Anticipating a major point of disagreement, the
Court observed, “It is argued that, if the right to counsel is afforded prior to
indictment, the number of confessions obtained by the police will diminish
significantly, because most confessions are obtained during the period
between arrest and indictment, and ‘any lawyer worth his salt will tell the
suspect in no uncertain terms to make no statement to police under any
circumstances.’"45 However, the Court pointed to the fact that so many
confessions are obtained at this stage as evidence that lawyers are needed,
and if the Sixth Amendment is to have any efficacy at trial, then it must be
applicable at the outset when it can best help accused persons.46
The Voluntariness Doctrine
While the Sixth Amendment emerged as protection for persons
interrogated on the federal level, the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment was the avenue by which the Court ensured the voluntariness
of confessions on the state level. The case of Brown v. Mississippi47 is
perhaps one of the most egregious examples of nefarious police tactics
44
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implemented in pursuit of confessions. The facts in Brown are brutal and
disturbing, but suffice to say that the authorities beat and tortured three
black men to obtain their confessions to a murder. The defendants were
taken to trial, convicted and sentenced to death solely on the strength of
those so-called confessions.48 In determining that the confessions were
obtained in violation of due process of law, the Court concluded that: “It
would be difficult to conceive of methods more revolting to the sense of
justice than those taken to procure the confessions of these petitioners, and
the use of the confessions thus obtained as the basis for conviction and
sentence was a clear denial of due process.”49
After the Brown case, the Court continued to employ a due process test
when ascertaining the voluntariness of confessions on the state level. This
test involved analyzing a “totality of the circumstances” that took into
account a series of factors to determine if a confession was voluntary. Those
factors included the characteristics of the accused person as well as the
behavior of law enforcement during the encounter.50 According to the
Court, “[the voluntariness] cases refined the test into an inquiry that
examine[d] whether a defendant’s will was overborne by the circumstances
surrounding the giving of a confession.”51 Because the voluntariness
doctrine examines factors specific to each case, the outcomes are
necessarily limited to the facts of the cases that produced them.
After using the Fourteenth Amendment Voluntariness Doctrine in
approximately 30 state cases, the Court redirected its focus to another
amendment. That shift in perspective heralded the approach of Miranda.
Fifth Amendment
The Fifth Amendment privilege against compelled self-incrimination is
a hallmark of the adversarial system of justice. In Bram v. United States,52
the Court examined whether a confession in federal court was admissible
using the Fifth Amendment. The accused in Bram was suspected of
48

Brown, supra note 47 at 282-84 (The time period from the discovery of the crime to
the imposition of the death penalty was a period of eight days, March 30 - April 6, 1934).
49
Id. at 286.
50
See, e.g. Lynum v. Illinois, 372 U.S. 528 (1963) (Threats made by police to take
defendant’s children away while encircling her in a small apartment took advantage of
the fact that defendant had no prior experience with law enforcement and no way to
measure the accuracy of police threats); See also, Haynes v. Washington, 373 U.S. 503
(1963) (Defendant was held in incommunicado detention for several days and told that he
could call his wife or attorney only if he confessed his guilt).
51
Dickerson, supra note 5, at 434.
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committing a homicide while on board a ship from Boston to South
America. While awaiting charges, Bram was stripped of his clothing and
questioned by a detective. The “questioning” in this case took the form of
the detective telling Bram that someone else witnessed him committing the
crime (the implication being that Bram should confess to the crime). Bram
responded by saying that the witness could not have seen him from the
witness’ vantage point. Unfortunately for Bram, this was not quite the “I
didn’t do it” statement that would have been more helpful to him.53
The Court, analyzing whether Bram’s statement was voluntary under
the Fifth Amendment, articulated the test as follows:
The rule is not that in order to render a statement admissible
the proof must be adequate to establish that the particular
communications contained in a statement were voluntarily
made, but it must be sufficient to establish that the making
of the statement was voluntary; that is to say, that from the
causes, which the law treats as legally sufficient to engender
in the mind of the accused hope or fear in respect to the crime
charged, the accused was not involuntarily impelled to make
a statement, when but for the improper influences he would
have remained silent.54
With that pronouncement, the Court concluded that Bram’s statement
could not have been voluntary because the interrogator’s statement about a
witness seeing Bram commit the crime compelled Bram to speak.
According to the Court, Bram “would be impelled to speak either for fear
that his failure to make answer would be considered against him, or of hope
that if he did reply he would be benefited thereby.” 55
The standard used to assess voluntariness in Bram and in the federal
courts was widely regarded as stricter (and more favorable to defendants)
than the Voluntariness Doctrine because instead of relying upon a set of
factors that would necessarily vary with the facts of individual cases, the
Bram standard focused on improper influences that might have compelled
the accused person to speak. Perhaps it was time to share this stricter
standard with the states.
Malloy v. Hogan
The defendant in Malloy was arrested and subsequently pleaded guilty
53
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to a gambling related crime. After his conviction, he was ordered to testify
during an official inquiry into gambling activities in the county. The
petitioner refused to give testimony on the grounds that it might incriminate
him (a claim that arose under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution).
Malloy was imprisoned for his refusal and the state court concluded that
“the Fifth Amendment's privilege against self-incrimination was not
available to a witness in a state proceeding, that the Fourteenth Amendment
extended no privilege to him, and that the petitioner had not properly
invoked the privilege available under the Connecticut Constitution.”56
On appeal to the United States Supreme Court, Malloy’s argument set
the stage for the Court to determine if the privilege against compelled selfincrimination under the Fifth Amendment was applicable to the states
through the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court noted that since the time of
Brown v. Mississippi, many state courts had shifted away from the
Voluntariness Doctrine and observed that “today the admissibility of a
confession in a state criminal prosecution is tested by the same standard
applied in federal prosecutions since 1897 [in Bram].”57 The Court
concluded that “[t]he Fourteenth Amendment secures against state invasion
the same privilege that the Fifth Amendment guarantees against federal
infringement -- the right of a person to remain silent unless he chooses to
speak in the unfettered exercise of his own will, and to suffer no
penalty…for such silence.”58 With the Fifth Amendment privilege against
compelled self-incrimination now applicable to the states through the Due
Process Clause, Miranda v. Arizona was on the horizon.
II. THE CASE
The Warren Court
Opining that the Warren court embarked upon a criminal procedure
revolution would hardly be considered an overstatement. The depth and
breadth of the Court’s impact on criminal procedure cannot be encapsulated
in one brief section of this Miranda retrospective. Suffice to say that the
Court’s actions in the criminal procedure area were heralded by some, but
excoriated by many. For example, once the Miranda opinion was issued,
Vigo County (Indiana) Prosecuting Attorney Ralph Berry sent a scathing
letter to Justice Brennan containing the following paragraph:

56
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Insofar as I am concerned, your decision will do nothing but
permit rapists, persons molesting minor children, murderers,
robbers and burglars to have an opportunity to escape any
punishment for their crimes. I feel certain that the old-time
anarchists of fifty years ago would feel that you were helping
to achieve their ultimate goals. Law enforcement and the
rights of organized society are no longer desirable apparently
in your opinion.59
Others sought to express their disgust by displaying signs calling for the
impeachment of Chief Justice Warren and sending postcards decrying the
Court’s “Pro-Communist Pro-Criminal” decisions.60
Thus, in the wake of the Miranda opinion, revulsion and ominous
prognostications seemed to carry the day in many quarters, and the Warren
court suffered the brunt of this outrage. Of course, none of the extreme
predictions materialized and Miranda would eventually become a routine
part of police practice despite its revolutionary genesis. But first, nearly
every revolution sparks a counter-revolution. Law and order candidate
Richard Nixon was waiting in the wings to tackle the Warren Court and
Miranda.61
J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI
In what might appear to be somewhat of a twist, J. Edgar Hoover as FBI
Director supported the Miranda warnings. In a letter to Solicitor General
Thurgood Marshall in March 1966, Hoover responded to several questions
raised by Justice Fortas regarding the FBI’s practice of warning suspects. 62
Hoover explained in the letter that “[t]he standard warning long given by
Special Agents of the FBI to both suspects and persons under arrest is that
the person has a right to say nothing and a right to counsel, and that any
statement he does make may be used against him in court.”63 The letter also
59
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explained that if a suspect wished to speak with counsel, then the interview
is terminated and agents advise arrested persons of the right to free counsel
if they cannot afford to pay.64
Of course, the overriding question is why would FBI Director Hoover
approve of an interrogation process that might encourage suspects to invoke
their rights and hamper the FBI’s ability to obtain confessions? Well, it
seems that in practice, losing confessions was not a pressing concern at all.
Since at least the mid-1940s, [Hoover] had required FBI
agents to advise suspects of their privilege to remain
silent and to have an attorney present during any
questioning. The goal, Hoover argued in a 1952 Iowa
Law Review article, was to balance the “basic civil
liberties of the individual” with the need to “protect the
security of the nation.” And there was one more thing:
The FBI’s long experience with its proto-Miranda
warning had taught that, warning or no, suspects were
going to talk.65
Thurgood Marshall, Solicitor General
At the time of Miranda, Thurgood Marshall was Solicitor General of
the United States. Marshall was perhaps best known for his advocacy in
Brown v. Board of Education and numerous other civil rights cases before
assuming his government post. Despite his stellar credentials as a civil
rights attorney, as Solicitor General, the task fell on Marshall to argue
against the warnings and the right to counsel. The following colloquy that
took place during the oral argument in Miranda is illustrative of Marshall’s
perhaps uncomfortable advocacy on behalf of the government:
Earl Warren:
As I read your brief, the Government's position is that as a
matter of constitutional right neither a warning of counsel
nor a warning of the right to remain silent is a requirement
but that absent either one of those warnings, those are factors
that could be taken into account on judging voluntariness
64
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and that the ultimate constitutional issue in these cases is
whether or not the admission or statement or confession was
voluntary.
Thurgood Marshall:
That's how exactly -Earl Warren:
Now, you're not receding from that or on anything you've
said?
Thurgood Marshall:
Not in the least, not in the least. We also say that for practical
matter, the warning is better to be given but it's not required.
I have not receded at all.
Earl Warren:
I didn't understood you had.
Thurgood Marshall
No sir.66
Miranda’s Cert Memorandum
As noted above, Escobedo was considered the pre-cursor to Miranda in
the sense that it provided suspects with some rights in the interrogation
context, albeit under the Sixth Amendment. In the “Cert Memo” 67
summarizing Miranda, the case was described as “another case presenting
an Escobedo issue, and may be an excellent case to take for the purpose of
resolving the conflict between various jurisdictions as to the meaning of
Escobedo.”68 Moreover, the case was described as good to consider for a
66
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number of reasons, including the fact that “there is no possibility of anyone
seriously arguing that this [Petitioner] clearly knew of his rights, since he is
ill-educated and apparently mentally unstable.”69
Miranda’s Three Companion Cases
The Miranda case was actually a conglomeration of several cases that
presented similar issues but slightly different facts. The three cases decided
along with Miranda were:
Vignera v. New York: In this case, the petitioner was arrested in
connection with a robbery and questioned without being advised of his right
to counsel. Vignera orally confessed to the robbery. Later, Vignera was
identified by eyewitnesses and provided a transcribed confession. During
Vignera’s trial, the judge specifically instructed the jury that the law in New
York did not invalidate confessions because the police failed to warn the
defendant of any rights. The Court in Miranda reversed Vignera’s
conviction because “he was not effectively apprised of his Fifth
Amendment privilege or of his right to have counsel present….”70
Westover v. United States: This case involved an accused person
questioned sequentially by state and federal authorities. Westover was
initially arrested and interrogated about two local robberies in Kansas City.
He denied involvement but was nevertheless subjected to additional rounds
of questioning by local law enforcement. There is no record that local police
ever gave Westover any warnings and when they concluded their
interrogations, they turned him over to the FBI for another round of
questioning about a separate robbery in California.
Although the FBI contended that they warned Westover that he didn’t
have to answer any questions and that he had a right to counsel, the Court
in Miranda was not persuaded. The Court reversed, concluding that, “the
FBI interrogation was conducted immediately following the state
interrogation in the same police station -- in the same compelling
surroundings. Thus, in obtaining a confession from Westover the federal
authorities were the beneficiaries of the pressure applied by the local incustody interrogation. In these circumstances, the giving of warnings alone

Library of Congress online at https://www.loc.gov/law/help/digitized-books/miranda-varizona/miranda-documents.php.
69
Id.
70
Miranda, supra note 1, at 493-94.
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was not sufficient to protect the privilege.” 71
California v. Stewart: The petitioner was suspected in a series of pursesnatching robberies, one of which resulted in the death of the victim. After
being identified, Stewart was arrested and interrogated on nine different
occasions over five days. There was no evidence that he was advised of his
rights during any of the interrogations. At trial, his confession was offered
as evidence and Stewart was convicted of robbery and murder and
sentenced to death. The Supreme Court of California reversed, holding that
Stewart should have been advised of his right to remain silent and his right
to counsel, and that “it would not presume in the face of a silent record that
the police advised Stewart of his rights.”72 The Court agreed, observing that
“[i]n dealing with custodial interrogation, we will not presume that a
defendant has been effectively apprised of his rights and that his privilege
against self-incrimination has been adequately safeguarded on a record that
does not show that any warnings have been given or that any effective
alternative has been employed. Nor can a knowing and intelligent waiver of
these rights be assumed on a silent record.”73
Opinion 5-4 and Retroactivity
The fact that Miranda was narrowly decided in a 5-4 opinion perhaps
foretold its uncertain footing, and invited immediate challenges to its
constitutionality. However, a more pressing concern at the time was
whether the holding would be applied retroactively. In criminal law,
retroactivity can have a strong “upset the apple cart” effect when new laws
or standards are developed requiring courts to possibly reconsider cases in
which defendants have been convicted under prior precedent. Would
Miranda be one of those cases?
“In general, the Court has refused to give retroactive effect to decisions
that represent a ‘clear break with the past’ by overruling prior decisions or
announcing a new rule of law. In such cases, the Court has said, the police
were justified in relying on the old standards.”74 In Johnson v. New Jersey,
the Court squarely confronted the issue of whether Miranda (and Escobedo)
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should be given retroactive effect.75 Weighing the possibility of
retroactivity, the Court determined that it must “look to the purpose of…
new standards governing police interrogation, the reliance which may have
been placed upon prior decisions on the subject, and the effect on the
administration of justice of a retroactive application of Escobedo and
Miranda.”76
After stressing that retroactivity doesn’t depend upon the value of the
constitutional guarantee or the particular constitutional amendment, the
Court concluded that “while Escobedo and Miranda provide important new
safeguards against the use of unreliable statements at trial, the nonretroactivity of these decisions will not preclude persons whose trials have
already been completed from invoking the same safeguards as part of an
involuntariness claim.”77 Moreover, a retroactive application “would
seriously disrupt the administration of our criminal laws. It would require
the retrial or release of numerous prisoners found guilty by trustworthy
evidence in conformity with previously announced constitutional
standards.”78 Accordingly, the Court determined that Miranda and
Escobedo would not be applied retroactively and “should apply only to
cases commenced after those decisions were announced.”79
Miranda’s Amici Curiae
Three parties were allowed leave to file amicus curiae briefs and/or
argue before the Court in Miranda. Telford Taylor argued for the State of
New York, Duane Nedrud argued the case for the National District
Attorneys Association and Anthony Amsterdam et al. filed a brief on behalf
of the American Civil Liberties Union.
Telford spent most of his oral argument time arguing against a
requirement that counsel be provided to suspects pre-arraignment.80 He
noted that:
On the basis of historical interpretation, I think one would be
hard-put to it to find any basis for finding the right to counsel
at the pre-arraignment stage much less the right to be
furnished counsel if you are indigent. And therefore it seems
75

Johnson v. New Jersey, 384 U.S. 719 (1966).
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to me the stronger arguments for the claim advanced here is
not the historical basis, but the common consensus basis.
And it is on that basis that I was suggesting, Mr. Justice
Fortas, that we -- we don't have the Gideon situation here at
all. This Court is being asked to enunciate a rule for which
there is no basis in the prevalent practice.81
Meanwhile, Duane Nedrud had a lively exchange with Chief Justice
Warren regarding the “menace” of defense attorneys:
Duane Nedrud: Mr. Chief Justice, a lawyer must in our
system of justice, must attempt to free the defendant. This is
his job.
Earl Warren: Because it's his professional duty to raise any
defenses the man has.
Duane R. Nedrud: Yes sir.
Earl Warren: Do you think in doing that, he is a menace to
our administration of justice?
Duane R. Nedrud: I think that he is not a menace at the trial
level. He is not a menace per se but he is in doing his duty is
going to prevent a confession from being obtained.
Earl Warren: When does he cease being a menace?
Duane R. Nedrud: Mr. Chief Justice, I did not say he was a
menace. I --82
Police Manuals
Of note in Miranda is that the Court did not have to rely upon rumor,
hearsay or apocryphal stories about the psychological tactics being
employed by law enforcement in interrogation rooms. The Court simply
referred to actual police manuals documenting the various approaches
81

Id.
Oral Argument at 00:08:00, Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966),
https://www.oyez.org/cases/1965/759 (the ACLU, as amicus curiae, urged reversal in
Case Nos 759 (Miranda), 760 (Vignera), and 761 (Westover) and affirmance in Case No.
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police officers should use when confronting suspects
interrogations.83 The Court summed up these tactics as follows:

53

during

In essence, it is this: to be alone with the subject is essential
to prevent distraction and to deprive him of any outside
support. The aura of confidence in his guilt undermines his
will to resist. He merely confirms the preconceived story the
police seek to have him describe. Patience and persistence,
at times relentless questioning, are employed. To obtain a
confession, the interrogator must "patiently maneuver
himself or his quarry into a position from which the desired
objective may be attained." When normal procedures fail to
produce the needed result, the police may resort to deceptive
stratagems such as giving false legal advice. It is important
to keep the subject off balance, for example, by trading on
his insecurity about himself or his surroundings. The police
then persuade, trick, or cajole him out of exercising his
constitutional rights.84
The fact that these psychological approaches were subtle and well
entrenched parts of police practice, likely led the Court to determine that a
categorical approach to warnings was the only way to give suspects a
“fighting chance” in the interrogation room. Of course, police manuals and
tactics did not disappear post-Miranda. Instead, they simply incorporated
the need to read the Miranda warnings and developed further “workarounds.”85
The Wickersham Report
In addition to police manuals, the Court also discussed the factual
studies of police lawlessness undertaken by the Wickersham Commission
in 1931, several decades before the Miranda opinion.86 The Commission’s
83
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Report on Lawlessness in Law Enforcement:
concluded that [t]he third degree that is, the use of physical
brutality, or other forms of cruelty, to obtain involuntary
confessions or admissions is widespread. Specific tactics
included protracted questioning, threats and methods of
intimidation, physical brutality, illegal detention, and refusal
to allow access of counsel to suspects. The report declared
unequivocally that the third degree is a secret and illegal
practice.87
Despite identifying verifiable problems that undermined the credibility
of policing and convictions obtained as a result of these tactics, the Report
did not put forth any workable solutions to overcome documented police
oppression. Instead, the “report conclude[d] that law cannot really solve the
problem of lawlessness and that the solution ultimately depends on the will
of the community. This, in effect, represents a good government or
concerned citizen approach to the problem.”88 No one could have known at
the time that the findings of the Wickersham Commission would play a costarring role in one of the most important Supreme Court precedents in
history.
Mutt & Jeff /Good Cop, Bad Cop
One of the means for encouraging reluctant suspects to speak that
persists even today has various monikers. Sometimes it’s referred to as the
“Mutt & Jeff” routine, but it is also widely known as the “Good Cop, Bad
Cop” approach. As the latter name suggests, the suspect is questioned by
two police officers, with one officer adopting an abrasive (sometimes
violent) attitude while the other officer attempts to befriend the suspect and
subtly persuade him to confess in order to avoid the wrath of “Bad Cop’s”
continuing anger and aggression.
A variation on this theme was carried out in the case of Spano v. New
York.89 According to the Court, petitioner “was a foreign-born young man
of 25 with no past history of law violation or of subjection to official
interrogation, at least insofar as the record shows. He had progressed only
one-half year into high school and the record indicates that he had a history
of emotional instability.”90 After being indicted for murder, petitioner
87
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voluntarily surrendered with his attorney who had advised petitioner not to
answer any questions. Shortly after being left in the custody of officers,
petitioner was “persistent[ly] and continuous[ly]” questioned by at least
fifteen law enforcement officers over the course of eight hours. When the
officers met with petitioner’s steadfast refusal to speak, they decided to play
on petitioner’s sympathies by using an old friend, Officer Bruno.91
According to the Court:
The use of Bruno, characterized in this Court by counsel for
the State as a 'childhood friend' of petitioner's, is another
factor which deserves mention in the totality of the situation.
Bruno's was the one face visible to petitioner in which he
could put some trust. There was a bond of friendship
between them going back a decade into adolescence. It was
with this material that the officers felt that they could
overcome petitioner's will. They instructed Bruno falsely to
state that petitioner's telephone call had gotten him into
trouble, that his job was in jeopardy, and that loss of his job
would be disastrous to his three children, his wife and his
unborn child. And Bruno played this part of a worried father,
harried by his superiors, in not one, but four different acts,
the final one lasting an hour. Petitioner was apparently
unaware of John Gay's famous couplet: 'An open foe may
prove a curse, But a pretended friend is worse,' and he
yielded to his false friend's entreaties.92
The Warnings
To avoid the possibility of confusion, the Court made the Miranda
warnings very clear. Indeed, the language of the modern-day warnings is
essentially a verbatim statement of what the Court determined was
minimally required 50 years ago.
To begin, suspects must be told in “unequivocal terms” that they have a
right to remain silent.93 According to the Court, stating this right at the
outset accomplishes three goals. First, it makes suspects aware that such a
right exists. Second, it levels the playing field and decreases the inherent
pressure in the interrogation room because suspects know they don’t have
91
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to speak. Finally, by explaining the right, law enforcement officers signal
to suspects that they are “prepared to recognize [the] privilege should
[suspects] choose to exercise it.”94
Next, the suspect must be told of the consequences of forgoing the right,
i.e., that anything he says can and will be used against him. In addition to
advising the suspect that he is not among friends, “[t]his warning is needed
in order to make him aware not only of the privilege, but also of the
consequences of forgoing it. It is only through an awareness of these
consequences that there can be any assurance of real understanding and
intelligent exercise of the privilege.”95
Suspects must then be told that they have the right to speak with an
attorney.
The presence of counsel at the interrogation may serve
several significant subsidiary functions as well. If the
accused decides to talk to his interrogators, the assistance of
counsel can mitigate the dangers of untrustworthiness. With
a lawyer present the likelihood that the police will practice
coercion is reduced, and if coercion is nevertheless exercised
the lawyer can testify to it in court. The presence of a lawyer
can also help to guarantee that the accused gives a fully
accurate statement to the police and that the statement is
rightly reported by the prosecution at trial.96
Finally, the Court held that financial means should play no role in
determining whether a person has the advice of counsel to assist him.
According to the Court, ‘[t]he need for counsel in order to protect the
privilege exists for the indigent as well as the affluent.’97
Custody & Interrogation Prerequisites
The Miranda warnings do not apply every time a person has an
encounter with the police. Instead, there are two prerequisites: the suspect
must be in custody and the police must interrogate him.98 If the police are
simply in the presence of a person who is in custody, then Miranda
94
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warnings are not necessary. Similarly, if individuals are not in custody,
officers may interrogate them without the need for Miranda warnings. Thus,
the definitions of custody and interrogation take on extraordinary
importance, and the outcomes can mean the difference between admissible
and inadmissible statements.
Several subsequent cases have discussed what is meant by “custody,”
although none provides a definitive answer. Instead, the cases seem to rely
upon a series of factors to guide courts’ determinations on the custody issue.
For example, in Oregon v. Mathiason, the Court determined that when a
suspect “voluntarily [came] to the police station, where he was immediately
informed that he was not under arrest [and] [a]t the close of a 1/2-hour
interview, [he] did in fact leave the police station without hindrance,” the
suspect was not in custody “or otherwise deprived of his freedom of action
in any significant way."99
A similar factor based analysis occurred in the case of Yarborough v.
Alvarado.100 In Alvarado, a juvenile was brought to the police station by his
parents for questioning about a murder. The Court examined all of the
factors surrounding his arrival at the station, the questioning process and his
departure, and agreed with the state court’s determination that Alvarado was
not in custody. The Court noted that the test for custody is “based on a how
a reasonable person in the suspect’s situation would perceive his
circumstances.”101 To wit:
Two discrete inquiries are essential to the determination:
first, what were the circumstances surrounding the
interrogation; and second, given those circumstances, would
a reasonable person have felt he or she was not at liberty to
terminate the interrogation and leave. Once the scene is set
and the players’ lines and actions are reconstructed, the court
must apply an objective test to resolve the ultimate inquiry:
was there a formal arrest or restraint on freedom of
movement of the degree associated with a formal arrest.102
As for the second part of the “custodial interrogation” standard, in
Miranda, the Court defined interrogation as “questioning initiated by law
enforcement officers….”103 Later, the Court in Rhode Island v. Innis
99
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weighed in on police interrogation tactics that might not necessarily look
like direct questioning, but could nevertheless result in suspects feeling
compelled to speak.104 To combat these tactics, the Court concluded:
Miranda safeguards come into play whenever a person in
custody is subjected to either express questioning or its
functional equivalent. That is to say, the term "interrogation"
under Miranda refers not only to express questioning, but
also to any words or actions on the part of the police (other
than those normally attendant to arrest and custody) that the
police should know are reasonably likely to elicit an
incriminating response from the suspect. The latter portion
of this definition focuses primarily upon the perceptions of
the suspect, rather than the intent of the police. This focus
reflects the fact that the Miranda safeguards were designed
to vest a suspect in custody with an added measure of
protection against coercive police practices, without regard
to objective proof of the underlying intent of the police. A
practice that the police should know is reasonably likely to
evoke an incriminating response from a suspect thus
amounts to interrogation. But, since the police surely cannot
be held accountable for the unforeseeable results of their
words or actions, the definition of interrogation can extend
only to words or actions on the part of police officers that
they should have known were reasonably likely to elicit an
incriminating response.105
The Fifth Amendment Right to Counsel
By specifically requiring a warning that suspects are entitled to counsel
before and during a police interrogation, the Court created a new Fifth
Amendment right to counsel. Anticipating that this new right would have
practical consequences, the Court observed, “[t]his does not mean, as some
have suggested, that each police station must have a "station house lawyer"
present at all times to advise prisoners. It does mean, however, that if police
propose to interrogate a person they must make known to him that he is
entitled to a lawyer and that if he cannot afford one, a lawyer will be
provided for him prior to any interrogation.”106
104
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The Right to Remain Silent
The right to remain silent is one of the hallmarks of the adversarial
system of justice and one of the central tenets of Miranda. Recognizing the
significance of this Fifth Amendment based right, the Court declared that it
would never assume a person to know this right because:
The Fifth Amendment privilege is so fundamental to our
system of constitutional rule and the expedient of giving an
adequate warning as to the availability of the privilege so
simple, we will not pause to inquire in individual cases
whether the defendant was aware of his rights without a
warning being given. Assessments of the knowledge the
defendant possessed, based on information as to his age,
education, intelligence, or prior contact with authorities, can
never be more than speculation; a warning is a clear cut fact.
More important, whatever the background of the person
interrogated, a warning at the time of the interrogation is
indispensable to overcome its pressures and to ensure that
the individual knows he is free to exercise the privilege at
that point in time.107

Draft of the Miranda Opinion
A draft of the Miranda opinion maintained as part of Justice Tom
Clark’s papers provides fascinating insight into the Court’s thinking as the
opinion evolved into what was announced in June of 1966. For example,
the “constitutional straitjacket” language that ultimately stirred much of the
controversy regarding Congress’ ability to supersede Miranda was not
originally in the majority opinion.108 The language “unless other fully
effective means are devised to inform accused” was underscored and the
107
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marginalia next to it stated “leaves door open, slightly.” 109 Indeed. Adjacent
to a sentence in the draft that stated “the records do not evince overt physical
coercion or patent psychological ploys” in Miranda, Justice Clark remarked
in the margins, “Oh, come now!”110 Finally, demonstrating a concern for
good taste, the phrase “legal eunuch” was declared “clever, but in bad taste”
and removed.111
III. THE AFTERMATH
Ernesto Miranda – The Retrial
After the decision in Miranda v. Arizona, Ernesto Miranda was retried
and convicted without the use of his now unconstitutional confessions.112
He was sentenced to 20-30 years (concurrently) for the rape and robbery
and was paroled in December 1972.113 After a brief entrepreneurial
endeavor selling autographed Miranda cards for $1.50, further arrests and
an additional stint in prison, Miranda was stabbed to death during a fight in
1976.114 No one ever went to jail for the crime.115
Richard Nixon and Law and Order
Richard Nixon’s disdain for the Warren Court and its criminal
procedure revolution were a centerpiece of his campaign for the presidency
in 1968. He was elected as a “law and order” candidate and set about
reshaping the Court accordingly. Nixon articulated his vision for the
country and the judicial system:
There is little question that our judicial and legal system
provides more safeguards against the concoction of an
innocent man than any other legal system on earth. We
should view this accomplishment with pride, and we must
preserve it. But the first responsibility of government and a
109
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primary responsibility of the judicial system is to guarantee
to each citizen his primary civil right--the right to be
protected from domestic violence. In recent years our system
has failed dismally in this responsibility--and it cannot
redeem itself by pointing to the conscientious manner in
which it treats suspected criminals. . .
Any system that fashions its safe-guards for the innocent so
broadly and haphazardly that they also provide haven from
punishment for uncounted thousands of the guilty is a
failure--an indictment, not an adornment, of a free society.
No need is more urgent today than the need to strengthen the
peace forces as against the criminal forces that are at large in
America.116
William H. Rehnquist
Although he would not be appointed to the Court until 1971 (five years
after Miranda), William Hubbs Rehnquist was already making his mark by
establishing himself as a very harsh critic of Miranda. Indeed, “[w]hen he
took his seat as an associate justice on Jan. 7, 1972, the dominant theme in
discussions about the Supreme Court was law and order. President Nixon
was a harsh critic of the criminal procedure decisions of the Warren Court
and correctly discerned that he would have an ally in Assistant Attorney
General Rehnquist.”117 As President Nixon took office on his “law and
order” platform and sought to reign in the perceived Warren Court excesses,
no one seemed more suited to the task on the Court than Rehnquist, who
“had spent much of his career at the Department of Justice…bashing
Miranda.”118 This article will return to Rehnquist later to discuss his pivotal
(and perhaps surprising) role in seeing Miranda through to its 50th birthday
and beyond.
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18 U.S.C Section 3501
In 1968, taking the Court up on its invitation in Miranda to develop
effective alternatives to the warnings, Congress effectively overruled
Miranda with 18 U.S.C. Sec. 3501 and reinstated a totality of the
circumstances voluntariness test.119 The statute states in pertinent part:
(b) The trial judge in determining the issue of voluntariness
shall take into consideration all the circumstances
surrounding the giving of the confession, including (1) the
time elapsing between arrest and arraignment of the
defendant making the confession, if it was made after arrest
and before arraignment, (2) whether such defendant knew
the nature of the offense with which he was charged or of
which he was suspected at the time of making the
confession, (3) whether or not such defendant was advised
or knew that he was not required to make any statement and
that any such statement could be used against him, (4)
whether or not such defendant had been advised prior to
questioning of his right to the assistance of counsel; and (5)
whether or not such defendant was without the assistance of
counsel when questioned and when giving such confession.
The presence or absence of any of the above-mentioned
factors to be taken into consideration by the judge need not
be conclusive on the issue of voluntariness of the
confession.120
Despite the timeliness of its enactment and its obvious significance to
the “law and order” movement of the day, the statute was “an emperor with
no clothes” and it was largely ignored for many years. Then, Dickerson v.
United States came along.121
Public Safety Exception
One of the most notable exceptions to the Miranda warning was
established in New York v. Quarles.122 In Quarles, after the victim of a rape
described her assailant, the police cornered Quarles in a store and
handcuffed him. Prior to reading Miranda warnings, they questioned him
119
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about a gun that had been used during the crime. In response to the
questioning, Quarles told the officers “the gun is over there.”123 Quarles was
clearly in custody when asked a question that was likely to incriminate him.
Because he was not given Miranda warnings, Quarles argued that his
statement about the gun (as well as the gun itself) should be inadmissible.
The government argued that the “exigencies of the situation justified Officer
Kraft's failure to read respondent his Miranda rights until after he had
located the gun.”124
The Court agreed that a public safety exception to Miranda is
permissible “[i]n a kaleidoscopic situation…where spontaneity rather than
adherence to a police manual is necessarily the order of the day….” 125 The
Court reasoned that:
[I]f the police are required to recite the familiar Miranda
warnings before asking the whereabouts of the gun, suspects
in Quarles' position might well be deterred from responding.
Procedural safeguards which deter a suspect from
responding were deemed acceptable in Miranda in order to
protect the Fifth Amendment privilege; when the primary
social cost of those added protections is the possibility of
fewer convictions, the Miranda majority was willing to bear
that cost. Here, had Miranda warnings deterred Quarles from
responding to Officer Kraft's question about the whereabouts
of the gun, the cost would have been something more than
merely the failure to obtain evidence useful in convicting
Quarles. Officer Kraft needed an answer to his question not
simply to make his case against Quarles but to insure that
further danger to the public did not result from the
concealment of the gun in a public area.126
Quarles represented one of the first instances in which the Court used a
cost/benefit analysis to determine the proper scope and application of the
Miranda warnings. Unfortunately, this would not be the last time such a
balancing would occur.127
123

Id. at 652.
Id. at 653.
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Quarles, supra note 122 at 656.
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Id. at 657.
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Id. at 658-59 (The Court in Quarles also allowed wide latitude for police officers
to determine when the costs would outweigh the benefits. According to the Court, “police
officers can and will distinguish almost instinctively between questions necessary to
secure their own safety or the safety of the public and questions designed solely to elicit
testimonial evidence from a suspect”).
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Fruit of the Poisonous Tree Doctrine
Generally speaking, the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine posits that
evidence gleaned from a constitutional violation may not be used by the
government in criminal trials. This prohibition includes primary evidence
of the violation as well as any derivative or secondary evidence. Because
Miranda was subsequently cast as a prophylactic rule designed to protect
the Fifth Amendment, a violation of Miranda was not deemed to be a
constitutional violation. Therefore, when officers simply violate the
provisions of Miranda without also compelling or coercing a suspect to
speak, that violation will not taint subsequent evidence.128 The nonapplication of the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine to Miranda violations
persists despite the Court’s determination in Dickerson v. United States that
Miranda announced a constitutional principle.129
Dickerson v. United States
Dickerson v. United States in many respects represented the
“showdown” between those who regarded Miranda as a prophylactic rule
that could be superseded by legislation and those who considered it a
constitutional principle. Given the tenor of the largely conservative leaning
Court and the many exceptions and restrictions placed on Miranda since
1966, it seemed that Miranda’s days were numbered. Therefore, the 7-2
opinion upholding Miranda’s constitutional underpinnings surprised many.
The precise question before the Court was whether 18 U.S.C. §3501
superseded Miranda (which, of course, was the intent of the statute when it
was passed in 1968). According to the Court, the decision in Dickerson
“[turned] on whether the Miranda Court announced a constitutional rule or
128

See, e.g., Michigan v. Tucker, 417 U.S. 433 (1974) (holding that the failure to
advise Tucker that he would be provided counsel if indigent did not taint evidence from a
third party witness whom Tucker identified during the interrogation); See also Oregon v.
Elstad, 470 U.S. 298 (1985) (holding that the failure to give Miranda warnings before
custodial interrogation did not taint subsequent confession given at the police station after
a reading of the Miranda warnings); See also United States v. Patane, 542 U.S. 630
(2004) (holding that failure to continue reading Miranda warnings after suspect said he
knew his rights did not taint physical evidence gleaned from an unwarned but voluntary
statement).
129
Dickerson, supra note 5, at 441 (“Our decision in [Elstad] - refusing to apply the
traditional "fruits" doctrine developed in Fourth Amendment cases-does not prove that
Miranda is a non-constitutional decision, but simply recognizes the fact that unreasonable
searches under the Fourth Amendment are different from unwarned interrogation under
the Fifth Amendment”).
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merely exercised its supervisory authority to regulate evidence in the
absence of congressional direction.”130 While the Court acknowledged that
there was significant precedent that could lead one to believe that Miranda
lacked a constitutional basis, it nevertheless determined that Miranda was
indeed constitutional for at least three reasons. First, because Miranda had
been applied to state courts and “with respect to proceedings in state courts,
our ‘authority is limited to enforcing the commands of the United States
Constitution.’”131 Next, the Miranda Court itself stated several times that it
was announcing a constitutional standard.132 Third, subsequent Courts also
referred to Miranda’s constitutional underpinnings.133 The Court also
explained that the numerous exceptions to Miranda do not defeat its
constitutional status, but merely illustrate that “no constitutional rule is
immutable.”134
With Dickerson, the showdown was over and Miranda prevailed. Of
course, like every U.S. Supreme Court opinion, Dickerson is steeped in
legal analysis and reasoning. Yet, what may have ultimately cemented
Miranda’s position in the annals of criminal procedure is simply the fact
that it had staying power. The Court declared “[w]hether or not we would
agree with Miranda's reasoning and its resulting rule, were we addressing
the issue in the first instance, the principles of stare decisis weigh heavily
against overruling it now.”135
Justice Rehnquist’s Role (Again)
As mentioned above, Justice Rehnquist’s ascension to the Court was
based in no small part on his criticisms of Miranda and his readiness to
overrule it. He got to work right away by diminishing it as a constitutional
principle in the case of Michigan v. Tucker.136 However, during Rehnquist’s
tenure on the Court, Miranda seemingly became “workable” in the eyes of
many as a result of numerous limitations placed on it by the Court. This led
Chief Justice Rehnquist, the perhaps surprising author of Dickerson v.
United States, to declare:
Miranda has become embedded in routine police practice to
the point where the warnings have become part of our
130
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national culture. While we have overruled our precedents
when subsequent cases have undermined their doctrinal
underpinnings…we do not believe that this has happened to
the Miranda decision. If anything, our subsequent cases have
reduced the impact of the Miranda rule on legitimate law
enforcement while reaffirming the decision's core ruling that
unwarned statements may not be used as evidence in the
prosecution's case in chief.137
Without a doubt, former President Nixon would have been alarmed that
Miranda was still around, much less given a continuing legacy in American
criminal procedure by Chief Justice Rehnquist, the man nominated to the
Court by Nixon to eradicate Miranda.
Justice Scalia
It is fair to say that Justice Antonin Scalia was no friend of Miranda. In
fact, he practically begged for a case in which the Court could review and
likely overturn the precedent.138 When that time arrived in the case of
Dickerson v. United States, Scalia, rather than writing a majority opinion
that would send Miranda to the resting place of overturned precedent, ended
up writing a scathing dissent.139 In that dissent, Scalia criticized the Court
for, among other things, playing semantics and failing to clearly state that
Miranda is constitutional. Scalia’s anger was so potent that he declared at
the end of his opinion that, despite Dickerson, he would continue to follow
18 U.S.C. §3501 until it was repealed.140 However, having lost this war,
Scalia continued fighting battles to limit Miranda’s reach.141
Impeachment Evidence
Statements obtained in violation of the procedural requirements of
137

Dickerson, supra note 5, at 443-44.
See, e.g., Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 465 (1994) (Scalia, J., concurring)
(“The point is whether our continuing refusal to consider [18 U.S.C. § 3501] is consistent
with the Third Branch’s obligation to decide according to the law. I think it is not”).
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Dickerson, supra note 5, at 444 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
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Id. at 465 (there is no evidence that Scalia overtly followed through on his threat
during his remaining time on the Court and 18 U.S.C. § 3501 remains on the books).
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See, e.g., Maryland v. Shatzer, 559 U.S. 98 (2010) (Scalia, writing for the
majority, placed a 14-day limitation on the protection of the Miranda right to counsel
once it has been invoked. Before Shatzer, there had been no limitation on how long the
right protected suspects).
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Miranda may nevertheless be used to impeach defendants.142 In Harris v.
New York, the defendant’s voluntary statements gleaned in violation of
Miranda were used to impeach his credibility on cross-examination. The
Court determined that while such statements could not be used during the
prosecutor’s case-in-chief, when the defendant chooses to take the stand,
different rules apply. To wit:
Every criminal defendant is privileged to testify in his own
defense, or to refuse to do so. But that privilege cannot be
construed to include the right to commit perjury. Having
voluntarily taken the stand, petitioner was under an
obligation to speak truthfully and accurately, and the
prosecution here did no more than utilize the traditional
truth-testing devices of the adversary process. Had
inconsistent statements been made by the accused to some
third person, it could hardly be contended that the conflict
could not be laid before the jury by way of crossexamination and impeachment.
The shield provided by Miranda cannot be perverted into a
license to use perjury by way of a defense, free from the risk
of confrontation with prior inconsistent utterances. We hold,
therefore, that petitioner's credibility was appropriately
impeached by use of his earlier conflicting statements.143
Missouri v. Siebert
The case of Missouri v. Siebert144 was perhaps inevitable after the
Dickerson case in which the Court, despite referring to Miranda as a
constitutional rule, nevertheless continued the fruit of the poisonous tree
doctrine exception established in Oregon v. Elstad.145 In Siebert, the Court
considered whether an intentionally designed “question first, Mirandize
later” policy was permissible under the Fifth Amendment and Miranda.
According to the Court,
142

Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222 (1971).
Harris at 225-26 (The Court was careful to note that “[p]etitioner makes no claim
that the statements made to police were coerced or involuntary” for such a claim would
have taken the statements out of the realm of Miranda and into Fifth Amendment
territory).
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Missouri v. Siebert, 542 U.S. 600 (2004).
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See Elstad, supra note 128 and accompanying text.
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[t]he technique of interrogating in successive, unwarned and
warned phases raises a new challenge to Miranda. Although
we have no statistics on the frequency of this practice, it is
not confined to Rolla, Missouri. An officer of that police
department testified that the strategy of withholding
Miranda warnings until after interrogating and drawing out
a confession was promoted not only by his own department,
but by a national police training organization and other
departments in which he had worked.146
Essentially, officers would bring a suspect into a custodial setting,
intentionally omit Miranda warnings and ask questions designed to elicit
incriminating responses. Once a confession was gleaned, then officers
would provide Miranda warnings and proceed to have the suspect
“confirm” all of the details of the previous confession. Of course, the officer
was well aware that the first confession would be inadmissible due to
procedural Miranda violations, but the second confession would likely be
admitted if there was evidence that it was given knowingly, intelligently
and voluntarily after a Miranda waiver.
Upon reviewing this tactic, the Court determined that the process used
in Siebert effectively functioned as one continuous interrogation (despite
the short break) rendering the Miranda warnings given “midstream”
ineffective. The Court concluded:
The impression that the further questioning was a mere
continuation of the earlier questions and responses was
fostered by references back to the confession already given.
It would have been reasonable to regard the two sessions as
parts of a continuum, in which it would have been unnatural
to refuse to repeat at the second stage what had been said
before. These circumstances must be seen as challenging the
comprehensibility and efficacy of the Miranda warnings to
the point that a reasonable person in the suspect’s shoes
would not have understood them to convey a message that
she retained a choice about continuing to talk.147
In a parting shot, Justice Souter warned “[s]trategists dedicated to
draining the substance out of Miranda cannot accomplish by training

146

Seibert, supra note 144, at 609 (Such a tactic was reminiscent of the formalized
police maneuvering and strategizing that led to the Court’s opinion in Miranda).
147
Id. at 616-17.
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instructions what Dickerson held Congress could not do by statute.”148
United States v. Patane
Another important post-Dickerson case is United States v. Patane.149 In
Patane, the Court considered whether in light of Miranda’s new “status” as
a constitutional rule, derivative physical evidence should be excluded after
a violation of Miranda. The Miranda violation occurred in Patane when
police officers failed to complete a reading of Miranda warnings after
Patane stated that he knew his rights. 150 As a result of Patane’s statements,
officers discovered a weapon in his residence. Because the gun was the
product of a statement made in violation of Miranda, the Court was squarely
presented with the issue of whether Miranda’s new status would work as a
constitutional violation or whether it would still work as a prophylactic rule
when it came to application of the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine.
Despite the Court’s pronouncement in Dickerson that Miranda is a
constitutional rule, the Court in Patane concluded that Miranda is
nevertheless still “a prophylactic employed to protect against violations of
the Self-Incrimination Clause.”151 The Court sounded a familiar preDickerson theme that Miranda necessarily sweeps more broadly than the
Self-Incrimination Clause of the Fifth Amendment in that Miranda
violations could exclude voluntary statements. Therefore, “the Miranda rule
‘does not require that the statements [taken without complying with the rule]
148

Id. at 617. Justice Kennedy, who concurred in the Siebert plurality opinion on the
narrowest grounds, concluded:
The admissibility of postwarning statements should continue to be
governed by the principles of Elstad unless the deliberate two-step
strategy was employed. If the deliberate two-step strategy has been
used, postwarning statements that are related to the substance of
prewarning statements must be excluded unless curative measures are
taken before the postwarning statement is made. Curative measures
should be designed to ensure that a reasonable person in the suspect’s
situation would understand the import and effect of the Miranda
warning and of the Miranda waiver. For example, a substantial break in
time and circumstances between the prewarning statement and the
Miranda warning may suffice in most circumstances, as it allows the
accused to distinguish the two contexts and appreciate that the
interrogation has taken a new turn.
149
United States v. Patane, 542 U.S. 630 (2004).
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Id. at 635 (Recall that the Miranda Court stated that the warnings should be read
and no presumption would be made about whether a suspect knew the rights); See supra
note 107 and accompanying text.
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Patane, supra note 149, at 636.
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and their fruits be discarded as inherently tainted….’”152 In short, the Court
concluded that a violation of Miranda’s prophylactic rule is “cured” when
that statement is disallowed at trial. But, “because police cannot violate the
Self-Incrimination Clause by taking unwarned though voluntary
statements,” the application of the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine is
unwarranted.153
The Patane case thus completed the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine
trilogy in which the Court held that violations of Miranda’s prophylactic
rules would not lead to exclusion of witness testimony, 154 the suspect’s own
subsequent statements155 and physical evidence.156
Sixth Amendment Confusion
When the Supreme Court created the Fifth Amendment right to counsel
in Miranda, it set up the potential for confusion with the already firmly
established Sixth Amendment right to counsel.157 Obvious differences
between the two rights included the fact that the Sixth Amendment attached
only after the initiation of adversarial judicial proceedings, while the Fifth
Amendment right to counsel had to be invoked during a custodial
interrogation.
While there are a number of cases that trace the scope of each right, the
Court in Montejo v. Louisiana appeared to merge the rights in such a way
that the confusion has been greatly reduced.158 In Montejo, the Court
determined that the Sixth Amendment, once attached, no longer served as
an absolute shield against subsequent police contact in the form of casual
conversation or custodial interrogations. The Court reasoned that rather than
have the Sixth Amendment out of the courtroom creating havoc and
confusion, it was best to let the Fifth Amendment (Miranda) right to counsel
serve as protection for suspects in the interrogation context.159 Therefore,
any person whether pre- or post- indictment who is casually approached by
a police officer may simply walk away and choose not to speak. Anyone
152
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Id. at 794 (“Under Miranda’s prophylactic protection of the right against
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who is placed in a custodial interrogation may invoke the Fifth Amendment
right to counsel in order to cut of police questioning. 160 The Sixth
Amendment no longer serves as a barrier to police officers approaching
suspects or defendants who have undergone an adversarial judicial
proceeding. Instead, the Fifth Amendment right to counsel will protect those
individuals in the critical instance of a custodial interrogation.161
Invoking Miranda
The Court in Miranda stated unequivocally:
If the individual indicates in any manner, at any time prior
to or during questioning, that he wishes to remain silent, the
interrogation must cease. At this point, he has shown that he
intends to exercise his Fifth Amendment privilege; any
statement taken after the person invokes his privilege cannot
be other than the product of compulsion, subtle or otherwise.
Without the right to cut off questioning, the setting of incustody interrogation operates on the individual to overcome
free choice in producing a statement after the privilege has
been once invoked. If the individual states that he wants an
attorney, the interrogation must cease until an attorney is
present. At that time, the individual must have an
opportunity to confer with the attorney and to have him
present during any subsequent questioning. If the individual
cannot obtain an attorney and he indicates that he wants one
before speaking to police, they must respect his decision to
remain silent.162
These statements made two premises clear. First, that suspects had the
burden of invoking the newly created Miranda rights and, second, that
police officers were required to acknowledge a valid invocation of those
rights. What the Court did not clarify, however, was which words were
necessary to invoke Miranda, i.e. what did a suspect have to say/do to
convey to an officer that she wanted to avail herself of the Miranda
160

Id.
See Massiah, supra note 37 and accompanying text (Montejo proceeds on the
assumption that suspects and defendants will know when they are being approached by a
police officer and act accordingly. However, Montejo did not address the Massiah
situation of a post-indictment defendant who is approached by a wired informant or an
undercover officer).
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protections? That analysis was left to subsequent courts.
For example, in Davis v. United States, after more than an hour of
questioning by police about a murder, the defendant said, “Maybe I should
talk to a lawyer.” 163 The officers attempted to clarify whether Davis was
requesting a lawyer and he ultimately stated that he did not want a lawyer. 164
When Davis moved to suppress the statements made after his “Maybe I
should talk to a lawyer” statement, the Court confronted the issue of whether
this statement invoked the Miranda right to counsel and required the
officers to cut off questioning.
The Court, recognizing that a standard was necessary to guide officers
and to assist with issues of proof, held that “[i]nvocation of the Miranda
right to counsel ‘requires, at a minimum, some statement that can
reasonably be construed to be an expression of a desire for the assistance of
an attorney.’”165 Therefore, if “reference to an attorney…is ambiguous or
equivocal in that a reasonable officer in light of the circumstances would
have understood only that the suspect might be invoking the right to
counsel,” then there is no requirement that the officers cease questioning.166
The Court further noted that when a suspect makes an equivocal or
ambiguous statement, officers might take steps to clarify the statement as
happened in Davis. The Court, however, stopped short of making such
clarification a requirement, while acknowledging that such a practice might
nevertheless “minimize the chance of a confession being suppressed due to
subsequent judicial second guessing as to the meaning of the suspect's
statement regarding counsel.”167
Waiving Miranda
The Court in Miranda established specific standards for waiver of rights
under the Fifth Amendment. First, the Court made clear that it “has always
set high standards of proof for the waiver of constitutional rights, and…[reasserted those] standards as applied to in-custody interrogation.”168 Next,
the Court determined that waiver rests squarely on the shoulders of the
163
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government because it is “responsible for establishing the isolated
circumstances under which the interrogation takes place and has the only
means of making available corroborated evidence of warnings given during
incommunicado interrogation….”169 Finally, the Court concluded that a
“valid waiver will not be presumed simply from the silence of the accused
after warnings are given or simply from the fact that a confession was in
fact eventually obtained.”170 Instead, the “record must show, or there must
be an allegation and evidence which show, that an accused was offered
counsel but intelligently and understandingly rejected the offer. Anything
less is not waiver."171 In sum, a suspect must know the law (i.e. her Fifth
Amendment rights), understand the consequences of invoking or waiving
those rights, and do so voluntarily (i.e. free from any governmental
coercion).
As the previous section outlines, the Court has determined that suspects
must speak in order to invoke rights under Miranda. By contrast, the Court
decided that waiver of the rights does not necessarily require that a
defendant do so explicitly. According to the Court, Miranda “does not
impose a formalistic waiver procedure that a suspect must follow to
relinquish those rights. As a general proposition, the law can presume that
an individual who, with a full understanding of his or her rights, acts in a
manner inconsistent with their exercise has made a deliberate choice to
relinquish the protection those rights afford.” 172 Therefore, “Miranda rights
can…be waived through means less formal than a typical waiver on the
record in a courtroom.”173
Pre-Miranda Silence
A suspect’s silence in the face of questioning in a non-custodial context
may be used as evidence against him. In Salinas v. Texas, the petitioner,
who was suspected in a recent shooting, voluntarily accompanied officers
to the police station to answer questions about the shooting.174 During the
interview, “petitioner answered the officer’s questions. But when asked
whether his shotgun ‘would match the shells recovered at the scene of the
murder,’ petitioner declined to answer. Instead, petitioner ‘[l]ooked down
at the floor, shuffled his feet, bit his bottom lip, cl[e]nched his hands in his
169
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lap, [and] began to tighten up.’ After a few moments of silence, the officer
asked additional questions, which petitioner answered.175 Salinas’ reaction
to the officer’s question was subsequently used against him at trial.
The Court determined that because Salinas was not in a custodial
interrogation setting, the circumstances of his police questioning were
outside the scope of Miranda and, therefore, he was not deprived of the right
to invoke Miranda. Further, because suspects cannot invoke Miranda by
remaining silent, Petitioner’s silence in this case could not be considered an
invocation of his Fifth Amendment privilege. According to the Court:
To be sure, someone might decline to answer a police
officer’s question in reliance on his constitutional privilege.
But he also might do so because he is trying to think of a
good lie, because he is embarrassed, or because he is
protecting someone else. Not every such possible
explanation for silence is probative of guilt, but neither is
every possible explanation protected by the Fifth
Amendment. Petitioner alone knew why he did not answer
the officer’s question, and it was therefore his “burden . . . to
make a timely assertion of the privilege.”176
IV. COMPARATIVE APPROACHES
England
Viewers of British crime procedurals may have heard a warning that
seems similar to Miranda, yet different. Before questioning in England,
suspects are cautioned as follows: “You do not have to say anything. But, it
may harm your defence if you do not mention when questioned something
which you later rely on in court. Anything you do say may be given in
evidence.”177 The warning is similar to Miranda, but very different in the
sense that silence may be used against an individual under certain
circumstances. Pursuant to Section 34 of the Criminal Justice and Public
Order Act 1994:
34 Effect of accused’s failure to mention facts when
questioned or charged.
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(1) Where, in any proceedings against a person for an
offence, evidence is given that the accused—
(a) at any time before he was charged with the offence, on
being questioned under caution by a constable trying to
discover whether or by whom the offence had been
committed, failed to mention any fact relied on in his
defence in those proceedings; or
(b) on being charged with the offence or officially informed
that he might be prosecuted for it, failed to mention any such
fact, being a fact which in the circumstances existing at the
time the accused could reasonably have been expected to
mention when so questioned, charged or informed, as the
case may be, subsection (2) below applies.
(2) Where this subsection applies—
…
(d) the court or jury, in determining whether the accused is
guilty of the offence charged, may draw such inferences
from the failure as appear proper.178
To understand the application of these principles, assume a factual
situation in which the police are called to a home and find a suspect standing
over the deceased with a knife in his hands. Upon questioning the suspect
under caution, the suspect declines to say anything to police as is his right.
If at trial the defendant elects to proceed with a self-defense claim, the
prosecutor may comment on the fact that at the time of questioning in the
home, the defendant failed to mention that he acted in self-defense.
Importantly, a defendant cannot be convicted on silence alone, but the jury
may consider it as relevant evidence after the prosecutor has presented
overwhelming evidence of the defendant’s guilt.179
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The National Archives. Criminal Justice and Public Order Act of 1994, c. 33, Part
III, Section 34, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1994/33/section/34.
179
See, e.g., Murray v. United Kingdom, Eur. Ct H. R., 41/1994/488/570, February 8,
1996 (“The national court cannot conclude that the accused is guilty merely because he
chooses to remain silent. It is only if evidence against the accused ‘calls’ for an
explanation which the accused ought to be in a position to give that a failure to give any
explanation may as a matter of common sense allow the drawing of an inference that
there is no explanation and that the accused is guilty”),
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France
In France, a person suspected of a crime may be placed in a special form
of police custody known as a garde à vue (preliminary police custody) for
purposes of interrogation. During this detention, which lasts for 24 hours
(or longer under certain circumstances), suspects must be told that they have
the right to consult privately with an attorney and to have an attorney present
during any police questioning in order “for the right to a fair trial to be real
and concrete.”180 In addition, suspects have the right to remain silent.181
These relatively new standards represent a departure from the previous
rights available during a garde à vue. Prior to 2011, suspects only had
limited access to an attorney, counsel could not participate in the actual
interrogation and there was no right to remain silent.
Not surprisingly, these new standards have caused some consternation
in France, provoking a police union to criticize “allowing lawyers to attend
the questioning of suspects, accusing some of them of thinking they were
appearing in American TV series.”182
V. MIRANDA IN POP CULTURE
Dragnet
Sergeant Joe Friday:
Now you listen to me, you gutter-mouth punk. I've dealt with
you before, and every time I did, it took me a month to wash
off the filth.
…
They advised you of your constitutional rights before you
opened your mouth. Now you're trying to tell us you didn't
understand. Well, you're a liar. You understood what your
rights were then just as you understand now! Somewhere in
the last forty hours while you were rattling around in the
bucket you got the word. You know that 62 Cal.2d 338 states
that you be advised of your right to remain silent and as you
must thoroughly understand and waive that right, because if
you don't any confession you make is inadmissible as
180

France: Reform of Police Custody, Global Legal Monitor, (May 24, 2011),
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testimony in a court of law. Forty hours ago you confessed
to what you did to that little girl. That was the truth. Now
you sit here and tell us that you didn't understand your
rights, that's a lie! Like every hoodlum since Cain up
through Capone, you've learned to hide behind some quirk
in the law.183
In the foregoing monologue, Sergeant Friday berates a suspect who
gave a confession and then waffled by stating that he didn’t understand his
rights. Notably, this quote is from the 1966 Dragnet TV movie that was not
broadcast until 1969 (three years after Miranda). Friday refers to a
California Supreme Court opinion, People v. Dorado, which examined the
admissibility of confessions. 184 The California court ultimately concluded
that Dorado’s confessions should be excluded, reasoning as follows:
Although we accept the finding of the trial court that the
confessions of defendant were not obtained by coercion, we
have concluded that they should not have been admitted into
evidence under recent rulings of the United States Supreme
Court. In a long series of cases that court has been troubled
by confessions obtained without protection of counsel; this
historic concern of the court culminated in two recent
decisions: Massiah v. United States…and Escobedo v.
Illinois…. Since we must faithfully discharge our duty to
apply to the instant case the Constitution of the United States
as interpreted by the Supreme Court of the United States, we
must follow these recent decisions.185
183
Dragnet 1966 (Universal Studios: Universal Television, 1969) (transcribed at
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Dragnet).
184
People v. Dorado, 62 Cal.2d 338 (1965).
185
Id. at 345. The Dorado case was cited favorably in the Miranda opinion:
As the California Supreme Court has aptly put it:

Finally, we must recognize that the imposition of the requirement for
the request would discriminate against the defendant who does not
know his rights. The defendant who does not ask for counsel is the very
defendant who most needs counsel. We cannot penalize a defendant
who, not understanding his constitutional rights, does not make the
formal request, and, by such failure, demonstrates his helplessness. To
require the request would be to favor the defendant whose
sophistication or status had fortuitously prompted him to make it.
Miranda, supra note 1, at 471 (quoting People v. Dorado, 62 Cal.2d
338, 351, 398 P.2d 361, 369-370, 42 Cal. Rptr. 169, 177-78 (1965)
(Tobriner, J)).
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Despite Friday’s seeming disdain for the Miranda rights, the Dragnet
series helped shepherd Miranda into the national consciousness. Indeed,
“[i]t was Mr. Webb as the deadpan Sgt. Joe Friday in ''Dragnet,'' who did
much to make the routine warning given by police to suspects part of the
national culture, which it has become as Justice Rehnquist wrote in his
majority opinion [in Dickerson].”186
21 Jump Street
In contrast to the seriousness of the Dragnet series, the Miranda
warnings are often the butt of jokes in movies and TV programs. For
example, the hapless detectives from “21 Jump Street” are forced to explain
why they didn’t read Miranda warnings to a suspect who has been freed as
a result of their blunder:
Jenko: I did read him his rights. I did a version of that.
Deputy Chief Hardy: Do you even know the Miranda rights?
Jenko: Yes.
Deputy Chief Hardy: Let’s hear them then.
Jenko: You got a lot of stuff do, you don’t… You got a lot
of…
Deputy Chief Hardy: No, go ahead. You goin’ anywhere,
Schmidt? We have time.
Schmidt: I have a thing, but I can probably push it back.
Deputy Chief Hardy: Go ahead. It’s four declamatory
sentences followed by a question, for a total of fifty-seven
words.
Jenko: Okay. Uh…it’s… Look it obviously starts with; ‘You
have the right to remain silent.’ I know you heard this before.
And then um…like uh…
186

Todd S. Purdum, The Nation; Miranda as a Pop Culture Icon, N.Y. TIMES, (July
2, 2000), http://www.nytimes.com/2000/07/02/weekinreview/the-nation-miranda-as-apop-culture-icon.html.
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[Schmidt whispers to Jenko]
Schmidt: You have the right to an attorney.
Jenko: Oh, right! You have the right to…remain an attorney.
And…
Deputy Chief Hardy: Did you say that you have the right to
be an attorney?
Schmidt: You do have the right to be an attorney, if you want
to.187
Dirty Harry
In 1971, a mere five years after Miranda was decided, Clint Eastwood
in his seminal role as Officer Harry Callahan in “Dirty Harry,” dramatically
illustrated how police were grappling with the new constraints within the
interrogation process. In one particular scene, Harry is confronted by the
District Attorney, who pointedly explains to him that he is not allowed to
break down doors and torture suspects to obtain evidence. The District
Attorney asks Harry if he’s heard of Escobedo, Miranda, and the Fourth
Amendment, which evokes a sneer from Harry.
After explaining to Harry that all of the evidence obtained in violation
of the suspect’s rights can’t be used against him and that the suspect will go
free as a result of Harry’s constitutional violations, the following colloquy
occurs:
Harry Callahan: Are you trying to tell me that ballistics can't
match the bullet up to this rifle?
District Attorney Rothko: It does not matter what ballistics
can do. This rifle might make a nice souvenir. But it's
inadmissible as evidence.
Harry Callahan: And who says that?
District Attorney Rothko: It's the law.

187
21 Jump Street, (Columbia Pictures 2012); See also, 21 Jump Street, Best Movie
Quote – Miranda Rights (2012), https://youtu.be/55EKix7sHAo.
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Harry Callahan: Well, then the law is crazy. 188
Columbo
By 1991, the Miranda warnings had become firmly entrenched in police
procedure. Yet, the apparently bumbling Lieutenant Columbo seemed in
need of a “crib sheet” to remember all of them. In one episode, he stands
close to a suspect who had been arrested and reads from a well-worn piece
of paper in a conversational tone:
“You have the right to remain silent. [Turns to look at the
suspect] You know anything that you say, they can hold that
against ya. You have the right to retain a lawyer. You have
the right…[pulls paper closer to eyes as if he can’t clearly
see the words] what in the hell is that?”189
CONCLUSION
I come to praise Miranda, not to bury it.190
Born of necessity to combat abuses in the interrogation room, Miranda
has endured 50 years of attacks, exceptions, limitations, compromises and
a final broadside assault on its constitutional validity. Its legacy is one of
both protector of rights in the interrogation room and gatekeeper to
reliable prosecutions. At the time Miranda was announced, Chief Justice
Warren explained: “We start here…with the premise that our holding is
not an innovation in our jurisprudence, but is an application of principles
long recognized….”191 While that sentiment was certainly debatable in
1966, it is a most apt description of the 50-year-old Miranda precedent
today. Here’s to another 50 years!

188
Dirty Harry (Warner Bros. 1971); See also Dirty Harry Movie Clip – “The Law’s
Crazy” (1971), https://youtu.be/kh62SjGdI0s.
189
Columbo: “Columbo and the Murder of a Rock Star” (Universal Television
broadcast Apr. 29, 1991); See also, Columbo is Reading the Miranda Rights to the
Suspect,
https://vk.com/video-59394388_168065686?list=c14f59159284822181.
190
A slight adaptation of the famous line in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: “I come to
bury Caesar, not to praise him.” William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, Act 3, Scene II.
191
Miranda, supra note 1, at 442.

RACE AND THE WAR ON DRUGS: IT’S STORY TIME
Zachary D. Williams, J.D.*
INTRODUCTION
Arthur Colbert, a young black man, was living in Philadelphia where he
attended college at Temple University. One night, Arthur was driving
around North Philadelphia trying to find his date’s house. As he struggled
to navigate his way around an unfamiliar neighborhood, the police officers
that had been tailing him turned on their lights and their sirens, and pulled
Arthur over. On that particular night, the police officers were out looking
for a drug dealer who went by the name of Hakim. The police officers pulled
Arthur over, suspecting Arthur was Hakim, and immediately escorted
Arthur to a nearby abandoned house.
While in the home, Arthur tried to prove to the police officers that he
was not Hakim by showing them his driver’s license and his Temple
University identification card. However, the police officers were still
convinced that Arthur was Hakim. In an attempt to force Arthur to admit he
was Hakim, one of the officers, without provocation, picked up a two-byfour and started beating Arthur. After that, both officers started hitting
Arthur with their flashlights. Eventually, one officer said, “If you don’t tell
us what we want to know, I’m going to blow your head away. You have
three seconds.” The officer then cocked his gun and counted down:
“Three…two… one.” Arthur could not say anything to satisfy their
demands. Eventually, the officers let Arthur go. The officers pulled Arthur
over a local drug dealer because Arthur, like Hakim, was a young black
male.1
Arthur’s experience is far from isolated. From the first drug prohibition
in United States in 1875, to modern day drug restrictions, legal scholars now
almost uniformly agree that the war on drugs disproportionally affects
minorities. Many who oppose the war on drugs rely almost exclusively on
statistics that indicate that the war on drugs is really a war on indigent black
people and black communities. However, while topically relevant legal
academic articles today are stuffed full of statistics, they lack stories from
actual victims of racial discrimination caused by the war on drugs. This
Note argues that sharing stories of racial discrimination victims more
effectively communicates how racist the war on drugs is than mass data.
1
DAVID COLE, NO EQUAL JUSTICE: RACE AND CLASS IN THE AMERICAN CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM 24 (1999).
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Stories create a neurological connection between storytellers and listeners,
while the human mind often greets statistics with immediate skepticism.
Section II contains a brief history of various racially motivated drug
prohibitions in the United States. Section III describes the racial disparities
occurring today because of the war on drugs. Section IV compares
storytelling and sharing statistics, and explains why sharing individual
accounts of racism bred by the war on drugs is a more effective form of
communication when compared to merely citing statistics. Section V is the
conclusion.
I. RACIAL AND HISTORICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF THE WAR OF DRUGS
To truly comprehend how racially charged the war on drugs is today,
one must examine its historical roots. The United States has often associated
certain drugs with racial groups, which produces “racist myths.”2 The
historical background of the war on drugs demonstrates that the United
States has enacted multiple “drug” laws to discriminate against a particular
race.
A.

Chinese Immigrants and Opium

The first anti-drug law in the United States, like many drug policies
today, was enacted to target a race. In 1875, San Francisco city officials
passed the first anti-drug law (“Chinese Opium Law”) in the United States.3
The Chinese Opium Law made it illegal to run opium dens; it was a
misdemeanor to “maintain . . . or . . . in any way contribute to the support
of any place . . . where opium [was] smoked.”4 San Francisco city officials
passed the Chinese Opium Law because “there [were] within three blocks
of the City Hall eight opium smoking establishments, kept by Chinese, for
the exclusive use of white men and women.”5 City officials were also afraid

2

Kenneth B. Nunn, Race, Crime and the Pool of Surplus Criminality: Or Why the
‘War on Drugs’ Was a ‘War on Blacks’, 6 J. GENDER, RACE AND JUSTICE 381, 413–14
(2002).
3
Dale Gieringer, 125th Anniversary of the First U.S. Anti-Drug Law: San Francisco's
Opium Den Ordinance (Nov. 15, 1875), DRUG SENSE (Nov. 2000),
http://www.drugsense.org/dpfca/opiumlaw.html#HAWAII [http://perma.cc/6FMXY68V].
4
The Opium Dens, S.F. CHRON. (Nov. 16, 1875),
http://earlydruglaw.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/ordinance-passes.pdf
[http://perma.cc/WNR-7Y2C].
5
Id.
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that “Chinese men were luring white women to have sex in opium dens.” 6
The Chinese Opium Law went into effect after the gold rush brought
thousands of Chinese immigrants to California. While there were only fiftyfour Chinese immigrants in California at the beginning of the gold rush in
1849, by 1876, about 116,000 Chinese immigrants had arrived in
California.7
Towards the beginning of the gold rush, San Francisco city officials and
community members generally accepted Chinese immigrants and their habit
of smoking opium.8 Many local gold miners considered Chinese immigrants
hard-working, and would often assign them labor-intensive mining tasks
that they avoided.9 As long as there was enough work for them to do, local
miners welcomed Chinese immigrants.10 However, as the gold rush slowed
and became less profitable in the mid-1850s,11 relations between Chinese
immigrants and local Californians deteriorated, and the anti-foreign
movement in California began to gain traction with local lawmakers.12 As
work on the gold mines started running out, local California residents
started labeling Chinese people as unclean, and accused them of taking jobs
from Americans.13 As a result, citizens of California encouraged lawmakers
to take action against the Chinese immigrants. Lawmakers even seriously
considered sending Chinese immigrants back to China on boats, but
ultimately decided not to because of how expensive such an endeavor would
be.14 Banning opium dens, places where Chinese immigrants met to smoke
opium, rather than medicinal opium, a type of opium whites often used, was
how San Francisco targeting Chinese immigrants. 15 Later in 1909, Congress
Frederic Block, Racism’s Hidden History in the War on Drugs, HUFFINGTON POST
(Jan. 3, 2013, 2:44 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/judge-frederic-block/war-ondrugs_b_2384624.html [http://perma.cc/XMH2-HMCX].
7
HENRY K. NORTON, THE STORY OF CALIFORNIA FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS TO THE
PRESENT 283–296 (A.C. McClurg & Co. ed., 7th ed. 1924),
http://www.sfmuseum.net/hist6/chinhate.html [http://perma.cc/733P-75DP].
8
Id. at 284-86; Nunn, supra note 3, at 283.
9
NORTON, supra note 7, at 283–96; Nunn, supra note 2, at 413.
10
NORTON, supra note 7, at 283–96; Nunn, supra note 2, at 413–14.
11
NORTON, supra note 7, at 283–96; Gieringer, supra note 3.
12
NORTON, supra note 7, at 283–96.
13
NORTON, supra note 7, at 283–96. Even when the gold rush yielded fewer jobs,
Chinese immigrants found work “[g]ardening, farming, laundering, cooking and
housework . . . The railroads employed thousands of them and they were engaged to
some extent in manufacturing.” Id. When America slipped into the Great Depression,
whites started blaming the Chinese immigrants for low wages and the nation’s economic
downfall. Nunn, supra note 2, at 413–14.
14
NORTON, supra note 7, at 283–92; Nunn, supra note 2, at 413.
15
Gieringer, supra note 3.
6
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passed legislation that banned opium, but allowed “drinking and injecting
tinctures of opiates,” a practice that was mostly popular among whites.16
B.

Blacks and Cocaine

Various states and eventually Congress passed legislation that
prohibited cocaine, a drug blacks primarily used in the twentieth century.17
A 1914 article from the New York Times entitled Negro Cocaine “Fiends”
Are a New Southern Menace18 explains that when blacks used cocaine at
“sniffing parties,” they would commit “wholesale murders.”19 Indeed, the
author describes the effect of cocaine as “the wildest form of insane
hallucinations and delusions that characterize acute mania….[The cocaine
user] imagines that he hears people taunting or abusing him, and this often
incited homicidal attacks upon innocent and unsuspecting victims,”
including police officers.20
The article also discusses how cocaine use was limited to blacks
because they “couldn’t git [sic] nothin’ else.”21 Indeed, laws in some
southern states banned bars all together to prevent lower class blacks from
getting drunk, which resulted in blacks turning to cocaine.22 Although
neither whites nor blacks could drink at bars, law makers from the South
knew that whites could get their alcohol in other ways, and would “forego
the pleasure of leaning against a bar and ‘taking [their] drink…’” just to
prevent blacks from drinking alcohol.23 Police and hospital records show a
spike in cocaine use among blacks when alcohol was not available to them
because of “the low-class negro’s inability to get his accustomed
beverages.”24 Furthermore, cities that strictly enforced alcohol prohibition
16

Block, supra note 6.
Block, supra note 6.
18
Edward Williams, Negro Cocaine “Fiends” Are a New Southern Menace: Murder
and Insanity Increasing among Lower Class Blacks Because They Have Taken to
“Sniffing” Since Deprived of Whisky by Prohibition, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 8, 1914),
http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archivefree/pdf?res=9901E5D61F3BE633A2575BC0A9649C946596D6CF
[http://perma.cc/87MW-G38S].
19
Id.
20
Id. The author of the article also asserts that, unlike consuming alcohol, using
cocaine is especially dangerous because it makes the user a more accurate shot. Id.
21
See generally id. The author refers to cocaine as “a veritable curse to the colored
race.” Id. When referring to blacks, the author asks, “[w]hy . . . do so many of them do
it.” Id.
22
Id.
23
Supra note 18.
24
Id.
17
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saw a substantial increase in cocaine usage, whereas such an increase did
not occur in cities that took a more relaxed approach to alcohol
prohibition.25 Congress purposefully targeted blacks by making cocaine
illegal in 1914.26
C.

Mexican Immigrants and Marijuana

Just like lawmakers criminalized opium and cocaine to discriminate
against Chinese immigrants and blacks, lawmakers banned marijuana to
target Mexican immigrants. Hundreds of thousands of Mexican immigrants
made their way to the United States in the 1920s.27 By the 1930s, during the
Great Depression, locals started accusing Mexican immigrants of taking
jobs away from white Americans.28 Mexicans were quickly associated with
marijuana, 29 and like cocaine, marijuana was advertised as a drug that had
extreme side effects, including violent tendencies and super strength. 30 By
25

Id.
Block, supra note 6.
27
Fatema Gunja, Race and the War on Drugs, ACLU: DRUG POLICY LITIGATION
PROJECT 2 (May 2003), https://www.aclu.org/files/FilesPDFs/ACF4F34.pdf
[http://perma.cc/TSN5-ERS4].
28
Id. at 1; see also PAUL M. GAHLINGER, ILLEGAL DRUGS: A COMPLETE GUIDE TO
THEIR HISTORY, CHEMISTRY, USE AND ABUSE 61 (2004) (explaining that “the Great
Depression of 1929 brought a backlash against Mexicans as an unwelcome labor
surplus.”).
29
GAHLINGER, supra note 28, at 61. In 1935, a marijuana prohibition advocate wrote
in the Times that “Marijuana, perhaps now the most insidious of our narcotics, is a direct
by-product of unrestricted Mexican immigration . . . . Mexican peddlers have been caught
distributing sample marijuana cigarets [sic] to school children.” Maia Szalavitz, Blacks,
Bias and Marijuana: Did Drug Stigma Contribute to Trayvon Martin’s Death?, TIME
(Mar. 27, 2012), http://healthland.time.com/2012/03/27/did-marijuana-use-sentencetrayvon-martin-to-death/ [http://perma.cc/HM87-LCLB]. Harry J. Anslinger, the former
commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, now known as the Drug Enforcement
Agency, made several remarks that associated Mexicans with marijuana. Nick Wing,
Marijuana Prohibition Was Racist From The Start. Not Much Has Changed,
HUFFINGTON POST (Jan. 14, 2014),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/14/marijuana-prohibitionracist_n_4590190.html [http://perma.cc/53CE-R6VD]. For example, Anslinger said that
“[t]here are 100,000 total marijuana smokers in the U.S., and most are Negroes,
Hispanics, Filipinos and entertainers. Their Satanic music, jazz and swing result from
marijuana use. This marijuana causes white women to seek sexual relations with
Negroes, entertainers and any others." Id. Anslinger also stated that “[r]eefer makes
darkies think they're as good as white men.” Id.
30
See JAMES SWARTZ, SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN AMERICA: A DOCUMENTARY AND
REFERENCE GUIDE 18 (2012). One El Paso policeman shared his experience with
marijuana users: “I have had almost daily experience with the users of [marijuana] for the
26
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1930, sixteen states in the West had already made marijuana illegal.31 By
1937, forty-six out of forty-eight states criminalized marijuana partially
because of Harry J. Anslinger’s very successful anti-marijuana campaign32.
Anslinger, the commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, now
known as the Drug Enforcement Agency, attributed marijuana use to
“murders, suicides, robberies, criminal assaults, holdups, burglaries, and
deeds of maniacal insanity.” 33 Initially, the federal government responded
to marijuana by taxing it in 1937. 34 Later in 1952, Congress passed
legislation that made possessing marijuana illegal.35
Since the early1970s,when President Nixon declared “war on drugs,”
and established the Drug Enforcement Agency, 36 the United States has
actively fought illicit drugs like cocaine and marijuana.37 Since Nixon’s
declaration, the United States has spent over $1 trillion to wage the war on
reason that when they are addicted to use they become very violent, especially when they
become angry and will attack an officer even if a gun is drawn on him, they seem to have
no fear; I have also noted that when under the influence of this weed they have abnormal
strength and that it will take several men to handle on man where under ordinary
circumstances one can could handle him with ease.” Id.
31
Gunja, supra note 27.
32
Harry J. Anslinger, Marijuana, Assassin of Youth, THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE (July
1937), http://www.redhousebooks.com/galleries/assassin.htm [http://perma.cc/EA29C7DL].
33
Id.
34
Marijuana Time Line, PBS FRONTLINE,
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/dope/etc/cron.html
[http://perma.cc/VY35-UYBE].
35
Id.
36
Timeline: America’s War on Drugs, NPR (April 2, 2007),
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=9252490 [https://perma.cc/WZ33GRBJ].
37
Nunn, supra note 2, at 387 (“No matter who has occupied the executive branch, the
United States has pursued the same overall policies throughout the drug war.”). Despite
its claim that it ended the war on drugs, the Obama administration merely adjusted its
approach. See Sophie Novack & Patrick Reis, Here's How Obama Plans to Spend $25
Billion on the War on Drugs, NAT’L. J. (Mar. 24, 2014),
http://www.nationaljournal.com/health-care/here-s-how-obama-plans-to-spend-25billion-on-the-war-on-drugs-20140325 [http://perma.cc/3APE-Y4KX]; Jonathan Blanks,
Obama Says He Ended the ‘War on Drugs.’ Don’t Believe Him, WASH. POST (July 18,
2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2014/07/18/obama-says-heended-the-war-on-drugs-dont-believe-him/ [http://perma.cc/FP4X-JLRU]. And President
Trump has promised to ruthlessly fight the war on drugs. Christopher Ingraham, In
Trump’s ‘Ruthless’ Vow, Experts See a Return to the Days of the Drug War, WASH.
POST. (Feb. 10, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/02/10/intrumps-ruthless-vow-experts-see-a-return-to-the-days-of-the-drugwar/?utm_term=.53d3cff73d84.
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drugs.38 In 2015, the United States made more than 1.2 million arrests for
mere drug possession.39 From 1980 to 2011, the United States has
incarcerated about 25.4 million people for drug-related crimes, a third of
which were black.40 Despite the vast amount of resources the United States
has thrown at the war on drugs, many scholars41 and politicians on both
sides of the isle42 today consider the war on drugs a failure. Although legal
scholars critique the war on drugs for various legitimate reasons, this Note
focuses only on the racial side effects of the war on drugs, which are
discussed in the next section.
38

Richard Branson, Opinion, War on Drugs a Trillion-Dollar Failure, CNN (Dec. 7,
2012, 6:05 PM), http://www.cnn.com/2012/12/06/opinion/branson-end-war-on-drugs/.
39
Drug War Statistics, THE DRUG POL’Y ALLIANCE, http://www.drugpolicy.org/drugwar-statistics [http://perma.cc/4LQ5-J7U3].
40
Erik Kain, The War on Drugs Is a War on Minorities and the Poor, FORBES (June
28, 2011, 10:07 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2011/06/28/the-war-ondrugs-is-a-war-on-minorities-and-the-poor/ [http://perma.cc/NVY2-35PK].
41
E.g. Kathleen R. Sandy, Commentary, The Discrimination Inherent in America’s
Drug War: Hidden Racism Revealed by Examining the Hysteria over Crack, 54 ALA. L.
REV. 665, 665–73 (2003) (labeling the war on drugs as a failure for various economic,
social, constitutional, environmental, occupational, educational, and racial reasons); Ross
C. Anderson, We Are All Casualties of Friendly Fire in the War on Drugs, UTAH B. J. 10,
11 (Nov. 2000) (“The measures of success or failure in our current approach to the war
on drugs are really quite simple. If the billions of dollars our nation has spent on sourcecontrol and interdiction efforts were a good investment, we would have fewer drugs
available, with less purity, at higher cost . . . [and] we would have fewer kids taking
drugs. Instead, [our] approach…has resulted in just the opposite. And, in the process, we
have increased the tax burden on the American people; we have destroyed families,
disproportionately African-American and Hispanic; we have ripped apart the lives of
hundreds of thousands of our citizens; and we have filled our jails and prisons to the point
that the United States [has] the highest incarceration rate in the world. The ‘war on
drugs’. . . has not been a war against drugs. It has been a war against the people of this
nation-and against our fundamental freedoms.”); Richard Branson, The War on Drugs
Has Failed, So Let’s Shut it Down, HUFFINGTON POST (Aug. 3, 2014),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/richard-branson/the-war-on-drugs-hasfail_1_b_5439312.html [http://perma.cc/5Q43-EMH6] (explaining that the war on drugs
is failing because after spending one trillion dollars, and incarcerating millions of people
for drug-related crimes, “[r]ates of addiction remain unchanged, overdose deaths are at an
all-time high and drugs cost less than ever before."). Fifty-four percent of Americans
today support legalizing marijuana, and “[t]wo out of three Americans think people
shouldn’t be prosecuted for possession of drugs such as cocaine and heroin.”; New Pew
Pole Confirms Americans Ready to End War on Drugs, DRUG POL’Y ALLIANCE (April 2,
2014), http://www.drugpolicy.org/news/2014/04/new-pew-poll-confirms-americansready-end-war-drugs [http://perma.cc/H4VH-WZ32].
42
See Bill Piper, The Growing Bipartisan Consensus for Rolling Back the Failed War
on Drugs, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct. 16, 2015), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/billpiper/war-on-drugs-bipartisan-consensus_b_8311920.html.
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II. RACIAL BIAS IN TODAY’S WAR ON DRUGS
Most criminal law scholars agree that racial bias influences how the war
on drugs is enforced.43 It is difficult to arrive at any other conclusion after
examining some of the topically relevant studies and statistics. In 2012,
blacks made up just over thirteen percent of the United States’ population,44
but comprised one-third of all drug-related arrests even though whites do
drugs at higher rates than blacks.45 Furthermore, black men are almost
twelve percent more likely to go to jail for drug offenses than white men.46
The racial disparity in the war on drugs can be even more alarming in certain
regions. For example, in Baltimore, police officers arrested 100 times more
juvenile blacks for drug-related crimes than whites in 1990.47 Forty-two
percent of black men in Washington D.C. between the ages of eighteen and
thirty-five in 1992 were either in prison, on probation, or on parole partially
because of the war on drugs.48 Once arrested for possession or use of illegal

See Andrew D. Black, “The War on People”: Reframing “The War on Drugs” by
Addressing Racism within American Drug Policy Through Restorative Justice and
Community Collaboration, 46 U. LOUISVILLE L. REV. 177, 177–78 (2007) (pointing out
that many scholars attribute the disproportionate number of blacks in jail to racism within
the war on drugs).
44
U.S. Census Bureau Projections Show a Slower Growing, Older, More Diverse
Nation a Half Century from Now, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (Dec. 12, 2012),
http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/population/cb12-243.html
[http://perma.cc/87LZ-5RT6].
45
Saki Knafo, When It Comes to Illegal Drug Use, White America Does the Crime,
Black America Gets the Time, HUFFINGTON POST (Sept. 18, 2013, 10:43 AM),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/17/racial-disparity-drug-use_n_3941346.html
[http://perma.cc/4X7Y-MDEY] (explaining that the only drug blacks use more often than
whites is crack cocaine, while “[h]igher percentages of whites have…tried hallucinogens,
marijuana, pain relievers like OxyContin, and stimulants like methamphetamine . . . ”);
Criminal Justice Fact Sheet, NAACP, http://www.naacp.org/pages/criminal-justice-factsheet [http://perma.cc/N5QN-TW4H] (reporting that five “times as many Whites are
using drugs as African Americans, yet African Americans are sent to prison for drug
offenses at 10 times the rate of Whites.”); D.J. Silton, U.S. Prisons and Racial Profiling:
A Covertly Racist Nation Rides a Vicious Cycle, 20 LAW & INEQ. 53, 61 (2002)
(explaining that though blacks only constitute thirteen percent of drug users in the United
States, they make up thirty-seven percent of drug-related arrests, fifty five percent of all
drug-related convictions, and seventy-four percent of all those in jail because of a drugrelated offense).
46
Targeting Blacks Drug Law Enforcement and Race in the United States, HUMAN
RIGHTS WATCH, May 2008, at 3, 45.
47
See COLE, supra note 1, at 24.
48
See Nunn, supra note 2, at n.4.
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drugs, blacks are ten times more likely to be imprisoned by judges than are
whites.49
Studies also show that racial stereotypes influence how minorities are
treated in the criminal justice system. For example, in society, many people
associate blacks with using and possessing illegal drugs.50 Some police
officers buy into this stereotype, and therefore are more likely to arrest
blacks because police officers monitor blacks’ behavior more often and
more carefully when compared to whites’.51 Even judges are susceptible to
black stereotypes. While judges are twenty-five percent more likely to deny
bail to black prisoners, when the prisoner’s crime is specifically drugrelated, judges are eighty percent more likely to deny black prisoners bail
when compared to similarly situated whites.52 Many people also associate
Hispanics with illegal drugs in American society.53 Therefore, while judges
are twenty-four percent less likely to give Hispanic prisoners the option of
bail for all crimes generally, when compared to similarly situated white
prisoners, judges are sixty-seven percent more likely to deny Hispanic
prisoners bail if they have allegedly committed a drug-related crime.54 Once
convicted for a drug offense, blacks on average spend almost fifty-nine
months in jail, which is about how long whites on average spend in jail for
violent crimes.55 This is partially because “prosecutors are twice as likely
to pursue a mandatory minimum sentence for blacks” when compared to
similarly situated whites.56
49

See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 45, at 46.
Traci Schlesinger, Racial and Ethnic Disparity in Pretrial Criminal Processing, 22
JUST. Q. 170, 172 (2005); Nunn, supra note 2, at 382; David Rudovsky, Symposium, Law
Enforcement by Stereotypes and Serendipity. Racial Profiling and Stops and Searches
without Cause, 3 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 296, 308 (2001) (explaining that both in and outside
of “law enforcement circles,” people believe that “African-Americans and other
minorities commit a disproportionate number of crimes and, therefore, they are justifiably
targeted not only where race is part of a reported criminal incident, but also in situations
where police have a wide range of possible targets (e.g., pretextual traffic stops) or where
their suspicion of criminal activity would not otherwise justify a stop or search.”).
51
Alfred L. Brophy, Losing the (Understanding of the Importance of) Race:
Evaluating the Significance of Race and the Utility of Reparations, 80 TEX. L. REV. 911,
916–17 (2002) (“Because of differential enforcement patterns, blacks are imprisoned at a
rate greater than they deserve given the offenses they commit. Police commonly look in
African American neighborhoods—and at African Americans—with greater scrutiny than
they do in white neighborhoods or at whites.”).
52
Schlesinger, supra note 50, at 183–184.
53
Id.
54
Id.
55
See NAACP, supra note 45.
56
The Drug War, Mass Incarceration and Race, DRUG POLICY ALLIANCE 1 (Feb.
2014),
50
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Michael A. Lawson’s story is especially illustrative of the adverse
effects blatantly racist regional police strategies have on blacks. After
graduating from Harvard Law School, Michael, a black man, started
working as an associate at one of the most prestigious law firms in the
country. One of his fellow associates offered to give Michael a ride back to
the office in her Mercedes SLC coupe from a social event sponsored by the
firm. As their route took them through the Bronx, a police officer pulled
them over. The officer said that Michael’s friend was speeding, and asked
some odd questions. Eventually, the police officers let them go with just a
warning. Michael’s friend was sure she was not speeding, and wondered
why the officer pulled them over. Michael, however, was convinced that the
police officer pulled them over because she was driving with a black man.
Initially, she did not think Michael was correct, but after talking to an
acquaintance at the NYPD, she found out that police officers were
instructed to pull over black men driving with white women in nice cars in
the Bronx based on the suspicion that they were drug dealers.57
More recently, even a prosecutor exhibited his racial bias to convince
the jury that the defendant, Bongani Charles Calhoun, a black man, was
guilty of possessing and dealing cocaine. Calhoun accompanied some of his
friends, who were black and Hispanic, on a road trip. Unbeknownst to
Calhoun, the purpose of this trip was to buy a large amount of cocaine. To
their surprise, the drug dealers they were supposed to buy cocaine from were
two Drug Enforcement Agency agents, who arrested Calhoun and his
friends when they tried to buy cocaine from them. To charge Calhoun with
possessing cocaine with the intent to distribute, the prosecutor had to show
that Calhoun went on the road trip with the knowledge that his friends were
planning to buy cocaine. If Calhoun adequately demonstrated that he was
“simply along for the ride,” then he likely would be found not guilty. The
night before Calhoun and his friends departed on the trip, Calhoun noticed
that his friends had a large bag full of money. Therefore, to prove that
Calhoun knew that his friends embarked on their road trip to buy drugs, the
prosecutor asked Calhoun: “[y]ou’ve got African-Americans, you’ve got
Hispanics, you’ve got a bag full of money. Does…a light bulb [go] off in
your head and say, this is a drug deal?”58
http://www.drugpolicy.org/sites/default/files/DPA_Fact_Sheet_Drug_War_Mass_Incarce
ration_and_Race_July2014.pdf [http://perma.cc/R46A-8S5L].
57
CHARLES J. OGLETREE, JR., THE PRESUMPTION OF GUILT: THE ARREST OF HENRY
LOUIS GATES JR. AND RACE, CLASS, AND CRIME IN AMERICA 136–38 (2010).
58
Lincoln Caplan, ‘You’ve Got African-Americans, You’ve Got Hispanics’, N.Y.
TIMES (Feb. 26, 2013, 1:40 PM), http://takingnote.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/02/26/youvegot-african-americans-youve-got-hispanics/ [http://perma.cc/B72C-8KNZ].
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The racial bias in the war on drugs has led to the mass and
disproportionate incarceration of blacks, and “has produced enormously
harmful . . . results.”59 The war on drugs is sometimes referred to as the
“War on Minorities,”60 or the “War on the Poor”61 because of how directly
and severely the war on drugs affects indigent people and minorities. For
example, many scholars today consider the war on drugs as one of the
biggest reasons why so many black children grow up in single-parent
homes.62 The war on drugs also keeps prices for illegal drugs high, which
encourages blacks in urban communities to resort to dealing drugs to make
money instead of finding legal sources of employment.63 Those who deal
drugs run the risk of ending up in jail, and, thereby, forgo time and resources
they could have used to obtain an education or develop “job skills for legal
employment.”64 The war on drugs is also one reason why gang violence
exists in urban communities,65 and why many black teens drop out of high
school.66 Furthermore, some argue that sending people to jail for drug59

Kenneth B. Nunn, Race Crime and the Pool of Surplus Criminality: Or Why the
“War on Drugs Was a “War on Blacks”, 6 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 381, 383 (2002).
60
Kain, supra note 40.
61
Id.
62
John McWhorter, Cato’s Letter: How the War on Drugs Is Destroying Black
America, 9 CATO INST. 1, 2 (Winter 2011),
http://www.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/catosletterv9n1.pdf
[http://perma.cc/GNZ6-HKX3] (explaining that “[i]n poor and working-class black
America, a man and a woman raising their children together is, of all things, an unusual
sight” partially because of the war on drugs); Kenneth B. Nunn, The “Darden Dilemma”:
Should African Americans Prosecute Crimes?, 68 FORDHAM L. REV. 1473, 1481(2000)
(pointing to the war on drugs’s tactic of targeting black men as the reason why black
children sometimes grow up without a father and why there are so many black single
wives).
63
McWhorter supra note 62, at 2. While it is difficult to provide a reliable average
wage for drug dealers because of the illegal nature of dealing drugs, it is safe to assume it
can be financially profitable to sell drugs, especially when compared to the federallymandated minimum wage. See Nunn, supra note 59 at 383 (claiming that the war on
drugs has caused “the loss of earnings and wealth for the African American
community.”). Compare Anonymous, I Went to Law School and Became A Drug Dealer,
BUS. INSIDER (July 20, 2013, 11:49 AM), http://www.businessinsider.com/i-went-to-lawschool-and-became-a-drug-dealer-2013-7 [http://perma.cc/XL6J-PTCM] (explaining that
as a mid-level drug trafficker, one could make up to $3,000 per week), with Wage and
Hour Division: Minimum Wage Laws in the States, U.S. DEPT. LABOR (Aug. 1, 2016),
http://www.dol.gov/whd/minwage/america.htm#Utah, archived at http://perma.cc/64P2XSX3 (stating that the federal minimum wage is $7.25, which is $290 per week for fulltime workers).
64
McWhorter, supra note 62, at 2.
65
Id. at 3.
66
Id.at 4.
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related crimes makes them more likely to commit violent crimes and drugrelated crimes throughout their entire lives because they have been further
exposed to and acquired such behaviors while in prison. 67 Because of how
conclusive the statistics on race and the war on drugs are, the vast majority
legal scholars consider the war on drugs a racist war that significantly
affects minorities and the indigent. The next section explores storytelling’s
role in the legal profession, and how sharing first-hand accounts of racial
discrimination should fit into the discussion on race and the war on drugs.
III. UTILIZING STORIES IN LEGAL ACADEMIC WRITING
Legal scholars and media reporters who argue that the war on drugs is
a racist endeavor often rely exclusively statistics to support their
assertions.68 However, many academic articles do not incorporate personal
accounts of people who have actually experienced the racist side effects of
the United States’ failing war on drugs. This Note asserts that while
statistics are helpful for understanding how widespread racism is within the
war on drugs, inserting stories into legal academic articles would help
readers experience the racial effects of the war on drugs for themselves.
This Note also argues that by sharing stories in legal academic articles,
authors will better generate empathy in their readers, which will prompt
readers to act against the racism within the context of the war on drugs. The
next section describes the legal narrative movement, and its role in changing
the method by which academics and practicing lawyers alike now utilize
storytelling.
A.

67

Background to Stories in Legal Academia: The Legal
Narrative Movement

Samuel R. Wiseman, Pretrial Detention and the Right to be Monitored, 123 YALE
L. J. 1344, 1354 (2014).
68
Sandy, supra note 41, at 665–673 (citing numerous facts and statistics in an attempt
to persuade supporters of the war on drugs to reconsider their position); Black, supra note
41, at 177 (opening the article with several statistics on race and the war on drugs while
failing to include any relevant stories); Nunn, supra note 2 (supporting assertions about
race and the war on drugs mostly with statistics and facts); Kain, supra note 40 (citing
eight sets of facts and statistics to support ending the war on drugs); Jonathan Rothwell,
How the War on Drugs Damages Black Social Mobility, BROOKINGS (Sept. 30, 2014),
http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/social-mobility-memos/posts/2014/09/30-war-on-drugsblack-social-mobility-rothwell [http://perma.cc/S589-JQDW] (referring to a variety of
statistics that show how the war on drugs disproportionally affects blacks).
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In the late eighties and early nineties, many legal scholars started
arguing that the legal academic community should include stories69 of
people who “have experienced discrimination” because they “speak with a
special voice to which [legal academics] should listen.”70 Before this legal
narrative movement began, the ivory tower of legal scholarship had almost
completely rejected stories of those outside of the legal community, or those
from “the bottom” of social, racial, and economic rankings.71 The legal
narrative movement exposed the legal community to specific acts of gender
and race based discrimination,72 and “enriched understandings of the
situations of disempowered people.”73 However, opponents of the legal
narrative movement argued that stories should not be included in legal
academic work because they considered stories unreliable, isolated,
subjective, one-sided, and emotionally charged.74 Regardless, the legal
narrative movement taught legal scholars that sharing stories helps readers
comprehend and mentally experience the effects of gender and racial
69

Nancy Levit, Reshaping the Narrative Debate, 34 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 751, 753
(2011); e.g. Richard Delgado, Storytelling for Oppositionists and Others: A Plea for
Narrative, 87 MICH. L. REV. 2411 (1988); Kathryn Abrams, Hearing the Call of Stories,
79 CALIF. L. REV. 971 (1991).
70
Mari J. Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom: Critical Legal Studies and Reparations,
22 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 323, 324–26 (1987).
71
See Id. at 325–26 (“Looking to the bottom for ideas about law will tap a valuable
source previously overlooked by legal philosophers.”).
72
E.g. Abrams, supra note 69 (breaking down the elements of Susan Estrich’s
personal narrative about being raped by her husband); Ruth Ginsburg, Women at the
Bar—A Generation of Change, 2 U. PUGET SOUND L. REV. 1, 4 (1978) , reprinted in 34
SEATTLE U. L. REV. 649 (2011). (recounting her law school peers and teachers asking her
“what [she was] doing in law school occupying a seat that could be held by a man.”);
David A. Harris, The Stories, the Statistics, and the Law: Why “Driving While Black”
Matters, 84 MINN. L. REV. 265 (1999) (including an excerpt from an interview with a
black man who had been striped searched during a pretextual police stop); Richard
Delgado, Rodrigo’s Chronicle, 101 YALE L.J. 1357 (1992) (filling an entire law review
article with the author’s personal experience with affirmative action policies). While legal
academic articles about race and the war on drugs often do not include stories, some
newspaper articles and websites present stories of those who have suffered because of the
racial bias inherent in the war on drugs. See e.g., Jenny Deam, He’s No Longer a
Prisoner of the War on Drugs, L.A. TIMES (Sept. 26, 2014, 3:00 AM),
http://www.latimes.com/nation/great-reads/la-na-c1-billy-wheelock-drug-war-20140926story.html#page=1 [http://perma.cc/XS3Q-RJUX] (describing a man who was recently
released from jail after receiving a lifetime sentence for cocaine possession); Race and
Bail in America, PRETRIAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE, http://projects.pretrial.org/racialjustice/
(sharing many stories of minorities who have suffered in pretrial detention because of
their race).
73
Levit, supra note 69, at 754.
74
Id.
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discrimination. Indeed, “[s]torytelling became part of a reconstructive
project of reimagining law.”75
Certain aspects of modern legal academia prove that the narrative
movement at least partially achieved its goal of unleashing the voices of
many victims of discrimination. Legal scholars started including stories into
their articles and books, judges began putting stories into their opinions, and
legislators started reciting stories to better illustrate their position on certain
issues.76 Law professors even started to incorporate stories in their lectures77
because lawyers, like storytellers, must construe the facts of any given case
in a persuasive manner; their audience becomes the judge and jury. 78 While
the legal community largely embraces storytelling as method by which both
practicing lawyers and academics can demonstrate authentic discrimination
in many contexts, scholarly articles and media outlets still focus largely on
statistics and research to prove that the war on drugs discriminatorily targets
minorities. The next section examines the neurological effects of
storytelling, and whether storytelling is a viable and persuasive form of
communication in the legal community.
B.

How Effective Is Storytelling from a Neurological
Standpoint?

From a neurological viewpoint, storytelling is one of the most effective
ways of communicating.79 Indeed, neurological studies demonstrate that
75

Id.
Id. at 755; see, e.g., Ginsburg, supra note 72; Delgado, supra note 72.
77
See William M. Sullivan et al., Educating Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession
of Law, CARNEGIE FOUND. FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING 5–6 (2007),
http://www.carnegiefoundation.org/sites/default/files /publications/elibrary_pdf_632.pdf
[http://perma.cc/4TAF-SNLD] (explaining that law students today focus on the facts of
any given case to learn legal principles).
78
See JONATHAN GOTTSCHALL, THE STORYTELLING ANIMAL: HOW STORIES MAKE
US HUMAN 117–18 (2012). A prosecutor by the name of Brad Leventhal utilized his
storytelling ability in a murder trial, presenting his opening statement as a story: “It was a
bright, sunny, clear, brisk fall morning, and on that brisk fall morning, a young man, a
young orthodontist by the name of Daniel Malakov, was waking down 6th Road in the
Forest Hills section of Queens County just a few miles from where we are right now.
With him was his little girl, his four-year-old daughter, Michelle…As Daniel stood
outside the entrance to Annadale Playground, just feet from the entrance to that park, just
feet from where his little girl stood, the defendant Mikhail Mallayev stepped out as if
from nowhere. In his hand he had a loaded and operable pistol.” Id. The prosecutor won
in part because of his storytelling skills. Id.
79
See id. (asserting that many ancient texts, whether religious or not, are stories);
JACK ZIPES, THE IRRESISTIBLE FAIRY TALE: THE CULTURAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF A
GENRE 2 (2012) (“Though many ancient tales might seem magical, miraculous, fanciful,
76
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storytelling not only excites the human brain, but also “changes how
[humans] act in life.”80 Many scholars assert that part of being human is
listening to and telling stories81 because people “dream in narrative,
daydream in narrative, remember, anticipate, hope, despair, doubt, plan,
revise, criticize [sic], construct, gossip, learn, hate and live by narrative.”82
There are many reasons why storytelling is an effective method of
communication, one being that people easily understand stories. People
comprehend stories well because the human mind is designed to spot and
understand patterns.83 Indeed, when people hear a story, it is nearly
neurologically impossible for the human mind not to recognize patterns and
create mental images that parallel the events in the story.84 Another reason
why storytelling is a successful way of communication is because stories
are easy for people to remember. When people hear stories, the brain creates
images that it later saves in the mind’s memory.85 Images become symbols
when they are stored, which makes them easier to recall.86 Indeed, “humans
retain only 20% of what they read, but they recall 80% of symbols.” 87
superstitious, or unreal to us, people believed them, and these people were and are not
much different from people today who believe in religions, miracles, cults, nations, and
notions such as ‘free’ democracies that have little basis in reality.”); see L. Michael
White, Important of the Oral Tradition, PBS FRONTLINE (April 1998),
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/story/oral.html
[http://perma.cc/3DEF-V2MV] (stating that storytelling was a prominent form of
communication among early Christians).
80
Annie Paul, Your Brain on Fiction, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 17, 2012),
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/18/opinion/sunday/the-neuroscience-of-your-brain-onfiction.html [http://perma.cc/CD5R-9SR4].
81
GOTTSCHALL, supra note 78, at 15 (“Humans are creatures of story, so story
touches nearly every aspect of our lives.”); Bret Rappaport, Tapping the Human Adaptive
Origins of Storytelling by Requiring Legal Writing Students to Read a Novel in Order to
Appreciate How Character, Setting, Plot, Theme, and Tone (CSPTT) Are as Important as
IRAC, 25 T.M. COOLEY L. REV. 267, 268 (2008); John Bickle & Dean Keating,
Storytelling 2.0: When New Narratives Meet Old Brains, CULTURE LAB (Nov. 16, 2010,
2:22 PM), http://www.newscientist.com/blogs/ culturelab/2010/11/storytelling-20-whennew-narratives-meet-old-brains.html [http://perma.cc/59ZP-5UV2] (asserting that
humans create themselves through narratives).
82
Rappaport, supra note 81, at 268.
83
GOTTSCHALL, supra note 78, at 3; Paul J. Zak, Why Your Brain Loves Storytelling,
HARV. BUS. REV. (Oct. 28, 2014), https://hbr.org/2014/10/why-your-brain-loves-goodstorytelling [https://perma.cc/U7SA-ZDBC].
84
GOTTSCHALL, supra note 77, at 3; Paul, supra note 79.
85
Michael Berman, A Few Words on Story-Telling, HUMANIZING LANGUAGE
TEACHING (May 2003), http://www.hltmag.co.uk/may03/pubs4.htm
[http://perma.cc/CQ8W-UHYY].
86
Id.; Levit, supra note 68, at 759.
87
Levit, supra note 68, at 759.
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Neurological studies show that storytelling is an engaging method of
communication because it stimulates many different regions 1 `of the
brain such as the sensory, motor, olfactory, visual, and auditory cortexes.88
But what makes storytelling especially powerful in both the academic and
practical groups of the legal community is the fact that storytelling rouses
“both the rational (the frontal cortex) and the emotional (midbrain neural
centers) parts of the brain.”89 Additionally, stories are also easy for people
to relate to because they often include human characters that experience
familiar emotions.90 Thus, listening to or reading stories creates an
emotional bind between the characters and the reader, which “encourage[s]
empathetic imagination.”91
For example, in one study (“Zak’s Study”), volunteers were asked to
watch a short and simple video about a fictional father and his two-year-old
son, Ben.92 The narrator explained that Ben, although happy and very
playful, was terminally ill with brain cancer. The father couldn’t bring
himself to play with Ben because he, unlike Ben, knew that Ben would be
dead in a few months.93 After volunteers watched the video, their blood
88

Paul, supra note 79.
Levit, supra note 68, at 759.
90
Id.
91
Id.
92
Paul J. Zak, Empathy, Neurochemistry, and the Dramatic Arc, YOUTUBE (Oct. 1,
2012),
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSyyAcrsnT4&spfreload=10%20Message%3A%20U
nexpected
%20end%20of%20input%20(url%3A%20http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatc
h%3Fv%3DdSyyAcrsn T4). A brief synopsis of the film and Zak’s findings is available
at the following URL: http://futureofstorytelling.org/video/empathy-neurochemistry-andthe-dramatic-arc/ [http://perma.cc/83WM-RNHH]. Zak’s results are consistent with the
results of similar studies. E.g. Joshua Gowin, Why Sharing Stories Brings People
Together: Our Brains Sync up When We Tell Stories, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY; YOU,
ILLUMINATED (June 6, 2011), http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/youilluminated/201106/why-sharing-stories-brings-people-together [http://perma.cc/369EC2SR] (showing that storytelling generates empathy in listeners because as people “listen
to stories and understand them, [they] experience the exact same brain pattern as the
person telling the story”; listeners’ brains literally experience the events of the story).
Research on this subject is so conclusive that the Department of Defense is planning on
using storytelling to influence foreign citizens’ behavior, and thereby prevent
international conflicts. Nina Laramore, Studying ‘the Brain on Story’, THE PRESS
DEMOCRAT: SANTA ROSA (Aug. 31, 2012),
http://santarosa.towns.pressdemocrat.com/2012/08/news/studying-the-brain-on-story/
[http://perma.cc/7M6V-QU9H] (using fifteen years of research to conclude that “humans
are evolutionarily hardwired to understand and make sense of information when it is
presented in story form.”).
93
Zak, supra note 91.
89
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showed a significant increase in cortisol and oxytocin, neurochemicals
associated with empathy. 94 The volunteers’ empathetic reaction translated
into action—at the end of the video, many participants who experienced
higher levels of cortisol and oxytocin chose to donate some of the money
they received for participating in the study to various charities.95 In fact, the
amount of cortisol and oxytocin people experienced after watching the
video directly correlated to the number of dollars people would donate to
charity.96 However, participants were much less likely to donate their
money to charities when they watched a video that did not reveal that Ben
was terminally sick with brain cancer, but merely portrayed Ben and his
father enjoying a day at the zoo.97 Zak’s Study shows that storytelling is a
powerful method of communication for neurological reasons—telling a
story generates empathy, which often prompts people to act on the message
they’ve heard or read. Zak’s Study also found that when people hear a set
of facts, they tend not to have the same neurological response, and therefore
do not act. The next section compares the neurological effects of reading or
hearing facts and statistics with the effects of reading or listening to a story.

C. The Effectiveness of Hearing Statistics and Facts from a
Neurological Standpoint
As mentioned previously, when people listen to or read well-crafted
stories, they experience empathy, and as a result, desire to act on the story
they’ve heard.98 However, when a story is merely a group of related facts
or a timeline of events, people do not have a similar empathetic reaction.99
Reading or hearing statistics does not affect the human brain in the same
way listening to or reading a story does. Unlike storytelling, listening to or
reading statistics and facts mainly excites two regions of the brain,
Wernicke’s area and Broca’s area, both of which deal with language
comprehension.100 Problems in understanding can occur when the brain
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Id.
Id.
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Id.
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Id.
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Zak, supra note 91.
99
See id. “By contrast, stories that fail to follow the dramatic arc of rising
action/climax/denouement—no matter how outwardly happy or pleasant those stories
may be—elicit little if any emotional or chemical response, and correspond to a similar
absence of action.” Id.
100
Paul, supra note 79.
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attempts to sift through too many facts at once.101 Furthermore, listening to
a set of facts doesn’t automatically paint an image in the mind because
hearing statistics or facts doesn’t stimulate the sensory, motor, olfactory,
visual, or auditory cortex like stories can.102 Without generating a mental
image, delivering messages full of facts and statistics are not as
understandable, persuasive, memorable, and are not as likely to generate
empathy and change when compared to stories.103 Although legal scholars
at first thought stories did not have a place in legal writing because of their
unreliability, research now shows the exact opposite—people’s minds
initially tend to trust stories more than statistics. When the brain examines
facts and statistics, it “moves into analytical mode,” which prompts people
to question the validity and source of the data.104
A study (“Save the Children Study”), much like Zak’s Study, shows that
people are much more likely to act after listening to a story than hearing a
set of statistics and facts.105 The Save the Children Study offered college
students five one-dollar bills for completing a short survey. 106 Upon
completing the survey, students picked up an envelope that contained five
one-dollar bills.107 However, the envelope also contained a letter from Save
the Children, a charitable organization that provides various forms of relief
to children in Africa.108 The envelope contained one of two versions of the
letter: one version provided information and statistics on poverty, hunger,
and displacement in various African countries.109 The other version
contained a story about Rokia,110 a seven-year-old girl from Mali, who
101

Id.
Id.
103
Zak, supra note 91; Goodman, infra note 106.
104
Jodi Bepler, The Science Behind Storytelling, GET STORIED (Nov. 2, 2015),
https://storyu.net/science/the-science-behind-storytelling/ [https://perma.cc/CJ7W-E953];
see also John Allen Paulos, Stories vs. Statistics, N.Y. TIMES: THE STONE (Oct. 24, 2010,
5:15 PM), http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/10/24/stories-vsstatistics/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0 [http://perma.cc/R6ZL-3SWZ] (“In listening to
stories we tend to suspend disbelief in order to be entertained, whereas in evaluating
statistics we generally have an opposite inclination to suspend belief in order not to be
beguiled.”).
105
Andy Goodman, Stories or Data: Which Makes the Stronger Case?,
CONTRIBUTIONS MAG.,
http://www.contributionsmagazine.com/featured/storiesordata.html
[http://perma.cc/RNP8-D79U].
106
Id.
107
Id.
108
Id.
109
Id.
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To view a similar solicitation in video format, visit Save the Children, One Child
(TV Advert), YOUTUBE (Jan. 13, 2012),
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would inevitably perish unless she received food and basic medical care that
the participant’s donation would facilitate.111 Those who received the letter
containing facts and statistics about poverty and hunger in Africa on average
donated $1.14, while those who received Rokia’s story on average donated
$2.38.112 The Save the Children Study shows that “people relate more to
personal stories than to numbers, and when the numbers are particularly
large (e.g., millions displaced and going hungry), [people] simply cannot
relate and instead look the other way.” 113 While statistics are useful in some
circumstances,114 to truly engage readers and listeners on a neurological
level, thereby producing empathy and effectuating change, storytelling is
the best way of communication. The next section explains why storytelling,
rather than presenting statistics, is a better way to discuss racism within the
context of the war on drugs.
D. Legal Scholars Should Use Stories to Address Racism in the
War on Drugs
As previously mentioned, legal scholars and media reporters today
almost exclusively use statistics and facts to demonstrate that racism is
inherent in the war on drugs.115 While using statistics can certainly
demonstrate how pervasive racism is within the war on drugs, sharing
stories of specific acts of racism is a better way of generating empathy and
action among readers. To truly address racism in the war on drugs, legal
scholars must incorporate the stories of those who have actually
experienced racial discrimination. Unless legal scholars have experienced
racial bias themselves, they should reach out to the “organic intellectuals”
or those who have “concrete experience of oppression.”116 Those who have
not experienced racial discrimination within the war on drugs context
cannot “recreate the experience of the life on the bottom” with statistics
accurately or deeply enough to neurologically connect with the reader or
listener.117 Without this connection, readers and listeners will react to
racism in the war on drugs just like those in Zak’s Study reacted: their brains
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99pQ0KJfdoE.
111
Goodman, supra note 104.
112
Id.
113
Id.
114
E.g., DAVID WEISBURD & CHESTER BRITT, STATISTICS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 3–4,
(2007) (explaining that legal scholars in criminal law use statistics often “to provide a
comprehensive portrait of a large group of [criminal] offenders.”).
115
Supra note 66.
116
Matsuda, supra note 69, at 325.
117
Id.
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will not experience an increase of cortisol or oxytocin, and people will
therefore do nothing as a result of the information they have received.118
Furthermore, statistics and facts slip from readers’ minds much easier than
stories do, meaning that no matter how compelling statistics on racial bias
in the war on drugs may appear, people are much more likely forget them,
and do nothing as a result of reading them.119 Conversely, sharing stories of
people who have actually felt the effects of racial discrimination in relation
to the war on drugs would create images in the readers’ minds that are much
easier to recall than statistics.120 Listeners or readers are also much more
likely to take an analytical stance towards statistics on race within the war
on drugs context, making it more likely for readers to question and
ultimately reject studies on race and the war on drugs even if the statistics
do have merit.121 On the other hand, people are much more likely to listen
to stories of those who have suffered from racial discrimination rather than
question their validity because human brains are designed to listen to
stories, empathize with the victim, and then act to support the victim.122
CONCLUSION
I would like to conclude this Note how I started it: with a story. A man
whom Tonya Drake barely knew approached her and asked her to send a
package for him. He offered to give her $100 to cover the package’s
shipping cost, and as payment, he would allow her to keep the change. Even
though Tonya thought that the package contained drugs, she sent it anyway
because, as a financially struggling twenty-five-year-old mother of four on
welfare, she desperately needed the money to provide for her family.
Because the package contained crack cocaine as opposed to powder
cocaine, after the police arrested Tonya, she received a mandatory minimum
sentence of ten years in jail even though her only prior offenses were traffic
violations. After the judge sentenced her, he said, “[t]his woman doesn’t
belong in prison for 10 years for what I understand she did. That’s just
crazy, but there’s nothing I can do about it.” If the package had contained
powder cocaine, Tonya would have been guilty of a crime with no minimum
prison sentence. By amplifying the punishments typically given to crackusing blacks, Congress has effectually made it so whites receive a less
severe punishment than blacks for essentially the same criminal act because
118

Zak, supra note 91.
Berman, supra note 84.
120
Id.
121
Paul, supra note 79.
122
Id.; see also note 93 & 107.
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whites almost exclusively use powder cocaine, and hardly use crack
cocaine. As egregious as all of the statistics about race and the war on drugs
are, they are nowhere as significant as the injustice Tonya experienced on
the day she sent that package.123
Generally, legal scholars today agree that the war on drugs is not only a
complete failure, but a racist undertaking. Those who are against the war on
drugs present a large variety of facts and statistics to demonstrate how
pervasively racist the war on drugs truly is. While many studies on race
within the war on drugs have merit, this Note asserts that legal
commentators may more fully convince their readers of the racial side
effects of the war on drugs by sharing the stories of victims of racial
discrimination. When compared to statistics, stories are neurologically more
memorable, persuasive, and are more likely to cause readers to act on the
message that they have heard or read. The brain greets statistics with
immediate disbelief and skepticism, making it harder for people to
emotionally relate to and connect with statistics. While there are benefits to
using statistics and facts, legal scholars will more likely influence the racist
policies within the war on drugs by sharing stories.

123

COLE, supra note 1, at 141–42.

ASK ME FIRST: WHY MAKING PLEA OFFERS TO
UNREPRESENTED YUP’IK DEFENDANTS IN BETHEL, ALASKA
BEFORE SECURING COUNSEL PERPETUATES RACIAL HARM
AND VIOLATES THE LAW AND PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
Katherine Spindler*
INTRODUCTION
A normal day of arraignments in Alaska’s Fourth Judicial District looks
otherworldly compared to proceedings in the lower forty-eight. Each
morning, out-of-custody defendants receive charges by calling the “village
line”: a 1-800 number that allows defendants to appear telephonically from
56 villages1 across the Oregon-sized district.2 In-custody defendants are
arraigned in Bethel: hub of the Fourth Judicial District. Bethel contains the
area’s only district court and correctional facility, which are just down the
road from each other. Yet, despite this short distance and the fact that travel
by airplane or river present the sole options for leaving town, 3 in-custody
defendants make televised appearances for arraignment. A small screen on
the courthouse wall shows the jail cell where they wait, sitting side-by-side.
Blatant similarities exist between out-of-custody and in-custody
arraignments. The most obvious unifier is that, on an average day, every
single defendant is a Yup’ik Alaskan Native.

* Juris Doctor, May 2017, Vermont Law School; Symposium Editor, Vermont
Law Review; Mount Holyoke College, B.S., May 2013. Thank you to the Public
Defender Agency of Bethel, Alaska, for the most significant experience of my life-especially Terrence Haas and Dave Case for holding my hand through my first trial, and
Andrew MacKie-Mason for the intern solidarity. In memory of my heroine, Helen
Mackler: life-long public defender and my doting grandma.
1
About Bethel, BETHEL, ALASKA, CHAMBER OF COM.,
http://www.bethelakchamber.org/aboutbethel.php (last visited Nov. 27, 2016).
2
If a courthouse exists in a village, defendants are expected to personally appear.
Village courts overseen by a singular magistrate judge are in Aniak, Emmonak, and
Hooper Bay; the Saint Mary’s court closed suddenly in the summer of 2016 for budgetary
reasons.
3
BETHEL, ALASKA, CHAMBER OF COM., supra note 1.
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Although the Yup’ik compose the dominant majority of the region’s
population,4 anyone with judicial authority at each proceeding is white.5
Prior to being charged, all defendants must view a video--available in both
English and Yup’ik—that purportedly explains their rights. This video
theoretically makes all the difference between whether or not defendants
from bush communities understand the nebulous world of criminal and
constitutional law. Both proceedings are noisy and rushed. The village line
is a cacophony of voices from judges, clerks, attorneys, defendants, and
alleged victims--as well as interruptions from poor phone connection, and
the background sounds of televisions and screaming babies. The screen in
the courthouse echoes the jailhouse PA system, and the disheartened
murmurs of defendants. Yet the most shocking similarity is perhaps the
subtlest: in the Fourth Judicial District, judges present unrepresented and
indigent Yup’ik defendants with the prosecutor’s plea offer before asking if
they would like counsel.
As seen below, judges frequently fail to ask defendants if they even want
to hear the offer because the presumption that defendants will plead guilty
replaces the presumption of innocence. Given the coercive nature of these
offers, it is unsurprising that the defendant here did exactly that. After the
judge put forth the nature of the defendant’s charge, he immediately turned
to the state’s offer without any mention of counsel:
Magistrate: Did you see the video that explains your
constitutional rights?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Do you understand what it means to plead not
guilty?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Do you understand what a guilty plea means?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: And do you understand the difference between
guilty and no contact—no contest. [Pause]. [Defendant], do
you understand the difference between a guilty plea and a no
contest plea?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Does the state have an offer for [defendant]?
4

As of the 2010 Federal Census, the Bethel Census Area had 14,109 Alaska Native
and American Indian residents. White people comprised the second largest group with a
population of 1,894. 2010 Census Interactive Population Search, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU,
http://www.census.gov/2010census/popmap/ipmtext.php?fl=02:02050,
http://www.census.gov/2010census/popmap/ipmtext.php?fl=02:02050.
5
One Yup’ik magistrate judge in Emmonak is the exception to this trend.
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Prosecutor: Yes.
Magistrate: Go ahead.6
This procedure is unfair in any context. To begin, the state’s offer seems
contingent on waiving counsel. Defendants logically believe that waiving
their Sixth Amendment right is a requirement of the offer because any
question as to whether or not the defendant wants an attorney is reserved
for later. The result is a nightmarish string of guilty pleas by unrepresented
defendants that no defense attorney worth his salt would advise his client to
accept. Furthermore, the defendants’ responses frequently demonstrate that
they have not made a voluntary waiver of counsel, or that they do not fully
understand the repercussions of their plea. Worst of all, the judge's colloquy
often takes an even more coercive tone:
Magistrate: Okay. I’m going to ask you in a minute if you
would like to speak to an attorney about this charge, but—
before I do—[the prosecutor] is indicating that he has an
offer for you that could possibly resolve this case for you this
morning. Are you interested in listening to the offer?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Okay. Go ahead, [Prosecutor].
[The prosecutor explains the deal: a fairly complex
suspended imposition of sentencing pending the defendant’s
payment of restitution. The magistrate and prosecutor then
attempt to clarify the terms to the defendant.]
Magistrate: So, would you like to accept that offer? Or
would you like to speak to an attorney about this case?
Defendant: Um, I would like to accept the offer with the four
months and the payment that I will have to pay for within
that four months.
Magistrate: That is part of the offer, yep. [Magistrate
reiterates how the offer works].
Defendant: Okay.
Magistrate: Alright. So you’re willing to go forward without
an attorney in this case? [Pause] I’m not saying you need
one, I’m just, at all—I’m just letting you know it’s your
absolute right to be represented and. . . and I want you—the
court is interested in, uh, making sure you know you have
the right to an attorney if you chose to have one, okay?
You . . . you don’t have to have one if you don’t want to—
6
Arraignment at approx. 1:30 PM, State of Alaska v. Nicolai, Marcia, 4BE-1600500CR (July 26, 2016).
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you can accept the offer—but the court is interested in two
things here: (a) that you know what an attorney is, and (2)
what they could do for you in this case. [Pause] So let’s go
with the first one: do you know what an attorney or lawyer
is?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: What do they do?
Defendant: They help me with the case and help me solve
the problem which I have done.
Magistrate: Okay, they would represent you in court and
make sure that your rights are protected in this case would
be . . . uh . . . uh, they would represent you to your best
interest in this case. Is that your good understanding of it?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Okay. Um, so, given that information, are you
still willing to go forward without an attorney here in
accepting the offer?
Defendant: Umm . . . I think . . .
Magistrate: And I’m not suggesting in any way that you need
an attorney here. Uh, to be honest with you, [defendant], this
is a pretty good deal. [Chuckles].
Defendant: Yes, I would like to take this deal with this offer
that has been given to me with the four months.
Magistrate: Okay. Alright. 7
Again, giving these hinged offers priority over the right to counsel
during arraignments, as well as this threadbare Sixth Amendment inquiry,
would present constitutional and ethical violations for any defendant. But
Alaska’s Fourth Judicial District is already situated amidst a broader
societal backdrop that forcibly subjects Yup’ik to white values and
encourages self-blame. Hence coercive arraignment practices create
particular harm for Yup’ik defendants, and depriving defendants the
opportunity to be appointed counsel lies at the heart of the problem.
Part I of this note introduces the legal and ethical obligations governing
arraignments, and explains why both the prosecutor and judge must do more
to secure a defendant’s right to counsel before accepting a valid guilty plea.
Part II outlines the harmful and systematic effects of a plead-first-ask-aboutcounsel-later approach to arraignments, especially in bush communities.
7

Arraignment at approx. 9:30 AM, State of Alaska v. Seton, Lawrence, 4HB-1600148CR (June 30, 2016).
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Part III discusses necessary changes to both Alaska law and the professional
rules, and explains why those changes would particularly benefit indigent
Yup’ik defendants in bush Alaska.
PART I: THE LAW AND ETHICS SURROUNDING VOLUNTARY WAIVERS
OF COUNSEL AND GUILTY PLEAS
A.

Federal and Alaska law rely on the same policy in
upholding a defendant’s right to counsel at arraignment
as a constitutional right.

Alaska and the Supreme Court agree that, quite simply, law is
confusing. In Gideon v. Wainwright, the Supreme Court explained the
rationale behind the right to counsel through the moving words of Justice
Sutherland: “[e]ven the intelligent and educated layman has small and
sometimes no skill in the science of law. . . He requires the guiding hand of
counsel at every step in the proceedings against him. Without it, though he
be not guilty, he faces the danger of conviction because he does not know
how to establish his innocence.”8 The Alaska Supreme Court likewise
acknowledges that “in our complex system of justice, many people brought
before the court are unfamiliar with even the most basic legal concepts.” 9
Therefore, the right to counsel is not simply about defense; counsel also
provides the necessary services of legal interpretation and education.
Accordingly, the Supreme Court mandates that the right to counsel
attaches to any critical stage of a criminal proceeding, 10 which explicitly
includes arraignments.11 Furthermore, “[i]t is also clear, as the courts have
held, that there is a Sixth Amendment right to the assistance of counsel at a
plea negotiation session with the prosecutor or his agents.” 12 Thereby, there
is no constitutional way to short-change a defendant’s right to counsel by
postponing the Sixth Amendment inquiry until after the defendant hears the
offer.
8

Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 345 (1963) (quoting Powell v. Alabama, 287
U.S.45, 64 (1932)).
9
Swensen v. Municipality of Anchorage, 616 P.2d 874, 878 (Alaska 1980) (quoting
Gregory v. State, 550 P.2d 374, 379 (Alaska 1976)).
10
WAYNE R. LEFAVE ET AL., CRIMINAL PROCEDURE § 21.3(a) (4th ed. 2016).
11
“We have, for purposes of the right to counsel, pegged commencement to ‘the
initiation of adversary judicial criminal proceedings—whether by way of formal charge,
preliminary hearing, indictment, information, or arraignment [.]’” Rothgery v. Gillespie
Cty., Tex., 554 U.S. 191, 198 (2008) (quoting Kirby v. Illinois, 406 U.S. 682, 689, 92
S.Ct. 1877, 32 L.Ed.2d 411 (1972) (plurality opinion)).
12
LEFAVE, supra note 10.
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The Fourth Judicial District might justify the current order of
arraignment questioning by asserting that no plea negotiation occurs
because the defendant only has two options: accept or reject. Such
justification is foremost a legal fiction because asking defendants if they
want to accept the prosecutor’s offer before asking if they want counsel
forces defendants to weigh the offer without representation. Defendants are
especially coerced into pleading guilty by this order of questioning because
the offer appears contingent on waiving counsel altogether. Although the
prosecutor cannot ask defendants to waive counsel as part of a deal, 13
defendants are put in that position when obtaining counsel only opens as an
option after rejecting the offer. This arraignment procedure thus forces
defendants to view their right to counsel as a necessary forfeiture instead of
a constitutional guarantee. Secondly, treating the state’s offer as separate
from the otherwise critical stage of arraignments defies Alaska’s promise to
provide broader constitutional protections than the federal minimum.14
Specifically, “the Alaska Constitution was given broader application than
the right to counsel provision of the sixth amendment had been given by the
United States Supreme Court.”15 Therefore, Bethel arraignment practices
fail doubly by falling beneath even baseline Supreme Court standards and
the higher constitutional standard that Alaska seeks to provide.

13
Bruce A. Green, The Right to Plea Bargain with Competent Counsel After Cooper
and Frye: Is the Supreme Court Making the Ordinary Criminal Process "Too Long, Too
Expensive, and Unpredictable...in Pursuit of Perfect Justice"?, 51 Duq. L. Rev. 735, 74344 (2013) (“Perhaps the most fundamental procedural right, and one not waived by a
guilty plea, is the right to counsel. Suppose the prosecutor, to conserve state resources,
required the defendant to forgo appointed counsel and proceed pro se, on the theory that
if a defendant can waive the right to counsel, the defendant can accept an inducement to
do so. One would hope that the Court would regard such a waiver as involuntary or
otherwise unacceptable, and that prosecutors would consider it an abuse of power to
secure waivers of counsel in any event, but the extant opinions and practices do not
guarantee such outcomes.”).
14
Blue v. State, 558 P.2d 636, 641 (Alaska 1977) (“Although a plurality of the United
States Supreme Court justices would not recognize a pre-indictment right to counsel, the
Alaska Supreme Court is not limited by decisions of the United States Supreme Court or
by the United States Constitution when interpreting its state constitution. The Alaska
Constitution may have broader safeguards than the minimum federal standards.”).
15
Id. (referencing Roberts v. State, 458 P.2d 340, 342-43 (Alaska 1969)).
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The law directs the court to examine the circumstances
of a defendant’s Sixth Amendment waiver to realistically
determine voluntariness

Even if the court asks a defendant if he wants an attorney, a valid waiver
is not produced just by asking that question. Instead, the court must ensure
that defendants are not simply waiving counsel in the hopes of pleasing the
court and fully understand what they are forfeiting. “The record must show,
or there must be an allegation and evidence which show, that an accused
was offered counsel but intelligently and understandingly rejected the offer.
Anything less is not waiver.’”16 In Boykin v. Alabama, the Court extended
this safeguard to guilty pleas, obligating courts to check for pleas entered
through “[i]gnorance, incomprehension, coercion, terror, inducements,
subtle or blatant threats [that] might be a perfect cover-up of
unconstitutionality.” 17
Accordingly, it is not sufficient for Fourth Judicial District judges to ask
defendants if they want counsel at some point before accepting a guilty plea.
The constitutional requirement is still not met because the order of the
court’s questioning fails to protect against involuntary Sixth Amendment
waivers and coercively induced pleas.
In other words, a defendant’s voluntariness is already irreversibly
damaged when the judge gets around to making a Sixth Amendment
inquiry. The defendant already heard a plea offer that seemed hinged on
waiving counsel, and was forced to consider that offer without any
instruction about obtaining an attorney. Furthermore, the court’s right to
counsel colloquy--when eventually given--fails to clarify that the state
cannot actually ask defendants to waive this right as part of a deal.
Accordingly, this misconception goes uncorrected and influences
defendants’ choices at future arraignments. In fact, the below example
shows how judges even enforce the fallacy that plea offers are contingent
on waiving counsel. The magistrate judge here explicitly tells the defendant
to decide what to plead first, and frames this as the defendant’s most
important choice:
Magistrate: Did you see or hear the arraignment video that
was played before the arraignments started?
Defendant: Yes, I did.

16

Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 242 (1969) (citing Carnley v. Cochran, 369 U.S.
506, 516 (1962)).
17
Boykin, 395 U.S. at 242-43.
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Magistrate: Then you know you have some important
choices at this point, and the first one is what plea you wish
to enter to this charge.18
Under this coercion, defendants do not voluntarily waive counsel.
Defendants are unlikely to “take back” their acceptance of the offer after
being induced to do so, especially given that Judges also short-change or
entirely skip an explanation about what defense counsel can do.
If Alaska’s Fourth Judicial District abided by federal and state
standards, arraignments would look much different through the inclusion of
greater efforts “[t]o insure that all defendants enjoy the right to counsel” by
making “clear from the record that the person has been informed of the role
of a defense attorney and the advantages of being represented by one in a
criminal proceeding.”19 A “waiver of counsel is intelligently made only
from a penetrating and comprehensive examination of all the circumstances
under which such a plea is made” because “an unequivocal statement by the
person that he does not want counsel should not put an end to the matter.”20
However, judges overlook the coercive circumstances of current
arraignments, choosing instead to rely on the pre-arraignment video to
secure defendants’ rights. In the below example, the magistrate actually
mentioned counsel before the state’s offer, but amazingly failed to then ask
if defendant wanted counsel, or even wanted to hear the offer. Because the
defendant saw the arraignment video and claimed to understand the role of
a lawyer, the judge was content in peddling the state’s offer:
Magistrate: Did you see the video that explains your
constitutional rights?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Do you understand the rights as they were
explained to you?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Do you understand what a not guilty plea
means?
Defendant: Yes.
Magistrate: Have you ever had a lawyer help you before?
18

Arraignment at approx. 1:30 PM, State of Alaska v. Atchak, Derek, 4BE-1600355CR (June, 14, 2016).
19
Gregory, 550 P.2d at 379.
20
Id. at 379-80 (citing Clark v. State, 388 P.2d 816, 822 (Alaska 1964)). Sufficient
colloquy includes “possible defenses to the charges and circumstances of mitigation
thereof, and all other facts essential to a broad understanding of the whole matter.”
Gregory, 550 P.2d at 379-80 (citing Von Moltke v. Gillies, U.S. 708, 724 (1948)).
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Defendant: Um, what’s that?
Magistrate: Have you ever had a lawyer help you before?
Defendant: No.
Magistrate: Do you understand what a lawyer is and what a
lawyer does?
Defendant: Yes.21
The magistrate next asked the defendant whether he understood his plea
options, and asked the state to present its offer.
The above colloquy directly contradicts Rule 39(b)(3) of the Alaska
Rules of Criminal Procedure, which “places an affirmative duty on the trial
judge to determine, on the record, whether a defendant understands the
benefits of legal counsel” and “appoint an attorney for an indigent defendant
unless the defendant both proves that he understands the benefits of having
an attorney and knowingly waives that right.”22 The Alaska Supreme Court
held that the constitutionality of Rule 39(b)(3) requires “at least a brief
explanation of the ‘benefits of counsel.’”23 What constitutes this
explanation is far more than currently provided in the Fourth Judicial
District. If “the court has any doubts that the accused knows the benefits to
be provided by an attorney,” the Alaska Supreme Court directs judges to
consult the 1980 Alaska Magistrate’s checklist.24 This checklist includes an
instruction for defendants that: “[e]ven if you think you want to admit that
the charges against you are true, a lawyer can help you by giving favorable
information to this court and making an argument for you at sentencing.” 25
21

Arraignment at approx. 1:30 PM, State of Alaska v. Williams, Derek N., 4BE-1600462CR (July 14, 2016).
22
Alaska R. Crim. P. 39(b) (3). See also James v. State, 730 P.2d 811, 813–14 (Alaska
Ct. App.), on reh'g, 739 P.2d 1314 (Alaska Ct. App. 1987) (citing Gregory, 550 P.2d 374,
379). The Supreme Court also imposes a duty on federal courts to determine whether a
proper waiver exists, and--if so--“it would be fitting and appropriate for that
determination to appear upon the record.” Carnley v. Cochran, 369 U.S. 506, 514-15
(1962) (citing Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 465 (1938)).
23
“Only after this information is placed before the accused can it be said that he has
the capacity, in a legal sense, to make a knowledgeable waiver of his right to counsel
under Rule 39(b) (3).” Swensen v. Municipality of Anchorage, 616 P.2d 874, 877-78
(Alaska 1980) (citing Gregory, 550 P.2d at 379). The Court also noted that this
construction of Rule 39(b)(3) “may well be required by the Federal Constitution”
Swensen, 616 P.2d at 879 n.3 (referencing Boyd v. Dutton, 405 U.S. 1, 92 (1972)).
24
Swensen, 616 P.2d at 878 n. 5.
25
Other outlined benefits included in this list that never mentioned at arraignment are
that “[y]our lawyer is not allowed to tell anyone else about what you tell him about this
case unless you want him to do so” and that your lawyer “might see some mistakes in the
legal papers which have been filed against you which you might not see. Your lawyer
will prepare and file legal papers for you.” Id.
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This instruction is crucial for Bethel defendants because the present
colloquy fails to explain that lawyers not only prepare cases for trial, but
also negotiate for better offers than the one presented at arraignment.
Accordingly, defendants believe that a request for counsel is a request
for trial, or a risky exercise of hope that defense will find a legal error in
their charge. These assumptions, while understandable, contradict the
practical knowledge of most Bethel attorneys that (a) the arraignment offer
is the baseline offer, and (b) it is not generally revoked if initially rejected.
Hence unrepresented defendants who plead guilty under the mistaken belief
that doing so is the safest and best option unknowingly accept an offer that
constitutes the worst-case scenario for a defense attorney. Overall, if a
defendant is “told only of his right to counsel, with no further explanation
of that right, [the court] must conclude that his subsequent waiver was not
knowing and effective.”26 Yet Bethel defendants plead guilty with a
mistaken view of how counsel could help. To accept this plea as pursuant
to a valid and intelligent waiver of counsel is an exercise in shirking reality
and constitutional mandates.
C.

Short of a constitutional obligation, there is at least an
ethical duty for officers of the court to more carefully
secure a defendant's’ right to counsel.

Beyond the sheer unconstitutionality of a prosecutor engaging in plea
negotiations with an unrepresented defendant before he validly waives
counsel, “[s]uch conduct is, in any event, a violation of the ethical standards
governing the legal profession.”27 Yet the court in the Fourth Judicial
District subjects defendants to unrepresented plea negotiation every day by
asking defendants to hear the state’s plea offer before hearing about their
right to a lawyer. This order of questions clearly violates of Rule 3.8(b) of
the Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct: The Special Responsibilities of
a Prosecutor.28 That rule requires the prosecutor to “make reasonable efforts
to assure that the accused has been advised of the right to, and the procedure
for obtaining, counsel and has been given reasonable opportunity to obtain
counsel.”29 “Reasonable” is defined as “the conduct of a reasonably prudent
and competent lawyer.”30 Any competent, prudent prosecutor should

26

Swensen, supra note 24 at 878.
LEFAVE, supra note 10.
28
ALASKA RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 3.8, (ALASKA BAR ASS’N 2016).
29
ALASKA RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 9.1.
30
Id.
27
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recognize that defendants who accept a plea offer before the court even asks
about counsel are clearly denied an opportunity to obtain counsel.
Prosecutors obviously know about the unethical effect of the Fourth
Judicial District’s arraignment practice because the inherent goal of a plea
offer is the defendant’s acceptance. Accordingly, prosecutors understand
that they are presenting an offer from a biased perspective meant to induce
a plea. This means that the state subjects unrepresented defendants to a onesided explanation of why the offer is appropriate given the offense and the
defendant’s criminal history; then defendants, after hearing their conduct
cast in the worst light, have mere moments to weigh the risk of rejecting the
offer. Since defendants have not waived counsel at this point, and the offer
seems hinged on forgoing representation, defendants who plead guilty
under these circumstances have not been availed to counsel or entered a
voluntary plea. Hence the state’s participation in these arraignments is a
blatant violation of prosecutorial ethics under Rule 3.8(b).
Turning to other officers of the court, Fourth Judicial District
arraignments easily violate the Alaska Code of Judicial Conduct that binds
both district court judges and full-time magistrates.31 Of course, judges must
comply with the law.32 This includes Criminal Rules of Procedure 39(b)(3),
5(c) and 11, which have the combined effect of requiring a judge to appoint
counsel to indigent defendants absent a valid waiver. Abidance to the law
also extends to cases outlining exactly what constitutes a sufficient Sixth
Amendment inquiry. Next, Section 4G prohibits judges from practicing law,
which is done when judges encourage defendants to accept the state’s offer,
thereby giving legal advice. Such advice is a double violation for magistrate
judges,33 who are not required to have any formal legal qualifications.34
Finally, Section 3D(2) directs judges to take appropriate action if a
lawyer violates the Rules of Professional Conduct.35 The commentary to
this rule clarifies that Section 3D(2) is not discretionary; it requires “the
judge to report misconduct to the appropriate disciplinary authority—if (a)
the misconduct is serious and (b) the judge’s awareness of the misconduct
31

See ALASKA CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT CANON 1 (2016)
http://www.courtrecords.alaska.gov/webdocs/rules/docs/cjc.pdf. “Application of the
Code of Judicial Conduct” applies the full Code to district court judges and full-time and
committing magistrates).
32
Id. at CANON 2A.
33
ALASKA CODE OF JUD. CONDUCT CANON 4G. In fact, the commentary to this rule
states that “[e]ven though Section 4G does not apply to part-time magistrates and deputy
magistrates, Administrative Rule 2 prohibits employees of the Alaska Court System from
engaging directly or indirectly in the practice of law in any of the courts of the state.”
34
ALASKA STAT. ANN. §22.12.160.
35
ALASKA CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT CANON3D (2).
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rises to the specified level of certainty.” 36 If we accept that presenting plea
offers to unrepresented is a breach of prosecutorial duty, this misconduct is
indeed serious because it deprives defendants of their constitutional right to
counsel. Furthermore, there is no question that judges are acutely aware of
this misconduct because it occurs every day; thus remaining a bystander to
its occurrence violates Section D(2).37
PART II: CURRENT STATE & EFFECT
Although the current state of arraignments in the Fourth Judicial
District would coerce any defendant beyond the point of voluntariness,
defendants in the Alaska’s Fourth Judicial District are particularly
susceptible because the region’s legal system is already stacked against
them. In criminal proceedings where defendants are Yup’ik and officers of
the court are white, long-standing cultural barriers deprive Yup’ik
defendants of adequate plea colloquy and Sixth Amendment notification.
A.

The inherently harmful effects of current Fourth
Judicial District arraignment practices are aggravated in
bush communities by the court’s reliance on telephonic
participation

The Alaska Rules of Criminal Procedure collectively ensure that all but
a few defendants in the Fourth Judicial District undergo telephonic or
televised arraignments.38 Specifically, Rule 38.2 allows televised
appearances for in-custody defendants at arraignment and pleas in
misdemeanors, and initial appearance hearings and not guilty plea
arraignments in felonies.39 Rule 5(g) further allows telephonic arraignments
if there is no judicial officer where the defendant is located, which is
essentially most village locations.40 If this rule applies, “no waiver from the
defendant is required” to proceed telephonically.41 The net result of these
rules means that only out-of-custody misdemeanor defendants in Bethel
face their charges in the same room as a real, live defense attorney.
36

Id.
Commentary to this rule specifies that “[s]ection 3D applies to magistrates.
However, a magistrate may report serious misconduct to the presiding judge or chief
justice instead of the Judicial Conduct Commission.” Id.
38
“The defendant may appear by use of telephonic or television equipment pursuant
to Criminal Rules 38.1and 38.2.” ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 11(a).
39
ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 38.2(b).
40
ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 5(g).
41
ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 38.1(a).
37
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Of course, telephonic and televised court appearances are necessary to
efficiently conduct arraignments across 56 widely-dispersed villages.
However, the court’s reliance on arraigning defendants without the benefits
of body language or facial expression should enhance, not diminish, the
effort taken to inform defendants of their Sixth Amendment right. Within
Alaska, and the United States at large, “it appears that the only detailed
examination of cultural differences in communication as it affects the legal
system is the anthropological linguistic work of Phyllis Morrow with Yup'ik
Alaskans . . .”42 Morrow’s 1991 study responded to observations by regional
legal professionals that Yup’ik defendants render a high rate of confessions
and guilty pleas.43 Amazingly, the sole study on how cultural linguistics
impacts court proceedings not only took place in Bethel, but also
investigated the same issue of why it is that “ when indigenous people like
the Yup'iks find themselves enmeshed in the conventions of EuroAmerican
legal institutions, unequal justice is likely to result.”44
Morrow outlines a number of cultural miscommunications that
prejudice Yup’ik defendants in court. Even average individuals are
unfamiliar with courtroom conduct, but defendants coming from villages
have “little day-to-day interaction with Western bureaucratic systems,”
apparent from their responses “in even the least inherently coercive court
routines, such as the voir dire, and contrasted in significant ways with the
responses of Kass'aqs [white people] and other Yup'iks who had more
extensive daily involvement with EuroAmerican institutions, such as the
workplace.”45 If inherently non-coercive procedures create racial disparity,
think of the damage done by actually coercive arraignment colloquy.
Furthermore, Yup’ik elders and youth alike “may prefer to assert that they
understand [proceedings] rather than draw extended attention to their
misunderstanding” due to “an apparent shyness, which adheres to the
culture . . .”46 Morrow particularly noted an Alaska judge’s observation that
42

Diana Eades, "I Don't Think the Lawyers Were Communicating with Me":
Misunderstanding Cultural Differences in Communicative Style, 52 Emory L.J. 1109,
1131 (2003).
43
Phyllis Morrow, A Sociological Mismatch: Cental Alaskan Yup’iks and the Legal
System, ALASKA JUST. F., https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/academics/college-ofhealth/departments/justice-center/alaska-justice-forum/10/2summer1993/a_socio.cshtm
(last visited Nov. 27, 2016).
44
Id.
45
Id.
46
Phyllis Morrow, Interpreting and Translating in Alaska’s Legal System: Further
Discussion, ALASKA JUST. F., https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/academics/college-ofhealth/departments/justice-center/alaska-justice-forum/17/3fall2000/b_interp.cshtml (last
visited Nov. 27, 2016).
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“in his experience, a judge’s or an attorney’s failure to listen or to pick up
clues that indicate a lack of comprehension tends to exacerbate
communication difficulties.”47 Hence indifference from officers of the court
places Yup’ik defendants at an even higher risk of giving the answer they
believe the court wants to hear rather than admit to confusion.48
Further information about Yup’ik linguistic patterns increases the need
to carefully ensure that Yup’ik defendants understand their Sixth
Amendment rights--and only waive it voluntarily. Yup’ik culture values
people who conserve their words and do not dispute the statements of
others,49 thus Yup’ik defendants may not object to the state’s allegation with
the outrage that white culture expects. Accordingly, a Yup’ik defendant
who wishes to maintain his innocence may nevertheless appear to white
legal professionals as resigned to his guilt. More so, the question-andanswer style of court proceedings clashes with Yup’ik linguistic trends
where “questions are generally avoided because they put others in a position
where they are expected to comply (even if this might be difficult or
impossible due to unforeseen conditions).”50 Hence researchers in
Morrow’s study observed that:
[D]efendants almost always answered the court's scripted
questions with predictably "correct" responses. For example,
the question "Do you understand?" was answered
affirmatively, even when subsequent discussions or events
made it apparent that the person did not understand several
of the points to which he had agreed. When defendants did
give an unpredicted answer, they tended to withdraw it

47

Id.
Id. See also Morrow, supra note 43 (“While virtually all individuals, both Yup'iks
and legal professionals, regardless of their familiarity with cross-cultural settings,
employed a variety of communicative strategies in an attempt to repair the more obvious
miscommunications, their strategies were often unsuccessful. This was partially because
speakers differed in terms of language use and degree of understanding of the legal
system, but also because Yup'ik and EuroAmerican strategies were based on
fundamentally different approaches to the management of speech and interpersonal
relationships. In fact, attempts on both sides to repair miscommunication often merely
compounded it.”).
49
Morrow, supra note 43. Morrow states that in Yup’ik culture “[e]ven if one does
not agree with others' statements or assessments, it is important to respect their views,
since truth is not the province of any single viewpoint. Truth will prevail; it is best not to
openly contradict others.” Clearly, this linguistic stance clashes with the function of the
court, whereby the “truth” is compiled from the findings of both the state and the defense.
50
Id.
48
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quickly when it became obvious that the response attracted
attention.51
The shortcomings of telephonic and televised appearances likely
exacerbate the Yup’ik tendency to answer coercive questions with oneword affirmations. Morrow acknowledges that court proceedings are
intentionally serious, but cautions that “if a high proportion of Yup'iks feel
coerced beyond this intended level, and if their response to this perceived
coercion is to respond more compliantly to questioning than do other
groups, then there are serious implications for justice,” namely increased
“ rates of confession and guilty pleas (and, by extension, rates of
conviction) . . .”52 Telephonic and televised arraignments add confusion to
an already coercive setting by adding noise pollution and technical
difficulties. Telephonic arraignments in particular create a large audience
for anyone who is apprehensive about expressing confusion.
Given these findings, think about what would change for Yup’ik
defendants if the court asked them if they wanted a lawyer before asking if
they wanted to accept the state’s offer. If Yup’ik defendants tend to give an
affirmative or expected response when uncertain, this new order of
questions would assuredly result in more defendants saying “yes” when
asked about counsel--especially if it becomes the dominant pattern among
other defendants. Instead of using cultural linguistics to induce a guilty plea
from Yup’ik defendants, the court should use this linguistic knowledge to
secure counsel for Yup’ik defendants and fight the presumption of guilt now
dominating Fourth Judicial District arraignments.53
B.

Current Fourth Judicial District arraignments furthers
harmful racist stereotypes and widespread self-guilt
among Yup’ik defendants.

Linguistic difference exaggerates the pre-existing rift between Yup’ik
defendants and white legal professionals, but it does not wholly explain how
51

Id.
Id. Morrow also asserts that other consequences include an impact to the number of
Yup’ik individuals excused from serving on juries. Id. Replacing these potential jurors
with eligible white jurors only perpetuates the imposition of white values over Yup’ik
defendants. Id.
53
See id. (“[T]he tendency to comply with interrogation leads to ready confessions
and more frequent use of the no-contest plea. If more cases were brought to trial, it seems
logical that the conviction and incarceration rate, as well as the length of sentences,
would decrease.”) While this note focuses on pretrial practice, more trials would be the
logical result of more Yup’ik defendants requesting counsel at arraignments instead of
pleading guilty or no-contest.
52
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current arrangements perpetuate the racial stereotype itself: that Yup’ik are
violent drunks.The almost entirely Yup’ik clients of the Bethel Public
Defender’s Office generally face the same charges: assault, and violations
of probation or release conditions. Especially since telephonic defendants
remain faceless in name but identical in charge, judges and prosecutors run
proceedings based on biased court trends and stereotypes.
The great irony shrouding Fourth Judicial District arraignments is that,
although white oppression created Yup’ik reliance on alcohol, the court
presumes that defendants will plead guilty due to the twin presumption that
Yup’ik drink too much and commit bad acts. Harold Napoleon reflected on
the circumstances that created a generation of Yup’ik plagued by
alcoholism, violence, and imprisonment pursuant to his own incarceration
for a fatal, alcohol-related offense.54 He began by examining the aftermath
of the Great Death--the period when the white transmittance of influenza
killed at least 60% of Alaskan natives--and concluded that “the primary
cause of alcoholism is not physical but spiritual.”55 Survivors of the Great
Death were too plagued by post-traumatic stress and too weakened by
disease to reject Christian teachings “about hell, the place where the
missionaries told them most of their ancestors probably went.”56 Hence
white authority figures--by subjecting the Yup’ik to a doctrine of immense
fear, shame, and self-blame at their most vulnerable state--were able to
substitute white values for those of the Yup’ik. 57 The result was that
Survivors “gave up all governing power of the villages to the missionaries
and the school teachers, whoever was the most aggressive.” Today, this
power structure remains the same and manifests in the courts. Yet the
modern white aggressor is an overbearing police force that over-charges
Yup’ik defendants, a District Attorney’s office that prosecutes these charges

54

HAROLD NAPOLEON, YUUYARAQ: THE WAY OF THE HUMAN BEING (Eric Madsen
ed,, 1996)., (“This prison has been like a laboratory to me; there is no shortage of
subjects to be studied, namely, Alaska Natives from all parts of the state whose own
abuse of alcohol also brought them here.”).
55
Id. at 2.
56
Id. at 12-13.
57
Yuuyaraq, the title of his work, is explained as the “spirit world in which the
Yup’ik lived,” and “angallkuq were the village historians, physicians, judges, arbitrators,
and interpreters of the Yuuyaraq.” Id. at 5; 8. While once the most highly-regarded
figures in the community, following the Great Death, “the angallkuq, if they were still
alive, had fallen into disgrace. They had become a source of shame to the village, not
only because their medicine and Yuuyaraq had failed, but also because the missionaries
now openly accused them of being agents of the devil himself and of having led their
people into disaster.” Id. at 14.
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without question, and judges that sentence these charges with an extra
dollop of shame-on-you speeches.58
Since the Great Death, there has never been reprieve from aggressive
white governance.59 The modern generation of Yup’ik now cope through
acts that, when mishandled by the court, perpetuate racial stereotypes.
When these acts become criminal charges, unfair arraignment proceedings
that coerce guilty pleas only further racialized self-hatred:
Some [Yup’ik] become criminals, further isolating
themselves and further depressing an already depressed soul.
Tragically, under the influence of alcohol and drugs, the
pent-up anger, guilt, shame, sorrow, frustration, and
hopelessness often is vented through outbursts of violence to
self and others. Such acts, which are difficult for others and
even for the sufferer to understand, drive him further into the
deadly vortex of guilt and shame.60
If Yup’ik defendants struggle to understand their reaction to systematic
oppression, imagine how impossible it is for the white oppressor himself to
understand. Defense counsel could work against this cycle of self-blame by
explaining to Yup’ik defendants why their conduct fails to meet the
elements of the offense; why the police violated their rights; or why they
have a valid defense. Instead, Fourth Judicial District arraignments induce
uncounseled defendants into pleading guilty to more and more charges of
assault and other alcohol-based violations, thus reinforcing the historic
belief that the Yup’ik are predisposed to violence and alcoholism. 61 These
58
At the present time, the author is aware of one native state police officer in Bethel,
and one native magistrate judge in the Fourth Judicial District. It should be noted that
village police officers [VPOs], tribal police officers [TPOs], and VPSO [village public
safety officers] are Yup’ik. These enforcement officers have significantly less power and
authority, especially given the limited resources for training, as well as methods for
collecting evidence and sending it to the District Attorney’s Office in Bethel. Charges
from Bethel and larger villages thus hold greater weight because both the prosecution and
defense are well aware of of the unlikelihood that evidence will ever arrive from the
villages.
59
Napoleon, supra note 54 at 20. (“Without meaning to, the survivors drove the
experiences of the Great Death and the resultant trauma and emotions deep into the souls
of their children . . . It is these traits, these symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder,
which are handicapping the present generation of Alaska Native people.”)
60
Id. at 15.
61
Napoleon himself appears to struggle with the notion of a Yup’ik predisposition to
vice. He acknowledges the origin of this stereotype through reports by “whalers and the
officers of the early revenue cutters that the Eskimos craved the liquor, trading all they
had for it and almost starving themselves as long as they had molasses with which to
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arrangements are a daily recreation of the Great Death: the court reminds
Yup’ik defendants that they are to blame for whatever situation brought
them before the court--an unjustifiable stance considering the presumption
of innocence.
C.

The unlikelihood of pretrial release combine with the
collateral consequences of accepting the state’s offer to
systematically oppress the Yup’ik community.

These arrangements have collateral consequences that target and
demoralize the Yup’ik at large. As more Yup’ik plead guilty, more of its
populace goes on probation. Probation gives the court a plethora of
opportunities to reinforce racial self-blame when defendants violate
stringent conditions. Simply drinking alcohol or failing to comply with a
behavioral health treatment deadline results in a petition to revoke
probation, which subjects defendants to another round of the same coercive
arraignment colloquy that prompted their initial guilty plea. The results is
yet more coerced pleas, more convictions, more jail time, and more
extended probations. As the number of guilty pleas increases, the Yup’ik
community suffers two-fold because a person who is on probation or
convicted of a “crime against a person” cannot be a third-party custodian to
a pretrial detainee.62
Fewer available third party custodians means fewer Yup’ik defendants
with any hope of release from pretrial custody. When pretrial release is a
mere fantasy,63 there is even more incentive to plead guilty at the
prosecutors’ (and sometimes the judge’s) inducement--particularly if
make rum.” Id. at 16. He likewise recognizes that this reliance on alcohol is
understandable, given that the Yup’ik were like “victims or witnessed of other events,”
finding “in liquor a narcotic that numbed their troubled minds.” Id. However, he still
maintains that “[t]he only explanation for this type of behavior is that for some reason
these Eskimos were psychologically predisposed to seek relief through the narcotic
effects of alcohol.” Id.
62
ALASKA STAT. §12.30.021 (2016).
63
See Devin Kelly, Under publicity's glare, Alaska Corrections Department shifts
policies on halfway houses, ALASKA DISPATCH NEWS, Jul. 3, 2016,
http://www.adn.com/alaska-news/crime-courts/2016/07/03/under-publicitys-glare-alaskacorrections-department-shifts-policies-on-halfway-houses/. Alaska’s pretrial detainees
suffer from extraordinary state oversight. “In general, the state’s pretrial population has
been little understood. When the Alaska Judicial Council started researching the state’s
pretrial population several years ago for a major criminal justice reform bill, Senate Bill
91, council staff and the PEW Research Center employees found a startling lack of
information on the pretrial population. No computerized data was available about pretrial
release decisions, and the research had to be conducted through paper files.”
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there’s a time-served deal. According to the Yukon-Kuskokwim
Correctional Center’s own website, “[a]t any given time, 75% to 85% of the
population is composed of inmates in pretrial status.”64 In fact, Bethel had
the worst pretrial detention rates of all Alaska locations surveyed by the
Alaska Judicial Council and the PEW Charitable Trust’s Justice
Reinvestment Initiative in 2015.65 The results showed only 48% of sampled
Alaskan defendants got released from custody until trial. 66 Bethel’s pre-trial
release percentage was a gloomy 11%, paling in comparison to the 66%
release rate in Juneau and 50% in Anchorage.67
Accordingly, it makes sense that Bethel has not only the lowest pretrial
release rate in Alaska, but also the highest percentage of defendants who
pled out at arraignment: a whopping 57%, compared to 5% in Anchorage
and Juneau, 11% in Nome, and 22% in Fairbanks. 68 Within this sample,
23% of defendants had a third-party custodian requirement, and “[p]erhaps
unsurprisingly, three-quarters (75%) of defendants with a third party
custodian requirement were not released before trial.”69 The vicious cycle
of coercive arraignments now completes itself because Yup’ik defendants
who cannot be a third party custodian due to past guilty pleas prompt others
to plead as the sole option for release. Hence it is no coincidence that
“whereas 55% of Whites were released and only 8% plead guilty at
arraignment, only 26% of Alaska Natives/Native Americans were released
and 24% plead out at arraignment.”70 The PEW report suggests “that
ongoing monitoring, study, and analysis of pretrial release and ethnicity is
warranted.” 71 However, the study already taken by Morrow leaves no
question that race heavily determines how charges resolve. 72 To a Yup’ik
defendant with no funds, no eligible third party custodian, and thus no
feasible route to freedom, there’s little point in resisting the state’s coercive
offer.

Yukon Kuskokwim Correctional Center, ALA. DEP’T OF CORR.,
http://www.correct.state.ak.us/institutions/yukon-kuskokwim (last visited Nov. 27, 2016).
65
The study pool included 384 Alaskan criminal cases, 50 of which came from
Bethel. ALA. JUDICIAL COUNCIL,
http://www.ajc.state.ak.us/sites/default/files/imported/acjc/bail%20pretrial%20release/ala
ska_pretrial_release_study_released_2-2016.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2016).
66
Id. at 1-2.
67
Id.
68
Id. at 3.
69
Id. at 2.
70
ALA. JUDICIAL COUNCIL, supra note 65.
71
Id.
72
Morrow, supra note 43.
64
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PART III: WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE
Present Fourth Judicial District arraignments call for a change in how
officers of the court comply with both the law and their ethical duties. This
note proposes a simple yet effective amendment to the Rules of Criminal of
Procedure and the Rules of Professional Conduct. These changes readily
address the constitutional issues in current proceedings, as well as provide
guidelines for future arraignment practice.
A.

Rule 11(c) should reflect a strict order of questioning
during the court’s plea colloquy that places a defendant’s
right to counsel before his right to plead guilty

Rule 11(c) should reflect a strict order of questioning during the court’s
plea colloquy that places a defendant’s right to counsel before his right to
plead guilty. To ensure constitutional arraignments in the Fourth Judicial
District, the single most important change is requiring the court to inform
defendants about their right to counsel before hearing the state’s offer. The
Alaska Rules of Criminal Procedure currently allow for ambiguity
regarding when a defendant must receive Sixth Amendment notification at
arraignment. Rule 5 dictates proceedings before a judicial officer; this rule
indicates that informing defendants about their right to counsel before
hearing the state’s offer is not optional. The only thing Rule 5 places before
this right is the court’s notice to defendants about the complaint and
affidavit, and securing those documents.73 Importantly, Rule 5(c)(3)
includes not just an instruction about the “the right to retain counsel,” but
also “the right to request the appointment of counsel at public expense if the
defendant is financially unable to employ counsel. . .” 74 However, this
statutory prioritization on securing counsel for indigent defendants clashes
with Rule 5(f), entitled “Misdemeanors--Other Requirements at
Arraignment.” This provision redirects the judge to Rule 11, and merely
states that:
(1) The judicial officer shall ask the defendant to enter a plea
pursuant to Criminal Rule 11.
(2) If the defendant pleads not guilty, the judicial officer
shall fix a date for trial at such time as will afford the
defendant a reasonable opportunity to prepare. . .75
73

ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 5(c) (3).
Id.
75
ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 5(f).
74
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Rule 5(f) thereby provides a loophole for the clear intent of Rule 5(c)
because it does not contain any language about informing defendants about
the right to counsel, and neither does Rule 11.
Specifically, Rule 11(c) governs the court’s colloquy when accepting a
guilty or no contest plea and contains no mention about informing
defendants about their right to counsel before accepting a plea.76 In fact,
Rule 11(d), which instructs the court to ensure that such a voluntary plea is
made, is seemingly written with represented defendants in mind because it
instructs the court to “inquire of the prosecuting attorney, defense counsel
and the defendant to determine whether the defendant's willingness to plead
guilty or nolo contendere results from prior discussions between the
attorney for the state and the defendant or the defendant's attorney.” 77 The
question begged is how the court can make this inquiry from defense
counsel if one is never appointed to indigent defendants at arraignments.
Hence Rule 11 must be revised to comply with the clear intent of Rule 5(c)
that defendants receive immediate notice about the availability of an
attorney after knowing the basis of their charges.
Therefore, this suggested change is not novel in the sense that it only
clarifies what is already mandated by Alaska statute and case law. For
example, in Tobuk v. State, the Alaska Court of Appeals affirmed the lower
court’s refusal to set aside the defendant’s plea after finding that the
defendant was informed about his right to counsel pursuant to the abovementioned order.78 At arraignment, the magistrate first asked the defendant,
“If he remembered the rights that had previously been explained to him”
and “reiterated that one of the rights is the right to a lawyer, and asked
Tobuk if he wanted to talk to a lawyer; Tobuk indicated he did not.”79 Only
then did the magistrate ask whether the defendant understood the different
forms of pleas and accept the defendant’s guilty plea. 80 The Court of
Appeals found that this satisfied both Rule 5(c) and 11 of the Rules of
Criminal Procedure.81

76

ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 11(c).
ALASKA R. CRIM. P. 11(d).
78
See Tobuk v. State, 732 P.2d 1099, 1101–02 (Alaska Ct. App. 1987).
79
Id. at 1101.
80
Id.
81
Id. (“The magistrate carefully instructed Tobuk of his rights, as specified in Alaska
Criminal Rules 5(c) and 11. In particular, the magistrate carefully advised Tobuk of the
maximum and minimum penalties prescribed for his offense, before asking that Tobuk
demand or waive counsel. In light of these facts, we believe that Tobuk's response to the
question: ‘Do you know what a lawyer is,’ coupled with his express waiver of counsel,
satisfies the requirement of Alaska Criminal Rule 39(b).”).
77
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Such a change to Rule 11(c) is also easily drafted and inserted into the
already existing language. For example, Ohio already has a clear and
concise order for the questions rendered at arraignment entitled
“Announcement of charge and rights of accused by court.”82 In upholding
that the Sixth Amendment extends to misdemeanor arraignments, the Ohio
Court of Appeals relied on this law as the benchmark for ensuring that
defendants voluntarily waive their constitutional right to counsel:
After a person has been arrested and taken before a court or
magistrate, or when an accused appears in court pursuant to
the terms of a summons or notice, after an affidavit or
complaint has been filed, the court or magistrate must do
several things before proceeding further. . . The judge must
do as follows.
1. Inform the accused of the nature of the charge against him.
2. Inform the accused of the identity of the complainant.
3. Permit the accused, or his counsel, to see and read the
affidavit or complaint or a copy thereof.
4. Inform the accused of his right to have counsel and the
right to a continuance in the proceedings to secure counsel.
5. Inform the accused of the effect of the pleas of guilty and
not guilty and no contest.
6. Inform the accused of his right to a trial by jury and the
necessity of making a written demand for a trial by jury. 83
The Ohio Court of Appeals found this inquiry sufficient to make a
voluntary waiver compliant with the Supreme Court’s plea requirements set
forth in Boykin v. Alabama, Gideon v. Wainwright, and Carnley v.
Cochran.84 Accordingly, mirroring this list in Rule 11(c) strengthens the
constitutionality of Alaska’s plea colloquy. The result is an unintrusive
addition to the rule’s pre-existing list between 11(c)(1) and 11(c)(2) such
that the latter provision becomes 11(c)(3) and is preceded by a requirement
to inform defendants about the right to counsel before inquiring as to the
nature of their plea. This new Rule 11 would read as follows:
(c) Pleas of Guilty or Nolo Contendere. The court shall not
accept a plea of guilty or nolo contendere from a defendant
without first addressing the defendant personally and

82

OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2937.02 (West 2016).
Supra note 82 at 86. (Citing OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2937.02 (West 2016)).
84
Id. at 84.
83
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(1) Determining that the defendant understands the nature of
the charge; and
(2) Informing the defendant of his right to have counsel and
the right to have the court appoint counsel if he cannot
afford one; and
(3) Informing the defendant that by a plea of guilty or nolo
contendere the defendant waives the right to trial by jury or
trial by a judge and the right to confront adverse witnesses. . .
This change is a good start to ensuring the constitutionality of Bethel
arraignments. First and foremost, this new Rule 11 would be a step in the
right direction because it matches the order in Ohio’s law by placing
advisement about counsel ahead of the defendant’s plea options. Instructing
defendants about their Sixth Amendment rights first clarifies that counsel is
always available no matter how you want to plead. No longer forcing the
state’s offer on defendants before the court renders this instruction also
corrects the misconception that the state withholds that right by making an
offer. This should make a particular difference for Yup’ik defendants, who
have long endured--and perhaps internalized--a predetermination of their
own guilt. The colonialist views of the majorly white court officials
percolate into the smallest details of arraignment.85 By adhering to the order
laid out by the new Rule 11(c), even defendants who believe they are guilty
should understand that a guilty plea is not contingent on rejecting counsel
and that they have a right to a lawyer’s assistance before making that plea.
While this new Rule 11(c) is a good start, it does not go far enough.
Simply putting the right to counsel sooner within the court’s colloquy does
not fully ensure that defendants entirely understand what a lawyer can do,
even if they understand they have a right to one. It is especially important
for Bethel defendants to know that defense can do more than go to trial, and
that defense can assist in getting a better offer.

85

For example, judges and prosecutors alike assume that alcohol is a factor in every
charge. Bethel defense attorneys are accustomed combatting the racial stereotype of the
drunken native through frequent reminder the court that a “no alcohol” condition of
release is unnecessary when intoxication is absent from the report.
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Alaska Rule of Professional Conduct 3.8 must adopt
paragraph (c) of the Model Rules to ensure that
prosecutors do not coerce unrepresented defendants into
accepting plea offers

The Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct are like the Alaska Rules of
Criminal Procedure because proper abidance to the current rules should
secure fair arraignments. Yet this is not the case in the Fourth Judicial
District. Accordingly, the Rules of Professional conduct must also change
to ensure that defendants indeed have a realistic opportunity to obtain
counsel before confronting the state’s offer.
There is no fundamental difference between negotiating with an
unrepresented defendant and a defendant who has not yet had the
opportunity to waive counsel. At least this is recognized by Model Rules of
Professional Ethics, which forbids prosecutors from seeking “to obtain from
an unrepresented accused a waiver of important pretrial rights” in paragraph
(c) of Rule 3.8, the Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor.86 While “[i]n
some jurisdictions, a defendant may waive a preliminary hearing,” the
commentary to this rules explains that prosecutors should nonetheless
refrain from seeking a waiver of pretrial rights due to the risk that
defendants will “thereby lose a valuable opportunity to challenge probable
cause.”87 This rationale applies when prosecutors ask unrepresented
defendants to waive their pretrial right to counsel by accepting the state’s
offer prior to a Sixth Amendment inquiry because these defendants also lose
the opportunity to challenge probable cause, among other benefits.88
The Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct, however, directly refute the
policy behind Model Rule 3.8(c). In Alaska, Rule 3.8(c) appears simply as
“[deleted].”89 The commentary to this rule explains that “Alaska Rule 3.8
does not include paragraph (c) of the model rule” because “[t]his paragraph
would prevent a prosecutor from . . . offering constructive pretrial
resolutions of a criminal case . . . If a court determines that a prosecutor has
taken unfair advantage of an unrepresented suspect or defendant legal
remedies are already available.”90 In other words, Alaska has decided that,
when the prosecutor takes advantage of defendants by coercing them to
MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r 3.8(c) (AM. BAR ASS’N 1983).
MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r 3.8(c) cmt. (AM. BAR ASS’N 1983).
88
“A criminal defendant waives all non-jurisdictional defects in the previous
proceedings when she enters a plea of guilty or no contest.” Fletcher v. State, 258 P.3d
874, 876 (Alaska Ct. App. 2011).
89
ALASKA RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 3.8(c) (Alaska Rules of Ct. 2016).
90
Id.
86
87
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agree to plead guilty while still unrepresented, that defendant is also on his
own in terms of (1) determining that a legal violation occurred, and (2)
seeking a legal remedy. The idea that defendants bullied out of
representation will then seek a lawyer for post-conviction relief is almost
laughable. In reality, Yup’ik defendants accept their guilty pleas as an
unavoidable part of living under unjust white authority, a necessary step
towards release from custody, or both. In conclusion, Alaska was wrong to
rejecting paragraph (c) of Rule 3.8, thereby substituting constitutionality for
efficiency.
CONCLUSION
Overall, Yup’ik defendants already arrive at arraignment in a state of
self-blame created by generations of white coercion. “They blame
themselves for being unemployed, for being second-class citizens, for not
being successful as successful is portrayed to them by the world they live
in.”91 Asking defendants if they want to plead guilty before asking them if
they want counsel does nothing to legally refute the long-standing sentiment
that “there is no one to tell them that they are not to blame, that there is
nothing wrong with them, that they are loved.” 92 Instead, Fourth Judicial
District arraignments violate the law and legal ethics in a way that literally
and metaphorically traps Yup’ik defendants in an inescapable cycle of
racialized guilt. Mourning for the current Yup’ik generation, Napoleon
asked: “there are only so many prison cells. Can we seriously think of
putting everyone into prison?”93 Incarcerating an entire race of people
sounds ludicrous, but nothing about the plead-first-ask-about-counsel-later
approach to arraignments shows a different judicial intent. Napoleon states
that the destruction of the Yup’ik people can only end “if the built-up
stresses, misunderstandings, and questions are released and satisfied by
truthful dialog from the heart.”94 While he directs this advice to the Yup’ik
themselves, the legal community can also correct the untruth that native
defendants are presumptively guilty. No, we cannot fix all post-colonial
harm, but we can at least fix arraignment practices that perpetuate it. Best
of all, the threshold solution is simple; we must only do what the law and
professional ethics already tell us is fair. Yet when racial misgivings seduce
those bestowed with legal authority, changes to both the rules of criminal
procedure and the rules of professional ethics must prevent officers of the
court from going astray.
91

Napoleon, supra note 54, at 23.
Id.
93
Id. at 24.
94
Napoleon, supra note 54 at 27.
92

HOW TO GET AWAY WITH RACISM: INSIDIOUS
CONSERVATIVE BIAS IN TEXTBOOKS AND THE
WHITEWASHING OF CRITICAL EVENTS IN MINORITY
HISTORIES
Karly Houchin*
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world.” -Nelson Mandela1
INTRODUCTION
Consider the situation facing minority students in public education:
significant historical and cultural events relevant to your family and
ancestors are minimized in the history lessons taught at your school.
Conversely, the same history book that diminishes the importance of the
Civil Rights Movement lauds political implications of the Ku Klux Klan.
Unfortunately, this blatant slanting of history textbooks encourages students
to value historical contributions of white people and devalue historical
contributions of minority groups. This Note will demonstrate the harmful
implications of this scenario, which is playing out in public schools across
Texas. While there have been constitutional challenges to religion-centered
curriculum content,2 there is a growing need for lawsuits challenging the
detrimental effects of removing critical figures and events from minority
histories.3 Successful First Amendment challenges to textbook content are
St. Mary’s University School of Law, J.D., expected May 2017; The University of
Texas at Austin, B.A. Psychology, May 2014. I would like to thank my family for their
support over the last three years, particularly in writing this Note. I would also like to
thank the tireless, ever-important public educators who take time to impact their students’
lives and those who continue advocating for equality and justice in education.
1
Jessica Durando, 15 of Nelson Mandela’s Best Quotes, USATODAY.COM (Dec. 6,
2013),
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2013/12/05/nelson-mandelaquotes/3775255.
2
E.g., Press Release, American Civil Liberties Union, Agreement With Ector County
School Board Will Prevent Unconstitutional Curriculum From Being Taught (Mar. 5,
2008), https://www.aclu.org/news/texas-school-board-agrees-stop-teachingunconstitutional-bible-class-public-schools (announcing that a Texas public school will
no longer teach an unconstitutional Bible course, which promoted a particular religious
viewpoint).
3
See Crystal Gayle Simmons, A Critical Race Theory Content Analysis of a High
School
African American Social Studies Curriculum 72–75 (March 24, 2015) (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, North Carolina State University) (using the Critical Race Theory to
*
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rare,4 yet it is even rarer for a suit to be brought that represents the disparate
education minority students receive in public education systems across the
United States.5
When minority students, specifically African American students, are
taught in school that their culture’s history is irrelevant or becomes greatly
distorted, it sends a message that those students are less important than their
white counterparts.6 Minority students should have legal recourse against
the State for the discrimination they suffer from whitewashed social studies
textbooks. The possibility of legal recourse for these students could be
found via statutory violations made by the State Board of Education
(“SBOE”) under the Texas Education Code and Texas Constitution,
discrimination under the Equal Protection Clause of the United States
Constitution, education malpractice claims, or even violation of due process
rights.
There is a substantial body of law granting school boards a great deal of
deference in censoring library books as well as textbooks. 7 The
discriminatory impact that biased textbooks inflict on minority students is
anything but new;8 however, in today’s current political climate, there will
likely be more educational justice advocates calling for change and reform
in the processes of determining the content of instructional materials for
public education classrooms.9 In 2010, the Texas SBOE decided to revamp
examine the harmful results from inadequate history curriculum that downplays slavery
and racism).
4
See, e.g., Cal. Parents for the Equalization of Educ. Materials v. Noonan, 600 F.
Supp. 2d 1088, 1112 (E.D. Cal. 2009) (granting summary judgment on a claim brought
by parents claiming school textbooks discriminated against Hindu students); Marielle E.
Dirkx, Big Brother is Reading: An Examination of the Texas Textbook Controversy and
the Legacy of PICO, 17 U.C. DAVIS J. JUV. L. & POL’Y 29, 53 (2013) (discussing the
dismal chances of success for First Amendment claims against curricula changes).
5
A search on a number of legal research platforms, such as Westlaw and LexisNexis,
yields few case results mentioning disparate impact of textbook or curriculum content.
Further, the disparate impact theory has low success rates for plaintiffs. Michael Selmi,
Was the Disparate Impact Theory a Mistake?, 53 UCLA L. REV. 701 (2006).
6
Nicholas Ferroni, We Teach Racism, Sexism and Discrimination in Schools, THE
HUFFINGTON POST (Aug. 24, 2010), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nicholasferroni/teaching-education-discrimination_b_1826113.html.
7
See generally Dirkx, supra note 4 (tracing the wide-ranging authority school boards
can assert over pedagogical matters related to education).
8
See Nicholas Ferroni, We Teach Racism, Sexism, and Discrimination in Schools,
HUFFINGTON POST: THE BLOG (Aug. 24, 2012), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nicholasferroni/teaching-education-discrimination_b_1826113.html (“Our text books do not
blatantly encourage students to be racist, sexist or discriminatory, but it’s the lack of
figures and truths which give students the impression that certain groups didn’t nearly
have as large of role as others and, in some cases, groups are completely nonexistent.”)
9
Groups such as the Texas Freedom Network already devote entire committees to
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the content of textbooks distributed to public schools, making over 100
amendments to the then-current textbooks and curriculum standards for
social studies classes.10 The SBOE adopted a new social studies textbook
curriculum that featured a blatant conservative viewpoint in discussing the
histories of minorities.11 The members of the 2010 SBOE openly acted
along party lines in their capacity of creating textbook content.12 The new
amendments were an attempt to correct the purported “liberal bias” alleged
in previous textbooks.13 Many critics of the newly adopted social studies
curriculum accuse the SBOE of whitewashing history to reflect a biased
version of events that perpetuates racist ideologies. 14 Whitewashing can be
defined as covering up or glossing over faults and errors “or [to] absolve
from blame.” 15 In the context of whitewashing textbooks, the nature of the
content absolves white people from previous wrongdoings and blame, such
as the role of white Americans in the slave trade.16 In addition to
combatting the partisan textbook adoption process. See generally Textbook Censorship,
TEX. FREEDOM NETWORK, http://tfn.org/issue/textbook-censorship (last visited April 24,
2017).
10
See Stephen D. Lott, Culture War in the Classroom: A Legal Analysis of the 2010
Texas Curriculum Controversy, 13 TEXAS TECH ADMIN. L.J. 101 (2011) (explaining the
amendments approved by the State Board of Education in 2010); See also Emma Brown,
Texas Officials: Schools should teach that slavery was ‘side issue’ to Civil War, THE
WASH. POST (July 5, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/150-yearslater-schools-are-still-a-battlefield-for-interpreting-civil-war/2015/07/05/e8fbd57e-200111e5-bf41-c23f5d3face1_story.html (discussing the 2010 amendments to the Texas social
studies curriculum).
11
Id.
12
Brown, supra note 10.
13
Mariah Blake, Revisionaries: How a group of Texas conservatives is rewriting
your kids’ textbooks, WASH. MONTHLY (Jan. 2010),
http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/features/2010/1001.blake.html; See also Michael
Birnbaum, Texas board approves social studies standards that perceived liberal bias,
THE WASH. POST (May 22, 2010), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2010/05/21/AR2010052104365.html (discussing SBOE attempts to
correct liberal bias in previous textbooks).
14
John Archibald, Don’t remember Alabama’s racist textbooks? You’re probably
white, AL.COM (May 19, 2015),
http://www.al.com/opinion/index.ssf/2015/05/dont_remember_alabamas_racist.html;
Jonathan Burack, How Textbooks Obscure and Distort the History of Slavery, THE
TEXTBOOK LEAGUE (Nov. 1992), http://www.textbookleague.org/35slave.htm.
15
Whitewash, DICTIONARY.COM (2016),
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/whitewash; See Leonard Pitts, Jr., Black history
whitewashed in textbooks, MIAMI HERALD (Oct. 10, 2015),
http://www.miamiherald.com/opinion/op-ed/article38697888.html (defining
whitewashing as “the vandalism of African-American memory, to acts of radical revision
and wholesale theft that strike at the core of black identity”).
16
See Editorial Board, How Texas is Whitewashing Civil War History, THE WASH.
POST (July 6, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/whitewashing-civil-war-
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whitewashing the social studies curriculum, the SBOE further advanced
their conservative political agenda by imposing an excessive Christiancentric religious bias in the social studies and science textbooks.17 While
it’s arguable that conservative and Evangelical Christian ideologies overlap,
SBOE was able to specifically inflict each ideological camp separately into
almost every subject matter taught in public education.18 The science
curriculum updated in 2009, the social studies curriculum in 2010, and the
language arts curriculum in 2012 were each victim to the SBOE’s biased
governance.19
The 2010 curriculum debate garnered national attention.20 Texas is the
largest purchaser of school textbooks and often influences the content of
other states’ textbooks.21 The SBOE functions as the governing body of
history-for-young-minds/2015/07/06/1168226c-2415-11e5-b77feb13a215f593_story.html (noting that Texas textbooks whitewash the history of the civil
war and distort the role white Americans played in the slave trade); Thelma Reese,
Whitewashing History, WASH. TIMES (July 27, 2015),
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/jul/27/whitewashing-history (commenting
on the effects whitewashing history can have on students in public education); See
generally, Publisher apologizes for textbook calling slaves “workers”, AL JAZEERA,
(Oct. 6, 2015), http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2015/10/6/publisher-apologizes-fortextbook-calling-slaves-workers.html.
17
Lott, supra note 10 (providing an analysis of the Christian biases in the updated
social studies curriculum); TEX. FREEDOM NETWORK,
http://www.tfn.org/site/PageServer?pagename=issues_sboe_index (2004) (criticizing the
conservative SBOE for inflicting religious bias on Texas students). See also The
Associated Press, Texas Ed Board Adopts Resolution Limiting Islam in Textbooks,
USATODAY.COM, Sept. 25, 2010, http:// www.usatoday.com/news/religion/2010-09-26textbooks25_ST_N.htm (examining the SBOE’s attempt to correct Islamic influence in
textbooks by imposing a Christian bias).
18
Dirkx, supra note 4.
19
Id.
20
See, e.g., April Castro, Texas Board of Education Approves More Conservative
Curriculum, HUFFINGTON POST (May 21, 2010), http://
www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/05/21/texas-board-of-education-_n_584697.html
(analyzing the adopted amendments to the social studies curriculum); Terrence Stutz,
Texas State Board of Education Approves New Curriculum Standards, THE DALLAS
MORNING NEWS (May 22, 2010),
http://www.dallasnews.com/news/education/headlines/20100521-Texas-State-Board-ofEducation-approves-9206.ece (criticizing the overtly conservative changes implemented
in history textbooks); Texas Schoolbook Fight Heats Up, BBC NEWS, May 19, 2010,
http:// news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/8693397.stm (discussing the heated debate between
political parties in Texas over the updated social studies curriculum).
21
Blake, supra note 13 (“Texas is the nation’s second-largest textbook market…
which means publishers that get their books approved can count on millions of dollars in
sales.”); Gail Collins, How Texas Inflicts Bad Textbooks on Us, THE N.Y. REVIEW OF
BOOKS (June 21, 2012), http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2012/jun/21/howtexas-inflicts-bad-textbooks-on-us (detailing the monopoly Texas has over the textbook
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public education matters in the state of Texas. 22 Every few years, SBOE is
tasked with updating the curriculum and adopting new textbooks and
instructional materials.23 In 2010, the SBOE selected the new textbooks, set
to be distributed in classrooms across the state in the fall of 2015. 24 A few
controversial amendments to the curriculum in social studies textbooks
include leaving out Jim Crow laws and the harmful impact of the Ku Klux
Klan, minimizing the role of slavery as a unifying cause for secession and
combat in the American Civil War, and equating Jefferson Davis’s
inauguration speech with Abraham Lincoln’s inaugural address.25 These
problematic curriculum changes are currently in instructional materials
across Texas, insidiously harming minority students.
To aid in development of the analysis of the textbook publishing market,
and in understanding the provenance of Texas’s unprecedented influence
on other states’ textbooks, this Note first examines the legal history of the
SBOE and its decisions regarding textbook content. Next, there will be a
market); Lott, supra note 10 (affirming the stronghold influence Texas has as the largest
textbook industry).
22
TEX. EDUC. AGENCY, http://tea.texas.gov/sboe (2007); See also Lott, supra note
10. (detailing the functions and responsibilities of the SBOE).
23
See, e.g. TEX. EDUC. AGENCY, supra note 22. (defining the tasks of the SBOE);
Lott, supra note 10. (outlining the role of the SBOE regarding textbook curriculum); TEX.
CONST. art. VII, § 1 (stating the power delegated to the SBOE); TEX. CONST. art. II, § 1
(acknowledging that the state legislature governs the SBOE and defines its functions);
Dirkx, supra note 4 (noting that the curriculum for each subject area is updated every 10
years and the textbooks are updated every 6 years).
24
TEX. EDUC. AGENCY, supra note 22; see also Lott, supra note 10.; Philippa H.
Stewart, The great Texas textbook debate, AL JAZEERA (Mar. 11, 2014)
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2014/02/great-texas-textbookdebate201421613551126796.html.
25
Brown, supra note 10; see also James W. Loewen, Five myths about why the South
seceded, THE WASH. POST (Feb. 26, 2011)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/five-myths-about-why-the-southseceded/2011/01/03/ABHr6jD_story.html (detailing the reasoning southern states gave
for secession as wanting to preserve the institution of slavery); Pitts, supra note 15
(defining whitewashing as “the vandalism of African-American memory, to acts of
radical revision and wholesale theft that strike at the core of black identity”); Michael
Schaub, Do new Texas textbooks whitewash slavery and segregation? L.A. TIMES (July 7,
2015), http://www.latimes.com/books/jacketcopy/la-et-jc-do-new-texas-textbookswhitewash-slavery-segregation-20150707-story.html; Scott Bomboy, Jefferson Davis and
Abraham Lincoln: Dueling Inaugural Address, CONSTITUTION CENTER (Feb. 18, 2015),
http://blog.constitutioncenter.org/2015/02/jefferson-davis-and-abraham-lincoln-duelinginaugural-addresses (contrasting Davis’ inaugural speech with Lincoln’s inaugural
address); Adam Goodheart, Hastily Composed, THE N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 17, 2011),
http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/02/17/hastily-composed/?_r=0 (pointing out
the absurdity of comparing Davis’ speech with Lincoln’s due to the difference in content
and political affiliation).
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discussion of the social studies curriculum updated in 2010, which
effectively whitewashes history. A discussion on possible causes of action
and routes for legal recourse available to minority students will follow,
exploring options ranging from tort suits to due process claims. Finally,
there will be a brief discussion of policy implications that could affect a
student’s ability to seek legal recourse for the claims previously discussed.
In conclusion, this Note addresses the probable future of whitewashed
history textbooks and legal actions available to minority students and their
advocates.
I.

THE TEXTBOOK ADOPTION PROCESS
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

IN

TEXAS

AND THE

The SBOE is comprised of fifteen members who are elected from their
respective districts.26 The Texas Governor can appoint the Chairman of the
board as well as one “regular” member.27 SBOE members are elected by
their local Texas communities.28 Many of these members are regular
people—not career politicians.29 This can be a double-edged sword—while
it is refreshing, and often times effective, to have normal citizens holding
official titles within the state government, when it comes to an area as
sensitive and imperative as public education, more expertise would be
beneficial. The SBOE has power to “develop and update a long-range plan
for public education” by establishing the scope and content of curriculum
taught in public schools.30 Its authority to select textbooks and develop
standardized curriculum is specifically outlined in the Texas Constitution
and Texas Education Code (“TEC”).31 The SBOE works together with the
26
See TEX. EDUC. AGENCY, supra note 22 (offering biographies of each elected
member of the State Board of Education).
27
Id. (explaining the process of how the State Board of Education chairman is
appointed).
28
The Texas Education Agency outlines the functions and duties of the SBOE and the
districts each member represents. See SBOE-State Board of Education, TEX. EDUC.
AGENCY, http://tea.texas.gov/sboe (last visited April 24, 2017) (explaining that SBOE
members are elected from their districts to serve for four year terms).
29
See SBOE Members, TEX. EDUC. AGENCY,
http://tea.texas.gov/About_TEA/Leadership/State_Board_of_Education/Board_Members/
SBOE_Members (last visited April 24, 2017) (clicking on each member lists their
education history and occupations; for example, Georgina Perez from District 1 was an
8th grade English Language Arts and Reading teacher before being elected to the SBOE).
30
TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. § 7.102(c)(4) (West 2006); See also TEX. CONST. art. VII,
§ 1 (demarcating the delegation of powers from the state legislature to the SBOE).
31
See TEX. CONST. art. II, § 1 (noting that the State Board of Education is delegated
power via the State Legislature); TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. § 7.102(c)(4) (explaining the
duties of the SBOE to develop curricula and testing materials).
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Texas Education Agency (“TEA”) to ensure the public education system is
designed in accordance with the Texas Constitution, which states: “[I]t shall
be the duty of the Legislature of the State to establish and make suitable
provision for the support and maintenance of an efficient system of public
free schools.”32 The Texas Legislature solidified their intent for the SBOE
to decide public school curricula in Section 28.001 of the TEC, which
created a guideline for the “Essential Knowledge and Skills” subchapter of
the Education Code.33 The Texas Legislature may overrule any amendment
or change to the public education system made by the SBOE. 34 Ultimately,
it is the legislature that holds the power to govern schools in Texas, as
delegated from the United States Constitution.35 The Tenth Amendment of
the United States Constitution provides: “[T]he powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”36
While the SBOE has always been the entity for creating educational
standards and deciding instructional materials, there was previously
unprecedented influence by one couple in the late 1960’s: the Gablers. 37
When the Gablers discovered that the public could recommend changes to
Texas’s curriculum standards, they embarked on their over twenty-year
journey of lobbying for ultra-conservative curriculum in Texas schools.38
The Gablers notoriously called for Christian and conservative ideologies to
pervade textbooks used by the Texas public education system. 39 At one
point, the Gablers were described as, “two ignorant, fear-mongering, rightwing fruitloops who have spent the last twenty years doing untold damage
to the public education in [Texas].”40 In the mid-1980’s, the Texas
legislature finally intervened and prevented regular citizens, such as the
Gablers, from having such autonomous influence on the SBOE and
textbook content.41 The legislature stripped away the old review process
and implemented a new one.42 However, it was at this turning point that
32

TEX. CONST., supra note 23.
TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. §§ 28.001-28.002 (West 2006) (defining the Teaching
Essential Knowledge and Skills, or TEKS); see also TEX. CONST. art. VII, § 1 (allocating
the powers of the SBOE regarding curriculum requirements).
34
TEX. CONST. art. VII, § 1 (noting the Texas Legislature has the ultimate governing
power over the education system in Texas); Lott, supra note 10.
35
U.S. CONST. amend. X.
36
Id.
37
Dirkx, supra note 4.
38
Id.
39
Id.
40
Id.
41
Id.
42
The Gablers utilized a “citizen review” rule, which allowed citizens to comment on,
and review, proposed textbook content. After the Gablers’ drastic impact on the SBOE,
33
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SBOE positions became contentious political positions. 43 If the public had
diminishing effect on the textbook content, then people like the Gablers
were intent on electing ultra-conservative members to the SBOE. 44 In 2006,
eight of the fifteen board members identified as extremely far right, with a
total of ten board members identifying as republican; effectively
transitioning this state entity to be representative of the Tea Party. 45 The
conservative stronghold on the SBOE has since continued.46 While there
are legitimate criticisms to be made of the SBOE’s obvious political
indorsements, the converse side of the argument is also legitimate—SBOE
members are elected, voted in, and should be representing what constituents
want. If the constituents are actively electing extremely conservative
members to SBOE, then there is a valid argument that the democratic
process should speak for itself. Further, SBOE members are completely
forward and up front about their political and ideological affiliations when
they campaign, and are still voted into their respective positions. 47 This
creates strong support for the argument that SBOE members should be able
to change curriculum accordingly because it’s what “the people” want.
Also, along the lines of representing their constituents, there is justification
for the SBOE to adopt conservative texts if they purport to correct overliberal teachings of the past. It isn’t illogical for SBOE members to claim
that the adoptions are minor and don’t have an effect on students because,
at the end of the day, teachers are able to supplement instructional materials
with their own biases. However, there seems to be more support and
findings48 that the SBOE is acting unilaterally as a political entity and
infiltrating history textbooks with their own personal, religious biases. 49
Although residents in other states might not be concerned with the
current textbook controversy plaguing Texas, they should. Texas largely
influences the curriculum taught in most other states and determines
textbook content adopted in most states.50 The State of Texas purchases
the Texas legislature implemented the current policy where the SBOE can only reject a
proposed textbook for failing to adhere to the TEKS. Dirkx, supra note 4, at 70.
43
Id.
44
Id.
45
Id.
46
Id.
47
See id. at 70 (explaining the campaign contributions by conservative groups for
Republican, conservative SBOE members).
48
See e.g., Castro, supra note 20 (“We have been about conservatism versus
liberalism,” said Democrat Mavis Knight of Dallas, explaining her vote against the
standards. “We have manipulated strands to insert what we want it to be in the document,
regardless as to whether or not it’s appropriate.”).
49
Id.
50
See, e.g., Blake, supra note 13 (explaining the market monopoly Texas has over
the textbook industry); Lott, supra note 10 (discussing the way Texas textbooks influence
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approximately 48 million textbooks each year.51 California is the only state
that even comes close to the amount of textbooks Texas buys. 52 Thus, Texas
essentially has a monopoly over the textbook market. Due to a publishing
market that succumbs to the demands of their largest client, Texas, many
other states merely receive a state-specific customized version of Texas
textbooks.53 Textbook publishers create a standard book, which is then
customized to each state.54 For example, South Dakota might receive the
same social studies textbooks that Texas uses with the state’s name changed
and history specific to the state added. Most of the states receiving the
“standard” form of the Texas textbook receive content that contains general
conservative and Evangelical Christian bias. 55 The bias is not a problem
unique to Texas; it clearly affects many states.56 Furthermore, textbook
publishers cater specifically to Texas because the SBOE approves a narrow
list of textbooks each district can choose to use, which means the
“approved” textbooks are guaranteed a few million dollars in sales.57
The process of the SBOE approving a list of textbooks for Texas schools
is elaborated by Marielle Elisabet Dirkx in “Big Brother is Reading: An
Examination of the Texas Textbook Controversy and the Legacy of Pico.”
58
For each subject and grade level, the SBOE is required to create three
lists of textbooks: one list of “conforming” textbooks, another list of
“nonconforming” textbooks, and lastly, a list of books that cannot be used.59
“Conforming” textbooks contain material covering each element of
essential knowledge and skills of that subject as determined by the SBOE. 60
“Nonconforming” textbooks contain material covering at least half, but not
all, of SBOE's adopted curriculum.61 Thus, all books that do not cover at

the textbook market); Right Wing Watch Staff, Texas Textbooks: What happened, what it
means, and what we can do about it, PEOPLE FOR THE AM. WAY (June 2010)
http://www.pfaw.org/rww-in-focus/texas-textbooks-what-happened-what-it-means-andwhat-we-can-do-about-it (analyzing how states adopt textbook content based off of Texas
textbooks).
51
Tim Walker, Guess Who's Coming to Your Classroom, NEA TODAY (May 23,
2010) http://neatoday.org/2010/05/23/guess-whos-coming-to-your-classroom.
52
Dirkx, supra note 4, at 75.
53
Lott, supra note 10, at 113.
54
Id.
55
Dirkx, supra note 4, at 72.
56
Id. at 75.
57
Id.
58
Id at 74.
59
Id.
60
Id.
61
Id.
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least half of the State's curriculum, or contain errors, are rejected for use in
schools.62
The publishers create sample instructional materials that conform to the
SBOE’s curriculum standards to be eligible for a coveted spot on the
“conforming” textbook list.63 If deemed “conforming,” the conforming
textbook list is then distributed amongst all the school districts in Texas,
which means the textbooks have potential to reach almost five million
public school students.64 In contrast to Texas, California is the largest
textbook purchaser in the nation.65 Historically, the textbook market
depends on the liberal-centric textbooks used in California, which
counteract the conservative influence found in Texas textbooks. 66
However, California has faced budget cuts in recent years and will not be
updating their instructional materials for quite some time.67 Thus, by the
time California purchases new textbooks, and that template is sent around
to other states, most other states will already be influenced by the Texas
textbook template, created by the current ultra-conservative Texas SBOE. 68
II.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF DISCRIMINATORY CONTENT IN
TEXTBOOKS

The debate over textbook content in Texas is anything but new. History
shows us the SBOE has caused political battles in Texas for quite some time
now.69 In 1995, Texas made national headlines for a heated debate over the
62

Id.
Id.
64
Id.
65
Id. (Texas is the second largest textbook purchaser.)
66
Richard Fausset, Outside Texas, alarm over textbook changes, L.A. TIMES (March
22, 2010), http://articles.latimes.com/2010/mar/22/nation/la-na-texas-textbooks232010mar23 (“California has traditionally served as the liberal and multicultural yin to the
Texas yang in the industry.”)
67
Dirkx, supra note 4 at 75.
68
Id. See also Richard Fausset, Outside Texas, alarm over textbook changes, L.A.
TIMES (March 22, 2010), http://articles.latimes.com/2010/mar/22/nation/la-na-texastextbooks23-2010mar23.
69
See generally Education Archives, TEX. FREEDOM NETWORK,
http://www.tfn.org/site/PageServer?pagename=issues_sboe_index (website highlighting
all previous textbook debates in Texas); Texas Ed Board Adopts Resolution Limiting
Islam in Textbooks, USA TODAY (Sept. 25, 2010),
http://www.usatoday.com/news/religion/2010-09-26-textbooks25_ST_N.htm (examining
Islamophobia in Texas textbooks); Russell Shorto, How Christian Were the Founders?,
N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 11, 2010), http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/14/magazine/14texbookst.html (criticizing the SBOE for interjecting Christian bias in previous textbook updates);
Ferroni, supra note 6.
63
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content of health textbooks when the SBOE demanded a publisher replace
a picture of a mother holding a briefcase with a picture of a mother baking
a cake.70 As predicted, political activists on either side of the ideological
spectrum became involved and embattled over the content of the health
books, including whether teaching abstinence or sex education was
appropriate.71 Similarly, in 2007, there was a debacle with the English and
Language Arts curriculum wherein the SBOE determined the curriculum
focused too much on critical-thinking.72 In 2009, political groups argued
over whether the SBOE should integrate content regarding climate change
into the science textbooks.73 Ultimately, the board adopted an amendment
to the science curriculum holding that students should “analyze and evaluate
different views on the existence of global warming.”74 The proposed
amendments to the 2010 social studies curriculum have created the most
recent stir.75 Don McElroy, the SBOE Chairman at the time, was appointed
to his position by former Governor Rick Perry. 76 With regards to the social
studies textbook, McElroy stated:
the way I evaluate history textbooks is first I see how they
cover Christianity and Israel . . . Then I see how they treat
Ronald Reagan—he needs to get credit for saving the world
70
See Brantley Hargrove, Creationists’ Last Stand at the State Board of Education,
DALLAS OBSERVER (Nov. 14, 2013), http://www.dallasobserver.com/news/creationistslast-stand-at-the-state-board-of-education-6431134; Amruthaj Mani, Gender Bias in
School Textbooks, ACADEMIA
http://www.academia.edu/2972634/Gender_Bias_in_School_Textbooks, (last visited
Dec. 28, 2015) (explaining the negative stereotypes textbooks reinforce about women
such as their capability of being only mothers or housewives).
71
Dirkx, supra note 4, at 75.
72
Dan Quinn, Texas GOP Platform: Don’t Teach Kids Critical Thinking Skills!, TEX.
FREEDOM NETWORK (June 28, 2012), http://tfn.org/texas-gop-platform-dont-teach-kidscritical-thinking-skills/ (quoting David Bradley saying “this critical thinking stuff is
gobbledygook”).
73
Joe Romm. How ultraconservative Texans are rewriting your kids’ textbooks and
bringing global-warming denial into science class, THINK PROGRESS (Jan. 4, 2010),
https://thinkprogress.org/how-ultraconservative-texans-are-rewriting-your-kidstextbooks-and-bringing-global-warming-denial-4a55055b196a#.gw4gi5vnr (quoting
Maria Blake’s article “Revisionaries” in the Washington Monthly January/February 2010
issue) (emphasis added).
74
Id.
75
However, in early 2017 the textbook debate was reinstated by the SBOE’s decision
to keep “evolution doubting” language in Biology textbooks. Alex Zielinski, Texas
Board of Education Votes to Keep Evolution-Doubting Language in High School Biology
Textbooks, SACURRENT (Feb. 1, 2017), http://www.sacurrent.com/thedaily/archives/2017/02/01/texas-board-of-education-votes-to-keep-evolution-doubtinglanguage-in-high-school-biology-textbooks.
76
Collins, supra note 21.
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from communism and for the good economy for the last
twenty years because he lowered taxes.77
McElroy infamously denounced purported liberal, or even moderate,
influence on classroom curriculum. He was open about his conservative
viewpoint.78 McElroy received an inordinate amount of attention from both
sides of the political spectrum for his comments regarding the 2010
amendments.79 The 2010 curriculum amendments have also been widely
criticized for the adopted Christian biases, which were published in
textbooks for use in the public schools in fall of 2015.80
While Texas appears to be constantly embattled over curriculum
content for public school textbooks, the issues plaguing the SBOE are not
unique to Texas.81 In fact, a study by Fordham University assigns letter
grades to each state’s history curriculum. 82 According to the Fordham
University, Texas receives a “D” for their history curriculum along with
Arkansas, Illinois, Kentucky, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, South Dakota,
Washington, and West Virginia.83 Arizona has a lengthy history of
tumultuous debates surrounding minority studies programs, which are
typically greeted with extreme resistance from the State’s legislature. 84 In
77

Id.
See Abby Rapoport, The SBOE, Revised, TEX. TRIBUNE (Mar. 3, 2010),
https://www.texastribune.org/2010/03/03/christian-conservatives-lose-former-sboe-chair
(recounting McElroy’s pride in categorizing himself as a conservative Christian).
79
Castro, supra note 20.
80
See Lott, supra note 10; Texas Ed Board Adopts Resolution Limiting Islam in
Textbooks, USA TODAY, (Sept. 25, 2010), http:// www.usatoday.com/news/religion/201009-26-textbooks25_ST_N.htm (blaming the SBOE for adopting curricula that reflect their
personal political and religious beliefs); Laura Isenne, Texas Hits the Books, NAT’L PUB.
RADIO (Nov. 21, 2014), http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2014/11/21/365686593/texashits-the-books.
81
See, e.g., Archibald, supra note 14; Carol Sheriff, Textbook clash in Virginia over
Civil War, WASH. POST (Oct. 20, 2010), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/discussion/2010/10/20/DI2010102002560.html (detailing the conflicts over
textbook content in Virginia).
82
Sheldon M. Stern & Jeremy A. Stern, The State of State U.S. History Standards
2011, THOMAS B. FORDHAM INST. (2011), http://edexcellence.net/publications/the-stateof-state-us.html; See also Matthew Ladner, Report Card on American Education; AM.
LEGIS. EXCHANGE COUNCIL. (Dec. 28, 2015), http://www.alec.org/publications/reportcard-on-american-education (ranking public education programs within all fifty states).
83
Stern, supra note 82; Ladner, supra note 82.
84
See, e.g., Lupe S. Salinas, Arizona’s desire to eliminate ethnic studies programs: A
time to take the “pill” and to engage Latino students in critical education about their
history, 14 HARV. LATINO L. REV. 301 (2011); Roque Planas, Arizona’s Law Banning
Mexican-American Studies Curriculum is Constitutional, Judge Rules, HUFFINGTON POST
(Mar. 11, 2013), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/11/arizona-mexican-americanstudies-curriculum-constitutional_n_2851034.html.
78
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the late 1950s, Alabama experienced criticism for racist content in history
textbooks, including a claim that slaves were “content in their captivity.” 85
In 2010, Virginia history textbooks made national headlines when the books
claimed there were thousands of African Americans who freely enlisted to
serve as confederate soldiers.86 Many attacked this claim and criticized the
State for attempting to re-write history.87 In 2014, students at a high school
in Denver, Colorado staged a walkout to protest the school board
implementing a “whitewashed” history curriculum.88 The students were
displeased with the proposed curriculum’s goal to “[F]ocus U.S. history
lessons on topics that promote citizenship, patriotism and respect for
authority.”89 The students believed the curriculum encouraged students to
be submissive and not actively participate in democratic processes like
protesting.90 The students argued the curriculum was flawed and should be
removed from schools in Colorado.91 Similarly, there is a growing national
debate criticizing the Advanced Placement for U.S. History curriculum for
portraying America in a negative light.92 Advocates for educational justice

85

Archibald, supra note 14. (Alabama textbooks distorting the atrocity of slavery and
captivity created a generation of children who were subconsciously racist)
86
Sheriff, supra note 81 (pointing out how ludicrous it is for Virginia textbooks to
claim that slaves voluntarily enlisted as confederate soldiers in the Civil War); Kevin
Sieff, Virginia 4th-grade textbook criticized over claims on black Confederate soldiers,
WASH. POST (Oct. 20, 2010), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2010/10/19/AR2010101907974.html.
87
Sieff, supra note 86.
88
See Denver students stage walkout over whitewashing history, AL JAZEERA (Sept.
24, 2014), http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/9/24/coloradowalkoutconservative.html (recognizing the form of protest utilized by Colorado students
against biased curriculum); Leonard Pitts, Effort to whitewash American history is a
cowardly attack on the truth, PORTLAND PRESS HERALD (Oct. 1, 2014),
http://www.pressherald.com/2014/10/01/leonard-pitts-effort-to-whitewash-americanhistory-is-a-cowardly-attack-on-the-truth (examining the protest organized by students
against the textbook content in Colorado public schools).
89
Denver students stage walkout over whitewashing history, supra note 88
(describing the walkout Colorado students organized to protest inaccurate history
textbook content); Pitts, supra note 88 (providing details of why Colorado disagreed with
the contents of the history textbooks).
90
Denver students stage walkout over whitewashing history, supra note 88.
91
Id.
92
See Renee Lewis, Okla. debate over U.S. history overshadows education cuts,
critics say, AL JAZEERA (Feb. 21, 2015),
http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2015/2/21/Oklahoma-AP-education.html (scolding
the attention given to the AP U.S. History curriculum over other important issues such as
budget cuts); Steve Nelson, Whitewashed History is Unpatriotic, HUFFINGTON POST
(Aug. 13, 2015), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/steve-nelson/whitewashed-history-isun_b_7983830.html. (attacking those critical of the AP U.S. History curriculum).
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have tirelessly defended neutral teaching of the advanced course.93 While
these examples of discrimination in other states are atrocious, the degree of
whitewashing in the Texas public school system has profound implications
on a local and national level— most other states do not have the platform or
buying power to influence education outside of their own state, while Texas
continues to have the power to influence textbooks across the nation and
riddle the history textbooks with obvious conservative biases. 94 Other states
have a vested interest in how Texas creates curriculum.
III.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST STUDENTS
TEXTBOOKS CONTRIBUTE

IN

TEXAS

AND

HOW

Texas has a deep-rooted history of discrimination against minority
groups; Texas has gone so far as to specifically target the academic success
of minority students.95 For example, the majority of the legal challenges to
affirmative action programs arise from claims in Texas.96 Furthermore,
Texas students were once subjected to extreme Jim Crow laws, which
perpetuated discriminatory stereotypes and imposed devastating hardships
against African-Americans.97 Many Latino and African-American Texans
experienced voter intimidation tactics, including the newly implemented
voter-ID laws enacted as a ploy to discourage minorities from voting. 98 The
93

Lewis, supra note 92; Nelson, supra note 92.
Dirkx, supra note 4, at 74.
95
But cf. Mikaela Rodriguez, Tyrant’s Foe: DeJuana Lozada is Helping Minority
Students Succeed, OBSERVER (May 21, 2014), https://www.texasobserver.org/tyrants-foehelping-minority-students-teachers-succeed (in recent years, activists are attempting to
combat harmful, racist myths about minority students in Texas).
96
See, e.g., Fisher v. Univ. Tex. Austin, 133 S. Ct. 2411, 2416 (2013) (challenging
the undergraduate admission process for considering race when accepting applicants);
Hopwood v. Univ. Tex. L. Sch., 236 F.3d 256, 261 (2000) (challenging the law school’s
admission process for considering race when accepting applicants).
97
See David Pilgrim, Jim Crow Museum of Racist Memorabilia, FERRIS ST. UNIV.
(Sept. 2000), http://www.ferris.edu/jimcrow/what.htm (explaining how Jim Crow laws
helped reinforce racial stereotypes of African-Americans); Sheldon Rampton, Jim Crow
Propaganda, CTR. MED. DEMOCRACY PR WATCH (Sept. 21, 2005),
http://www.prwatch.org/news/2005/09/4005/jim-crow-propaganda (commenting on the
Jim Crow museum at Ferris State University and how it sheds light on the discriminatory
effects of Jim Crow laws); The Truth About Jim Crow, AM. C.R. UNION (2014),
http://www.theacru.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/ACRU-the-truth-aboutjim-crow.pdf (giving examples of Jim Crow laws reinforcing racial stereotypes such as
that black men were sexually uncontrollable and predatory).
98
Andrew Cohen, How Voter ID Laws Are Being Used to Disenfranchise Minorities
and the Poor, ATLANTIC (Mar. 6, 2012),
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2012/03/how-voter-id-laws-are-being-usedto-disenfranchise-minorities-and-the-poor/254572; Laurel Brubaker Calkins & Lauren
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social injustices and discrimination that minority students experience within
the Texas public education system are appalling. While correcting textbook
content to adequately depict critical events in minority histories won’t solve
all of the problems forced upon these groups, it is a terrific start to
counteract institutionalized racism and systems of oppression.99
The role textbooks, specifically history textbooks, play in shaping social
schemas and forming ideologies makes the content imperative to minority
groups.100 Dr. David Crabtree, an expert in the philosophy of education,
states in his article about the importance of historical accuracy,“[H]istory is
a story about the past that is significant and true.” 101 When students are
taught history lacking one of the two elements—significance or truth—it
can impact the way their peers treat them as well as how students view
themselves.102 Crabtree further explains:
History is important because it helps us to understand the
present. If we will listen to what history has to say, we can
come to a sound understanding of the past that will tell us
much about the problems we now face. If we refuse to listen
to history, we will find ourselves fabricating a past that
reinforces our understanding of current problems.103
Thus, when the history textbooks reinforce racist ideologies or
misrepresent the past of minority groups, it can reinforce misunderstanding

Etter, Texas Voter ID Law Found to Discriminate Against Minorities, BLOOMBERG (Dec.
28, 2015), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-05/texas-voter-id-lawfound-to-discriminate-against-minorities; Nicole Hemmer, An Immoral Texas Law Gets
Nixed, U.S. NEWS (Oct. 14, 2014), http://www.usnews.com/opinion/blogs/nicolehemmer/2014/10/14/texas-voter-id-law-is-unconstitutional-and-discriminates-againstminorities.
99
See Livia Gershon, The Racism of History Textbooks, JSTOR (Oct. 20, 2015),
http://daily.jstor.org/racism-history-textbooks (recounting the detrimental effects racist
history textbooks have on minority students); Ferroni, supra note 6 (explaining that
textbooks can contribute to students holding racist or sexist ideologies).
100
See generally Susan D. Witt, The Influence of School and Reading Materials on
Children’s Gender Role Socialization, U. AKRON (2001),
http://gozips.uakron.edu/~susan8/school.htm; Abby Phillip, ‘Painfully offensive’ racial
stereotypes lead district to recall books, WASH. POST (Sept. 11, 2015),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/09/11/lazy-lucy-andother-painfully-offensive-racial-stereotypes-lead-a-school-district-to-recall-books.
101
Introduction to David Crabtree, GUTENBERG COLL.,
http://msc.gutenberg.edu/authors/david-crabtree/; David Crabtree, The Importance of
History, GUTENBERG COLL. (Nov. 1993), http://msc.gutenberg.edu/2001/02/theimportance-of-history.
102
Id.; Witt, supra note 100.
103
Crabtree, supra note 101.
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of these groups and perpetuate white supremacy. 104 The issues of racial
inequality and social injustice via discrimination within public schools
should be analyzed through the lens of critical race theory (“CRT”). CRT
provides a crucial analysis of race from a legal viewpoint. 105 The University
of California, Los Angeles School of Public Affairs describes the function
of CRT as:
CRT recognizes that racism is engrained in the fabric and
system of the American society. The individual racist need
not exist to note that institutional racism is pervasive in the
dominant culture. This is the analytical lens that CRT uses
in examining existing power structures. CRT identifies that
these power structures are based on white privilege and
white supremacy, which perpetuates the marginalization of
people of color.106
The SBOE can be categorized as a powerful institution historically
governed predominantly by white males.107 The SBOE’s forcing
conservative bias into textbook content and classroom curriculum
perpetuates the marginalization of people of color, similar to other
conservative social policies.108 By using CRT to help discern the
discriminatory impact textbooks can have on minority students and express
the possible repercussions of such discrimination, the legal remedies
available to these students are further supported.
Critics of CRT argue the effects of the textbook content on students is
minimal,109 a major point of contention between Critical Race Theorists
Cf., ABS Staff, 8 Disturbingly Racist Children’s Books Designed to Devalue
Black People, ATLANTA BLACK STAR (Feb. 21, 2014),
http://atlantablackstar.com/2014/02/21/8-disturbingly-racist-childrens-books-designed-todevalue-black-people.
105
What is Critical Race Theory?, UCLA SCH. OF PUB. AFF. (June 2009),
https://spacrs.wordpress.com/what-is-critical-race-theory; see also Nicola Rollock,
Critical Race Theory (CRT), ACADEMIA.EDU (Sept. 2011),
http://www.academia.edu/1201277/Critical_Race_Theory_CRT.
106
UCLA SCH. OF PUB. AFF., supra note 105; Rollock, supra note 105
107
See generally Texas State Board of Education, TEX. STATE LIBRARY AND
ARCHIVES COMM’N, http://www.lib.utexas.edu/taro/tslac/30140/tsl-30140.html
(providing archived documents from the SBOE in 1990-2005).
108
See Crabtree, supra note 101 (“If in the course of this sorting procedure we have
held tightly to our preconceived notions, the final picture will be a reaffirmation of those
prejudices.”); Sean McElwee, Republican policies don’t help people of color, AL
JAZEERA (Feb. 24, 2015), http://america.aljazeera.com/opinions/2015/2/republicanpolicies-dont-help-people-of-color.html (detailing harmful impacts of conservative
ideologies on minorities).
109
Contra UCLA SCH. OF PUB. AFF., supra note 105.
104
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and their critics.110 Many SBOE members believe teachers implement their
own liberal bias while teaching the courses, so the textbook content is
merely an over-correction of that perceived liberal bias.111 Along that
theory, detrimental effects of the textbook content or teacher’s bias would
basically cancel each other out.112 There are also arguments that
emphasizing minority groups’ influence on history will threaten the
knowledge and history of white Americans.113 Such an argument is
ludicrous because recognizing the contributions one group made to society
does not inherently negate what other groups did (unless they are miscrediting one group with the other’s accomplishments).
IV.

Possible Legal Recourse for Minority Students in Texas
Public Education Systems
A. Recent Amendments to the Social Studies Curriculum TEKS

Minority students across the state of Texas were given social studies
textbooks in the fall of 2015 that discriminate against them by overemphasizing white Americans’ contribution to history and completely
eradicating reference to critical events in specific minority histories. 114
Minority students within the public education system are being taught
distorted views of their culture’s history, while the detrimental role
colonialism and white Americans participating in forcing Africans into the
oppressive institution of slavery is drastically downplayed. 115
There are quite a few disturbing amendments made to the elementary
school TEKS; however, the SBOE also amended middle school social
studies TEKS and high school level social studies and history TEKS. 116
110
See Bill Barlow, Racism, Justified: A Critical Look at Critical Race Theory,
HARVARD L. RECORD (Feb. 29, 2016), http://hlrecord.org/2016/02/racism-justified-acritical-look-at-critical-race-theory (“To teach Critical Race Theory is to teach the latest
in a sad line of theoretical justifications for legally-codified racism.”)
111
See Birnbaum, supra note 13; Contra UCLA SCH. OF PUB. AFF., supra note 105.
112
Contra UCLA SCH. OF PUB. AFF., supra note 105.
113
The 2016 presidential election encouraged a conservative, white resurgence of
false claims of “reverse racism” against white people and complaints that white people
were “under attack.” But cf. Jenée Desmond-Harris, Why we don’t have white history
month, VOX (Feb. 7, 2017), http://www.vox.com/identities/2017/2/7/14503144/whitehistory-month-black-history-month-white-pride-nationalism-racism (explaining how
ludicrous a white history month would be).
114
Schaub, supra note 25.
115
19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 113 (2010) (Proposed Revisions) [hereinafter Proposed
Revisions] (amending the TAC chapter 113 requirements of content objectives to be
taught within elementary level education in Texas public schools).
116
Id.
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When the SBOE changes the TEKS or curriculum requirements, it directly
impacts textbook content.117 Textbook publishers are aware of amendments
to TEKS and adjust their proposed textbooks accordingly. 118 Therefore,
when the TEKS require a distorted teaching of history, the textbooks will
fulfill that requirement by portraying such a distorted view. In the 2010
proposed amendments, titled “Proposed Revisions to 19 TAC Chapter 113,
Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Social Studies,” which alters
chapter 113 of the Texas Administrative Code, all changes made from 2010
are detailed and color-coded.119 This document is convenient for analysis
because it allows the reader to follow any proposed changes, new rules, and
also compare the previous rule to the newly implemented changes. 120 For
example, Section 113.32 41(c)(30)(B) is completely redacted,121 which
previously required students to “use standard grammar, spelling, sentence
structure, and punctuation . . .”122 Also, Section 113.32 41(c)(25)(B)
removes Hip Hop as a “significant example of cultural movements in art,
music, and literature,” but adds country and western music.123 Amending
political teachings, Section 113.32 41(c)(19)(C) requires the student to
study political scandals such as the Bill Clinton impeachment, but makes no
mention of the Iran-Contra affair, possible vote-rigging in the 2000 election,
potentially deliberate misinformation regarding weapons of mass
destruction alleged in Iraq, or any other republican president’s
shortcomings.124
Continuing with amending political teachings,
Section 113.32 41(c)(11)(D) places understandable historical emphasis on
the election of 2008, but does not place emphasis on the failure of the
electoral college or even mention the historical context of the 2000
election.125 Furthermore, Section 113.32 41(c)(11)(C) diminishes the role
of third party politics in the United States and removes mention of Ralph
Nader.126 One amendment to the TEKS, Section 113.32 41(c)(10)(E),
places emphasis on the role and importance of “key organizations, and
117

There is a circuitous process involved with the SBOE and textbook publishers.
The publishers initially propose instructional materials, then the SBOE updates
curriculum and TEKS. The textbook publishers then amend the content of the materials
to match the TEKS and re-propose the materials to the SBOE. This process continues on
and on. Dirkx, supra note 4, at 30.
118
Id. at 74
119
19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 113.
120
Id.
121
Compare Proposed Revisions, with 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 113.41-113.5
(2010).
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individuals of the conservative resurgence of the 1980s and 1990s,
including Phyllis Schlafly, the Contract with America, the Heritage
Foundation, the Moral Majority, and the National Rifle Association . . .”127
Section 113.32 41(c)(5)(B)&(C) of the amendments removes mention of
Robert LaFollette and Eugene V. Debs, two key historical figures. 128 One
article even notes the absurdity of a particular amendment by stating:
In 2010, the State Board of Education eliminated Thomas
Jefferson from historical discussions because the Board
disliked the fact that he coined the phrase “the separation
between church and state.” The State Board of Education
also required schools to teach about the violence of the black
power movement and mandated that children be tested on
the conservative resurgence of the 1980's and the political
influence of the National Rifle Association.129
A particularly absurd amendment to the social studies TEKS requires
students to “evaluate efforts by global organizations to undermine U.S.
sovereignty;” namely, the United Nations.130 Pandering to such far-right
conspiracy theories threatens everything education stands for and tears
down progress made in areas like critical thinking. There are also new
amendments requiring students to evaluate long-term “entitlements” such
as Social Security and Medicare, while considering alternatives to longterm use of such programs.131 The evaluation required of students for these
topics features a negative slant—which is representative generally of
Republican ideologies on Social Security, Medicare, and other
governmental assistance.132 There are also recent attacks to the concept of
separation of church and state, by encouraging students to “contrast the
Founders' intent relative to the wording of the First Amendment's

127

Id.
Id.
129
Dirkx, supra note 4, at 30.
130
Barrett Sheridan, Texas Cooks the Textbooks, NEWSWEEK (May 20, 2010, 8:00
PM), http://www.newsweek.com/texas-cooks-textbooks-72627.
131
This proposed revision was made in the 2010 amendments, and is problematic
because it perpetuates the conservative idea that programs like Medicare and Medicaid
are “welfare” and “free handouts” given to the poor. Dirkx, supra note 4, at 30.
132
See e.g., Wade Goodwyn, Texas Politicians And Businesses Feud Over Medicaid
Expansion, NPR.ORG (May 29, 2015), http://www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2015/05/29/410520561/texas-politicians-and-businesses-feud-over-medicaidexpansion (detailing Republican lawmakers’ viewpoint against Medicaid expansion in
Texas).
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Establishment Clause and Free Exercise Clause, with the popular term,
‘Separation of Church and State.’”133
While the aforementioned amendments are ghastly, there were
amendments that specifically erased or altered African-American history.134
For example, Section 113.3(b)(1) strikes through observing Martin Luther
King, Jr. day in the first grade curriculum.135
Similarly,
Section 113.5(b)(10) excludes Hariet Tubman, Dolares Huerta, and Jane
Addams from the curriculum of important historical figures to study. 136
Also, the proposed amendments erase studying the cultural and historical
ramifications of the Hip Hop movement in the United States and across the
world, while requiring students to learn the cultural implications of Rock
and Roll and Country music.137 The TEKS requirements also drastically
downplay Jim Crow laws and their influence on society and
institutionalized racism.138 In some instances, the amendments altogether
erase teaching Jim Crow laws in specific grades. 139 There were changes
that also touch on the Civil Rights Movement, such as “when learning about
the non-violent teachings of Martin Luther King Jr., students are required
to study the violent teachings of the Black Panthers.”140 Additionally,
teachers are required to emphasize the Republican votes in Congress on
Civil Rights Legislation which wrongfully attributes crucial civil rights
improvements to Republican legislators.141 The most egregious amendment
to curriculum that affects African-American students is the SBOE’s
decision to dilute the role slavery played in the civil war as well as remove
studying the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.142
This single amendment was the most harmful because these historical
events are lauded as some of the most pivotal events in American history. 143
The Civil War is the only one of its kind our country has experienced and
the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments to the U.S. Constitution were a
133
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Compare Proposed Revisions, with 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 113.3(b)(1).
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Krysten Hughes, Texas Board of Education Declare Hip Hop is Not a Cultural
Movement, HIPHOPDX (Mar. 13, 2010), http://hiphopdx.com/news/id.10826/title.texasboard-of-education-declare-hip-hop-is-not-a-cultural-movement; Proposed Revisions,
supra note 115.
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Compare Proposed Revisions with 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 113.41-113.5 (2010).
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Dirkx, supra note 4, at 73.
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Proposed revisions, supra note 115; See also TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 113.41-113.5
(2010).
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E.g., Michael Zuckert, Natural Rights and the Post-Civil War Amendments,
NLNAC (2011), file:///C:/Users/scholar/Downloads/16%20(1).pdf.
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monumental step towards recognizing African-Americans as having basic
human rights.144 Belittling the importance of these constitutional
amendments is devastating to all African-Americans in the United States.
Demeaning the impact of slavery on the Civil War is just as egregious. It
is well established the Civil War involved the southern states’ right to
slavery—it was the central issue to the Civil War. 145
African-American students are not the only minority group whose
history became distorted or made irrelevant by the 2010 curriculum
changes. Mexican-American students will also recognize the lack of key
Mexican and Mexican-American historical figures within the curriculum.
For example, Section 113.5(b)(12) removes the requirement to “explain the
significance of selected ethnic and/or cultural celebrations . . . such as
Cinco de Mayo. . .” in the third grade.146 Chapter 113.6(b) also glosses over
Texas’s problematic role in Mexican Independence and the SpanishAmerican war.147 Most notably though is the strikethrough of teaching
about César Chávez in fourth grade curriculum.148 This particular
strikethrough of deleting an important civil rights and political leader like
César Chávez can detrimentally impact the way white students and
Mexican-American students interpret and view Mexican-American
histories.149
While it is clear minority students, such as African-American and
Mexican-American, are disproportionately affected by the 2010 curriculum
amendments, there are other groups implicated.150 The new textbooks also
discriminate against women as a class by perpetuating gender stereotypes
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Editorial Board, supra note 16 (The 13th Amendment abolished slavery and the
14 amendment granted citizenship to all natural citizens, including former slaves and
ultimately led to Congress passing the Civil Rights Act of 1964); see Landmark
Legislation: Thirteenth, Fourteenth, & Fifteenth Amendments, U.S. SENATE,
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/generic/CivilWarAmendments.ht
m (last visited Apr. 11, 2017) (providing summaries of the importance of the civil war
amendments).
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slavery contributed to the Civil War, the SBOE is attempting to minimize the devastating
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contra Jon Greenberg, In defense of Confederate flag, frequent Fox News guest claims
Civil War wasn't about slavery, POLITIFACT (June 25, 2015),
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and gender roles.151 Further, the curriculum amendments also removed key
women involved in political processes and the women’s suffrage
movement.152 Thus, for purposes of discussing minority discrimination
experienced by the textbooks, women are included as a minority group.
This discussion is remiss without recognizing the interrelationship of
class, socioeconomic status (SES) and the harmful textbook revisions. The
lack of school choice means low SES students are essentially forced to be
subjected to public school textbooks.153 While there are strong correlations
between the discrimination in textbooks and the low SES students,
unfortunately class and wealth are not suspect classes under the Equal
Protection Clause.154 Thus, the fact that the SBOE is discriminating against
poorer, low income families is not a sufficient basis alone to bring an Equal
Protection Clause claim.155 It is important to note the curriculum changes
implemented do not on their own cause whitewashed, discriminatory
textbooks. Rather, the fact that publishers pander directly to the TEKS set
forth by the SBOE is what leads to the problematic instructional material.
There is a direct causal relationship between the two: if not for the biased
curriculum changes, the textbooks would not be whitewashed to reflect the
issues; on the converse, if not for the publishers relying on Texas as a large
textbook market and adhering to the majority of TEKS then the curriculum
amendments from 2010 would not have as damaging of an effect on
minority students.
Applying a CRT lens to the aforementioned changes to social studies
curriculum makes the negative and discriminatory impact of the curriculum
obvious. The crucial figures and events from African-American, Latino,
Mexican-American, and Women’s Rights histories are removed. 156 The
significance of being taught history that emphasizes one’s cultural role in
developing current society is imperative.157 One can only imagine Dr.
Crabtree would be dismayed to learn of each of the amendments from 2010
that directly and disproportionately affect minority students.
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B. Education Malpractice Cause of Action
Education malpractice is a cause of action that has not been widely
accepted across the United States.158 It is considered a tort negligence claim
raised by a student against a teacher or school for providing an inadequate
education to the point of it being considered professional malpractice. 159
While many education malpractice suits are defeated for policy reasons,
such as not wanting to encourage a floodgate of litigation against teachers
and educators, it could be possible to extend the suit to higher agencies
within the state. For example, instead of a student suing their teacher for an
inadequate education, they could try to sue the SBOE, the Education
Commissioner, or their respective school district, although this brings up its
own hurdles to overcome. A proper malpractice claim is held to the
negligence standard which requires four elements: duty, breach, causation,
and damages.160 Duty and breach are easy to prove with the textbooks—
the state owes a duty to not discriminate against students in the public
schools and the textbooks that do so breach such a duty. It becomes tricky
when proving up causation and damages because the harm suffered by
minority students is atypical of many negligence claim damages. However,
there is guidance on clarifying this issue.
In Texas, government entities and employees typically cannot be held
liable for negligent behavior unless there is an express waiver of
governmental immunity. 161 In Texas Dept. of Pub. Safety v. Petta,162 the
Supreme Court of Texas held that plaintiff’s claim that the police
department negligently failed to provide the proper instruction and training
to a defendant police officer fails because they have “long held that
information is not tangible personal property, since it is an abstract
concept . . .”163 Clearly, there is difficulty with holding the SBOE, a
government entity, liable for education malpractice, which would be
See generally Dallas Airmotive, Inc. v. FlightSafety Int’l, Inc., 277 S.W.3d 696,
699 (Mo. App. W.D. 2008); Christensen v. S. Normal Sch., 790 So.2d 252, 255 (Ala.
2001); Moss Rehab. v. White, 692 A.2d 902, 905 (Del. 1997).
159
Id.
160
See e.g., Harris Methodist Fort Worth v. Ollie, 342 S.W.3d 525 (Tex. 2011);
Weiner v. Wasson, 900 S.W.2d 316 (Tex. 1995); Lydia M. V. Brandt, The Maccrate
Report and the Teaching of Legal Research: A Justified Scenario for Educational
Malpractice, 2 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 123 (1995).
161
Texas Dept. of Pub. Safety v. Petta, 44 S.W.3d 575 (Tex. 2001); See also TEX.
CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 101 (West 2016).
162
Texas Dept. of Pub. Safety supra note 161.
163
Id. Not having tangible property affected in this case cut against the plaintiff’s
claims and ultimately caused them to fail. Typically, the injury must be caused by real
property or motor vehicles in order to overcome the immunity privilege.
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considered a tort suit in negligence.164 However, the Texas Civil Remedies
and Practices Code includes a specific exception that could result in the
State of Texas, and as an extension the SBOE, being liable for a negligence
suit.165 Section 104.002 of the code posits that the State will indemnify
liability if the claim is against a public official while acting within the scope
of their official duties and:
[T]he damages arise out of a cause of action for deprivation
of a right, privilege, or immunity secured by the constitution
or laws of this state or the United States, except when the
court in its judgment or the jury in its verdict finds that the
person acted in bad faith, with conscious indifference or
reckless disregard.166
While a suit brought under this exception could be possible, it would be
an uphill battle against the state entity. This particular cause of action would
be the last ditch effort for a student to seek relief against the state. Not only
would the negligence action be difficult to prove up, it would not elicit
institutional change from the public education system. Education
malpractice claims are difficult implement because of the aforementioned
policy reasons and aren’t widely recognized.167 Also, it would entail suing
the teachers or the school district specifically and, while this could offer
some type of relief, it wouldn’t help to solve the ultimate problem of the
SBOE’s conservative infiltration of public education.
C. Statutory Violations as a Basis for Suit
While the U.S. Constitution does not provide a fundamental right to
education, the Texas Constitution does.168 This fact alone should
underscore the great importance Texas legislators gave to an equal and
efficient education system. A claim brought under the Texas Constitution’s
guaranteeing the fundamental right to education would, however, be
different than a federal claim asserting infringement of a fundamental
right.169
The duties and liabilities of the SBOE and the Education Commissioner
are detailed in the TEC.170 The TEKS outline the requirements for each
164
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class subject; thus, it is easy to identify which criteria students aren’t
learning due to the problematic textbooks.171 Notably, if there are violations
to the education code, there is a section outlining how to proceed. 172 Rule
157.1071 of the Texas Administrative Code states:
(b) In hearings in which the agency is not the petitioner,
petitions for review or requests for hearing shall be filed with
the commissioner within 30 calendar days after the decision,
order, or ruling complained of is first communicated to the
petitioner, except as otherwise provided by law or agency
rule. (c) The agency's division responsible for hearings and
appeals shall transmit the petition for review or request for
hearing and a request to docket the hearing to SOAH. (d)
The agency administrative law judge may issue subpoenas if
the requirements of Texas Government Code, §2001.089,
are met. To obtain a subpoena, the moving party shall meet
the following requirements.173
This provision continues on to delineate requirements for discovery and
judicial processes by administrative judges.
Proceeding with a cause of action claiming the SBOE violated the TEC
could be difficult.174 However, if a student proceeded with a claim stating
the school district or teacher failed to satisfy the social studies TEKS, there
is a greater chance for success.175 This is both a positive and a negative—
positive because it offers some type of recourse for minority students;
negative because it attacks too low down the food chain to actually incite
change from the SBOE. Further, the SBOE could simply amend the TEKS
to more stringently reflect the biases in the textbooks and this entire cause
of action would dissipate. This course of action is only slightly better than
the education malpractice claims.
D. Due Process Claims
Notice and Comment procedures originated in the federal government
as an exercise of power by the executive branch.176 Administrative agencies
responsibilities of education-related governing bodies).
171
See generally Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills, TEX. EDUC. AGENCY,
http://tea.texas.gov/index2.aspx?id=6148.
172
TEX. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 157.1071 (West 2010).
173
Id.
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TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. § 7.057 (West 2010).
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TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 157.1071 supra note 172.
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See Ari Cohn, Did the Office for Civil Rights’ April 4 ‘Dear Colleague’ Letter
Violate the Law?, THE FIRE (Sept. 12, 2011), https://www.thefire.org/did-the-office-for-
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were delegated power by the president, who implemented laws via the
executive branch of government.177 One major attack on the creation of
administrative agencies was their apparent unilateral ability to create
laws.178 In response, the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) was
promulgated and all administrative agencies were subject to a “notice-andcomment” requirement.179 This rule essentially means the agency has to
notify the public and allow them to comment on proposed rules and
amendments, and address each comment with reasoning, before it can be
adopted.180
Under the Texas Administrative Code, there is a notice and comment
requirement,181 which states:
Sec. 2001.023. NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE. (a) A
state agency shall give at least 30 days' notice of its intention
to adopt a rule before it adopts the rule. (b) A state agency
shall file notice of the proposed rule with the secretary of
state for publication in the Texas Register in the manner
prescribed by Chapter 2002.182
Specifically, as applied to the SBOE’s duties, any proposed amendment
or rule to the TEKS must satisfy notice and comment requirements. 183 The
comments are made public and are individually addressed by the SBOE. 184
After the notice and comment period, there is a second meeting regarding
the rule before it will be adopted and published.185 The 2010 curriculum
changes for social studies programs fell within the scope of required notice
and comment procedures via the TAC. Although the comments were
individually addressed, there are questions that remain about adequate
notice being given. Further, the comments submitted by and large did not

civil-rights-april-4-dear-colleague-letter-violate-the-law (detailing administrative
procedure generally).
177
Id.
178
See Adrian Vermeule, Review of Philip Hamburger, Is Administrative Law
Unlawful?, 93 TEX. L. REV. 1547 (2015) (criticizing administrative agencies for their
unyielding law-making power).
179
5 U.S.C. §§ 500–596 (1946).
180
Id.
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TEX. GOV’T CODE ANN. § 2001.023 (West 2016).
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Id.
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Given that the SBOE is an entity subject to the Texas Administrative Procedure, it
must follow the procedures proscribed in the Texas Government Code. Id.
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Id.
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SBOE Operating Rules Amended 1-31-17, TEX. EDUC. AGENCY (2017),
http://tea.texas.gov/About_TEA/Leadership/State_Board_of_Education/SBOE_Meetings/
SBOE_Operating_Rules_Amended_1-31-17.
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affect any changes within the rules.186 This raises a procedural issue: if the
SBOE, governed by the TAC which outlines notice and comment
requirements, fails to adhere to the requirements, what happens? The
adopted rule might be voidable and potentially give rise to a due process
claim.187 Further, if the SBOE is allowing comments but failing to meet the
notice requirements, then minority students and their allies cannot properly
advocate to rectify any harm or bias.188
A due process violation can occur if there are substantive laws proposed
by an agency that do not adhere to the notice and comment standards, as
people are being stripped of their right to protect their interests and
comment on the new rules.189 There are two components: notice and
comment.190 If one of these elements is missing then its likely due process
rights are being violated.191 There were notices and comments for TEC
amendments (2010) to social studies TEKS. 192 The comments submitted
ranged from objecting to how the Ku Klux Klan was addressed to stating
that Aesop’s Fables are more appropriate for language arts instead of social
studies curriculum.193 Generally, the responses to the comments were “The
SBOE disagreed and determined the TEKS were adequate.”194 It is
important to look at the submitted comments and proposals and compare
that document to the finally implemented TEKS to see what was actually
adopted from the notice and comment procedure. For the social studies
curriculum updates in 2010, there was an outpouring of comments for one
particular area:
Comment. Two hundred and seventy-two community members
expressed concern that the history of the civil rights movement is
being rewritten and that atrocities committed in the United States by
groups such as the Ku Klux Klan are being ignored. Response. The
186
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SBOE disagreed and determined that the history of the civil rights
movement was appropriately addressed. 195
There are two questions to keep in mind when checking to see if any
comments or suggestions were implemented: Is one political side having
more bargaining power than the other? If comments aren’t taken seriously,
then is the notice and comment requirement a shell of the law? Looking at
the comments that specifically addressed curriculum changes relating to
African-American and Latino histories, the SBOE declined to implement
any of the suggested revisions.196 The SBOE responded to almost every
comment in this subject area as being already adequately addressed. 197 The
issue of the SBOE disregarding most of the comments and refusing to
implement change, particularly on topics that disproportionately affect
minority students, also raises questions about whether an Equal Protection
claim is viable.
Due process claims brought against an agency for violating the notice
and comment standards would be the most effective cause of action against
the SBOE and would bring about actual, institutional change.198 It has the
potential to elicit real change to the curriculum updating process and could
remedy some of the damage already done to minority students who began
using the biased textbooks in the fall of 2015.199 This would cast the farthest
net over the SBOE and textbook implementation processes; it is the best
chance at achieving educational justice for minority students. Due Process
claims typically render immediate action, especially when the violation is
committed by a state agency against public education students or a protected
class of students. As mentioned previously, due process rights being
infringed upon by failure to adhere to notice and comment standards
dawdles over the line into equal protection claims.
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E. Equal Protection Clause Cause of Action
The 14th Amendment of the United States Constitution states:
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to
the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the
State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty,
or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. 200
The last sentence of the 14th Amendment is the Equal Protection
Clause. This particular clause has been used numerous times as standing
for lawsuits suing educational entities on the basis of discrimination.201
There are some educational rights extended to citizens within the United
States, depending on each respective state’s constitution202 which may be
violated by discriminating against a group of individuals based on their race,
ethnicity, religion or sexual orientation.203 The function of the Equal
Protection Clause is to ensure that citizens are treated equally and fairly
under the administration of laws.204 Thus, any time a specific piece of
legislation regarding educational policy discriminates directly or in effect

200

U.S. CONST. amend. XIV § 1.
See generally Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244 (2003) (upholding a race-based
admission process into the Michigan University School of Law); Grutter v. Bollinger,
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Tomorrow, AM. BAR. ASS’N: GP SOLO (2014),
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against a protected class, there could be standing for an Equal Protection
cause of action.205
F. Issues Concerning Standing and Damages
It is harder to prove injury in a case of racial discrimination. The
standard most likely to be applied to race discrimination via textbooks is the
Brown v. Board of Education standard. The standard used in the Brown
decision is disparate impact, which means a law or regulation discriminates
in effect and can make a minority group feel inferior to other groups of
people.206 There are also issues of damages that arise from the previously
proposed causes of action against the SBOE. First, it is hard to propose a
remedy that could rectify the damage done to minority students in Texas
and beyond. Luckily, we can again turn to the Brown decision to see that
changing current law can offer one source of remedy as well as eliminating
obstacles that were preventing African-American students from receiving
an adequate, equal education.207 As applied to the current context, the
obstacles facing minority students in Texas regarding discriminatory
textbooks are the processes of amending curriculum and publishers
pandering to the SBOE’s TEKS. Arguably, each of those two processes
could be directed to be changed by the legislature as a remedy for the
aforementioned suits. Further, with the educational malpractice claim being
a tort suit, it is likely the plaintiffs bringing suit could be awarded punitive
damages as long as they have proper standing to bring the suit, and can get
around the obstacle of governmental immunity. 208
V.

Policy Considerations for Causes of Action Against The
State Board of Education

Education malpractice cases have outlined strong policy considerations
against allowing students to sue on these claims.209 For example, courts
fear that this would hinder educational processes by allowing each and
every student to have standing for a claim that the educator or school district
inadequately educated that particular student.210 Not only would that
threshold be a high burden to overcome for the student, but there are rarely
205
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appropriate remedies available for such a claim, which also makes the
courts hesitant to uphold education malpractice suits.211
Equal protection cases have a better chance at success because, while
there is policy against opening the floodgates of lawsuits against Texas
education agencies, the negative considerations are outweighed by the
necessity to uphold the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution.212
The constitutional protections afforded to students being infringed upon by
state agencies will almost always allow the student to challenge the state’s
policies for discrimination.213 The fact that the Texas constitution features
a guaranteed right to education shows the state’s interest in providing
efficient, equal educational opportunities are of utmost importance. 214
Courts have proceeded with caution when a school district or educator is
sued or charged with sanctions for their actions towards students;215 this is
observably from the judicial system’s reluctance to implement an education
malpractice cause of action.216 Judicially, the possibility of detrimental
floodgates of litigation ensuing against school districts and educators are a
great fear.217 However, that does not have to be the case. By allowing
minority students to have standing and seek legal recourse against the higher
institutions like the TEA and the SBOE, the court system would avoid many
of the negative policy impacts of education-related lawsuits.
CONCLUSION
The State Board of Education and Texas Education Agency are
discriminating against minority students by implementing excessively
biased content in public education textbooks. The social studies textbooks
are discriminatory because they contain a white-centric and conservative
bias that sends a message to minority students that their culture’s history is
less important than the cultural histories of white students, or even that their
culture’s history is nonexistent. These biased textbooks perpetuate racial
stereotypes in public schools and subject minority students to severe
discrimination.218 Not only are minority students facing discrimination,
211
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biased textbooks can have detrimental, long lasting effects.219 For example,
devaluing an entire minority population’s contributions to society can help
facilitate the school-to-prison pipeline, produce lower self-esteem for
minority students, and falsely inflate perceptions of white Americans’
history.220 Minority students should be able to seek legal recourse against
the SBOE for the way public education textbooks have whitewashed their
race’s history. While there are challenges facing plaintiffs bringing a cause
of action against the SBOE, it is not impossible for minority students to seek
legal recourse for these whitewashed books. The routes to bring a cause of
action against SBOE include bringing a cause of action for statutory
violations,221education malpractice,222due process, or even equal protection
claims.223 As for most lawsuits, their success will hinge on being able to
prove standing and damages.
The current political climate is changing and we may be on the brink of
a new civil rights era.224 The culmination of advocacy for minority groups
and widespread recognition of institutionalized racism and oppression will
likely contribute to Texas’ textbook content being scrutinized under close
watch.225 Given the national attention the 2010 amendments garnered, it is
probable the SBOE will be pressured to adopt a different system that is less
biased along political ideologies. For example, the Texas Legislature could
convene a panel of experts, professors, and other educators to help guide
the SBOE in amending TEKS in a way that does not inject Evangelical
Christian biases into publicly disseminated educational materials.
Law, AUSTIN CHRONICLE (Dec. 31, 2010), http://www.austinchronicle.com/news/201012-31/naacp-and-lulac-texas-education-system-violates-federal-law.
219
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There are a few scenarios that could result from the crossroads the
SBOE is currently facing with backlash over social studies curriculum.
First, the SBOE could continue on the route they are going—which is
permeating public textbooks with conservative and religious biases. This
option would likely result in an overwhelming ousting of the current
members in favor of a more moderate Board. Secondly, the SBOE could
require the publishers to provide supplements to the current instructional
materials that adequately cover minority histories and rectify the
discrimination against minority students. The third possible, and most
likely, outcome is that minority students begin bringing lawsuits against the
SBOE and TEA for the discrimination they are experiencing as a result of
biased history (and other) textbooks. This option, while unprecedented for
now, would not be a far reach to expect in the near future. There are more
advocates for minority students and organizations like National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (“NAACP”) and League of United
Latin American Citizens (“LULAC”) have already attempted to intervene
in Texas’ curriculum updates.226 It is easy to predict this is a storm of
litigation brewing and eventually the biases will have to be rectified. With
the current political climate and new civil rights era, it is not unrealistic to
expect whitewashed history books to elicit vitriol from social justice
advocates everywhere.
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BLACK DEATH
Shannon Prince*
INTRODUCTION
In her article “Writing the Living Law: American Indian Literature as
Legal Narrative,” Amelia V. Katanski argues, “American Indian writers not
only respond to the socio-legal context in which they write, but also their
texts engage with and actively participate in the process of lawmaking, legal
interpretation, and policymaking.”1 As I will discuss here, the texts of
African American writers do so as well. In this essay, I shall focus on how
Toni Morrison’s novel, Home, addresses the “troubling tradition” of
medical experimentation on African Americans,2 situating my exploration
within both Morrison’s corpus and African American literature at large as
well as American legal and medical history.
Katanski observes the “univocal story of federal Indian law is not the
only legal narrative at work in Indian country, and the counter narratives of
resistant and remembering indigenous communities provide access to a
wide range of customary legal practices and alternative definitions of
sovereignty and justice.”3 African Americans are not analogous to
American Indians in the sense they do not constitute a domestically
dependent nation from which arises a body of law similar to federal Indian
law. Nor, due to the brutal process of forced deracination that occurred
during slavery, do African Americans have access to indigenous African
customary legal practices. However, African American communities do
have para-legal justice systems as well as “alternative definitions of
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Amelia V. Katanski, Writing the Living Law: American Indian Literature as Legal
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sovereignty and justice,”4 and African American literature provides a
window into these structures and lexicons.
Informed by literature, this note argues the negrophobia in America’s
legal system is not vanishing but morphing – a phenomenon Home is just
the latest in a series of Morrison works to remark upon. This note seeks to
provide a literary tour through aspects of prejudice Morrison and other
African American writers have observed while complementing black
authors’ artistic depictions of the criminal justice system with legal
scholarship.
I.

ANATOMY

I shall begin this note by summarizing Home before describing how the
novel reveals the ways law and medicine worked and continue to work
together to dehumanize African Americans. Next, I will discuss how such
dehumanization is voiced though the novel’s usage of African American
Vernacular English. At that point, I will provide timelines of how the legal
and medical systems oppress African Americans and explore how these
histories have forced African Americans into a non-human environmental
pose– a pose depicted not only in Home but across Morrison’s corpus and
the larger African American canon. I shall also explore how other
demographic factors such as class, gender, age, and military status affect
the African American experience with oppression. Towards the note’s end,
I shall take up Morrison’s depictions of bioethical doctors before
concluding with a Critical Race Theory reading of Morrison’s body of
work.
When Home begins, the protagonist, an African American Korean War
veteran named Frank Money, has been confined to the psychiatric ward of
a Midwestern hospital on account of one of his Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder-induced rages. Having received a mysterious message from a
woman he has never met, saying his sister Cee is near death, Frank escapes
the hospital and travels to the Jim Crow south to rescue her. Upon reaching
her, he learns that, without her informed consent,5 Cee has become the
subject of medical experimentation. Frank absconds with Cee and returns
with her to their hometown, Lotus, Georgia, where the community

4

Id.

5
African Americans have a history of being made subject to medical experimentation
without their consent.
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matriarchs use techniques from their folk tradition to heal both her body and
soul.6
II.

INTERLOCK(E)ING LAW AND MEDICINE

For the African American characters in Home, the justice system holds
no legitimacy. The protagonist Frank Money muses in the first pages of the
novel that before beginning his journey to rescue his sister Cee – whom he
has learned is in some sort of yet unspecified trouble – he must acquire a
pair of shoes:
Walking anywhere in winter without shoes would guarantee
his being arrested and back in the ward until he could be
sentenced for vagrancy. Interesting law, vagrancy, meaning
standing outside or walking without clear purpose
anywhere…. Better than most, he knew that being out-side
wasn’t necessary for legal or illegal disruption. You could
be inside, living in your own house for years, and still, men
with or without badges but always with guns could force
you, your family, your neighbors to pack up and move—
with or without shoes.7
The quote depicts Money’s view of law enforcement as racist, classist,
and risible. For African Americans under this legal regime, criminality is
ontological; it is extremely difficult to conform one’s behavior to the
unreasonable constraints of the law since blackness, rather than any
particular deed, is the law’s target. Nor is it possible for blacks to secure
their protection under the law. Thus “legal disruption” can occur even if
one is upon one’s own property. I think here of African American Harvard
University Professor Henry Louis Gates Jr., arrested for “breaking into” his
own abode.8 Conversely, whiteness confers quasi-legal authority, the ability
to legally -- or illegally yet efficaciously -- deprive African Americans of
their property. Thus, law permits white criminality and promotes black
criminality. Whites are allowed to steal via the de facto or de jure legal
displacement of blacks, and blacks are, as a result, forced into the criminal
position of vagrancy.

6

TONI MORRISON, HOME 9 (Alfred A. Knopf, 2012).
Id.
8
MORRISON, supra note 5, at 12; see also Abby Goodnough, Harvard Professor
Jailed; Officer is Accused of Bias, N.Y. TIMES (July 20, 2009)
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/21/us/21gates.html.
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Uncannily and tragically, both Money, thinking in the Korean War era,
and Morrison, publishing in 2012, speak prophetically to the irrationality
the sight of black men walking “wrong” can arouse in legal officials and
their proxies. Trayvon Martin, walking in a hooded sweater, would die in
February 2012 at the hands of a gun-toting white Hispanic neighborhood
watchman, Martin’s practical choice of clothing -- it was raining -- along
with his melanin cited as proof of his criminality in public discourse. 9
In the scene I discuss, Morrison provides a fictional depiction of a
historical reality. As Douglas Blackmon notes in Slavery by Another Name:
The Re-enslavement of Black People in America from the Civil War to
World War II:
Vagrancy, the offense of a person not being able to prove at
a given moment that he or she is employed, was a new and
flimsy concoction dredged up from legal obscurity at the end
of the nineteenth century by the state legislatures of Alabama
and other southern states. It was capriciously enforced by
local sheriffs and constables, adjudicated by mayors and
notaries public, recorded haphazardly or not at all in court
records, and, most tellingly in a time of massive
unemployment among all southern men, was reserved
almost exclusively for black men.10
Home throws the absurdity of the legal system into further relief as the
reader discovers that while the law punishes black vagrancy it does even
more than previously disclosed to help create it. An African American
character, Lily, is denied the right to rent an apartment in the neighborhood
she desires by an error-ridden rule that reads, “No part of said property
hereby conveyed shall ever be used or occupied by a Hebrew or by any
person of the Ethiopian, Malay or Asiactic race excepting only employ-ees
in domestic service.”11 This rule is, like the novel’s treatment of vagrancy,
a fictional depiction of a historical (even beyond the era of Home) legal
reality with a long precedent including sixteenth and seventeenth European
laws that subjected vagrants to flogging and imprisonment in “houses of
9
WASHINGTON, supra note 2, at 118; see also LISA BLOOM, SUSPICION NATION: THE
INSIDE STORY OF THE TRAYVON MARTIN INJUSTICE AND WHY WE CONTINUE TO REPEAT
IT (Counterpoint, Feb. 25, 2014); Geraldo Rivera, Trayvon Martin Would Be Alive but for
His Hoodie, FOX NEWS (Mar. 23, 2012)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/03/23/trayvon-martins-hoodie-and-georgezimmerman-share-blame.html.
10
DOUGLAS BLACKMON, SLAVERY BY ANOTHER NAME: THE RE-ENSLAVEMENT OF
BLACK PEOPLE IN AMERICA FROM THE CIVIL WAS TO WORLD WAR II 1 (Doubleday, 2008).
11
MORRISON, supra note 6, at 73 (emphasis added).
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correction;” the Jacksonville, Florida ordinance anti-vagrancy ordinance
struck down in Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville;, post-Papachristou
laws against “aggressive begging, sidewalk-sitting; and urban camping;”12
and, most relevant to our purposes here, Black Codes. Restrictive covenants
barring non-whites from purchasing or occupying real estate were not struck
down until 1948 when the Supreme Court ruled them illegal in Shelley v.
Kraemer.13
But let us return to the novel’s beginning. Just a few pages after Money
mentally plans his journey to Cee, the reader learns that not only is the legal
system corrupt but the medical system is as well. When Reverend John
Locke learns Frank has escaped from a local hospital, he comments that the
hospital sells bodies to a medical school, explaining “doctors need to work
on the dead poor so they can help the live rich.”14 Questioning Money
further, Locke asks “how’d you end up in the hospital ‘stead of jail? That’s
where most barefoot, half-dressed folks go.” 15 Locke is fictionally
commenting on what Harriet Washington, author of Medical Apartheid:
The Dark History of Medical Experimentation on Black Americans from
Colonial Times to the Present, notes was a historical and “long-standing
preference for African American [deceased] bodies” for anatomical
dissection and display. 16 The criminal justice system and the medical
system, having both been excoriated within a few pages of each other at the
novel’s beginning, are here elided. The hospital is not where one goes to be
treated but to be punished. Nor is it where one goes of one’s own accord
but, like jail, where one ends up. In fact, when Money posits he was perhaps
sent to the hospital because he was bleeding, Locke suggests, “They must
have thought you was dangerous. If you was just sick they’d never let you
in.”17 Not only are the criminal and medical systems oppressive – they are
twinned, interchangeable and interwoven with each other. From this point
on, the twinned abusiveness of the legal system and the medical system run
like blood red threads throughout the book.
This twinning is prefigured in African American literature as early as
1900, for example in Paul Laurence Dunbar’s poem “The Haunted Oak” in
which an innocent African American man is lynched by a minister, doctor,
12

LEONARD O. FELDMAN, CITIZENS WITHOUT SHELTER: HOMELESSNESS,
DEMOCRACY, AND POLITICAL EXCLUSION 31, 34, 36 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
2004).
13
Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 23 (1948).
14
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16
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15
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and judge.18 Such twinning occurs in real life as well -- Washington reminds
us that “[b]etween 1988 and April 1991, the New York City health
commissioner ordered thirty-three tuberculosis patients to be held in
hospitals against their will until they were no longer infectious. Seventynine percent were black.”19
Locke’s name is an allusion to philosopher-physician John Locke. The
historical Locke’s work, like Morrison’s in Home, traversed the terrain of
both law and medicine, and the presence of a character named for him right
at the novel’s outset alerts the reader that the work will take up and unite
these themes. As George Sabine notes, Locke progressively articulated the
idea the government only has legitimacy through the consent of the
governed, and, as Sabine summarizes, felt that “civil power can have no
right except as this is derived from the individual right of each man to
protect himself and his property.” 20 Pointedly, those are the very rights that,
as Money observes just prior to meeting the character Locke, African
Americans are denied. Here, one notes Frank and Cee’s last name “Money”
is allusive, too. It calls attention to their family’s poverty, throwing into
relief how lack of social-economic status and property ownership colludes
with race in rendering one vulnerable to abuse and marginalized by civil
society.
Yet despite the philosopher-physician’s championing of the right of
men to protect themselves and their property, he also insisted “slaves… are
by right of nature subjected to the absolute dominion and arbitrary power of
their masters,” adding that slaves “cannot… be considered as any part of
civil society.” 21 Thus, the physician whose job it is to sustain life renders
slaves ontologically dead.
III.

GHOULISH GRAMMAR

The impetus for Frank’s journey to his sister is a letter he has received
that reads “Come fast. She be dead if you tarry.” 22 Given that in African
American Vernacular English “She be dead” could either mean “She is
dead” or “She will be dead,” the narrator clarifies the letter intends to state

18

PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR, The Haunted Oak, in THE COMPLETE POEMS OF PAUL
LAURENCE DUNBAR (Dodd Mead & Company, 1913).
19
WASHINGTON, supra note 2, at 326.
20
GEORGE SABINE, A HISTORY OF POLITICAL THEORY 532 (Henry Holt and Company,
1937).
21
MARTIN COHEN, PHILOSOPHICAL TALES 105 (Blackwell Publishing, 2008).
22
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“she’s alive but sick, very sick.” 23 But, by giving the reader Money’s
context-based interpretation of the tense of the clause, Morrison highlights
the verb’s other rendering. Cee is in danger of biological death, but she is
already socially dead. The grammar of mainstream English could not create
a sentence that articulated, with one verb, someone’s ontological present
death and conditional future biological death. African American grammar
is needed to articulate the contradictions of blacks’ status.
Thus, Home presents a world of inversions and multiplicities where a
clause such as “She be dead” may be true and false, present and conditional
tense, at the same time. For the living dead of this world, the infrastructure
of civil society is equally paradoxical. The legal system merely legitimizes
injustice while the medical system is dedicated to white health and
indifferent or even hostile to the wellness of blacks. 24 In fact, society
requires black death both social and biological – effected by “incarceration”
in both jails and hospitals to protect white public safety, displacement to
sate white greed, and medical experimentation on the living black
ontologically dead as well as on biologically dead black cadavers to develop
science that may be used in the service of white longevity.
While the author alludes to Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein later in the text,
the society depicted in Home is far more akin to Bram Stoker’s Dracula.
This white supremacist society both literally preys on black flesh and
metaphorically feeds off black humanity to sustain itself. African Canadian
poet Claire Harris’ persona, in her poem Drawing Down a Daughter, thinks
of the Caribbean and wonders whether “green is riotous / threatens
numberless armies of thin / spears forever poking from fecund earth / as if
three centuries of pain / grief and early dying / ensures an eternal rage in
fertility.”25 Just as Harris’ persona suggests black suffering is the compost
responsible for environmental lushness, Home presents it as the grease that
oils the gears of a racist culture.

23
24

Id. at 34.

A notorious example of this indifference is the Tuskegee Study of Untreated
Syphilis in the Negro Male in which African American men, led to be informed they
were being treated for syphilis, were actually having the course of their untreated syphilis
monitored. This egregious human rights violation inspired the National Research Act and
the Office for Human Research Protections.
25
CLAIRE HARRIS, DRAWING DOWN A DAUGHTER 20 (Goose Lane Editions, 1st ed.,
1992).
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THE STRANGE (LEGAL) CAREER OF JIM CROW

In his treatment of another of Morrison’s books Beloved, Dennis Childs
argues the penal system extends blacks’ social death from slavery through
the present day.26 Thus, blacks’ ontological state is always a function of law
– first through the property regime, then the criminal justice regime -- just
as their humanity is a function of biology. In Home, legal and medical
systems work hand in hand towards the literal and epistemological deaths
of blacks. One ought to expect to find entwined racist legal and medical
histories in a nation whose founding was based unjust laws rooted in
biology and pseudo-biology -- biology in the sense that the
interchangeability of physiological blackness and enslave-ability initially
and vulnerability to criminalization later depended on melanin and other
phenotypical markers and pseudo-biology in the sense that race is a social
construction often mistaken for a scientific one.
Legal history limns Childs assertion. Blackmon describes how slavery
was replaced by “black codes” designed to perpetuate the racial caste
system by criminalizing such behaviors as “changing employers without
permission” and talking loudly with white women.27 The criminalizing of
black behavior – really of black being – reflected the fact that “[b]y 1900,
the South’s judicial system had been wholly reconfigured to make one of
its primary purposes the coercion of African Americans to comply with the
social customs and labor demands of whites.”28 The legal system, as
Blackmon notes, reconstructed the peculiar institution.
Paul Butler’s tracing of how anti-drug law has been anti-minority law
from the nineteenth system through the present day serves as a synecdoche
for the bigotry of the criminal justice system at large. He describes how the
criminalization of drugs arose out of the sinophobic belief “Chinese men
were using opium to seduce white women.” 29 Cocaine was criminalized in
the early twentieth century after “[a]legations spread that black cocaine
‘fiends’ were raping white women or going on murderous sprees while they
were high on the drug.” Later, marijuana was prohibited based on the fear
that it made Mexicans “crazy.” 30 Legislation continued to be used to enforce
racial inequity in the post-Civil Rights era. For example, as Marc Mauer
Dennis Childs, “You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet”: Beloved, the American Chain Gang,
and the Middle Passage Remix, 61 AM. Q. 271–294 (2009).
26
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29
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30
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28
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noted in Race to Incarcerate, a study on “changes in state prison populations
between 1971 and 1991… concluded that by 1990… the size of a state’s
black population was an even stronger predictor of the prison population
than the rate of violent crime.”31
And Michelle Alexander explains how the current legal system comes
nearly full circle to render African Americans ontologically dead:
Rather than rely on race, we use our criminal justice system
to label people of colors ‘criminals’ and then engage in all
the practices we supposedly left behind. Today it is perfectly
legal to discriminate against African Americans. Once
you’re labeled a felon, the old forms of discrimination—
employment discrimination, housing discrimination, denial
of the right to vote, denial of educational opportunity, denial
of food stamps and other public benefits, and exclusion from
jury service—are suddenly legal.32
Today, the United States exists in a state of mass incarceration.33 As
Alexander notes, no other country in the world imprisons such a high
proportion of its population. As one might expect, this system of mass
incarceration has a large racial component: “The United States imprisons a
larger percentage of its black population than South Africa did at the height
of apartheid.”34 As Fareed Zakaria observed in a Time article on April 12,
2012, the War on Drugs is the engine of American mass incarceration. But
despite the fact African Americans do not commit drug crimes at higher
rates than whites,35 blacks constitute nearly one third of people arrested for
breaking drug laws and almost forty percent of those imprisoned for drug
crimes36 while only making up 12.2% of the population.37 As Human
Rights Watch noted in one of its reports, “Because of their extraordinary
rate of incarceration, one in every 20 black men over the age of 18 is in a
31

MARC MAUER, RACE TO INCARCERATE 52 (The New Press, Revised ed., 1992).

32

MICHELLE ALEXANDER, THE NEW JIM CROW: MASS INCARCERATION IN THE AGE OF
COLORBLINDNESS 2 (The New Press, 2010).
33
Mass Incarceration in the U.S.A., AMNESTY INT’L, http://www.amnestyusa.org/ourwork/issues/military-police-and-arms/police-and-human-rights/mass-incarceration-in-theusa (last viewed Apr. 18, 2017)
34
ALEXANDER, supra note 32, at 6.
35
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36
The Drug War, Mass Incarceration and Race, Drug Policy Alliance (June 2015),
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37
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state or federal prison, compared to one in every 180 whites.” 38
Furthermore, nine percent of black adults of both sexes are either confined,
on probation, or on parole – only two percent of white adults are.39
Recent events in Ferguson, Missouri vividly illustrate the way bias in
the legal system is ever contemporary. Volatile protests occurred in
Ferguson after a white police officer killed a black unarmed teenager.40 As
scholars noted in the Harvard Law Review, many of the townspeople
viewed the killing as the last indignity they could bear to endure at the hands
of the legal system.41 Ferguson had excessively fined its residents for
transgressions such as small traffic violations and offenses as trivial as
signing up for the wrong trash collection service. 42 Those who could not
afford to pay – not a small number in a town with a median income of
$20,472 -- found themselves fined for that failure, too, and ultimately
arrested, jailed, and billed for each night of their confinement. In this
manner, the resources of the poor were appropriated to supply the second
largest source of municipal funding.43 But all Ferguson’s citizens were not
preyed upon equally – as Matt Apuzzo reported in a March 1, 2015 New
York Times article, the Department of Justice found African Americans
were disproportionately targeted for fines and arrests.44 In the twenty-first
century, during the tenure of a black president, African Americans in
Ferguson were punished for their penury just as their forefathers had been
criminalized during the eighteenth century for vagrancy. Whether a
contemporary Ferguson citizen is being jailed for picking the wrong trash
collector45 or her nineteenth century analog was being held captive for
speaking loudly with a white woman,46 harsh discipline of silly offenses
allows blackness to be ever penalized.
Morrison’s corpus reflects the assertions and observations of legal
scholars by presenting the racist criminal justice system as an enduring
feature of American society beginning with Beloved, a story of slavery,
38
Incarceration and Race, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH,
https://www.hrw.org/reports/2000/usa/Rcedrg00-01.htm (last viewed Apr. 18, 2017),
39
Id.
40
Cassandra Vinograd, Shooting of Michael Brown Sparks Riots in Ferguson,
Missouri, NBC NEWS (Aug. 11, 2014, 1:42p.m.)
http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/michael-brown-shooting/shooting-michael-brownsparks-riots-ferguson-missouri-n177481.
41
Policing and Profit, 128 HARV. L. REV. 1723, 1724 (2015).
42
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43
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continuing on in Home, set in the Korean War era, and being perpetuated
through Love, Morrison’s 2003 novel set in the present day. Love depicts a
juvenile hall administrator who sexually preys on the inmates and is
protected by his colleagues.47 Junior, the adolescent African American girl
whom the administrator tried to victimize, is punished for defending herself.
V.

HYPOCRITICAL HIPPOCRATES

While the legal system ensured the social inferiority of racial minorities
in general and African Americans in particular, the medical system
dehumanized
African Americans as well. As Harriet A. Washington states in Medical
Apartheid, “Dangerous, involuntary, and nontherapeutic experimentation
upon African Americans has been practiced widely and documented
extensively at least since the eighteenth century.” 48 She curates for the
reader a horrific timeline of “experimental abuse and exploitation of African
Americans in early American medicine . . . up until the Tuskegee Syphilis
Study, which began in 1932” to “the period from the early twentieth century
to the present day in a roughly chronological manner” in which “children,
soldiers, and hospital patients [were] used in research conducted by
institutions ranging from the federal government to private corporations.”49
In terms of the “recent history of medical research with African
Americans,” Washington directs our attention to abuses being investigated
“at more than sixty research centers” and “experimentation-related deaths
at premier universities,” to the plight of subjects who:
[W]ere given experimental vaccines known to have
unacceptably high lethality, were enrolled in experiments
without their consent or knowledge, were subjected to
surreptitious surgical and medical procedures while
unconscious, injected with toxic substances, deliberately
monitored rather than treated for deadly ailments, excluded
from lifesaving treatments, or secretly farmed for tissues that
were used to perfect technologies such as infectious-disease
tests.50
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Morrison draws the reader’s attention to the socio- biological
dimensions of life and death when the wife of the doctor to whom Cee
becomes both employee and victim states of her husband, “He’s no Dr.
Frankenstein.”51 The character is not lying. Dr. Frankenstein creates life
from death. Mrs. Scott’s husband Dr. Beau nearly creates biological death
from sociological death. Mrs. Scott is attempting to comfort Cee, but her
words are an inadvertent warning -- Dr. Beau is not going to endow Cee
with ontological life. He will not socially resurrect her. And far from
animating her flesh, he will almost annihilate it. The difference between Dr.
Beau and Frankenstein is highlighted by the presence of a “Frank” in the
story. Frank is a Dr. Frankenstein in the sense that he rescues Cee from
death and facilitates the revitalization of her life force. The only parallel
between Dr. Frankenstein and Dr. Beau is that neither sees the subject of
his experiments as human. Dr. Beau conceives of Cee as what
Frankenstein’s Creature literally is – a collection of parts.
But Mrs. Scott says something else of import in her first interaction with
Cee. “His inventions help people.”52 Obviously, Dr. Beau’s attempts to
improve the speculum by experimenting on Cee do not help her. But, in Dr.
Beau’s mind, not only is Cee not ontologically alive – not philosophically
different from the black cadavers the hospital sends to the medical school –
but she’s also not, in a racist taxonomy, human. “People” – the ones Dr.
Beau helps – are the ones Lockes refers to as the “live rich.”53
V. GREEN LIKE ME
The very beginning of the novel provides additional context for Mrs.
Scott’s statement. At the novel’s opening, Frank describes a childhood
memory of him and his sister watching horses fight each other.54 Again and
again, Frank repeats that the horses rose and stood like men, i.e. on their
back hooves alone.55 In African American Frank’s capacious view, horses
are akin to men. In contrast, the white Dr. Beau pushes Cee beyond the
borders of the human species by treating her as a laboratory rat.
Yet upon their return from viewing the horses, Cee and Frank come
upon another notable sight. They watch some men “pull a body from a
wheelbarrow and throw it into a hole already waiting.” To their horror,
“[o]ne foot stuck up over the edge and quivered, as though it could get out.”
51
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Frank and Cee watch the men “drive the jerking foot down to join the rest
of itself.” Frank notes, “When she saw that black foot… being whacked into
the grave, her whole body began to shake.”56
It is here, after encountering the paradox of personified horses, the
reader first encounters living death in the novel – in the form of a black
person being buried alive. Even as Frank realizes the individual is alive, he
speaks of the person as if he or she were dead. He describes not a person
but a “body,” then reminisces about a foot that is made to join “itself.”
“Itself” is a word for a corpse – or an animal. Tellingly, once Frank and Cee
can no longer see the foot shaking, Cee immediately begins to,
foreshadowing how she will take up this victim’s role as a living corpse just
as she took up his or her trembling.57
Frank concludes the passage by remarking, “Since you’re set on telling
my story, whatever you think and whatever your write down, know this. I
really forgot about the burial. I only remembered the horses. They were so
beautiful. So brutal. And they stood like men.”58 Why is this so urgently
necessary to remember? The detail is essential because Frank remembers
the benign lesson while forgetting the horrific one – that while black and
rust-colored animals may be embraced as something akin to human, black
and rust-colored humans may be denied their humanity and their ontological
and biological lives. It is this lesson he re-learns once Cee becomes Dr.
Beau’s victim.
The idea that animals can usurp the tenuous humanity, particularly the
manhood, of African Americans also appears in Beloved. After Paul D, a
slave, is leashed like an animal, he happens to see the plantation’s proud
and unrestrained rooster, the portentously named “Mister,” whom he feels
is granted more humanity than himself.59 Contemporary African American
discourse also observes how animals seem to take the place of blacks as
worthy of personhood and its attendant rights in the white imagination. For
example, many African American commentators lamented how Walter
Palmer’s killing of a protected lion, anthropomorphically named Cecil, in
Zimbabwe aroused a greater public condemnation from whites than had a
near constant spate extra-judicial slayings of unarmed black men and boys
since 2012.
Morrison’s conflation of humanity and non-humanity in Home becomes
more explicit later on. The horse fight/burial scene takes place under a
56
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“cantaloupe” moon.60 The next time melons appear in the text, Sarah, Dr.
Beau’s housekeeper, is considering their gender. She and Cee remark that
female melons are the sweetest, and the chapter closes with a disturbing
sentence: “Sarah slid a long, sharp knife from a drawer and, with intense
anticipation of the pleasure to come, cut the girl in two.”61 Like the horses,
the melon is the recipient of human language. It not only has gender but is
referred to as a girl. But just as the horses seem to usurp the humanity of
the murder victim in the book’s opening scene, the reader soon learns that
while a melon can be a girl, a girl can be dehumanized into a melon sliced
open for another’s pleasure.
The disturbing congruence between non-human and human forms of
nature, particularly between plants and African Americans, appears in
Morrison’s earlier work. In Beloved, the slave Sethe develops scars that
resemble a chokecherry tree after a merciless beating. 62 In fact, throughout
black literature, plant life is used as a metaphor for the voicelessness and
vulnerability of ontological black death. Thus Lucille Clifton insists in an
unnamed poem “being property once myself / i have a feeling for it, / that’s
why I can talk about environment.”63 Like Money, Clifton humanizes and
genders the non-human, asserting “What wants to be a tree / ought to be he
can be it.” The protagonist of The Color Purple, like Cee, ontologically dead
for reasons of gender in addition to race and class describes the way she
endures domestic violence thusly: “It all I can do not to cry. I make myself
wood. I say to myself, Celie, you a tree. That’s how come I know trees fear
man.”64
One particular tale merits a more in depth analysis. In Charles
Chesnutt’s story “Po’ Sandy” the narrator, Julius, tells a patently fictional
story to call attention to the fact that species is a category that is not merely
a matter of biology, but can also be constructed by legal fictions. “Ef you'll
des say de word, I kin turn yer ter w'ateber yer wanter be, en yer kin stay
right whar yer wanter, ez long ez yer mineter,” a conjure woman tells the
slave Sandy.65 She offers to change his lived reality of species from human
to that of a rabbit, wolf, or “mawkin’bird” before ultimately making him
60
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into a pine tree.66 These fantastic possible literal transformations are a
metaphor for the actual taxonomic power of transformation owners had over
socially dead slaves -- slavery itself transformed African Americans from
human to non-human by making them commodities. As Lawrence Buell
remarks in The Future of Environmental Criticism, “Personhood is defined
for better or worse by environmental entanglement. Whether individual or
social, being doesn’t stop at the border of the skin.”67 This is all the more
true if one is a slave.
Tenie’s fictional transformation of Sandy into a form of nature parallels
how European Americans had the legal ability to dehumanize African
Americans and (mis)treat them as if they were no more than a resource like
wood. Thus, when Ruffin describes how “[e]xperienced with the triumphs
and troubles of life among those at the bottom of human hierarchies, African
Americans have a keen knowledge of the ecological implications of social
systems…” she could very well be discussing Cee, Sethe, Celie, and
Julius.68
The reader recognizes the flagrant unreality of Julius’ tale of
metamorphosis. However, his story deals with a history equally
unbelievable. When Annie, Julius’ audience, responds, “What a system it
was under which such things were possible!” she voices her incredulity at
an institution dependent upon legal fictions as outlandish as anything to be
found in a fairy tale.69
When Julius describes how Sandy, in pine tree form, is cut down and
chopped up, he shows just how real legal fictions can be. Julius describes
Tenie finding “de stump standin' dere, wid de sap runnin' out'n it, en de
limbs layin' scattered roun',” and the reader is struck by how suited his
diction is to describing an act of anti-human violence.70 A “stump” can refer
to a tree or the remains of an extremity after an amputation. The sap “runs”
like blood. “Limbs” denote both tree branches and human arms and legs.
Then, at the sawmill, Tenie is tied up and forced to watch Sandy being
processed in the same way slaves were made to watch each other be tortured
and killed in order to deter them from rebellious behavior. Even though
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slaves were not literally transformed into non- human property, they
suffered physical violence as though they actually had been. Social death
sometimes led to literal death as it did for Sandy and almost did for Cee.
The story explains that Tenie’s original plan was to “devise a goopher
that would ‘turn herse’f and Sandy to foxes, er sump’n, so dey could run en
go some’rs whar dy could be free’ en lib lack w’ite folks.”71 The fact that
she intends herself and Tenie to “lib lack w’ite folks,”72 shows she will
ultimately return them to human form.
Tenie does not think to herself that, after her and Sandy escape, they
will live free as human beings have the right to do. She thinks they will be
free as only European Americans have the legal right to do. Legal fictions
have reduced the species of human to the white race. It is notable that Tenie
never explicitly states that after she turns herself and Sandy into foxes, she
will turn them again into humans. Perhaps that is because she realizes she
and Sandy can never be human (in the sense of possessing a species status
to which human rights attach) because, since the law has reduced the human
species to the white race, once they return to the African American form,
they still won’t be human.
Chesnutt takes up this theme in another one of his stories as well. In
“The Goophered Grapevine,” Chesnutt describes the transformation
undergone by Henry, a slave:
…ez soon ez de young leaves begun ter come out on de
grapevimes de ha'r begun ter grow out on Henry's head… ez
de young grapes begun ter come Henry's ha'r begun ter quirl
all up in little balls, des like dis yer reg'lar grapy ha'r… When
Henry come ter de plantation, he wuz gittin' a little ole an
stiff in de j'ints. But dat summer he got des ez spry en libely
ez any young nigger on de plantation… But de mos'
cur'ouses' thing happen' in de fall, when de sap begin ter go
down in de grapevimes. Fus', when de grapes 'uz gethered,
de knots begun ter straighten out'n Henry's h'ar; en w'en de
leaves begin ter fall, Henry's ha'r begin ter drap out; en w'en
de vimes 'uz b'ar, Henry's head wuz baller 'n it wuz in de
spring, en he begin ter git ole en stiff in de j'ints ag'in, en paid
no mo' tention ter de gals dyoin' er de whole winter.73
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This is comedic, and it is wondrous, but it is also horrific. Race slavery
makes Henry subject to the version of the punishment suffered by thieves
in the seventh Bolgia of the eight circle of Hell in Dante’s Inferno. His loss
of physical integrity, symbolized by his taking on of plant-like qualities, is
a literal manifestation of his degradation. Henry ceases to be subject to the
unidirectional decline of human senescence, instead aging and being
revitalized according to the life cycle of grapes. His biological reality
transforms to accord with what was formerly a legal fiction: his status as a
natural good. He is a grape just as Cee is a cantaloupe.
In Home, the memory of the horses haunts Frank the way horse and
human comparisons haunt others of Morrison’s characters. For example, in
The Bluest Eye, Pauline Breedlove shares the painful memory of a white
doctor commenting that she will give birth as painlessly as a horse. She
remembers not only mentally arguing for her humanity, but also
acknowledging that horses feel pain, too.74 (The scene takes place in the
years after the Great Depression, but in 2012 the Journal of Health
Disparities Research and Practice published the results of a data analysis
that indicated African American patients receive worse pain management
than white patients).75 Thus, Home is not the first instance in Morrison’s
corpus during which an African American character recognizes the
personhood of a horse and a white doctor treats an African American as
subhuman. Additionally, the name “Breedlove” incarnates the human/nonhuman dichotomy – the doctor sees Pauline as an animalistic breeder while
love is a human emotion.
Dr. Beau, a eugenicist, has a literary ancestor in Morrison’s work, the
Darwinist plantation teacher in Beloved, who traumatizes Sethe by having
his white charges make a list with “her human characteristics on the left;
her animal ones on the right.”76 Continuing the human-livestock link that
Frank and Pauline’s obstetrician forge, the teacher allows his nephews to
“milk” Sethe.77 It is the memory of the teacher’s dehumanization of her that
drives Sethe to infanticide. For Sethe, only biological death could spare her
baby from the social death that results from the confluence of racist,
dehumanizing law and bioethics. As she explains it, “If I hadn’t killed her
she would have died….”78 Just as only the vulnerability to both biological
and ontological death allows for a full interpretation of the word “be” in
74
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“She be dead,” only the recognition that social and biological life are
uncoupled for African Americans allow readers to make sense of Sethe’s
explanation.
Finally, it must be noted that in addition to the scenes taking place
during slavery, Beloved also illustrates Washington’s description of how the
medical system’s reprehensible treatment of African Americans had one of
its origins the “popular public display and imaging of black bodies” a
practice that had a “permeable membrane” with “medical display.” 79 In the
novel, the freed African American main characters visit a circus and view a
“Wild African Savage” who “shook his bars and said wa wa” 80 a figure
exhibited in a manner similar to Ota Benga, the Mbuti man displayed as an
“African Savage” in the National Zoological Gardens.81
VI.

DOUBLE JEOPARDY – RACE PLUS GENDER, CLASS, OR

MORE
While “African American” may be elided with “vulnerable,” innocence
does not automatically attach to melanin in black literature. Frank, himself,
dehumanizes another character in the book, at first in a way that seems
benign. He describes a native girl whom he saw while serving in Korea
searching for food among the American army’s trash. He watches her “paw”
the soldiers’ garbage, comparing the sight of her to “a bird feeding her
young or a hen scratching, scratching dirt for the worm she knew for sure
was buried underneath.”82 Frank describes the girl’s hand as a “tiny
starfish.” Yet despite Frank’s affection for the girl whom he compares to
his sister and himself, he shoots her in a war crime whose details he
represses for most of the book.
It is important that Frank’s experiences with the Korean girl, which
somewhat parallels Dr. Beau’s experience with Cee, take place during the
Korean War. In her essay “Heteropatriarchy and the Three Pillars of White
Supremacy: Rethinking Women of Color Organizing” Andrea Smith says
of non-whites:
Our survival strategies and resistance to white supremacy are
set by the system of white supremacy itself. What keeps us
trapped within our particular pillars of white supremacy is
79
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that we are seduced with the prospect of being able to
participate in the other pillars. For example, all non- Native
peoples are promised the ability to join the colonial project
of settling indigenous lands. All non-Black peoples are
promised that if they comply, they will not be at the bottom
of the racial hierarchy. And Black, Native, Latino, and
Asian peoples are promised that they will economically and
politically advance if they join U.S. wars to spread
‘democracy.’83
Thus, a militarized Frank renders another non-white character first
animalistic, then biologically dead. And Frank’s entrée into the army was
for the very reasons Smith advanced – to escape Lotus, Georgia, a place of
“mindless work in fields you didn’t own, couldn’t own, and wouldn’t own
if you had any other choice…. Thank the Lord for the army.” 84
In Frank’s reflection upon why he joined the army, Lotus is described
not only as a place of “mindless work” but also a place where “any kid who
had a mind would lose it.”85 It is a town where “there was no future, just
long stretches of killing time. There was no goal other than breathing,
nothing to win…” Furthermore, “[n]obody in Lotus knew anything or
wanted to learn anything.”86 Thus, the name of the town is a mythological
pharmacological allusion to the lotus-eaters of the Odyssey who were
addicted to the lotus flower and lived in narcotized indifference.
African American literature has long observed the ways individuals
oppressed along one axis but privileged along another may act as oppressors
in certain contexts. For example, in The Color Purple, Celie is essentially
marketed to her future husband Albert as though she were a piece of
livestock. Pa states he “can let you [Celie’s prospective husband] have
Celie,” using a salesman’s language. He details her gynecological and
reproductive qualities as though she were an animal: “She ain’t fresh tho,
but I spect you know that. She spoiled. Twice… And God done fixed her.
You can do everything just like you want to and she ain’t gonna make you
feed it or clothe it.” Even the verb Albert uses to describe Celie’s infertility
“fixed” is the word used for describing a spayed or neutered animal. He
also frames her as a beast of burden: “But she ain’t no stranger to hard
work.” Finally, he forces Celie to display herself to Albert’s appraising gaze
83
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as though she were an animal or a slave (a biologically human, legal animal)
being auctioned.87 Though Celie does not use figurative language to
compare her treatment to that of animals, Pa’s diction and actions make his
zoomorphism of her clear.
Yet just as the corrupt legal and medical systems converge in the
abusive experiences of African American characters, so, too, do law and
medicine come together in the section of the book in which Cee is healed
by a group of black female folk practitioners: “The women handled sickness
as though it were an affront, an illegal…” These healers also make clear
their feelings about the white dominated medical system: “Once they knew
she had been working for a doctor, the eye rolling and tooth sucking was
enough to make clear their scorn. And nothing… made them change their
minds about the medical industry.” 88 Their comments to Cee hold her
accountable for her role in her ontological and nearly biological deaths:
“Men know a slop jar when they see one,” “You ain’t a mule to be pulling
some evil doctor’s wagon,” “You a privy or a woman?” “Who told you you
was trash?” “Slop jar,” “mule,” “privy,” and “trash,” signify the forms
blacks take on when taxonomically excluded from the human species.
“Mule” is an allusion to Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were
Watching God. Nanny warns her granddaughter Janie, “Honey, de white
man is de ruler of everything as fur as Ah been able tuh find out. Maybe
it’s some place way off in de ocean where de black man is in power, but we
don’t know nothin’ but what we see. So de white man throw down de load
and tell de nigger man tuh pick it up. He pick it up because he have to, but
he don’t tote it. He hand it to his womenfolks. De nigger is de mule uh de
world so fur as Ah can see.”89
Nanny’s sociological conclusions prefigure what legal scholar Kimberlé
Williams Crenshaw refers to as “intersectionality” which is a rubric for
understanding the experiences of those at the nexus of more than one form
of oppression – in this case, race and gender. Cee, as a black woman, is
more vulnerable to a certain type of abuse – like the melon, the novel
suggests females are the most delectable to cut open – especially for doctors
who are “so interested in wombs.”90 Smith also takes an intersectional
perspective, looking at the matrix of negrophobia, orientalism, imperialism,
as well as heteronormativity and sexism. The surname Money, as
aforementioned, limns the way class, in addition to race, oppresses. Age is
87
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an additional challenge. As Miss Ethel, Cee’s primary healer, declares,
“You young and a woman and there’s serious limitation in both, but you a
person too. Don’t let… no devil doctor decide who you are. That’s
slavery.”91
Miss Ethel’s definition of slavery hearkens back to one of Sethe’s most
traumatic experiences in captivity – having the young white men on the
plantation, under the supervision of their Darwinist teacher, assigned to list
her human and animal characteristics – not being able to stop them from
deciding who she was. Miss Ethel’s definition reminds the reader that
ontological death rooted in the legal regime of slavery has the power to
transcend legal abolition as a figurative form of slavery. Additionally, Miss
Ethel echoes a personal belief of Morrison’s: “What I think the political
correctness debate is really about is the power to be able to define. The
definers want the power to name. And the defined are now taking that
power away from them.”92 Finally, Miss Ethel reminds us of one of the most
tragic acts of defining in legal history, the Dred Scott decision.
VII.

THE GOOD DOCTOR

Like Home, Morrison’s works A Mercy, Beloved, and The Bluest Eye
suggest the only medical practitioners African Americans can trust are those
who are themselves marginalized by the legal and medical system. For
example, in A Mercy there is an unnamed African character known only as
“the blacksmith” who heals a mixed race girl in 17th-century New York. In
Beloved, there is Amy Denver, a white fugitive indentured servant, who
cares for Sethe. While Amy prefigures Pauline’s obstetrician gynecologist
by asking Sethe, “What you gonna do, just lay there and foal?” 93 She also
massages Sethe’s legs and feet when Sethe is unable to walk, an act the
narrator refers to as “magic.” Amy is an inverse Dr. Beau. She correctly
identifies her labors as revitalizing, warning Sethe, “It’s gonna hurt, now….
Anything dead coming back to life hurts.”94 And, finally, in The Bluest Eye
there is M’Dear, an African American woman deemed by the narrator a
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“competent midwife and decisive diagnostician” and considered
“infallible” by her community. 95
Her practice is described in a way meant to limn her sensitivity and
expertise: “The backs of her long fingers she placed on the patient’s cheek,
then placed her palm on the forehead. She ran her fingers through the sick
woman’s hair, lightly scratching the scalp, and then looking at what the
fingernails revealed. She lifted Aunt Jimmy’s hand and looked closely at
it—fingernails, back skin, the flesh of the palm she pressed with three
fingertips. Later she put her ear on Aunt Jimmy’s chest and stomach to
listen.”96
M’Dear takes on a quasi-mythological status: “Few could remember
when M’Dear was not around. In any illness that could not be handled by
ordinary means— known cures, intuition, or endurance—the word was
always, ‘Fetch M’Dear.’” Her appearance is even larger than life: “M’Dear
loomed taller than the preacher who accompanied her. She must have been
over six feet tall. Four big white knots of hair gave power and authority to
her soft black face. Standing straight as a poker, she seemed to need her
hickory stick not for support but for communication.”97
I linger on M’Dear because she is in many ways the ultimate ideal
Morrison healer, lovingly and extensively depicted, and a prototype of those
who heal Cee -- female, black, old, skilled despite lacking formal education
in medicine, and, perhaps most importantly, embedded in and vetted by an
African American community. Her very “name,” “M’Dear,” is not a name
at all but an African American term of endearment for grandmothers and
other elderly women – a contraction of “My Dear.” M’Dear stands in stark
contrast to Dr. Beau – a white man with a medical degree living in a
segregated white community.
At the novel’s end, Cee and Frank properly bury the man whom they
saw murdered when they were children, transferring the manhood Frank
originally conferred on the horses they saw during the murder onto the
victim himself by crafting a marker that reads “Here Stands a Man.” 98
Though biologically dead, the siblings grant him an ontological afterlife.
Sethe’s reason for killing her infant daughter suggests ontological life is
only available to the biologically dead -- “If I hadn’t killed her she would
have died….” In Morrison books, characters don’t necessarily “live happily
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ever after.” At times, the most they can hope for is to live happily in the
ever after.
VIII. CRITICAL RACE (LITERARY) THEORY
Morrison’s corpus and much of the past century of African American
literature see racism as an enduring feature of American history, particularly
legal history, from 1776 through the present day. Thus, these entities affirm
the assertions of Critical Race Theory. For example, “racial realism” is a
component of Critical Race Theory that insists “racial progress is sporadic
and that people of color are doomed to experience only infrequent peaks
followed by regressions.” 99
Rather than fading away over time, Morrison’s body of work frames
racism as simply morphing. Malcolm X said, “Racism is like a Cadillac,
they bring out a new model every year.” Less colorfully, Yale Law School
legal scholar Reva Siegel referred to as “preservation through
transformation.”100 And various models of bioethical racism appear in
almost every Morrison book. In scenes from Beloved taking place during
slavery, African Americans are used as exhibits in racist Darwinist lessons.
In a scene that takes place during the Reconstruction Era, a black person is
exhibited as a savage in the circus. Later, during the post-Depression Era,
an African American woman is compared to a horse as she prepares to begin
labor in The Bluest Eye. In another Morrison novel Song of Solomon, a
black community refers to a street officially named “Doctor Street” as “Not
Doctor Street” and “call[ed] the charity hospital at its northern end No
Mercy Hospital since it was 1931… before the first colored expectant
mother was allowed to give birth inside its wards and not on its steps. The
reason for the hospital’s generosity to that particular woman was not the
fact that she was the only child of this Negro doctor, for during his entire
professional life he had never been granted hospital privileges and only two
of his patients were ever admitted to Mercy, both white.”101 Finally, in the
post- Korean War era of Home, African Americans are incarcerated in
hospitals and experimented upon without their informed consent.
Similarly, African Americans’ progression towards freedom, effected
by the Emancipation Proclamation, the 13th Amendment, and Freedmen’s
99

RICHARD DELGADO AND JEAN STEFANCIC, CRITICAL RACE THEORY: AN
INTRODUCTION 171 (NYU Press, 2nd ed., 2012).
100
E.g., ALEXANDER, supra note 32, at 21.
101
TONI MORRISON, SONG OF SOLOMON 4–5 (New York: Vintage International, 2004).
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Bureau and Reconstruction Era legislation ends the regimes of slavery and
indentured servitude illustrated in Margaret Garner (an opera for which
Morrison wrote the libretto), A Mercy and Beloved are abolished only to be
replaced by the Black Codes Money is mindful of in Home. The Equal
Protection Clause is enacted and then undermined by the housing
discrimination Lily faces. And Junior, in the present day, is as much a
victim of the criminal justice system in Love as Paul D is, trapped on a chain
gang, in Beloved.
Furthermore, as Aldalberto Aguirre, Jr. explains, “The most
distinguishing feature of CRT writings is the use of stories or first-person
accounts…. Critical race theories use storytelling as a methodological tool
for giving voice to marginalized persons and their communities.”102 It is
clear Morrison, like the other African American writers cited here, Dunbar,
Chesnutt, Hurston, and Walker, employ stories in this manner. Even though
these authors are not legal scholars, as Katanski writes, they do “engage
with and actively participate in the process of lawmaking, legal
interpretation, and policymaking.”
CONCLUSION
Morrison’s novels conclude, often somewhat hopefully, yet
protagonists of one work learn a valuable lesson or survive or save someone
else from the depredations of an unjust legal or medical system only for the
protagonists of another opus, taking place in a later era, to fall victim to the
current incarnations of legal and bioethical oppression. Thus, Morrison’s
works function not as an illustration of Martin Luther King Jr.’s arc of the
moral universe bending towards justice but the spiral of American history
continuously looping back to injustice. Furthermore, by richly illuminating
African American lives, Morrison’s works, particularly Home, unmask that
which masquerades as justice and medicine at the level of both narrative
and grammar. But her work does not stand alone. It is merely part of a two
centuries old African American testimony on American legal and medical
history known as the African American canon. These works serve to put
the legal system itself on trial. They are a creative dissent to legal structures
that have continuously failed blacks. And by focusing on the lived reality
of African Americans, Morrison and her peers prevent single issue analyses
of legal or bioethical issues – she reminds readers African Americans’
experiences with law and medicine are complicated by matters beyond race
102
Adalberto Aguirre, Jr. Academic Storytelling: A Critical Race Theory Story of
Affirmative Action, 43:2 SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 321 (2000).
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such as gender, age, class, military status, and even species. Finally, when
Morrison crafts depictions of good healers, she shows that in addition to the
literature of non-white communities exposing readers to a “wide range of
customary legal practices and alternative definitions of sovereignty and
justice” they also open a window into the world folk healing and model
exemplary healers.
Home, Morrison’s body of work, and the African American literary
canon also expose the interconnectedness of the legal and medical systems.
The medical system relies on the bio-logic of the legal system to render
black bodies vulnerable while the legal system needs a medical system
lacking in bioethics to lead pseudo-scientific credence to its discriminatory
laws. These concentric works and bodies of work serve as both remedy and
cure for legal and bioethical injustice.

INFORMAL RULEMAKING AND “SEX”: HOW THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT DEFINED GENDER IDENTITY AS “SEX
DISCRIMINATION” WHILE RELYING ON THE UNSTABLE AUER
DEFERENCE
Elisabeth Friedman*
INTRODUCTION
The Department of Education (“ED”) and the Department of Justice
(“DOJ”) have fallen into the dangerous pattern of releasing Dear Colleague
Letters (“DCLs”) to create new guidance for compliance with Title IX. The
reason they have been so blithe in distributing DCLs is because they are
much less time-consuming to create, and they can give guidance based on
what the administrative agency wants to communicate without requiring
input from third parties. Courts have mixed findings on how much
deference should be accorded to DCLs and whether the recommendations
they provide should create informal rules under the Administrative
Procedure Act (“APA”). Utilizing this uncertain rulemaking procedure has
put ED and DOJ at risk of creating guidance with no enforcement capability.
The guidance ED and DOJ have created using DCLs has begun to unravel
after the Trump Administration overturned the policy and the Supreme
Court was forced to remand G.G. v. Gloucester County School Board
(“G.G.”) back to the Fourth Circuit in light of having no guidance.
The Fourth Circuit’s interpretation of Title IX in G.G. in conjunction
with ED and DOJ’s DCL1 requiring schools to accommodate transgender
students pursuant to Title IX calls into question the power of administrative
agencies under Auer deference and begs the question: how should ED and
DOJ be addressing the issue of whether transgender students are protected
under Title IX? The DCL issued by ED and DOJ was sent to schools “with
guidelines to ensure that ‘transgender students enjoy a supportive and
*J.D., Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law, Arizona State University; M.Ed.
Secondary Education, Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College, Arizona State University; B.S.
Justice Studies, Barrett the Honors College, Arizona State University. The author thanks
her former students for being the reason she wrote this article.
1
U.S. Dep’t of Justice and U.S. Dep’t of Educ., Dear Colleague Letter on
Transgender Students (May 13, 2016),
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters/colleague-201605-title-ixtransgender.pdf.
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nondiscriminatory school environment.’”2 The guidance, released on May
13, 2016, explains schools’ obligations to: respond to sex-based harassment
based on a student’s perceived or actual gender identity; treat students
consistent with their gender identity even if school documents indicate a
different sex; allow students to participate in sex-segregated activities
consistent with their gender identity; and protect students privacy based on
their gender identity. 3 In response to this guidance being issued, 21 States
filed lawsuits against the federal government arguing that the Obama
Administration bypassed federal administrative procedures by issuing the
guidance.4
Additionally, North Carolina passed a law, the Public Facilities Privacy
& Security Act, or H.B. 2, on March 23, 2016 requiring transgender people
to use the bathroom that corresponds to the biological sex on their birth
certificates rather than the sex they identify with. 5 In response to the law
passed in North Carolina, “the Justice Department explained that if nontransgender people may use bathrooms consistent with their gender identity,
then denying transgender people access consistent with their gender identity
constitutes discrimination on the basis of sex.”6 ED and DOJ were tackling
this issue from several different angles, which provides even more reason
to assess the best way the Federal Government should address this issue and
what the confines of ED and DOJ’s administrative power should be in
determining transgender students’ rights.
This article will address ED and DOJ’s frequent use of DCLs to
elucidate Title IX; the legal questions raised about deference accorded to
administrative agencies because of the transgender guidance DCL; and the
alternative options administrative agencies have to create guidance other
than DCLs. This article will examine policy considerations surrounding the
2

Emanuella Grinberg, Feds issue guidance on transgender bathroom access in
schools, CNN (May 14, 2016), http://www.cnn.com/2016/05/12/politics/transgenderbathrooms-obama-administration/.
3
U.S. Dep’t of Educ., U.S. Departments of Education and Justice Release Joint
Guidance to Help Schools Ensure the Civil Rights of Transgender Students (May 13,
2016), http://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/us-departments-education-and-justicerelease-joint-guidance-help-schools-ensure-civil-rights-transgender-students.
4
Moriah Balingit, Another 10 states sue Obama administration over bathroom
guidance for transgender students, THE WASH. POST (July 8, 2016),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/another-10-states-sue-obamaadministration-over-bathroom-guidance-for-transgender-students/2016/07/08/a930238e4533-11e6-88d0-6adee48be8bc_story.html.
5
Jeannie Suk Gersen, The Transgender Bathroom Debate and the Looming Title IX
Crisis, THE NEW YORKER (May 24, 2016), http://www.newyorker.com/news/newsdesk/public-bathroom-regulations-could-create-a-title-ix-crisis.
6
Id.
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DCL and the guidance on transgender students as well as whether ED and
the DOJ have the authority to address this issue and create guidance on
transgender students’ rights using a DCL. ED and DOJ should create a
regulation that has gone through notice and comment under the APA to
explicitly include protection of transgender student’s rights under Title IX.
I.

BACKGROUND
A.

Title IX

Title IX provides that “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance.”7 Almost all public schools are
subject to Title IX because they receive Federal funding. 8 Title IX was
originally passed to create equal athletic opportunities for girls in schools
and has since evolved to protect students from sexual harassment on school
campuses.9
Until recently, the inclusion of discrimination against transgender
students under Title IX went unaddressed;10 however, the Office of Civil
Rights (“OCR”) in ED and DOJ issued a DCL on May 13, 2016 to provide
guidance for schools on protecting the rights of transgender students.11 The
DCL provides that:
[t]he Departments interpret Title IX to require that when a
student or the student’s parent or guardian, as appropriate,
notifies the school administration that the student will assert
a gender identity that differs from previous representations
or records, the school will begin treating the student
consistent with the student’s gender identity. Under Title IX,
there is no medical diagnosis or treatment requirement that
students must meet as a prerequisite to being treated
consistent with their gender identity. 12
ED and DOJ released this guidance to instruct schools how to enforce
transgender students’ rights under Title IX.
7

20 U.S.C.A. § 1681.
1 Education Law § 4:3 of the Education Amendments of 1972—Generally, at 1.
9
Id.; see § 1681.
10
U.S. Dep’t of Educ., supra note 3.
11
U.S. Dep’t of Justice and U.S. Dep’t of Educ., supra note 1.
12
Id.
8
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Rulemaking Procedures and Deference

There are three different levels of deference that courts may accord to
administrative agencies when they have created new rules or guidance.
Chevron deference applies when Congress has given express or implied
delegation to an agency to interpret an ambiguous statute through guidance
or regulations.13 Chevron provides extreme deference to agencies.14
Chevron deference is binding unless it is unreasonable.15
Auer deference applies when an agency interprets its own ambiguous
regulation.16 Under Auer, an administrative agency’s interpretation of its
own ambiguous regulation is controlling unless “plainly erroneous or
inconsistent with the regulation.”17 The agency’s interpretation need not be
“the best or most natural one by grammatical or other standards;” rather, the
agency’s interpretation only needs to be reasonable to warrant deference.18
Like Chevron deference, Auer deference is highly deferential.
If an agency’s regulation is not accorded deference under Chevron or
Auer, Skidmore deference applies. Skidmore deference is not binding but
may receive some weight depending on the regulation’s power to
persuade.19 In Skidmore, the Court said that the weight of an agency’s
interpretation “depend[s] upon the thoroughness evidence in its
consideration, the validity of its reasoning, its consistency with earlier and
later pronouncements, and all of those factors which give it power to
persuade, if lacking power to control.”20
“Agencies generally have authority to promulgate and enforce
requirements that effectuate the statute’s nondiscrimination mandate.” 21
When courts interpret Title IX, they should “accord the OCR’s
interpretations appreciable deference.”22 “[R]ecipients of Title IX funds are
bound by their agreement with the Federal Government. The Government

13

Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837,
842–43 (1984).
14
Id.
15
Id. at 844.
16
Auer v. Robbins, 519 U.S. 452, 454 (1997).
17
Id. at 461; see also Bowles v. Seminole Rock & Sand Co., 325 U.S. 410, 413–14
(1945).
18
Pauley v. BethEnergy Mines, Inc., 501 U.S. 680, 702 (1991); see Decker v. Nw.
Envtl. Def. Ctr., 133 S. Ct. 1326, 1337 (2013).
19
Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140 (1944).
20
Id. at 140.
21
Gebser v. Lago Vista Indep. Sch. Dist., 524 U.S. 274, 292 (1998).
22
Rosa H. v. San Elizario Indep. Sch. Dist., 106 F.3d 648, 658 (5th Cir. 1997).
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can add strings to the Title IX funds as it disburses them.”23 In G.G, the
Fourth Circuit held that ED’s interpretation of Title IX to include
transgender students should be accorded Auer deference.24
C.

Defining “Sex Discrimination”

The definition of “sex” under Title IX has expanded since it was
originally enacted in 1972. Originally, Title IX and sex discrimination
meant protecting students from unequal athletic opportunities on school
campuses. Since then, it has been frequently interpreted to include
protection against sexual harassment and assault on school campuses as
well. The inclusion of discrimination against transgender students under
Title IX is contested, as some argue that it was not the intention of Title IX
to protect transgender students from discrimination; however, Title IX was
also not created to protect students against sexual harassment and assault on
campuses and has been accepted as doing so now.25
D.

G.G. v. Gloucester County School Board

Before ED and DOJ released the DCL clarifying the inclusion of
transgender students’ rights under “sex discrimination,” there was a case
filed in the Eastern District of Virginia brought by a transgender student,
G.G., against the Gloucester County School Board for requiring students to
use bathrooms that correlate with the sex identified on their birth certificates
rather than the sex they personally identify with. 26
G.G., who was born a female, began to experience depression and
anxiety in 2013 and early 2014 related to the fact that he was concealing his
gender from his family.27 In April 2014, G.G. told his parents he identified
as a man and began to see a psychologist who diagnosed him with gender
dysphoria.28 The psychologist recommended that G.G. begin living his life
as a male in all respects.29 G.G. petitioned the Fourth Circuit to legally
change his name and began to use male pronouns.30

23

Id.
G.G. ex rel. Grimm v. Gloucester County Sch. Bd., 822 F.3d 709 (4th Cir. 2016).
25
Gloucester County Sch. Bd. v. G.G., 2016 WL 4610979 (2016).
26
G.G. ex rel. Grimm v. Gloucester County Sch. Bd., 132 F.Supp.3d 736 (E.D. Va.
2015).
27
Id. at 739.
28
Id.
29
Id.
30
Id.
24
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G.G. also began to implement his lifestyle at school. In August 2014,
G.G. and his mother notified school officials at Gloucester High School,
and they changed his official school records to reflect his masculine name.31
G.G. and his mother also met with the principal and guidance counselor to
discuss his social transition.32 Initially, G.G. decided to use a private
bathroom in the nurse’s office because he was unsure of how students may
react to his transition.33 Once school began, G.G. found it stigmatizing to
use the bathroom in the nurse’s office.34 He requested to use the men’s
restroom and the principal agreed.35 However, when members of the
community learned G.G. was using the men’s restroom they asked the
school board to prohibit G.G. from continuing to use the men’s restroom.36
The school board proposed a resolution preventing G.G. from using the
men’s restroom.37
G.G. filed a lawsuit against the Gloucester County School Board and
alleged the resolution violated Title IX. 38 In support of G.G.’s Title IX
claim, the DOJ filed a statement of interest, and the Government urged the
court to factor in consideration of a letter sent to the school board by the
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy in OCR clarifying the
treatment of transgender students in schools.39 The letter clarified that:
The Department’s Title IX regulations permit schools to
provide sex-segregated restrooms, locker rooms, shower
facilities, housing, athletic teams, and single-sex classes
under certain circumstances. When a school elects to
separate or treat students differently on the basis of sex in
those situations, a school must treat transgender students
consistent with their gender identity.
The Eastern District of Virginia failed to find application of the letter as
guidance persuasive.40 The court reasoned that because the letter was
simply an opinion letter, it was not accorded Chevron deference.41 Further,
the court said that the opinion letter could not supplant 34 C.F.R. § 106.33,
31

Id.
Id. at 740.
33
Id.
34
Id.
35
Id.
36
Id.
37
Id.
38
Id. at 741.
39
Id. at 745.
40
Id. at 746.
41
Id.
32
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the regulation that allows schools to provide separate bathroom facilities
based on sex, if the bathrooms are comparable, because Section 106.33 is
not ambiguous as required by Chevron and Auer deference.42
G.G. appealed and the Fourth Circuit reversed, finding that the letter
should be accorded deference.43 The Fourth Circuit found that Section
106.33 is ambiguous regarding transgender students and that OCR’s
interpretation should be accorded Auer deference.44
The Fourth Circuit’s interpretation in G.G. is the only strong precedent
that directly addresses the issue of whether Title IX protects the rights of
transgender students and the level of deference accorded to guidance on the
matter. The Gloucester County School Board appealed to the Supreme
Court, and on October 28, 2016, the Court granted certiorari to address two
of the questions presented in the appellant’s brief: (1) “If Auer is retained,
should deference extend to an unpublished agency letter that, among other
things, does not carry the force of law and was adopted in the context of the
very dispute in which deference is sought?”; and (2) “[w]ith or without
deference to the agency, should the Department’s specific interpretation of
Title IX and 34 C.F.R. § 106.33 be given effect?”45
On February 22, 2017, President Trump rescinded protections accorded
to transgender students to use the bathrooms they identify with as
proscribed in the DCL.46 “In a joint letter, the top civil rights officials from
the Justice Department and the Education Department rejected the Obama
administration’s position that nondiscrimination laws require schools to
allow transgender students to use the bathrooms of their choice.”47 On
March 6, 2017, the Supreme Court vacated the Fourth Circuit’s judgment
and remanded G.G.’s case back to the Fourth Circuit for further
consideration since the guidance had been rescinded.48 On April 7, 2017,
the Fourth Circuit granted an unopposed motion to vacate the preliminary

42

Id.
G.G. ex rel. Grimm, 822 F.3d at 721.
44
Id.
45
G.G., 2016 WL 4610979 *at i.
46
Jeremy W. Peters et al., Trump Rescinds Riles of Bathrooms for Transgender
Students, N. Y. TIMES (Feb. 22, 2017),
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/22/us/politics/devos-sessions-transgender-studentsrights.html?_r=0.
47
Id.
48
Frances Hubbard, Supreme Court sends Grimm transgender case back to lower
court in light of new federal guidance, DAILY PRESS (Mar. 6, 2017, 9:41 AM),
http://www.dailypress.com/news/gloucester-county/dp-nws-mid-grimm-scotusconference-order-20170306-story.html.
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injunction.49 This action ended the matter.50 In a concurring opinion, Judge
Henry Franklin Lloyd made sure to clarify that justice was only delayed
temporarily.51
These individuals looked to the federal courts to vindicate
their claims to human dignity, but as the names listed above
make clear, the judiciary’s response has been decidedly
mixed. Today, G.G. adds his name to the list of plaintiffs
whose struggle for justice has been delayed and rebuffed; as
Dr. King reminded us, however, “the arc of the moral
universe is long, but it bends toward justice.” G.G.’s journey
is delayed but not finished.52
The legal commotion that this specific letter has caused, as well as the
DCL that reiterated many of the same recommendations, is enough that ED
and DOJ should be evaluating whether releasing such guidance in letters is
the correct course to take when it comes to Title IX, particularly now
considering that neither letter provides any guidance. Title IX is sparse, and
while the regulations have expanded the statute, there is still much to learn
about Title IX and what it covers. ED and DOJ’s guidance on transgender
students in schools rested on unstable territory and the Government should
be seeking to solidify transgender students’ rights using some other
enforcement mechanism.
II.

ANALYSIS
A.

Policy Considerations

In any new interpretation of a statute or regulation, government agencies
must factor in policy considerations. The agency should consider what
method would be most productive in creating new guidance or
interpretations, it must consider the backlash that will occur from other
agencies or states, and it must consider how other laws will be impacted.
Creating new guidance can disrupt the rulemaking process if not done

Joe Patrice, Read Judge Davis’s Powerful Opinion Vacating the Gavin Grimm/
Virginia Transgender Bathroom Injunction, Above the Law (Apr. 7, 2017, 5:49 PM),
http://abovethelaw.com/2017/04/read-judge-daviss-powerful-opinion-ending-the-gavingrimm-virginia-transgender-bathroom-case/.
50
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51
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52
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thoughtfully and with consideration of what kind of policy and precedent it
is setting.
1.

The Department of Education

The letter discussed in G.G. and the DCL directly addressing
transgender students’ rights may have been ED’s attempt of creating
guidelines for schools to follow in a time where there was essentially no
information about transgender students’ rights on campuses. Using letters
and informal guidance may have been a policy consideration that lacked
consideration of long-term effects. ED and DOJ were likely trying to create
guidelines with haste; however, using informal guidance to address a legal
issue not previously addressed may have created bad policy.
First, creating informal guidance on an issue that has such partisan
views creates precedent that future administrations can do the same.
President Trump has differing views on much of the Title IX guidance
released during the Obama Administration, and because the Obama
Administration was so quick to release informal guidance on Title IX issues
specifically, there is nothing to prevent the incoming administration from
doing the same. The Trump Administration has already rescinded the
guidance,53 and there is no way to know how it will proceed by utilizing
informal guidance.
ED and DOJ may have only considered the short-term effects of using
a DCL to issue guidance on transgender students’ rights. While ED may
have prevented discrimination against transgender students under Title IX,
the new administration could come in and change or eliminate this guidance
just as fast.
2.

Backlash Currently Happening

The DCL released by ED and DOJ has received overwhelming support,
but also an enormous amount of backlash. As mentioned above, 21 states
have filed lawsuits against the Government in opposition to the DCL and
several other lawsuits have been brought in relation to the guidance set forth
in the DCL.
The 21 states that have filed lawsuits against the Government include
Nebraska, Arkansas, Kansas, Michigan, Montana, North Dakota, Ohio,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Wyoming, Texas, Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah, West Virginia, and Wisconsin, as
53

Peters et al., supra note 46.
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well as the Arizona Department of Education and Maine Governor Paul
LePage.54 Nebraska Attorney General Doug Peterson wrote that this DCL,
“. . . supersedes local school districts’ authority to address student issues on
an individualized, professional and private basis. When a federal agency
takes such unilateral action in an attempt to change the meaning of
established law, it leaves state and local authorities with no other option
than to pursue legal clarity in federal court in order to enforce the rule of
law.”55
Certain states may have been resistant to the DCL and accommodating
transgender students because they do not agree with it legally, but they also
may object to the method used by ED and DOJ to create this guidance. The
Nebraska Attorney General took issue with the fact that a government
agency took “unilateral action” without the states’ consensus.
3.

How Does the Inclusion of Transgender Students Impact
Other Laws?

Including transgender students’ rights under Title IX would be
consistent with the evolution of other similar interpretations of laws. Title
IX and Title VII are often interpreted in similar manners, differing only in
that Title IX applies to students in schools, and Title VII applies to
employees in the workplace. Title VII has been interpreted to include the
rights of transgender employees as defined by the word “sex.” 56
While courts are hesitant to explicitly include transgender rights under
Title VII, many courts have used Title VII application or reasoning to
include transgender rights under other statutes.57 For example, in Price
Waterhouse v. Hopkins, the Supreme Court held that when an employer acts
on the basis of a belief that men and women should act a certain way or
54

Balingit, supra note 4; see also Mark Berman and Moriah Balingit, Eleven states
sue Obama administration over bathroom guidance for transgender students, THE WASH.
POST (May 25, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/postnation/wp/2016/05/25/texas-governor-says-state-will-sue-obama-administration-overbathroom-directive/?utm_term=.8801b6558725.
55
Samantha Michaels, 10 More States Sue Federal Government Over Transgender
Bathroom Rules, MOTHER JONES (Jul. 8, 2016),
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2016/07/10-more-states-sue-federal-governmentover-transgender-bathroom-rules.
56
What You Should Know About EEOC and the Enforcement Protections for LGBT
Workers, U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION,
https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/wysk/enforcement_protections_lgbt_workers.cfm
(last viewed Apr. 23, 2017).
57
Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989); Rosa v. Park W. Bank & Trust
Co., 214 F.3d 213 (1st Cir. 2000); Schwenk v. Hartford, 204 F.3d 1187 (9th Cir. 2000).
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conform to gender based stereotypes that (s)he has acted on the basis of
gender.58 In Rosa v. Park W. Bank & Trust Co., the First Circuit held that
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, as relied on Title VII case law clarifies,
protects against discrimination of transgender individuals on the basis of
sex.59 In Schwenk v. Hartford, the Ninth Circuit held that under the Title
VII sex-stereotyping framework, a transgender woman prisoner who was
sexually assaulted by a guard at the prison could bring a claim under the
Gender Motivated Violence Act.60 The general trend is that courts are
including the rights of transgender individuals in assessing sex and gender
based discrimination. ED and DOJ have been trying to follow suit in that
growing trend, but the methods used to explicitly include the rights of
transgender students has been troubling to courts and states, particularly
now that the Trump Administration has made it clear that there is no
informal guidance protecting transgender students’ rights.
B.

Issuing Guidance Is Not Enough

1.

Deference and Dear Colleague Letters

Guidance issued through DCLs can provide insight on how to interpret
regulations but does not have enough weight to create new legal standards.
Though DCLs are likely to be accorded Auer deference and given
significant weight if a regulation is found to be ambiguous and not “plainly
erroneous” or inconsistent with the regulation, Auer deference is vague and
too deferential considering that it gives agencies the power to make
regulations without going through notice and comment under the APA.
2.

Auer Deference May Have Seen Its Day

Several judges have recently expressed a desire to reconsider the role of
Auer deference in the justice system. In Perez v. Mortgage Bankers
Association, Justice Thomas concurring stated that Auer “raises serious
constitutional questions and should be reconsidered in an appropriate
case.”61 In Decker v. Northwest Environmental Defense Center, Justice
Roberts concurring indicated that it “may be appropriate to reconsider” the
Auer doctrine “in an appropriate case.”62 In Decker, Justice Scalia also
58

Price Waterhouse, 490 U.S. at 228.
Rosa, 214 F.3d at 213.
60
Schwenk v. Hartford, 204 F.3d at 1187 (2000).
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Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Association, 135 S. Ct. 1199, 1225 (2015).
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Decker v. Northwest Environmental Defense Center, 133 S. Ct. 1326, 1338 (2013).
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weighed in arguing that Auer should be overruled.63 Scalia stated that when
an agency interprets its own rules “the power to prescribe is augmented by
the power to interpret; and the incentive is to speak vaguely and broadly, so
as to retain ‘flexibility’ that will enable ‘clarification’ with retroactive
effect.”64 He further explained that whatever gains have been derived from
Auer deference, “beneficial effect cannot justify a rule that not only has no
principled basis but contravenes one of the great rules of Separation of
Powers: He who writes a law must not adjudge its violation.”65
Supreme Court justices have been waiting for the appropriate time to
address this issue for a few years. Although the Supreme Court’s grant of
certiorari in G.G. did not take on the first question of whether Auer
deference should be overruled, the Court has still hinted that if presented
with the appropriate case, it would be open to reconsidering Auer deference
altogether. All the guidance that ED and DOJ have released using DCLs is
now in jeopardy. The Trump Administration has already rescinded the DCL
that provides guidance on transgender students’ rights, so what DCL might
be next? Using this type of informal guidance has clearly not been the best
method of insuring protection of transgender students’ rights.
C.

Recommendations

While passing informal guidance can often be the fastest way to create
guidance, there are several other ways that the rights of transgender students
could be clarified and be accorded more deference. Agencies can pass
regulations, a new law could be passed, states can decide the legal issue, or
courts can decide the legal issue.
1.

Pass a Regulation in Accordance with the APA

One option ED and DOJ have is to pass a regulation under Title IX
clarifying the inclusion of transgender students in the statute. Regulations
of statutes are used by agencies to clarify statutes passed by Congress. 66
Agencies must follow a specific process when issuing regulations to give
the public access to the regulation.67 Under the APA, regulations can be

63

Id. at 1339–40.
Id. at 1342.
65
Id.
66
A Guide to the Rulemaking Process, THE FED. REGISTER, at 2 (2011),
https://www.federalregister.gov/uploads/2011/01/the_rulemaking_process.pdf.
67
Id.
64
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formal or informal.68 The APA was written to provide predictable and
regular agency decision-making.69 Informal rulemaking is known as “notice
and comment.”70 The agency must publish a statement of rulemaking
authority in the Federal Register for all proposed and final rules and people
must have the opportunity to provide comments on the regulation as
proscribed under the APA.71
The public can learn of agencies’ proposed plans for new regulations in
the agencies’ “Regulatory Plan” published once a year.72 Agencies also
publish this material on the Federal Register.73 “The notice must contain (1)
a statement of the time, place, and nature of public rulemaking proceedings;
(2) reference to the legal authority under which the rule is proposed; and (3)
either the terms or substance of the proposed rule or a description of the
subjects and issues involved.” 74 After the interested persons have had a
chance to make comments, the agency must publish the final rule and
incorporate a statement on its basis and purpose for publishing the rule. 75
Agencies generally allow 30 days for the notice and comment period, but
the APA does not specify a length of time for the comment period.76 Public
comments and supporting material, such as hearing records or agency
regulatory studies, are placed in a rulemaking “docket” that must be
available for the public as well.77 “Finally, the APA states that the final rule
cannot become effective until at least 30 days after its publication unless (1)
the rule grants or recognizes an exemption or relieves a restriction, (2) the
rule is an interpretative rule or a statement of policy, or (3) the agency
determines that the rule should take effect sooner for good cause, and
publishes that determination with the rule.”78
One of the obvious reasons that ED and DOJ may have been resistant to
this method of creating guidance for discrimination of transgender students
under Title IX is because it is a longer process than writing a DCL.
Additionally, the agencies must allow the public to be on notice of the
68

5 U.S.C. §551 et seq.
Maeve P. Carey, The Federal Rulemaking Process: An Overview, CONGRESSIONAL
RESEARCH SERVICE, at 5 (2013), http://nationalaglawcenter.org/wpcontent/uploads/assets/crs/RL32240.pdf.
70
Id. at 6.
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A Guide to the Rulemaking Process, supra note 66.
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Carey, supra note 69, at 6.
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regulation, and the public can make comments on the regulation. This step
makes it difficult for agencies to communicate what they want to about
transgender students’ rights under Title IX. When the public makes
comment about what the regulation should say, the agencies have less
autonomy to make decisions about the guidance.
However, had ED and DOJ used this method, the guidance they created
may still actually be guidance. All of the work they put into that guidance
ended up being thrown out after all, making it impossible for the Supreme
Court to even rule on it. ED and DOJ have taken a big risk by creating such
controversial and critical guidance on such unstable legal territory,
regardless of the drawbacks of creating a new regulation.
2.

Pass a New Law

Another option would be to create a new law that explicitly protects the
rights of transgender students in schools and clearly outlines and clarifies
the legality of discriminating against transgender students. The problem
with this would be that ED and DOJ would not be able to write the statute.
Waiting on someone in Congress to craft a bill protecting the rights of
transgender students could take a long time, and ED and DOJ were looking
to fulfill the needs of transgender students more imminently. Additionally,
with a republican House and Senate, there may be fewer representatives
willing to vote for a new bill protecting the rights of transgender students in
schools.
3.

Let States Decide

One of the reasons 21 states may have filed lawsuits against the Federal
Government in response to the DCL is because they believe education
issues should be decided by states.79 States primarily establish schools and
colleges, develop curricula, and determine graduation and enrollment
requirements.80 “The structure of education finance in America reflects this
predominant State and local role. Of an estimated $1.15 trillion being spent
nationwide on education at all levels for school year 2012-2013, a
substantial majority will come from State, local, and private sources.”81 At

The Federal Role of Education, THE DEP’T OF EDUC.,
http://www2.ed.gov/about/overview/fed/role.html (last viewed Dec. 12, 2016).
80
Id.
81
Id.
79
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the elementary and secondary level, about 92% of funds come from nonFederal sources.82
States may have taken issue with the transgender guidance DCL because
they wanted to maintain control over issues regarding education. Letting
states decide this issue would leave ED and DOJ with virtually no control
over the rights of transgender students in schools. The need to protect
students is imminent, so it is likely that ED and DOJ would not even rank
this as an option because there is no certainty in letting states decide.
Additionally, this option would also likely lead to letting the Supreme Court
decide.
4.

Leave it to the Courts

What is already starting to happen, and would have happened
eventually, is that courts are taking on the issue of whether transgender
students are protected under Title IX and deciding whether the DCL should
be accorded deference. The Supreme Court already took on G.G. The State
of North Carolina passed The Public Facilities Privacy & Security Act, H.B.
2, to prevent transgender students from using the bathroom that correlates
with the gender they identify with, and a private plaintiff and the DOJ have
brought a lawsuit against the State. Additionally, 21 states have filed
lawsuits against the Federal Government in response to the DCL. Though
this would likely not be an ideal option for ED and DOJ, it is not something
the agencies have any control over, and it is happening despite what they
think the best course of action may be.
The issues being addressed in G.G. and the outcome of the case were
previously discussed above. The Supreme Court’s decision to vacate and
remand G.G. will affect the other cases discussed below as it will provide
the only Supreme Court precedent on this issue. Most of the cases discussed
below were stayed pending the decision in G.G.
On March 23, 2016, the State of North Carolina passed a “sweeping
law” that prohibited the rights of transgender students. 83 Specifically, it
prevented transgender people from using the bathroom correlated to the
gender they identify with.84 The law was passed in response to a city
ordinance in Charlotte that had extended some rights to people who are gay
82

Id.
Michael Gordon, Mark S. Price, & Katie Peralta, Understanding HB 2: North
Carolina’s newest law solidifies state’s role in defining discrimination, THE CHARLOTTE
OBSERVER (Mar. 26, 2016), http://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/politicsgovernment/article68401147.html.
84
Id.
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and transgender.85 H.B. 2 passed the General Assembly and was signed that
same night by then Governor Pat McCrory.86
The new law eliminated the Charlotte ordinance and nullified other local
ordinances around the State that expanded protection for the LGBT
community.87 “The state has long had laws regulating workplace
discrimination, use of public accommodations, minimum wage standards
and other business issues. The new law – known as HB2, the Charlotte
bathroom bill or, more officially, as the Public Facilities Privacy and
Security Act – makes it illegal for cities to expand upon those state laws, as
more than a dozen cities had done, including Charlotte, Raleigh, Chapel Hill
and Durham.”88 H.B. 2 sets a new statewide definition of people who are
protected against discrimination.89 Included in this definition are race,
religion, color, national origin, age handicap, or biological sex. 90 Sexual
orientation is not included on this list despite the Supreme Court’s recent
decision in Obergefell v. Hodges legalizing same sex marriage.91
Additionally, transgender individuals are not included on the list of
protected classes.92
“Transgender people who have not taken surgical and legal steps to
change the gender noted on their birth certificates have no legal right under
state law to use public restrooms of the gender with which they identify.
Cities and counties no longer can establish a different standard. Critics of
the Charlotte ordinance cite privacy concerns and say it was ‘social
engineering’ to allow people born as biological males to enter women’s
restrooms.”93 Former Governor McCrory said that businesses are not
limited by the bill and that private companies and universities can adopt
policies with their own discrimination policies.94
ED and DOJ released the DCL clarifying the agencies’ interpretation of
Title IX and sex after H.B. 2 was passed. The American Civil Liberties
Union, Equality North Carolina, and other groups filed lawsuits against the
state in response to H.B. 2 within days of it being passed. 95 On May 9, 2016,
DOJ warned North Carolina that the law “jeopardizes billions of federal
85
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dollars the state receives each year in money for schools, colleges and other
issues.”96 North Carolina refused to heed DOJ’s warning and in response
DOJ filed suit.97 Early in May two state legislators, Phil Berger and Tim
Moore, filed as intervenors in the cases and accused the Federal
Government of distorting discrimination laws to include LGBT
protections.98
DOJ and the ACLU filed preliminary injunctions to suspend H.B. 2
while the lawsuit was being decided asserting that damage is being done to
the LGBTQ community with the law in place.99 District Court Judge
Thomas Schroeder ordered on August 26, 2016 that the University of North
Carolina was banned from enforcing H.B. 2 against the transgender plaintiff
in the lawsuit.100
Since the Supreme Court granted certiorari in G.G. v. Gloucester
County School Board, the case was stayed. In this situation, DOJ had no
control over North Carolina’s actions, and only has control over bringing
the lawsuit and litigating. President Trump stated last July that he supported
enforcing H.B. 2.101
The new Governor of North Carolina, Roy Copper, ran on the promise
that he would repeal H. B. 2, and since taking office has done so, but the
new law signed into place has been highly critiqued.102 The new law does
not do anything to better the lives of LGBT individuals in North Carolina,
and it bars cities from passing their own nondiscrimination laws to protect
LGBT individuals.103 Josh Stein, the state attorney general said that “[w]hile
this is an improvement over current law, a clean repeal of HB2 would have
been the right thing to do. Local governments should be able to protect their
people from discrimination.”104
This is yet another facet of how the DCL has created unstable territory
in protecting transgender students’ rights. The new administration supports
96
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laws like H.B. 2 and litigating against it has halted. The new administration
creates even more uncertainty, along with the Supreme Court’s decision in
G.G., as to whether transgender students’ rights will be protected in schools,
whether their rights fall under Title IX, and whether the definition of sex
includes transgender individuals. Litigating, again, leaves the fate of
transgender students’ rights under Title IX out of the control of the agencies
who were seeking to protect these rights in the first place.
The lawsuits that 21 states have brought against the Federal Government
are more examples of how courts deciding this legal issue take the decisionmaking power away from ED and DOJ. These lawsuits were in response to
the DCL that was published by ED and DOJ and are yet another reason that
creating a formal rule, law, or regulation would have placed the protection
of transgender students’ rights in a more stable legal situation.
ED and DOJ created the DCL because there is a growing need for
protecting transgender students on campuses. The different lawsuits that
have resulted from creating the DCL show how much animus there still is
towards transgender individuals. There is a growing need to protect
transgender individuals, and the DCL was an attempt at doing just that. Yet,
ED and DOJ must have anticipated, at least to some degree, the amount of
pushback that has occurred in response. Though it would have taken longer
to pass a regulation or create more definitive and legally sound guidance, it
likely would have done a better job at protecting transgender students’
rights. Now, ED and DOJ do not even have the DCL, and will likely have
to start back at the beginning when a new administration comes in, because
the Trump Administration has made it clear it does not intend on creating
protections for transgender students.
CONCLUSION
The legal issues that have impacted and that influence ED and DOJ’s
decision to create the DCL that clarifies the protection of transgender
students’ rights under Title IX are vast. There are administrative legal
issues, deference questions, differing interpretations of Title IX and the
word “sex,” and all of this began right before transitioning to a new
administration that has already begun enforcing nearly opposite ideals
compared to the last administration.
ED and DOJ likely created a DCL to quickly address an urgent issue
that was needing legal clarification across the country to protect transgender
students’ rights on campuses. However, ED and DOJ’s hasty decisionmaking is already coming back to haunt them. Because ED and DOJ chose
to issue guidance that is accorded a level of deference that is undefined and
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possibly on its way to being overruled, there is instability in whether any
DCL will continue to be guiding. Additionally, because ED and DOJ did
not go through informal guidance procedures under the APA, several states
are upset and fighting back. The pending lawsuits could ultimately
determine the future of protecting transgender students’ rights under Title
IX. The decision-making and enforcement power has virtually left ED and
DOJ and is now in the power of the courts.
Had ED and DOJ focused more on filling a hole where there is a legal
need and anticipated long term effects, the agencies would probably have
taken a different route in clarifying the need to protect transgender students
on campuses. The best way for ED and DOJ to have created a binding rule
that they had legal enforcement power over would have been to create a
regulation under Title IX. Though it may not have been able to be tailored
to communicate exactly what ED and DOJ wanted to make clear because of
notice and comment, it would have had more stability and long-term
positive effects than the DCL. The DCL is now invalid and a regulation
would have put the agencies in a much better place of enforcing the
protection of transgender students’ rights on campuses under Title IX.

HOW FEDERAL AND STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
CAN EFFECTIVELY USE SOCIAL MEDIA IN THEIR
COOPERATIVE EFFORTS TO COMBAT HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Catherine Fu*
INTRODUCTION
In Arizona, the youth average age of entry into sex trafficking is
fourteen years old.1 Next door in California, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (“FBI”) identified three cities as some of the highest sex
trafficking regions in the United States: Los Angeles, San Diego, and San
Francisco.2 According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, sex trafficking is the second largest criminal industry in the world
today, second only to drug trafficking and tied with illegal arms. 3 In
response to the prevalence of this form of modern day slavery, law
enforcement agencies and non-governmental organizations (“NGOs”) have
coordinated efforts both nationally and internationally to target the parties
responsible for illegally holding or transporting individuals to engage in
prostitution, known in the sex industry as “pimps.”4 However, these efforts
are generally reactionary and do not include long term prevention
strategies.5
This article advocates for an approach that has been successfully used
to fight sex trafficking and focuses on prevention rather than reaction to
victims who have already been trafficked. Part I will provide a general
framework for understanding human trafficking by describing existing anti* J.D. Candidate (2018), Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law, Arizona State
University; B.A. Global Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara. Thank you to
the professors who inspired me to delve deeper into human rights and sex trafficking
issues, and to my family for supporting me in the process.
1
Dominique Roe Sepowitz, Report on the Incidence of Sex Trafficking in Arizona’s
Juvenile Probation Departments, ASU SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK OFFICE OF SEX
TRAFFICKING INTERVENTION RESEARCH, Dec. 2015, at 14 (discussing the average age of
first sex trafficking victimization).
2
What is Human Trafficking?, Californians Against Sexual Exploitation (2012)
http://www.caseact.org/learn/humantrafficking.
3
Id.
4
Trafficking Terms, SharedHope International (Jan. 9, 2017)
http://sharedhope.org/the-problem/trafficking-terms/.
5
LEONARD TERRITO AND GEORGE KIRKHAM, INTERNATIONAL SEX TRAFFICKING OF
WOMEN & CHILDREN 43 (Looseleaf Law Publications, Inc., 2010).
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trafficking legislation and the remedies they offer trafficking victims, and
by explaining current cooperative law enforcement techniques to fight
traffickers. Part II will analyze some of the strengths and shortcomings of
the existing approaches. Finally, Part III will break down the preventative
approach to combat human trafficking in the U.S involving undercover law
enforcement agents who use Facebook to target known traffickers. This part
will also address legal issues that may be implicated when the Government
uses social media communications to target and prosecute traffickers, and
how to overcome any potential obstacles to effectively implement this
approach.
I. BACKGROUND
A. Current anti-trafficking laws and existing remedies for
victims of human trafficking
Sex trafficking, the modern day equivalent of slavery, occurs when
someone uses “force, fraud, or coercion to cause a commercial sex act with
an adult or causes a minor to commit a commercial sex act,” but does not
include prostitution in forms without threats or other forms of nonconsensual acts.6 A commercial sex act includes “prostitution, pornography,
and sexual performance done in exchange for any item of value, such as
money, drugs, shelter, food, or clothes.”7 U.S. legislation and international
treaties and protocols have been passed to fight thisform of oppression that
continues to thrive today due in large part to high demand.8 The United
Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons
(“UN Protocol”) served as the blueprint for subsequent anti-trafficking
legislation, and defines trafficking as (a) the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons, by means of threat or use of force
or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse
of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of
payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include,
at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms
of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar
to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs; (b) The consent of a victim
6

See Californians Against Sexual Exploitation (2012).
Id.
8
Demand Fosters Human Trafficking, United Nations Human Rights Office of the
High Commissioner (July 2, 2013)
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Demandfostershumantrafficking.aspx.
7
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of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in
subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means
set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used.9 The covert nature of sex
trafficking can make it difficult to obtain accurate statistics, and both state
and federal laws in the U.S. are constantly evolving to meet the existing
pressing needs of society.10
Global Level Remedies
Victims of human trafficking suffer violations of their right to life, right
to freedom of movement, and many other essential human rights. 11 The UN
Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner (“OHCHR”) has played a
major role in helping trafficking victims access effective remedies.12
Because “trafficked persons are often seen as instruments of a criminal
investigation, rather than as holders of rights,” in June of 2011 UN expert
on trafficking Joy Ngozi Ezeilo introduced a report to the UN Human Rights
Council which analyzed the key components of trafficked persons’ right to
an effective remedy. 13 These included restitution, recovery, and
compensation, all in the context of trafficked persons.14 The report
emphasized that each element alone is insufficient, particularly when
restoring a trafficking victim’s rights and returning him or her to pretrafficking conditions is next to impossible or where proving the requisite
proximate cause for restitution is difficult.15
In 2012, the Human Rights Council held a panel discussion regarding
remedies for women subjected to violence as a result of sex trafficking, and
a subsequent OHCHR report set forth general principles, challenges, and
promising practices.16 Aside from working to provide effective remedies,
9

UN General Assembly, Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention
Against Transnational Organized Crime, Nov. 15, 2000.
10
Id.
11
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Arts. 3, 13, Dec., 10, 1948.
12
Human Rights and Human Trafficking Fact Sheet No. 36, UNITED NATIONS HUMAN
RIGHTS OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER, at 30 (2014).
13
Helping Victims of Trafficking Access Effective Remedies, United Nations Human
Rights Office of the High Commissioner (June 15, 2011)
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Helpingvictimsoftraffickingaccesseffective
remedies.aspx.
14
Id.
15
Civil Remedies for Trafficking Victims, Stop Violence Against Women, a Project of
the Advocates for Human Rights (June 2014)
http://www.stopvaw.org/civil_remedies_for_trafficking_victims.
16
Id.
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the OHCHR has recognized that preventing trafficking requires addressing
the causes of trafficking such as factors that “increase the vulnerability of
victims and potential victims, create or sustain demand for trafficked
persons, and create or sustain an environment within which traffickers and
their accomplices can operate with impunity.” 17 International treaties such
as the Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others, drafted in 1949 and ratified by
only two States, created administrative, enforcement, and social measures
aimed at trafficking persons, but its actual impact on sex trafficking levels
is minimal due to a lack of State signatories and ratifiers.18 In the years since
the drafting of the earlier treaties, the UN bodies have laid out particular
guidelines for targeting sex trafficking that countries around the world have
adopted in their respective efforts to stop traffickers and provide victim
services.19 This progress was reflected in countries such as Peru in 2012
when Peruvian Congress finally enacted legislature that made all victims of
sexual violence eligible for civil remedies, a welcome relief after years of
limiting reparations only to victims of rape. 20 However, access to effective
remedies hinges on States’ implementation of existing trafficking laws and
holding States and others tasked with handling trafficking violations
accountable.21
Federal Remedies
In 2000, Congress enacted the Victims of Trafficking and Violence
Protection Act of 2000 (“TVPA”), and since then the federal government
has slowly but steadily increased and improved its modest efforts to combat
human trafficking and protect victims from further abuse.22 The joint efforts
17

Human Rights and Human Trafficking Fact Sheet No. 36, UNITED NATIONS HUMAN
RIGHTS OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER, at 39 (2014).
18
UN General Assembly, Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons
and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others, Dec. 2, 1949.
19
Civil Remedies for Trafficking Victims, Stop Violence Against Women, a Project of
the Advocates for Human Rights (June 2014)
http://www.stopvaw.org/civil_remedies_for_trafficking_victims.
20
Human Rights and Human Trafficking Fact Sheet No. 36, UNITED NATIONS HUMAN
RIGHTS OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER (2014).
21
Helping Victims of Trafficking Access Effective Remedies, United Nations Human
Rights Office of the High Commissioner (June 15, 2011)
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Helpingvictimsoftraffickingaccesseffective
remedies.aspx.
22
Erin N. Kauffman, The Uniform Act on Prevention of and Remedies for Human
Trafficking: State Law and The National Response to Labor Trafficking, 41 JOURNAL OF
LEG. 2 (2015).
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of the American Bar Association for Human Rights (hereinafter “ABA
Center for Human Rights”) and Uniform Law Commission, in recognition
of the need to “create uniform state anti-human trafficking legislation,”
resulted in the approval of the Uniform Act on Prevention of and Remedies
for Human Trafficking (“UAPHRT”) in July 2013. 23 That same year,
federal law enforcement agencies together initiated 1,759 human
trafficking-related investigations, prosecuted 161 cases, and convicted 174
individuals guilty of human trafficking.24
The UAPHRT was significant because it took a comprehensive
approach to combatting human trafficking and instilled more uniformity
among states in their methods of prosecuting traffickers, and in the
provision of victim services.25 It standardized penalties for traffickers,
ensured that trafficking victims are not treated as criminals, provided
survivors with tools to re-establish their lives, and promoted collaboration
among government, NGOs, and others. 26 However, state legislatures have
not uniformly adopted the Act in its entirety, and as a result have
inadvertently provided safe havens for traffickers.27
Since the TVPA was enacted in 2000, Congress has passed the
Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2003, 2005, and
2008 to rectify the inadequacies of the earlier laws.28 The later versions of
the Act reauthorized certain federal programs to prevent violence against
women and for other victim protection purposes.29 Other amendments
further improved the protections by authorizing appropriations for the Act,
enhancing judicial and law enforcement tools to combat violence against
women, increasing the scope of services states are obligated to provide for
trafficking victims, and advocating for certain violence reduction
practices.30
State Level Remedies
In contrast to relatively more successful federal anti-trafficking
regimes, state anti-trafficking laws have been significantly less

23

UNIF. ACT ON PREVENTION OF AND REMEDIES FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING (2013).
Kauffman, supra note 22.
25
UAPHRT, supra note 23 §V.
26
Id.
27
Andrew Hall, The Uniform Act on Prevention of and Remedies for Human
Trafficking, 56 ARIZ. L. REV. 854, ___ (2014).
28
H.R. 898, 113th Cong. (2013).
29
Id.
30
Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013, 113th Cong. (2013).
24
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comprehensive.31 In the U.S., Wyoming became the last state to criminalize
sex trafficking in February 2013. 32 Although all 50 states now outlaw
trafficking, many still lack basic victim protections and other crucial
elements of an effective anti-trafficking regime.33
Under the uniform federal acts such as the TVPA and UAPRHT and
human rights law, states owe a duty to trafficking victims who have suffered
human rights violations to ensure they have access to effective remedies. 34
For existing laws to be implemented to the fullest extent, states must
collaborate both among their internal agencies and with other states and the
federal government.35 All 50 states today have some form of human
trafficking legislation, but on their own each state is incapable of providing
sufficient protection for victims of human trafficking. 36 The OHCHR has
recognized that determining states’ responsibilities for human trafficking
can be difficult because of the government’s perception that trafficking and
the human rights violations associated with the crime are committed by
private individuals and not by the state itself.37 Although in theory there is
a general consensus that states have an obligation to identify victims of
trafficking, provide immediate protection and support, provide legal
assistance, offer temporary residence permits, and refrain from detaining
and prosecuting trafficked persons, in practice states do not always
uniformly carry out the duties they owe to trafficking victims. 38 Many
victims also lack access to information they need to ensure they receive the
help they’re entitled to.39

31

Andrew Hall, supra note 27 at 864.
Press Release, Polaris Project, Wyoming Becomes 50th State to Outlaw Human
Trafficking (Feb. 27, 2013) (on file with author).
33
See 2013 State Ratings on Human Trafficking Laws, Polaris Project,
http://www.polarisproject.org/what-we-do/policy-advocacy/national-policy/state-ratingsonhuman-trafficking-laws/2013-state-ratings-on-human-trafficking-laws (last visited Jan.
24, 2014) (finding only New Jersey and Washington to have fully satisfactory
comprehensive anti-trafficking laws across ten categories of analysis).
34
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B. Existing cooperative inter-agency approaches in the fight to
end sex trafficking
In recent years, the FBI has adopted innovative collaborative
approaches to crack down on human trafficking. 40 One such approach, the
annual “Super Bowl sex trafficking operation,” relies on local non-profit
groups to make contact with victims in the city where the Super Bowl is
held before law enforcement agencies step in. 41 The end goal of this
operation is to try to get the women and girls selling sex to turn against their
traffickers.42 Whether this approach is effective remains a hotly debated
topic; critics argue that there is no evidence to support an influx in
prostitution to serve the Super Bowl market, while advocates counter by
pointing to the underground nature of the crime, and the difficulty in
capturing the buyers and sellers’ actions.43 While the operation’s
effectiveness remains an unresolved question, in 2015 the FBI and local law
enforcement agencies in San Francisco arrested 360 sex buyers and 68 sex
traffickers over the course of six months in anticipation of the 50th Super
Bowl.44 The operation also resulted in recovery of 30 juvenile trafficking
victims.45
This section examines two major cities with some of the highest rates of
sex trafficking in the U.S., along with the cooperative techniques their law
enforcement agencies have used when working together to target and
prosecute traffickers.
i. San Diego, California
Operation Hotel Tango
In June 2016, the San Diego Sheriff’s Office partnered with the District
Attorney’s Office, Escondido and San Diego Police Departments,
California Highway Patrol (CHP), and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”)
to carry out a Human Trafficking Task Force Operation known as
“Operation Hotel Tango” that uncovered victims who had been pimped out
FBI’s new approach to crack down on Super Bowl sex trafficking, CBS News (Jan.
12, 2016) http://www.cbsnews.com/news/fbi-trying-new-approach-to-crack-down-onsuper-bowl-sex-trafficking/.
41
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and trafficked for years.46 The investigation spanned over a year and agents
looked at communications on social media platforms including Twitter,
Snapchat, and Instagram.47 More than 7 victims were rescued, all of whom
had been repeatedly forced to engage in sex acts for money. 48 Their pimps
were sentenced to up to 29 years in prison, and San Diego County District
Attorney Bonnie Dumanis called the successful operation evidence of San
Diego law enforcement’s commitment & cooperation to stop the “scourge
of human trafficking.”49
The success of Operation Hotel Tango was due in large part to the
Human Trafficking Grant the San Diego Sheriff’s Office received, which
allowed them to gather 14 prosecution and law enforcement agencies to
form San Diego’s Violent Human Trafficking and Child Exploitation Task
Force (VHTCE).50 Their stated mission is to “disrupt and dismantle human
trafficking and child exploitation organizations” through collaborative law
enforcement actions in order to identify and rescue victims and hold their
traffickers accountable.51 The Task Force also strives to promote
community awareness, increase accessibility to information, and enhance
resources and training.52 While San Diego law enforcement agencies had
previously worked together to fight sex trafficking, this Operation marked
the first time local, state, and federal agencies shared information and
coordinated their efforts in one centralized location.53
Operation Cross Country X
Every year, for the past ten years, the FBI has conducted an annual law
enforcement action targeting traffickers of underage victims of
prostitution.54 Since the first year of “Operation Cross Country,” the FBI
has rescued hundreds of sexually exploited juveniles and arrested hundreds
46

Press Release, Office of the District Attorney County of San Diego, North County
Human Trafficking Ring Busted; Three Defendants Charged (June 20, 2016) (on file with
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2008 Year in Review, San Diego County Sheriff’s Department (last accessed Jan.
17, 2017) http://www.sdsheriff.net/2008/lesb.html.
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of pimps and other individuals responsible.55 For the first time in October
2016, the FBI expanded Operation Cross Country to become an
international enforcement action that included working with local, state, and
federal law enforcement partners.56 Altogether, the 10th Operation Cross
Country involved more than 400 law enforcement agencies conducting
sting operations in areas frequented by pimps, prostitutes, and their
customers.57 Internationally, countries such as Thailand conducted their
own operations in conjunction with the FBI’s legal attaché offices to find
American citizens committing sex crimes abroad.58 The joint efforts of the
Royal Thai Police and the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children (NCMEC) is just one example of the many international
partnerships that have formed to fight sex trafficking.59
Three of the minors rescued in the 10th Operation Cross Country were
from the San Diego area, and participating law enforcement officials
included San Diego Police Chief Shelley Zimmerman and special agent Eric
Birnbaum in charge of the FBI’s San Diego field office.60 At the
International Association of Chiefs of Police convention later that year in
San Diego, FBI Director James Comey acknowledged the fruits of the Task
Force’s efforts, but emphasized that sex trafficking still exists, and that the
public must continue to help law enforcement work together in the fight to
end the illegal sex trade.61
ii. Phoenix, Arizona
The Fake Sex-Slave Auction Sting
In the first known operation of its kind, FBI agents and a Valley-wide
task force of officers from the Phoenix, Chandler, Mesa, and Scottsdale
police departments in Arizona conducted a two-year sting that culminated
in the arrest of four suspected sex traffickers at a fake sex-slave auction in
Phoenix.62 The operation began in 2013 when agents were tipped off to a
55
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website that advertised the sale of humans from Malaysia. 63 Although that
particular website turned out to be a sham, it alerted agents to the demand
for sex slaves.64 To avoid unnecessary victimization, the agents focused on
targeting the buyers, instead of posing as them.65 They set up a website with
photos of “volunteers” who were women of various ethnicities.66 The
advertisement stated: “Domestic slave auction to be held. Attendance is
limited and details will be provided to selected buyers.” 67
The posting generated heavy online traffic and received interest from
many potential buyers eager to subject women to a lifetime of torture and
abuse.68 One response stated “Definitely interested…have personal stone
dungeon and many years’ experience as trainer/owner”, while another
individual became a suspect by exchanging various e-mails & phone calls
with undercover agents regarding his interest.69 A subsequent visit to his
home revealed a dungeon equipped with a “jail cell, restraints, whips,
chains, various torture devices and a large wooden cross.” 70 The undercover
sellers ultimately negotiated prices for the women, and the four men were
arrested the warehouse on the day of the fake auction.71 By September 2015,
all buyers were sentenced to long prison terms that reflected the cruel
intentions each man had, and the strong evidence the prosecution was able
to procure was a result of the extensive planning and preparations carried
out together by the undercover agents. 72
City of Phoenix Compass Plan
Before San Diego’s anti-human trafficking task force was created, the
mayor of the city of Phoenix established the City of Phoenix Human
Trafficking Task Force in 2014.73 Unlike San Diego, the Phoenix task force
Central, http://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/phoenix/2015/09/25/fbi-sex-slavesting-phoenix-prison/72281246/, September, 2015.
63
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was only comprised of community leaders and City of Phoenix
employees.74 Since its creation, the Task Force has held monthly meetings,
and at these meetings the Task Force together with residents and other City
staff developed the Compass Plan.75 Designed to “explore innovative and
bold solutions” to end human trafficking, the Plan is constantly evolving
and is updated to reflect current needs.76
The task force was originally created to develop a “game plan” for a
safer 2015 Super Bowl in the host city of Phoenix, but has since gone
beyond its original purpose.77 Organizations such as the TRUST (Training
and Resources United to Stop Trafficking) and the O’Connor House SAFE
Action Project collaborate to coordinate responses to trafficking cases, and
they were also key contributors in developing the Compass Plan.78 The plan
specifies four areas for the task force to concentrate on: community
awareness and outreach, training, law enforcement, and victim services. 79
Under the law enforcement prong, the Plan directs Phoenix police
departments to collaborate with regional law enforcement agencies,
prosecutors, and other community partners to strengthen law enforcement
services by providing uniform training to all agencies.80 For each area, the
plan further laid out short, medium, and long term goals. However, the
current Plan looks forward only to January 2020, which may call for another
task force meeting soon to reflect on the progress they have made and
modify future goals as necessary. 81
II. INADEQUACIES IN EXISTING APPROACHES
State lawmakers and Congress recognize the severity of human
trafficking and have enacted laws in every state criminalizing the act and
imposing harsh penalties on traffickers.82 However, current approaches that
http://azgovernor.gov/sites/default/files/minutes/estaz/victimservicescommittee/2014/vsc
052214minutes.pdf.
74
City of Phoenix Compass Plan, Mayor’s Human Trafficking Task Force (last
accessed Jan. 21, 2017)
https://www.phoenix.gov/district2site/Documents/City%20of%20Phoenix%20COMPAS
S%20Plan.pdf.
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strive to curb trafficking focus primarily on prosecuting traffickers, and do
not devote sufficient resources toward preventative efforts that stop
traffickers before any crime is committed.83 The source of the issue is also
frequently framed incorrectly as many people still view sex trafficking as
an international problem that occurs only in developing countries.84 These
issues have resulted in a lack of accurate and comprehensive data regarding
the scope of sex trafficking, and hinder the efficiency of social justice
systems that work to protect trafficking victims. 85 Successful strategies to
combat this atrocious crime will require positive action on each of these
challenges.86
A. Current approaches lead from behind in the fight to end sex
trafficking
Laws that target sex traffickers for prosecution have enabled law
enforcement agencies across the U.S. to rescue hundreds of thousands of
child and adult victims of forced prostitution.87 Internationally, over a
hundred states have ratified the UN Protocol against trafficking and have
committed themselves to incorporating the protocol’s provisions in their
domestic laws.88 While the fight against sex trafficking has certainly been
progressive on many fronts, ongoing challenges stem from the reactive
quality of law enforcement efforts rather than proactive preventative
agendas, as well as gaps in uniform implementation of anti-trafficking laws
with varied definitions of sex trafficking across the states.89
In March 2007, the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) launched
a Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (GIFT) designed to create a
turning point in the world-wide fight to end sex trafficking.90 One of the
initiative’s ultimate goals is to prevent potential victims from falling prey
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/lgbt/reports/2014/04/08/87293/3-keychallenges-in-combating-the-sex-trafficking-of-minors-in-the-united-states/.
83
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86
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in 2016 (July 1, 2016) http://dailysignal.com/2016/07/01/number-of-victims-rescuedfrom-human-trafficking-almost-doubled-in-2016/.
88
The Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking, U.N. Office on Drugs and Crime
(last accessed Jan. 21, 2017) http://www.unodc.org/pdf/gift%20brochure.pdf.
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to traffickers.91 The GIFT aims to strengthen prevention by warning
vulnerable groups and alleviating the factors that make particular people
vulnerable to trafficking such as poverty, underdevelopment, and lack of
opportunity.92 Law enforcement and the organizations they collaborate with
to fight sex traffickers would significantly increase their efficiency by
strengthening preventative measures.93
Furthermore, the U.S. Department of State’s Office to Monitor and
Combat Trafficking in Persons has also recognized the importance of
prevention, and follows a fundamental framework used around the world to
combat sex trafficking consisting of the “3Ps” paradigm: prosecution,
protection, and prevention.94 Prevention efforts are key to combatting sex
trafficking, and have included public awareness campaigns to warn
vulnerable peoples and developing programs to help reduce demand for sex
slaves.95 Additionally, preventative methods should include strengthening
partnerships between law enforcement, government, and NGOs.96
Law enforcement agencies continue to strengthen their cooperative
efforts, but collectively place a majority of their efforts towards prosecuting
traffickers and protecting victims.97 While prosecution, protection, and
prevention are all closely intertwined, efforts to end trafficking must
balance all three for more effective responses. 98 The successful operations
in Phoenix and San Diego exemplify the cities’ dedication to combatting
sex trafficking, but they should improve their efficiency by reserving more
resources for prevention.99 Effective prevention of human trafficking must
include recognition of the many layers of the crime, and preventative antitrafficking efforts should reach as many policy areas as possible,
particularly improving education in source countries and increasing police
pay in countries with high demand for sex slaves to discourage official
bribery.100
B. A lack of comprehensive data on sex trafficking and incorrect
framing of its source hinder law enforcement efficiency
91
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Every state in the U.S. today has a human trafficking or related criminal
statute, and the TVPA has been consistently adopted and implemented
nationwide.101 There is much more data available today addressing sex
trafficking worldwide, and in the U.S. agencies such as the National Center
for Missing & Exploited Children and the U.S. Department of Justice Child
Exploitation and Obscenity Section have formed partnerships with the FBI
to provide better estimates of youth victims of sex trafficking and the
underground commercial sex economy. 102 Despite the advances in antitrafficking strategies, state agencies engage in more inconsistent data
collection than its federal counterparts. 103 Many states also lack laws
creating immunity from prosecution for victims forced to engage in
prostitution.104
In 2011, a study conducted by the Urban Institute and Northeastern
University found that at the state and local level, investigators focus
narrowly on sex trafficking of minors.105 The study also reiterated that law
enforcement is more reactive rather than proactive in their efforts to uncover
sex trafficking.106 Due to miscommunications and biases that arise partially
as a result of insufficient resources for training law enforcement, many
investigators fail to bring prostitution-related cases to prosecutors, and the
local and state prosecutors in turn are unwilling to prosecute trafficking
cases if they do not believe justice will be served.107 Different belief systems
have resulted in a disproportionate amount of resources to be devoted to
minor sex trafficking cases while cases with adult victims remain
undetected and unreported.108
One such discrepancy between federal and state-level reporting can be
seen in a comparison of the TVPA federally-funded task forces, which
reported 1,407 suspected cases of trafficking over two and a half years, and
the Alameda County District Attorney’s Office in California, which only
reported 267 cases over one and a half years.109 One way to rectify this gap
101
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between federal and state-level identification is dedicating more resources
to training state and local law enforcement agencies on how to identify sex
trafficking cases.110 A lack of training has caused many cases to go
unnoticed and unreported.111 Perhaps most importantly, improving training
programs will help Congress to enact appropriate legislature and policy and
law enforcement to better craft their anti-trafficking methods.112
Furthermore, many law enforcement members still view victims of sex
trafficking as criminals, which is an unfortunate setback to the progress antitrafficking programs have made.113 In 2014, D.C. Council unanimously
passed the Trafficking of Minors Prevention Amendment Act (TMPAA),
which created immunity from prosecution for minors who involuntarily
engaged in prostitution in D.C.114 In addition, New York’s Human
Trafficking Intervention Initiative provides victims of the sex trade who
have been arrested for prostitution-related charges with counseling and
other social services instead of treating them as individuals who have
broken the law.115 The judges of the Human Trafficking Intervention Courts
assign arrestees of prostitution to counseling sessions, which upon
completion their records may be sealed, provided they do not re-offend for
6 months.116 Other states should learn from New York and D.C, and adopt
similar policies to allow law enforcement to focus on the real criminals –
the perpetrators of sex trafficking.117 The Urban Institute and Northeastern
University study concluded that even with recent propagation of human
trafficking laws, these cases are rarely prosecuted in the U.S. 118
Misconceptions about the source of violence in the sex industry are in large
part responsible for the shortage of sex trafficking prosecution.119 As of
August 2013, 18 states in the U.S. have enacted “safe harbor” legislation
that prevent law enforcement from treating victims as perpetrators of their
own crimes.120 Minnesota went further by introducing a bill that sought to
110
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provide incentives for states to enact safe-harbor laws.121 Additional work
must be done in this area to support the continued efforts of states like
Minnesota who seek to ameliorate the criminal justice system by advocating
for a more compassionate approach towards trafficking victims.122
III. A NEW APPROACH: USING FACEBOOK AS THE PRIMARY SOCIAL
MEDIA PLATFORM TO PREVENT SEX TRAFFICKING
As social media continues to play an increasingly prevalent role in
today’s society, a more modern approach to fighting sex trafficking
combines the cooperative efforts of law enforcement with technological
advancements.123 As of September 30, 2016, Facebook had 1.79 billion
active users across the globe and the company estimated that approximately
84.9% of those users were outside the U.S. and Canada.124 Although its user
growth likely will not continue at the same margins in years to come,
Facebook’s 15% growth rate in the second quarter of 2016 completely
surpassed that of Twitter, one of its social media platform competitors,
which rang in at just 3% growth.125 The first part of this section will explain
how law enforcement can create undercover Facebook profiles to target
pimps before they traffic individuals to engage in prostitution. The second
part then addresses some legal limitations the new approach might face, and
offers solutions to any potential issues.

A. Why creating undercover Facebook profiles as the main
social media avenue of communication between law
enforcement and known sex traffickers should be a
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widely adopted preventative approach to human
trafficking
In August 2015, law enforcement officers in Arizona began
communicating with a known pimp (from here on out, “Defendant”) on
social media using the fictitious identity of an adult female, “Jane Doe.” 126
(edited for confidentiality) This communication was initiated as part of an
ongoing cooperative effort between law enforcement agencies to identify
criminals attempting to traffic women across state lines for prostitution
purposes.127 Defendant quickly escalated the communications to text
messaging on the same day, which eventually led to a recorded telephone
call.128 He revealed that he ran his prostitution business from where he
resided in Texas, and bragged that he was a successful “pimp” who recruited
women for his illegal trade.129 Within 2 hours of the initial contact,
Defendant had offered to book “Jane Doe” a flight to leave Arizona for
Texas.130
Throughout the next few days following the recorded telephone call,
Defendant continued to solicit “Jane Doe” to move to Texas to work for him
as a prostitute.131 He instructed her to call him “daddy” and said she was
ready for “the game,” yet another reference to his illegal prostitution
business.132 When “Jane Doe” agreed to work for him, Defendant advised
her he would immediately transport her to Texas so she could begin working
for him as a prostitute.133 When Defendant arrived, law enforcement agents
were already on the scene.134 Defendant acknowledged he was the person
who had been communicating with “Jane Doe,” but initially denied he was
a “pimp” or that he had plans for her to have sex with other people for
money, and to bring the money back to him.135 Defendant eventually pled
guilty and admitted that he knowingly attempted to transport an individual
in interstate commerce and attempted to transport her with the intent that
she engage in prostitution for him.136
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In the above example, undercover agents who posed as young troubled
women trying to start a new life were able to capture a known pimp before
he lured any more women into a life of prostitution and without endangering
any more lives in the process.137 Because the undercover agents are the
“victims”, this approach would limit the number of potential trafficking
victims that may arise from alternative methods of targeting pimps. 138 In
addition, during the course of the investigation agents were alerted to other
pimps Defendant associated with through his Facebook friends, posts, and
groups he was a member of.139
There is a tendency to associate a negative stigma with police
departments that use Facebook for predictive crime prevention.140 In
response, Facebook’s social media guide for law enforcement officials bans
the practice of officers creating fake profiles simply to pose as “members of
the community” while gathering personal information on other users.141
However, officers frequently create fictitious profiles to connect with
suspects they consider a high risk of committing a future crime or have
already committed a crime.142 Courts have allowed evidence of a suspect’s
involvement in the prostitution trade that officers gather from Facebook
accounts and text messages from a defendant’s cell phone as long as the
prosecution proves authorship of the messages by a preponderance of the
evidence.143 In these undercover operations using Facebook, law
enforcement successfully prosecute traffickers without causing any
unnecessary victimization.144 Because there are no actual victims and
therefore no need for recovery, rehabilitation, or other remedies, law
enforcement should widely adopt this preventative approach in the fight
against sex trafficking.
B. Legal limitations to access to stored communications and
solutions to overcome potential legal issues
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The fruits of mass surveillance have been used almost exclusively to
convict criminal defendants, and the popularity of social media platforms
have drastically increased online communications sources from which law
enforcement derive incriminating evidence.145 This section analyzes several
legal issues that may arise when the Government uses Facebook
communications to prosecute sex traffickers, along with potential solutions
to overcome any obstacles. Part I examines the protections electronic
communications receive under the Stored Communications Act, and how
far these protections extend. Part II describes Facebook’s privacy policies,
and applies the company’s law enforcement guidelines to the undercover
Facebook preventative method this article advocates for. Finally, this
approach may also implicate 4th amendment protections, and Part III
addresses these potential constitutional implications.
Stored Communications Act
The Fourth Amendment protects the people’s right “to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and
seizures.”146 After Katz, the Fourth Amendment right to privacy has been
understood as one that protects people and not places.147 If the government
violates a subjective expectation of privacy that society recognizes as
reasonable, the Fourth Amendment prevents any evidence from the search
or seizure from being used against the person.148 This protection may also
extend to electronic searches.149 However, when applied to content stored
online, its constitutional protections are much weaker.150 This is in part due
to the definition of the right “to be secure” in spatial terms that does not
extend the “reasonable expectation of privacy” test in an online context.151
In response to the challenges presented when applying Fourth
Amendment protections to information stored online and acknowledging
that traditional protections were lacking for internet users, Congress enacted
the Stored Communications Act (“SCA”) as Title II of the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act in 1986 to address both voluntary and
compelled disclosure of “stored wire and electronic communications and
145
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transactional records” held by third-party internet service providers
(“ISPs”).152Because internet users knowingly and voluntarily entrust a
third-party to protect the security of their online information, the Fourth
Amendment and Third-Party doctrines as traditionally applied would
usually hold in these situations that they have given up any reasonable
expectation of privacy.153 The Third-Party doctrine provides that
“knowingly revealing information to a third party relinquishes Fourth
Amendment protection in that information.” 154 Under this doctrine, once
you voluntarily turn over information to a third party, only a subpoena and
prior notice - a lower threshold than probable cause - are required to order
an ISP to release the contents of an email or files stored in their servers. 155
Later codified under 18 U.S.C. §§2701-2712 – Unlawful Access to Stored
Communications – the SCA essentially created Fourth Amendment-like
privacy for digital communications by placing limitations on when the
Government may compel an ISP to turn over information.156 It also limited
the ability of commercial ISPs to release information to non-government
entities.157
§2702 of the SCA defines two types of online services, “electronic
communication services” and “remote computing services.” 158 The Act
defines the first type as “…any service which provides to users thereof the
ability to send or receive wire or electronic communications.”159 The second
type is defined as “the provision to the public of computer storage or
processing services by means of an electronic communications system.” 160
Under certain conditions, a public ISP may voluntarily disclose customer
communications or records, but ISPs generally are not allowed to share the
contents of any electronic communications.161 However, ISPs may share
non-content information, which includes log data and the name of the
recipient of an email, with any non-governmental entity. 162 An ISP may also
share the contents of a user’s communications authorized by that user. 163 In
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addition, §2703 of the SCA elaborates on the conditions under which the
Government may compel an ISP to share both content and non-content
information for electronic communication services and remote computing
services.164 The SCA made a significant distinction between
communications held in electronic communications services, which require
a search warrant and probable cause, and those in remote computing
services, which only require a subpoena or court order, with prior notice.165
It is widely understood today that stored communications such as
emails receive fourth-amendment like protection under the SCA, and
courts’ interpretations of the Act have evolved to include social media
platforms such as Facebook and Instagram that did not yet exist in the
context the legislation addressed at the time of the SCA’s creation. 166
Congress originally intended the Act to apply only to electronic
communications that are not supposed to be available to the public.167
Despite this limitation, courts since then have held that SCA protections can
be extended to include social media communication.168
To determine whether SCA protections can be extended to social media
communications, a court must distinguish between electronic
communication services and remote computing services. 169 In Crispin, the
court held that unopened messages on social networking websites are
protected electronic communication services in electronic storage because
they are included under “temporary, intermediate storage.”170 Opened
messages are remote computing servicesthat provide electronic storage
services.171 In contrast, the Crispin court held that wall posts and comments
are not afforded the same protection as messages in temporary, intermediate
storage.172 Instead, they are stored for backup protection and are covered
under a separate SCA subsection.173 Courts have classified wall posts and
comments as electronic bulletin board services, or BBS. BBS are available
to the public and therefore not covered by the SCA, although if a user
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restricts access to postings and comments, they may become subject to SCA
coverage.174
Inquiries such as whether the number of “friends” a Facebook user is
connected to or whether the number of “likes” a comment or post receives
is relevant to the level of protection under the SCA remain unanswered. In
the meantime, law enforcement can rely on several elements that will not
present challenges when they carry out undercover Facebook operations.
First, once an undercover officer becomes Facebook “friends” with a
suspect or known trafficker, concerns relating to protected messages that
are held in “temporary and intermediate storage” no longer apply due to a
Facebook user’s ability to access all messages with their friends at any time
through Facebook messenger.175 Further, if a Facebook user does not set
their profile to private, content from their profile is also not afforded the
same SCA protection as in this situation the information is considered nonrestricted BBS.176 Lastly, courts have held that Facebook may not quash
valid search warrants requiring it to disclose user information, but search
warrants do not even play a part in these operations as law enforcement
already has access to the information they need simply by clicking on a
friend’s profile.177 Facebook’s own policies regarding privacy and
cooperation with law enforcement may provide additional answers to
questions on when law enforcement may use incriminating evidence from
Facebook accounts to prosecute.178
Facebook and Law Enforcement
Courts have ordered Facebook to disclose substantial amounts of
information including all records of a user’s searches and all
communications between the user and other Facebook members, pursuant
to a search warrant supported by probable cause premised on factors such
as numerous public Facebook posts supporting illegal activities. 179 Other
courts have upheld indictments that rested in large part on evidence
uncovered when an undercover officer posing as a minor on Facebook made
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contact with a suspected trafficker and agreed to a meeting at which
pimping charges followed.180
Online content stored by Facebook is disclosed in accordance with
§§2701-2712 of the SCA, under which a valid subpoena is generally
required to compel disclosure of basic user information.181 This may include
the name of the user, email address(es), and IP address(es), if available.182
For disclosure of the stored contents of any account including messages,
photos, and timeline posts, a search warrant supported by probable cause
must be provided.183 Facebook has also pledged to work with law
enforcement to keep people on Facebook safe.184 The company has stated
that it will provide information to law enforcement if there is an ongoing
emergency, or in the case of fraud or other illegal activity. 185 Its privacy and
data policies state that they may “access, preserve, and share your
information in response to a legal request” (such as a search warrant, court
order, or subpoena) if they have a good faith belief that the law requires
them to do so.186
Requesting disclosure of content is simple but there are limitations to
when law enforcement may obtain and use information from Facebook user
profiles.187 When a law enforcement official subpoenas Facebook or
requests information through its online submission service, the company is
only required to disclose data that they are “reasonably able” to locate and
retrieve, and the subpoena must state with particularity the data it is
requesting.188 Once a user has deleted information from their account,
Facebook servers do not retain that data unless they receive a valid law
enforcement request for preservation.189 Furthermore, in the absence of
exigent circumstances such as child exploitation cases or other emergencies,
the social media giant’s policy is to notify users of law enforcement requests
for information prior to disclosure.190 To delay notification, law
enforcement agents must obtain a court order or other equivalent process. 191
180
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In the previous Jane Doe example, a search warrant was unnecessary as the
government already had access to all the incriminating evidence they
needed to bring their case against Defendant.192 Not only were they able to
document various phone conversations and text messages, they had
Facebook messenger conversations initiated by Defendant in which he
induced Jane Doe to engage in prostitution.193 More federal agencies are
using undercover operations, and the Justice Department has issued
guidelines to oversee these operations.194 These guidelines are in place to
prevent law enforcement from using tactics such as creating fake Facebook
profiles using photos of another individual without his or her permission.195
Under the newer proposed undercover Facebook approach, undercover
agents are not engaging in prohibited investigative tactics, and also have the
advantage of having access to Facebook communications without needing
a search warrant.196 Again, it is important to note that Facebook users who
allow the general public to view the content of their accounts are not entitled
to the same SCA protections.197 A user who publishes content under the
public setting is allowing everyone to access and use that information,
which raises additional questions that may be resolved by turning to the
supreme law of the land: the Constitution.198
C. Constitutional Limitations: Reasonable Expectation of
Privacy and the False Friend and Plain View Doctrines
in Electronic Communications
As previously stated, the 4th amendment protects individuals from
unreasonable searches and seizures.199 A search is unlawful and violates the
4th amendment when the government intrudes on a subjective expectation
of privacy that society recognizes as reasonable.200 In Katz, the Supreme
Court held that incriminating statements the government obtained against
Katz through an electronic listening and recording device placed on the
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outside of the public phone booth from which Katz placed his calls were
obtained in violation of Katz’s Fourth Amendment rights. 201 In contrast, a
person who voluntarily turns over information to third parties has no
legitimate expectation of 202In Smith, the Supreme Court held that the
installation and use of a pen register at a telephone company was not an
unconstitutional search because Smith did not have a reasonable
expectation of privacy in the phone numbers he dialed.203 All phone users
realize that their phone company has records of all calls they make &
receive.204
An expectation of privacy must be reasonable, and the reasonableness
element disappears when an individual shares information with a third
party.205 Under the false friends’ doctrine, there is no right to expect that
something you voluntarily reveal to someone else will remain private.206 In
White, the Supreme Court held that secret electronic recording of
conversations between an individual and government informant without a
warrant did not violate the 4th amendment.207 The key notion in White was
that when an individual invites someone into their home, they assume the
risk that the third party will divulge any information they receive, regardless
of whether the third party turns out to be a confidential informant.208
4th amendment protections also do not extend to searches carried out by
government agents that fall under the plain view doctrine.209 In Horton, the
Supreme Court held that if officers have a right to be where they are, then
they can seize any evidence that is in plain view. 210 This would mean that
if, for example, an officer turns over a pillow looking for stolen coins and
finds a gun, the officer can seize that gun.211 As long as the officer had a
prior justification for an intrusion in the course of which he came across a
piece of incriminating evidence, and so long as the scope of the search is
not enlarged, the seizure is constitutional.212
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Since Facebook was launched in 2004, many agencies have utilized the
social media giant as a tool in their civil and criminal investigations. 213 Like
many other social media platforms, Facebook offers its users the option to
customize their privacy settings. 214 Whether government agents violate the
4th amendment when viewing the contents of a Facebook user’s profile is a
question that requires determining whether Facebook and other social
media users have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their online
postings.215
In an unprecedented ruling, a New York court held that there can be no
expectation of privacy in a publicly posted “tweet.”216 The court in Harris
ordered the criminal defendant’s tweets and Twitter account information be
disclosed to the New York District Attorney’s Office. 217 This case was
significant because it applied 4th amendment principles of privacy to the
evolving medium of social media and served as a guideline for the public’s
expectations of privacy in the Internet age. 218 Notably, Judge Sciarrino
stated that posting a tweet is analogous to screaming out of a window, a
situation where no one can have a reasonable expectation of privacy. 219
Furthermore, courts have gone further and held that users of social media
sites generally don’t have a reasonable expectation of privacy. 220 The court
in Romano held that because social media sites do not guarantee absolute
privacy and because posts on those sites may be accessible by others despite
privacy settings, any expectation of privacy cannot be reasonable.221
Further, when law enforcement officers access Facebook profiles to
search for incriminating evidence or any other information, they may be
implicating the 4th amendment by acting as a false friend.222 When an
undercover officer first requests to add an individual on Facebook by
clicking the “Add Friend” button, he or she takes the first step toward acting
as a “false friend.”223 However, prior case law has shown that courts do not
afford individuals who voluntarily provide a third-party information with
213
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the same 4th amendment protection as individuals who have a reasonable
expectation of privacy. 224 An individual accepting a Facebook friend
request is analogous to an individual inviting a confidential informant to
enter their home; in both situations, they are assuming the risk. 225
On the other hand, the false friend doctrine does not apply in situations
where the individual’s Facebook page is open to the public, and no friend
request is necessary. 226 If agents stumble on evidence of criminality on
Facebook profiles that have not been made private, the plain view doctrine
would squarely cover these types of postings. 227The plain view doctrine
covers anything that is plainly evidence of criminality, so it would cover
any communications with references and explicit statements regarding
inducing or enticing an individual to engage in prostitution.228 Further, even
if the undercover agent had to add the individual as a Facebook friend, the
plain view doctrine would still apply as it emphasizes that any evidence in
plain sight is covered as long as the officer had a right to be where he or she
was.229 Everyone has a right to add an individual on Facebook, and it is up
to the user to choose their privacy settings.230
VII. ENTRAPMENT
Entrapment is a complete defense to a criminal charge, and government
agents may not induce an innocent person to commit a crime so that the
Government may then prosecute.231 A criminal defendant must meet two
elements for a valid entrapment defense: government inducement of the
crime and the defendant’s lack of predisposition to commit a crime.232
Inducement is the threshold issue to an entrapment defense, and requires
more than mere solicitation or use of pretense or deceit.233 The criminal
defendant has the burden of proving that the government acted with at least
mild coercion, or took other actions such that “a law-abiding citizens will
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to obey the law could have been overborne.”234 However, even if a
defendant is able to prove the government induced the crime, the
government still wins if they are able to show a predisposition to commit
the crime.235
In the Phoenix fake sex-slave auction, the attorneys for the accused
pimps relied heavily on entrapment defenses. 236 They heavily emphasized
the extravagance of the operation and argued that were it not for the agents
who induced the defendants to commit sex crimes by setting up the fake
auction, their clients would never have attempted to buy women as sex
slaves.237 Entrapment defenses were unsuccessful for all of the defendants,
as the government easily proved how each of them were predisposed to
commit their crimes.238 One of them had in the past allegedly sent $5,000
for a mail-order bride, while another invited an undercover FBI agent into
his home to tour the sex dungeon hidden inside his home. 239 Court records
showed the extreme lengths the men took to prepare their homes for the sex
slaves they thought they would be acquiring, including soundproof walls
and beds with chains attached.240 They were all given chances to “rescue”
the fictitious female slaves, but none of them were interested in doing so.
These were the actions that first put the four men on law enforcement’s
radar.241
Because law enforcement only target known traffickers when
conducting the newer undercover Facebook operations, a defendant is
unlikely to succeed with an entrapment defense.242 There can be a blurry
line between proactive law enforcement and inducing known traffickers to
solicit vulnerable women to engage in prostitution, but the suspects have
landed on government radar as a consequence of prior criminal or suspected
criminal activity. 243 As an extra precaution, officers participating in these
operations should be trained to wait for the suspect to initiate any
234
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suggestions regarding selling sex for money. These cases are “pro-active”
because law enforcement are able to act before the offender commits
another crime, and as long as undercover agents do not improperly induce
the suspect to commit a criminal act by raising the topic of prostitution, they
will not need to be concerned with successful entrapment defenses.244
CONCLUSION
In a world where self-driving cars and delivery drones are no longer
fictitious visions of the future, it is shocking to confront the reality that so
many sex trafficking victims are still deprived of their basic human dignity.
The global struggle to combat human trafficking has brought together
individuals and groups who have forged alliances to bring our world one
step closer to a day when human trafficking ceases to exist, but every state
must continue to do its part in the fight to end sex trafficking. Existing antitrafficking laws and remedies have inspired creative law enforcement
approaches that have successfully captured many traffickers who pimped
out women and treated them as property, but law enforcement agencies
must continue to find more effective solutions. Targeting prevention and
increasing resources to train agents at the state level will provide more
uniformity in anti-sex trafficking legislation and programs, and widespread
adoption of the undercover Facebook approach this article advocates for
will help law enforcement agencies take a major step forward in the battle
against this form of modern day slavery.
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